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FORWARD

This is the tenth consecutive year in which the
Collected Reprints of NOAA's Atlantic Oceanographic
and Meteorological Laboratories have been published
for distribution to scientists, institutions, and
libraries here and abroad. This series provides a

single reference source for articles by AOML personnel
which have appeared in numerous scientific journals
and various internal scientific and technical publi-
cations .

The Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological
Laboratories conduct research programs in the areas
of physical, chemical, and geological oceanography
and air-sea interaction. The 1976 edition presents
the papers published in that year. They are arranged
in alphabetical order by first author within each of
five groups:

Office of the Director
Physical Oceanography Laboratory
Marine Geology and Geophysics Laboratory
Sea Air Interaction Laboratory
Ocean Chemistry Laboratory

It is hoped that those recipients with whom we do not
already have an exchange arrangement would add the
AOML Library to the distribution list for any relevant
publications from their institution.

Harris B. Stewart, Jr. Atlantic Oceanographic and
Director, AOML Meteorological Laboratories

NOAA/Environmental Research
Laboratories

15 Rickenbacker Causeway
Virginia Key
Miami, Florida 33149
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Reprinted from: Remote Sensing of Environment 5, No. 2, 125-135. Also appeared

in Proc. Thirteenth Space Congress, Technology for the New Horizon, Cocoa

Beach, Florida, April 7, 8, 9, 1976, 3-21— 3-25.

REMOTE SENSING OFENVIRONMENT 5, 1 25-1 35 (1976) 1 25

A Study of Oceanic Internal Waves

Using Satellite Imagery and Ship Data

JOHN R. APEL*, H. MICHAEL BYRNE, JOHN R. PRONI,

and RONALD SELLERS

Ocean Remote Sensing Laboratory, Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories,

Environmental Research Laboratories, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Miami, Florida 33149

Surface manifestations of oceanic internal waves have been studied in Landsat-1 and -2 data

since 1972. The internal waves appear as periodic, intermittent variations in the surface optical

reflectivity and are visible from spacecraft, aircraft, and surface vehicles under certain

circumstances. The Landsat data suggest that the source of the waves is semidiurnal and diurnal

tidal action at the edge of the continental shelf. A study of the wave characteristics yields

considerable insight into the physics of their excitation, propagation, and dissipation. Packets have

been observed from the Gulf of Maine to Cape Hatteras and in images taken off the U.S. and

African east and west coasts, the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean, The Gulf of California, the

Sulu Sea, and the Baltic. The internal wave groups show an orderly variation in wavelength from

front to rear of the packet, due to a combination of frequency dispersion and nonlinear amplitude

effects. An oceanographic cruise was carried out in synchronism with two 18-day Landsat-1 cycles,

and data were taken on temperature, density variations, acoustic echoes, and surface slicks

accompanying the internal waves. The data were satisfactorily correlated with spacecraft and U-2

imagery taken simultaneously.

I. Introduction are theorized as being due to at least two

mechanisms, either of which modulates
Surface manifestations of oceanic in- the short surface wave structure rather

ternal waves have been observed by than causing a change in optical reflec-

many investigators, and their depen- tivity or absorptivity at depth. The first

dence upon wave-associated surface cur- theory suggests that the high velocity of

rents has been recognized for at least a surface water arising from the large

generation (Ewing, 1950). The surface internal wave amplitude sweeps together

signatures are most evident on a rela- surface oils and debris to form a slick in

tively calm sea and take the form of a regions of surface water convergence,

quasi-periodic, long-length modulation thus increasing the specular reflection

of the capillary-ultragravity wave spec- and decreasing the diffuse scattering over

trum; the scale of the modulation is the convergence region. The second

usually of the order of hundreds of theory predicts that the small waves are

meters (Gargett and Hughes, 1972). Visi- concentrated in the convergence regions

ble manifestations on the ocean surface due to wave-current stresses, thereby

Present address: Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, NOAA, Seattle, Washington 98105

©American Elsevier Publishing Company, Inc., 1976
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126 JOHN R. APELET AL.

decreasing the specular reflection and

increasing the scatter over the conver-

gence region.

II. Spacecraft Observations

We have observed these types of peri-

odic features in photographs and imag-

ery taken from various spacecraft over

widely separated regions of the world.

To date, quasi-periodic features on the

ocean surface have been seen on images

made from Skylab, the Earth Resources

Technology Satellite- 1, its successor,

Landsat-2, the DMSP meteorological sat-

ellite, and the Apollo-Soyuz mission,

taken over both the continental shelf

and deep ocean areas; they have been

observed off the North American and

African east and west coasts, in the Gulf

of California, the Caribbean, the Baltic,

and the Sulu Seas (Apel et a/.,

1975-a;-b). These features are almost

certainly surface manifestations of inter-

nal waves discussed above.

A particularly dramatic example of

internal waves may be seen in Fig. 1,

FIG. 1. Landsat-1 negative image, computer enhanced, showing internal wave

packets south of long Island, New York, on 24 July 1973 (lower right-hand

corner).
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SATELLITE IMAGERY OF OCEANIC INTERNAL WAVES 127

which is a computer enhanced, negative

Landsat-1 image of the ocean south of

Long Island, New York (I.D.

1366—15079). The Appendix discusses

the enhancement techniques used. The

size of the picture is approximately 140

by 140 km 2
. The waves are most appar-

ent in the lower right-hand corner as two

sets of curved, quasi-periodic variations

in brightness having a packet-like behav-

ior, a general north-south orientation,

and with phase fronts convex towards

the west. The wavelengths are of order

1000 m. In addition to the waves, a

light-dark "marbling" pervades the

image, probably brought about by light

winds advecting oils on the surface and

causing more or less random changes in

optical reflectivity. Also visible are two

acid waste dumping events in the ocean

(center-left) near the inner portion of

the New York Bight. (Charnell et al,

1974).

Figure 2 is an interpretive line drawing

of the internal wave packets taken from

Fig. 1 but with the area covered

extended farther to the south in order to

illustrate the wide extent of the internal

wave signatures. The figure also shows

bottom bathymetry so as to illustrate

the general orientation of the lines of

constant wave phase with isobaths, as

well as the concentration of wave activ-

ity near the Hudson Valley on the

continental shelf. Repeated Landsat

overpasses show these, to be highly per-

sistent characteristics of the waves (Saw-

yer and Apel, 1976; Apel et al , 1975-a).

Also shown are calculated isophase

fronts (dashed lines), arrived at by as-

suming that a plane internal wave is

initially generated nearby and parallel to

the edge of the continental shelf, which

then propagates on the shelf under the

influence of varying water depth and

density. The lines are spaced at arbitrary

intervals. For convenience the calcula-

tion assumes a water column stratified in

two layers of thickness h
x
and h 2 and

nearly equal densities p x
— p 2

— p. The

dispersion equation, co = gj (k), relating

frequency co and horizontal wave num-

ber k, for the two layer system is

obtained from Eq. (l)(Lamb, 1932):

co
4
(coth kh 2 coth kh

t
+ 1)-

co
2 gk (coth kh

x
+ coth kh 2 ) + (Ap/p)g

2
k
2 =0.

(1)

For a density contrast, Ap/p= 10" 3
, a

mixed layer depth of 50 m, and a wave-

length 2n/k = 1000 m, the phase speed

co/k is approximately 0.25 m/s, depend-

ing on the water depths shown in Fig. 2.

The refraction of the calculated fronts

on the shelf is due to the influence of

the deeper water over the Hudson Val-

ley. The overall behavior of the model is

in reasonable agreement with the space-

craft observations.

A study of Landsat-1 and 2 imagery

has been completed for all satellite over-

passes occurring during the summers of

1972 to 1974, between Cape Hatteras,

N.C., and Nova Scotia, Canada; the

results are being assembled in an atlas

that will be published in the near future

(Sawyer and Apel, 1976). The study

shows persistent internal wave activity

all along the continental shelf and some

limited patterns seaward of the slope. A
more detailed analysis shows they have

several characteristics which are perva-

sive enough to be worthy of note:

(1) The waves occur in groups or

packets of width L=3 to 5 km, usually
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128 JOHN R. APELET AL.

$

FIG. 2. Geographically corrected line drawing of internal wave fields

observed in Fig. 1, superimposed on bottom topography. The dashed

lines on the graph show isophase contours as calculated from a

two-layer model.

landward of the continental slope and

separated by distances, D, which are

of the order of either 15 or 30 km;

taken together with both the observed

and calculated phase velocities, these

facts suggest a semidiurnal or a diurnal

origin

;

(2) the crests are nearly always ori-

ented parallel to the local bottom

topography or can be loosely associa-

ted with some topographic feature

seaward of their observed position, or

both;

(3) the wavelengths fall between 200

and 10,000 m, depending on the geo-

graphical area; within a given packet,
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SATELLITE IMAGERY OF OCEANIC INTERNAL WAVES 29

there is often a monotone decrease in

wavelength, varying from X at the

front to X < X at the back of the

group;

(4) the lengths of the crests, W, fall

between a very few and perhaps 100

km, with a decrease in crest length

occurring from front to back of the

group;

(5) the widths of the slicks, ls , are

often small compared to the lead

wavelength X :

(6) the crests are curved in a horizon-

tal plane with their convex sides

pointed in the direction of propaga-

tion; the radii of curvature, R c , range

from essentially infinity to a few

kilometers;

(7) as the packet progresses up on the

shelf, there is some evidence of a

continued increase in the wavelengths

throughout; an accounting for this

may be had by a combination of linear

dispersion and nonlinear effects akin

to solitary wave behavior.

Other data off southwest Africa (Apel

et al, 1975-a) show six distinct packets

apparently radiating from a small source,

perhaps a submarine canyon, approxi-

mately 150 km offshore, with spacings

indicative of once-a-day excitation. If

such is the case, these data provide

evidence that internal waves may have

lifetimes of several days, even on the

continental shelf.

HI. Shipboard Observations

A cruise with the acronym NYBER-
SEX: New York-to-Bermuda Remote
Sensing Experiment—was undertaken

during June and July of 1974 to verify

the interpretations offered above; it was

scheduled so as to coincide with three

consecutive Landsat-1 overpasses of the

New York Bight, plus a NASA U-2 flight

at the conclusion of the cruise. The ship

was instrumented with a salinity-temper-

ature-depth sensor, expendable bathy-

thermographs, thermistors towed in a

vee-fin, and a 20 kHz, downward-looking

acoustic echo-sounder to delineate inter-

nal wave motion at depth (Apel et al. ,

1975-b; Proni and Apel, 1975). Because

of weather, it was not possible to obtain

one set of simultaneous observations

involving all of the available instrumenta-

tion. Nevertheless, an ample quantity of

cross-correlated data was gathered to

enable us to assert unequivocally that

the spacecraft imagery does indeed con-

tain surface manifestations of internal

waves. The U-2 also obtained photogra-

phy and multispectral scanner imagery

of internal wave packets in and near the

Hudson Canyon; the latter sensor is the

prototype for the Nimbus-G Coastal Zone

Color Scanner (Hovis, 1975).

Figure 3 is a yellow-filtered, color

infrared photograph made with the Vin-

ton 70 mm camera on the U-2 at 20,000

m altitude, showing surface and internal

waves and oil slicks in the sun glint

patterns at the head of the Canyon on

the shelf edge. For this packet,

X = 500 m.

Figure 4 illustrates shallow water in-

ternal wave data from the echo-sounder

(upper) and the towed thermistor (low-

er), illustrating a packet approximately

150 km due east of Sandy Hook, New
Jersey in some 80 m of water. The water

was sharply stratified into two layers
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having upper and lower temperatures of

about 17 ° C, and 8 ° C, separated by a

10 m thick gradient region centered at

approximately 30 m depth. Clearly de-

fined surface slicks accompanied the

underlying internal wave field. The ship

was proceeding at about 2.5 m/s from

the rear to the front of the wave group

while the data of Fig. 4 were taken.

Two layers of acoustic-reflecting mate-

rial were concentrated in regions where

the macroscopic curvature of the vertical

temperature profile, 3
2 T/dz 2

, was the

largest; these layers are clearly seen in

Fig. 4. This is in accord with models of

acoustic scattering from fluctuations in

the acoustic index of refraction (Proni

and Apel, 1975). Thus the measurement

yields some evidence that, in addition to

scattering from biological material— the

mechanism that is usually invoked to

explain such reflections—, these signals

may be partially returned from micro-

structure and turbulence in the water

column. Both the acoustic measurement

and the coincident towed thermistor

record yield a peak-to-trough amplitude,

2t7, of about 15 m; the latter record was

used to evaluate 2rj—(Tu ~Ti) (dT/dzT 1

,

with Tu and T
t
being the maximum and

minimum temperatures occurring during

an oscillation.

At 1625 UT, a 135° turn was exe-

cuted because the forward edge of the

packet, as defined by its slick pattern,

had been passed. The wave coherence on

the new course is somewhat lower, as

may be seen on Fig. 4. A power spec-

trum for the portion of the echo-sounder

record to the left of 1625 UT is shown

50

15°

14°

13°

12°

il

10°

9

8

7

6»«

1600

SECTIONFOUR
JULY i , 1974

1605 1610 1615 1620 1625 1630 1635 1640 1645
UNIVERSAL TIME , t (fflin )

FIG. 4. (Upper) internal wave packet in 80 m water off New Jersey as

observed by 20 kHz acoustic echo-sounder; (lower) temperature record

from a towed thermistor at 30 m depth. A 135 turn was executed

shortly after 1625 UT.
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in Fig. 5; the acoustic time series has

been demeaned, detrended, and cosine-

tapered in order to obtain the spectrum

shown. Similarly, vee-fin temperature

spectra, and acoustic-temperature cross-

correlation functions and cross-spectra

have also been evaluated and are repro-

duced in Fig. 5. These show that the

oscillations observed using the acoustic

remote sensor are highly correlated with

the temperature observations, a more

conventional method of internal wave

measurements.

There are several significant features

to be noted in Fig. 4. First, the oscilla-

tions are indeed packet-like, having a

sharply defined leading edge, as was

observed from the Landsat and U-2

images. Second, the leading oscillation,

occurring at about 1618 UT, is downgo-

ing; this is in accord with the solitary

wave interpretation mentioned above

(Lee and Beardsley, 1974). Third, both

the amplitudes and the wavelengths de-

crease toward the rear of the packet (i.e.,

earlier times); the decreasing amplitude

is consistent with the shorter crest

lengths observed in the spacecraft im-

ages, since a small amplitude is accompa-

nied by reduced currents, which in turn

implies a reduced surface signature.

Fourth, the mean depth of the upper

mixed layer is lowered during the pas-

sage of the wave packet. Fifth, the

packets observed from the ship had

spacings consistent with a 1 2 hr genera-

tion interval.

Because of clouds or bad weather, no

one packet has been simultaneously

identified from ship and spacecraft; how-

ever, all of the data, including observa-

tions of the disappearence of surface

effects during winds above 6-8 m/s, are

consistent with the picture offered

above.

IV. Summary of Packet Characteristics

A schematic diagram that summarizes

the salient features of the packets is

shown on Fig. 6. This figure defines

several quantities used in an empirical

mathematical model for the amplitude

of the packet, Eq. (2); some of the

quantities have been defined above in

the list of seven wave characteristics

deduced from the satellite imagery. In

terms of a moving coordinate system

with its origin at the front of the packet

and its x-axis increasing toward the rear,

an expression for. the vertical displace-

ment, 77, is given by

q(7) = r) Rc (x,y)W(z)(x/i l )e-
x/^

jsin [fc (l+x/£3 )x-7r] +z,| .

(2)

Here r\ is a normalizing amplitude; R c

(x,y) describes the curvature, R c , of the

crests in the horizontal plane; W(z) is the

solution to the linear, vertical-velocity

eigenvalue problem for the density pro-

file existing; the function x exp(-x)

together with the constant z
}
and the

phase, -it, give a downgoing initial pulse

whose mean depth and envelope decay

toward the tail of the packet; and the

linearly increasing wave number, k

(l+jc//3 ), accounts for the decreasing

wavelength. The /'s give scales for the

various features described.

This expression, while only a model of

the wave behavior, nevertheless contains

the important features observed to date.

Work is in progress to derive a theory
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FIG. 6. Schematic of internal wave packet showing characteristic

lengths and features; (upper) view from surface; (lower) view in a

vertical section.

from a basic viewpoint that contains a

more rigorous rendition than this admit-

tedly qualitative behavior.

V. Conclusions

structure or biological material im-

bedded in the internal wave motion is

sufficiently intense. These two remote

sensing techniques together constitute a

set of new tools for investigations of

high-frequency internal waves.

High-resolution satellite imagery has

been shown to be useful in studying

internal waves on the continental shelf

under conditions of clear skies and light

winds. Amplitude information can be

obtained from acoustic echo-sounding

without the necessity for temperature

sensors whenever scattering from micro-

VI. Appendix

Figure 1 is a contrast-enhanced nega-

tive image of Landsat-1 image I.D.

1366-15079, Channel MSS-6. This

wavelength interval, 700 to 800 nm,

shows near-surface effects most readily
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of the four MSS Channels. The contrast

enhancement was done digitally by ap-

plying a linear stretch to the original

digital numbers 9-13 (on a scale of 127)

so that they occupy the full dynamic

range of the film. The optimum stretch

appears to be one for which the intensity

histogram for the oceanic part of the

scene (which is nearly gaussian) has its

stretched mean at approximately 64 and

has about 3% of the energy falling

beyond the limits and 127. Figure 1 is

geographically distorted in the east-west

direction by a factor of 3600/2400

because of the size of Landsat pixels; nor

is it corrected for earth rotation. The

interpretive line drawing, Fig. 2, is geo-

graphically correct, however.

Maul (1974) has discussed more fully

some enhancement techniques for Land-

sat oceanic images of this type.
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Estimates of solar radiation at the earth's surface are given based on a parameterization technique

which employs 24 months of satellite-derived cloud cover data (Sadler, 1969) and surface radiation

measurements with established calibration traceability to the International Pyrheliometric Scale (1956).

The zonal average solar radiation is presented as monthly and annual averages for each 2.5° from 30°N to

30°S. The global average solar radiation at the earth's surface is determined from the present study

together with data from Ash bel (1961 ) and London and Sasamon (1971 ) as 0.286 cal/cm ! mm This value

and satellite measurements of global albedo suggest that the most likely values for the global solar

radiation terms are (in proportion to that intercepted by the earth) 0.29 reflected to space, 0.19 absorbed
by the atmosphere, and 0.52 absorbed by the earth's surface. The implications of the present study to the

climatic model results of Budyko (1968) and Sellers (1969) are considered.

I. Introduction

Of the various theoretical models of climate, two of the

simplest are the global average and zonal average models, in

which the radiation and other variables are independent of

time and location but represent long-term averages for the

entire earth and atmosphere. These models have great utility

in that the effects of changes in the model of meridional heat

transport, albedo, or solar constant can be evaluated simply,

as compared to more sophisticated (dynamical) models with

dimensions of time or space. Yet these simple models may
require greater accuracy in specification of variables than that

required for more sophisticated models because, as indicated

by London and Sasamori [1971, p. 641], 'as the time scale

increases beyond the seasonal, and the region of interest be-

comes global, accurate evaluation of the various radiation

components increases in importance.'

The obvious difficulty in obtaining numerical estimates for

representative assumed conditions of these models is one of

global sampling. For example, prior to the advent of satellites

it was not possible to measure directly the global or zonal

distribution of solar radiation reflected to space (although

Frit; [1949] in effect used the moon as an earth satellite and, by

making use of Danjon's visual lunar measurements, was able

to determine an earth albedo of 0.35). Nor was it possible to

measure directly the global distribution of solar radiation ab-

sorbed in the atmosphere or incident at the earth's surface.

Investigators such as Houghton [1954], London [1957], Budyko

[1956, 1963], and London and Sasamori [1971] have used

cloudiness as observed by continental stations, and to some
degree ship observations, together with empirical methods in

order to estimate solar radiation reaching the earth's surface.

Of course, global sampling is difficult in this approach.

To the author's knowledge, the study presented here is the

first attempt to calculate solar irradiance at the earth's surface

on a global scale based on satellite-observed cloudiness as a

parameter. This approach has the obvious advantage of ex-

cellent global sampling because of the satellite, but it also has

the disadvantage of using only a single cloud parameter.

1 Now at Geophysical Monitoring for Climatic Change, Environ-

mental Research Laboratory, NOAA, Boulder, Colorado 80302.

Copyright © 1976 by the American Geophysical Union.

Whether this advantage makes radiation estimates more repre-

sentative than those of previous investigations must await

other verification schemes. Probably the best hope for im-

proved estimates of solar irradiance at the earth's surface is by

using two or more satellite-observed cloud (or spectral radi-

ance) parameters.

This study uses quantitative cloud cover information, de-

rived by Sadler [1969] from nephanalysis data, as a means of

extending solar radiation measurements at earth's surface to

much broader areas. The results are presented as monthly and

annual averages for each 2.5° latitude zone from 30°N to

30°S. Global average irradiance at the surface is obtained by

combining these results for the tropics with those of previous

investigators in middle and high latitudes. The result shows

that more solar energy reaches the earth's surface than that

indicated by presatellite studies. This higher value is consistent

with radiation measurements obtained by satellites which

show that the earth-atmosphere system absorbs more solar

energy than was previously thought. New estimates of the

values of the global average radiation components are pre-

sented.

Budyko's [1968] and Sellers's [1969] zonal modeling studies

have suggested that polar ice cover is extremely sensitive to

some environmental changes. The implication of the present

study to their climate modeling results is considered.

2. Zonal Average Radiation Values

Present Study

By using the parameterization method described in this study,

monthly values of solar irradiance at the earth's surface have

been calculated. They represent zonal values of irradiance for

each 2.5° latitude zone from 30°N to 30°S. The 24 months

from February 1965 to January 1967 correspond to those of

Sadler's [1969] satellite data. The 2 years were averaged to a

single year, and the result is indicated in Figure 1 (data are

given in Table Al ).

There are a number of features in the irradiance distribution

(Figure 1 ) which result directly from variations in cloudiness.

For example, at I5°N the radiation reaches a maximum in

April (670 cal/cm 2 day), apparently associated with the sub-

tropical high-pressure zone, and this radiation maximum
progresses northward to near 30°N by June and July. There is

also a maximum in solar radiation in a zone within a few

4435
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Fig. I. Monthly average zonal solar irradiance at the earth's surface

(cal/cm 2 day) based on the 2 years of data shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Monthly average zonal solar irradiance at the earth's surface

(cal/cm 2 day) from February 1965 to January 1967.

degrees of the equator during nearly all of the year. But

adjacent to this equatorial maximum are minima in the zonal

radiation field. In the northern hemisphere the minimum is a

result of cloudiness in the intertropical convergence zone

(ITCZ). which is located at 2$° to 5°N in March but moves to

5° to I0
CN by September and October. This minimum is

present during the entire year. It is most intense during July

when the radiation at 5° to 7j°N is only 410 cal/cm 2 day;

during the late winter and early spring, radiation values in that

zone exceed 510 cal/cm 2 day. In the southern hemisphere a

similar but less developed radiation minimum exists from Sep-

tember through April.

There is a question, of course, as to whether these features

are recurring in a long-term sense or whether they are artifacts

of combining two years of data. In Figure 2 it is apparent that

these features recur at least in the two years considered here,

1965 and 1966.

Integrating the monthly zonal radiation values over the year

provided an annual average, of interest in global modeling.

The resulting zonal profile is plotted in Figure 3, and the

quantitative values are given in Table 1. Even for the annual

average zonal profile (Figure 3), the predominant features due

to cloudiness are apparent, such as the minima at 5-10°N, the

maxima along the equator, and values about 10% higher in the

subtropics of the northern hemisphere than the subtropics of

the southern hemisphere.

Comparison With Previous Investigators

Since early in the century, investigators have been estimat-

ing values of the global and zonal radiation components. Some

early investigators, such as Simpson [1928] and Baur and Phil-

lips [1934, 1935], have not been included in the discussion here,

although they did classical work; the recent investigations

quoted here are based on significantly more observations and

are probably more representative. Presently, the most widely

referenced works for values of the zonal average radiation at

the earth's surface are those of Budyko [1956, 1963] and Lon-

don [1957]. In the present study, radiation values have been

compared to Budyko's [1963] most recent data; the London and

Sasamori [1971] data are included, rather than London's [1957]

data, because they include both hemispheres and are more

recent. Also included in the comparison are Ashbel's [1961]

data, primarily based on IGY surface observations, and Sel-

iers's [1965] data, which according to that author, are based

mainly on data given by Gabites [1950], Houghton [1954],

Budyko [1956], and Hanson [I960]. This comparison of zonal

averages is shown in Figure 3 and is summarized in Table 2. A
few other early investigators, P. Raethjen (as cited by Robinson

[1964]) and Houghton [1954], are also cited in Table 2.

The obvious difference between the present study and pre-

vious work is that solar radiation values given here are signifi-

cantly higher. The greatest departures are in the northern

hemisphere, but there are differences in the southern hemi-

sphere as well. In the 0°-30°N zone, radiation values in the

present study exceed those of other investigators by the follow-

ing amounts;
London [1957] 19%
Budyko [1963] 15%
London and Sasamori [1971] 14%
Sellers [\965] 10%
Ashbel [1961] 8%

TABLE I. Annual Average Solar Irradiance at the Earth's Surface,

30°N to 30°S

H, cal/cm day

deg North South

27.5-30.0 503 451

25.0-27.5 524 470

22.5-25.0 542 4H4

20.0-22.5 555 492

17.5-20.0 561 499

15.0-17.5 ShS 504

12.5-15.0 560 504

10.0-12.5 536 505

7.5-10.0 493 502

5.0-7.5 460 502

2.5-5.0 474 504

0.0-2.5 506 514

0-30.0 524 494

bUU p-l—, ,
,

, ,-. ,. , , ,
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Based on present study using Sadler's, [1969] CA values.

Fig. 3. Annual average zonal solar irradiance at the

(cal/cm 2 day). Error bracket of ±23 cal/cm 2 day on cu

study is the standard deviation of the data in Figure 4

earth's surface

rve for present
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TABLE 2 Zonal Annual Solar Irradiance at Earth's Surface. 30°N to 30°S

H. cal/cm 2 day

London and
P. Raethjen* Houghton Budvko London Ashbel Budvko Sellers Sasamori Present Study

Latitude Zones (1950) [1954] [1956] [1957] [1961] [1963] [1965] [1970] (1974)

Comparison of H Values

20°-30°N 403 44s 44" 418 484 454 467 445 531

I0°-20°N 440 447 438 501 4SS 479 460 556

0°-10°N 446 420 41 IX 422 463 419 473 446 484

0°-IO°S 411 460 422 473 455 506

10°-20°S 427 477 439 474 455 503

2O°-30°S 416 470 421 443 433 474

0°-30°N 424 435 414 426 483 441 474 450 524

0°-30°S 418 469 427 463 44K 494

30°N to 30°S 426 476 435 468 449 509

Ratio of H Values to Those of Present Study

0°-30°N OKI 0.83 0.83 0.81 0.92 0.85 0.90 0.86 1.0

0°-30°S 0.85 0.95 0.86 0.94 0.91 1.0

30°N to 30°S 0.84 0.94 0.85 0.92 0.88 1.0

•As cited by Robinson [1964].

Here it is apparent that the smallest disagreement is with

Sellers and Ashbel, presumably because their studies were

based on a larger percentage of observations than other earlier

studies. Table 2 also lists comparisons for the zones 0° to 30°S

and 30°N to 30°S.

From the zonal annual curves in Figure 3 it is clear that the

present study indicates greater variation of radiation with

latitude than that shown by other studies. Only a longer time

series will tell whether this is real or is indicative of the 2-year

sample.

Most of the zonal radiation curves of Figure 3 indicate more

radiation in the northern hemisphere than in the southern.

Again, the present study shows a larger difference than that

indicated by others (comparing 0°-30°N to 0°-30°S),

Present study +6.1%
Budyko [1963] +3.8%
Bu^o[l963] +3.7%
Ashbel [m\] +3.0%
Sellers [\9(>S] +2.4%
London and Sasamori [1971] +0.4%

The zonal radiation values given here are based on surface

radiation measurements which have calibration related to the

International Pyrheliometric Scale (IPS. 1956). In section 6 it

is pointed out that the IPS (1956) is about 2% lower than the

presently defined Absolute Scale. Thus if the results given in

this paper had been evaluated on the Absolute Scale, the

numerical values for solar irradiance at the earth's surface

would have been 2% higher. Of course, this would enhance the

numerical differences between these results and those of other

investigators. It should also be pointed out that Ashbel's data

(IGY) are based on the IPS (1956) and these data are closer in

agreement to the present study than those of other in-

vestigators (see, for example. Table 2).

In view of the larger differences between the present and

previous estimates, one wonders about the cause of such

differences. Although it is not the intent of this paper to

provide a review of parameterization methods, it may be use-

ful to point out that McKee and Cox [1974] have performed

theoretical calculations which suggest a possible explanation

for the differences noted. Using a theoretical model, they

calculated scattering in clouds of finite and semi-infinite ex-

tent. The analysis showed that the irradiance field is strongly

dependent on energy passing through the vertical sides of finite

sized clouds. The implication is that for the same percentage of

cloud cover, areas composed of 'small' clouds have a lower

albedo than areas composed of clouds with large horizontal

extent. Thus it appears that parameterization methods using

empirical relations based on cloudiness of large horizontal

extent (as in mid-latitudes) are not applicable to 'small' clouds

(as in tropical latitudes).

3. Global Average Radiation Values

Present Study

The present study is limited to the tropical and subtropical

zones. As a result, a global average radiation value cannot be

determined directly. However, such a value has been estimated

and is indicated in Table 3. This estimate has been obtained by

combining data from the following sources: 0°-30° latitude,

present study; 40°-60° latitude, Ashbel [1961]; and 70°-90°

latitude, London and Sasamori [1971]. The final result (Table

3 ) indicates that the global average solar radiation at the earth's

surface is 0.286 cal/cm 2 min. If one assumes a solar constant of

1.95 cal/cm 2 min and the earth intercepts one fourth of this

amount, or 0.488 (cal/cm 2 min), then this interpretation sug-

gests that 58.6% of the extraterrestrial radiation intercepted by

the earth is incident at the earth's surface.

TABLE 3. Estimated Zonal Annual Solar Irradiance at Earth's

Surface, Entire Earth

H, cal/cm ; ! day

Latitude, deg North South

80-90 155 205

70-80 162 182

60-70 214 182

50-60 284 262

40-50 338 367

30-40 430 424

20-30 531 474

10-20 556 503

0-10 484 506

Global average solar irradiances weighted by zonal areas are 411

cal/cm 2 day and 0.286 cal/cm 2 min.
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Comparison With Precious Investigators

Early studies to determine the global average radiation com-
ponents were based on an assumed cloud albedo of 0.78,

derived by A Idrich [1919] from a single series of measurements.

These led to rather high estimates of the global albedo, such as

0.45 by Simpson [1928], Later, based on visual lunar measure-

ments of Danjon, Frit: [1949] obtained an average cloud al-

bedo of 0.50 and a planetary albedo of 0.35. This value for

cloud albedo was widely used during the period 1949-1969.

prior to the time when satellite measurements of cloud albedo

became available. As a result, during this period estimates of

global albedo ranged from 0.34 to 0.36, as indicated in Table 4.

When satellite measurements were taken over significantly

long time periods and with adequate sampling of the earth, the

results showed that the measured albedo of the earth was

lower than that expected from presatellite estimates. Values of

global albedo have been derived by Vonder Haar, Raschke,

and others using Tiros, Essa, and Nimbus 2 and 3 satellite

measurements, and the values range from 0.28 to 0.30 (Table

4). Of course, this departure from presatellite estimates of the

energy reflected to space also presents an uncertainty about

assumed values of absorption of solar radiation at the surface

and in the atmosphere. That is, if the estimate of radiation

reflected to space is reduced by 5%, then because of con-

servation of energy, estimates of absorption by the atmosphere

and earth's surface must be increased by a total of 5%. Since

the new satellite results became available, it has not been

obvious how to adjust these two terms. The dilemma caused

by the satellite results is, no doubt, apparent to most readers.

First to call attention to the fact that radiation values in the

tropical Pacific were larger than those expected were Quinn and

Burt [1968]. (They considered a 9-year period at Wake Island

and a 12-year period at Canton Island and found that ob-

served annual solar irradiance values were higher by 18 and

27%, respectively, than climatological estimates by Budvko

[1963].) Vonder Haar and Hanson [1969] later suggested that

for tropical regions in general, solar radiation absorption by

the ocean may be larger than that expected from climatolog-

ical estimates. Now the present results suggest that the radi-

ation reaching the surface on a global scale is larger than had

been believed and that the discrepancy is in the right direction

and of the correct magnitude to account for the additional

energy which the satellite data indicate as being absorbed by

the earth-atmosphere system.

Our study indicates that the global average solar irradiance

at the earth's surface is 0.286 cal/cm 2 mm. When values of 1 .95

cal/cm 2 min for a solar constant and 0.1 14 for a global surface

albedo are assumed, then the global average solar absorption

at the earth's surface is 0.52 of .he extraterrestrial radiation

intercepted by the earth.

In view of these results, it would appear that the most likely

values for the global radiation terms are those indicated as

proposed values in Table 4.

4. Implications Concerning Zonal Average Models of

Climate

In the late 1960's, Sellers and Budvko developed independ-

ently zonal average models which could be used to examine the

dependence of surface temperature on numerous variables.

These variables include solar constant, albedo of the earth-

atmosphere system, and meridional exchange coefficient and

eddy diffusivities of sensible and latent heat by the atmosphere

and sensible heat by the ocean. The model work of Budvko

[1968] indicates that a 1.6% decrease of the solar constant

would cause complete glaciation of the earth. Sellers [1969],

on a somewhat more optimistic note, indicates that a decrease

of the solar constant by 2-5% would be required in order to

initiate another ice age. Obviously, the implications of these

studies are of great interest and importance to a broad spec-

trum of people. Because of this the implication of the present

study to their work is considered.

Subsequent to Sellers's and Budyko's work, Vonder Haar

and Oort [1973] calculated the meridional heat transport by

ocean currents. That transport was calculated as a residual of

the combined atmosphere-ocean heat transport, based on sat-

ellite measurements, and transport by the atmosphere alone,

based on atmospheric soundings. Their results gave heat trans-

port values by the ocean which were larger, by a factor of

about 2, than the value assumed in Sellers's model. The largest

differences were in the tropics. This does not imply that the

values assumed by Sellers are incorrect, but it does indicate the

large uncertainty in present estimates of meridional heat trans-

port by the ocean. The sparsity of ocean measurement, of

course, makes direct calculation of this transport difficult

Vonder Haar and Oort's method is completely independent of

ocean measurements but includes residual errors of satellite

and atmospheric measurements, as well as the problem of

representativeness due to incomplete sampling.

The present study, which indicates greater solar heating of

the ocean than was previously indicated, does not by itself

explain the greater heat transport by the ocean as indicated by

Vonder Haar and Oort. However, it may indicate the source of

TABLE 4, Global Average Radiation Budget for Earlh-Almosphere System

Percent of Radiation Incident on Atmosphere

Presatellite Postsatellite

Simpson Frit: Houghton London Sellers

Solar Radiation [1928) [1949] [1954] [1957] [1965]

I under Vonder Haar Raschke London and Present

Haar and Suomi ei al Sasamori Study* Proposed

[1968] [1971] [1973] (1971) (1975) Values

Incident on

almosphere 100

Reflected lo

space 4S

Absorbed b\

atmosphere

Absorbed al

surlace

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

34 35.2 J6 29 30 28.4 33

19 17.4 17 22

4" 47.4 4^ 4S

1(H)

52

100

29

14

52

•Assumes surface albedo of 11.491 (based on Sellers's [1965] data) and solar constant of 1.95 cal/cm 2 mm.
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TABLb 5. Final Corrected Solar Irradiance Data lor Swan and Canton Islands. Incorporating the

Corrections of Table 6

H, cal/cm ! day

Swan Kland

1965 1966 1967

Canton Island

1966 1967

January

February

March
April

May
June

July

August

September

October

November
December
Annual mean

397

477 447

553 512

638 556

568 556

564 4:<

593 606

519 544
4S< 544

422 439

394 376

349 370

495 481

360 392

560

573

566

546

515

4(.4

592

637

632

614

612

559

629

greater ocean heat transport, if indeed the transport is higher

than was previously believed.

In calculations with his model, Budyko [1968) assumed val-

ues of solar radiation absorption by the ocean-atmosphere

system which were lower than those indicated by subsequent

satellite-based studies.

In zonal climatic models, such as those by Sellers and Bud-

yko, conditions must be assumed for all independent variables

of the model. As is indicated in the paragraphs above, there is

now some observational evidence that the assumed conditions

for certain variables in both Sellers*s and Budyko's models

differ from subsequent satellite-based measurements of these

assumed conditions. It is certainly an open question whether

the more recent results are more representative. However, it is

clear that model testing with changed assumed conditions

would be desirable in order to determine if such changes tend

to increase or decrease the sensitivity of polar ice cover to

changes in the variables. (In the review process, it was learned

from Vonder Haar that both C. Leith (National Center for

Atmospheric Research) and J. Ellis (Colorado State Univer-

sity) have carried out the model testing recommended here.

Vonder Haar reported, 'it has been found that polar ice cover

is less sensitive to change in solar irradiance than the models

first showed.')

5, Parameterization Method

The parameterization method uses satellite cloud data col-

lected globally and solar irradiance measurements at two trop-

ical island stations as a means of estimating zonal values of

solar irradiance at the earth's surface. Satellite data are used

because of the uniform areal sampling of cloud information

from this platform. Surface solar radiation data traceable to

the IPS (1956) are used to establish absolute radiation levels at

the surface.

The parameterization of zonal solar irradiance at the earth's

surface has been done in two steps: first, monthly solar irra-

diance data for two tropical island stations (Table 5) have been

corrected and normalized to an equivalent value at the equator

in order to adjust for latitude differences between these sta-

tions and for changing solar zenith angles during the year. The

ratio of the annual extraterrestrial irradiance at the equator to

the monthly value for the island station was used as a normali-

zation factor. The resulting normalized irradiance values (//')

have been plotted in Figure 4 against corresponding monthly

CA values for the island stations from Sadler [1969]. Because

of the way Sadler defines CA it is a measure of the amount of

time and the percentage of area in which cloudiness covers

portions of each 2.5° square area.

The relationship between H' and CA has been obtained by

least squares fitting.

//' = 949 - 107-C cal/cm 2 day (1)

for 2.5 < C A < 5.0.

Second, average monthly zonal values of CA (Sadler's Table

4) have been used with (I ) in order to calculate solar irradiance

values for the 2.5° latitude belts from 30°N to 30°S. In this

calculation the H' values were multiplied by the inverse of the

previously mentioned normalization ratio in order to obtain

irradiance values for the various latitude zones. The resulting

zonal irradiance distribution for a 2-year period is shown in

Figure 2.

The parameterization method uses the single cloud parame-

ter CA for determining irradiance at the surface. Because of the

way CA is defined, a limitation of the method is that it does not

parameterize the transmission of specific cloud types. For

\ • Swan Island

• Canlon Islond

' \

\
•

• •

t \•\
•Y.

H' = 949- 107 3 Ci (cai/cm1
doy) \

for 2 5<C«s5 5 \

ASSIGNED CLOUD VALUE (C«)

Fig. 4. Monthly values of cloudiness versus normalized solar irra-

diance at the surface for Swan and Canton islands for the period

February 1965 to January 1967.
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example, a 50% cumulonimbus cloud cover and a 50% stra-

tocumulus cloud cover obviously would have differing

amounts of solar irradiance at the surface under real condi-

tions. However, the present parameterization method only

recognizes percentage cloud cover, which is identical in this

example, and would not be able to parameterize proper irra-

diance values for the two cloud situations. In this sense, the

method probably determines irradiance values which are too

high in regions of deep tropical convection (e.g., the ITCZ)
and too low in regions with thinner cloudiness (e.g., the sub-

tropical highs). It is of interest to examine Figures I and 3 with

this in mind, because this change would tend to enhance the

north-south radiation gradients, which in this study already

are larger than those of other investigators (see Figure 3 ).

Some scatter exists in the data of Figure 4 relating solar

irradiance and CA . The standard deviation is 23 cal/cm 2 day,

about 5% of the irradiance values. No doubt this scatter re-

sults, to some extent, from the use of a single cloud parameter.

Although a complete error analysis is not given, the error of

5% is probably realistic for this method.

A limitation of this method also may result for the length of

the radiation sample: 2 years for Swan Island and 1 year for

Canton Island. The representativeness of these 2 years has not

been evaluated. On the positive side, however, the year-to-year

variation in mean annual solar irradiance at tropical and sub-

tropical stations is small. For example, for a 15-year period at

Canton Island the standard deviation of the mean annual

irradiance values was 4%; at Miami for an 18-year period it

was 3.5%.

6. Parameterization Data

Surface Data

The solar irradiance data for use in parameterization were

obtained on Swan Island (I7°24'N. 83°56'W) and Canton

Island (2°46'S, I 74°43'W) with Eppley (bulb-type) pyranome-

ters by the National Weather Service (NWS), NOAA. The

data are archived and distributed by the National Climatic

Center (NCC), NOAA.
These islands were selected because their small size min-

imizes the effect of the island on local cloudiness. Hence radi-

RELATIVE SCALE
(PERCENT)

ORGANIZATION
RESPONSIBLE

TRACEABILITY
AND INSTRUMENT NO

SMITHSONIAN SCALE

REVISED 1913

ABSOLUTE SCALE

IPS, 1956 (IPC nri

ANGSTROM SCALE \///////
1905

NWS PRIMARY PYRANOMETER
STANDARO NO 1973

NWS PRIMARY PYRHELIOMETER

STANDARD EA 2273

NAT WEA SVC ,USA EA2273

FUNCTION

PYRHELIOMETER
STANDARDS

Pyronometer Slandords

1 2601|
CANTON ISL

Fig. 5. Positions of NWS standards relative to the various radio-

metric scales. Data indicating the position of the scales (left of figure)

are adapted from Frohlich [1973],

Fig. 6. Radiometer standards through which calibrations for tield

sensors at Swan and Canton islands were traced to WMO standard

pyrheliometer 210. The latter standard represents the IPS (1956) as

reestablished at IPC III [Frohlich el al.. 1973]

ation measurements on such islands are more representative of

the region than are measurements on larger islands or over

continental areas.

The period for surface radiation data used in this study was

February 1965 to January 1967, corresponding to the period

for Sadler's [1969] satellite data.

The NWS pyranometer data of these two island stations

have been expressed on the IPS (1956). the scale presently

accepted by the WMO for radiation measurements. The cali-

bration linkage of the island station pyranometers to the IPS

(1956) is discussed in the following three sections: the first

shows the relationship of the NWS primary pyranometer

standard to the IPS (1956): the second shows the relationship

of the island station pyranometers to the NWS primary stan-

dard pyranometer; the last discusses corrections necessary to

adjust the island station data to the IPS (1956).

NWS standards and pyrheliomeiric scales. Much of the

confusion about the relative position of pyrheliometric scales

has been clarified in a recent paper by Frohlich [1973]. The

basic relationship between scales and the present level of the

IPS (1956) (as indicated by pyrheliometer 210 at Davos) is

given in the left side of Figure 5 based on the work of Frohlich.

The figure shows the relative percentage difference between the

various scales: the position of zero is arbitrary.

The right side of Figure 5 indicates the position of NWS
radiometric standards relative to these scales. The position of

the pyrheliometer EA2273 is0.5?c below the IPS (1956). based

on the comparison between pyrheliometers EA2273 and 210 at

IPC III (International Pyrheliometric Comparison III) [Froh-

lich el al., 1973]. The position of NWS pyranometer 1973 is

shown as 3.5% higher than pyrheliometer EA2273, based on

calibrations obtained by the NWS and an analysis of these

calibrations by K. Hanson, J. Hickey, and W. Scholes (unpub-

lished manuscript. 1974). The relative positions of the NWS
standards in Figure 5 indicate the corrections necessary to

adjust the NWS pyranometer standard to the present level of

the IPS or to the other scales. Adjustment to the IPS requires a

3.0% reduction in measured radiation values with the pyra-

nometer standard (or field instruments calibrated from it).

Although the measurements from Swan and Canton islands

have been expressed on the IPS (for international acceptance),

it should be pointed out that the Absolute Scale is probably

closer to the true absolute scale value. To express these data on

the Absolute Scale would increase measurements about 2%
over the values expressed in the IPS.

Most readers are aware that the four scales (in Figure 5) are
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TABLE 6. Corrections Applied to Swan and Canton Island

Pyranomeler Data to Adjust for Error Sources and Express the

TABLE 7 Change in Sensitivity of Swan Island Pyranometer

2217 (1963-1972)

Precalibration Postcalibration

Laboratory

Responsible

Apparent Change
in Pyranomeler

Sensitivity

Corrections, %

Swan Island

(Sensor 2217) Canton Island

(Sensor 2601)

1966

Source of

Discrepancy

July 1963

January 1963

April 1972

January 1972

NWS
Eppley

-20.1%
-19.6%
-18.4%'1965 1966

To adjust NWS
pyranometer measure-

ments to IPS

-3.0 \ n >ii

Errors in calibration of -7.0 -7,0 -0.4

held pyranometer

Degradation of field + 3.8 + 6.1

pyranometer
-6.2* -3.9* -3.4*

•Total correction.

maintained by instruments employing different principles. It

was noted by Smithsonian workers as early as 1932 that their

scale was too high by 2.5%; similarly. Angstrom Scale values

were recognized as being too low. In 1956 the Radiation

Commission of IAMAP (International Association of Mete-

orology and Atmospheric Physics) recommended (and the

World Meteorological Organization accepted) the Inter-

national Pyrheliometric Scale (IPS, 1956) which is defined as

follows: measurements on the Smithsonian Scale (1913) are to

be decreased by 2.0% and measurements on the Angstrom

Scale (1905) are to be increased by 1.5%.

Of course, ~the work by Frollch [1973] shows that the crea-

tion of the IPS ( 1956) did not achieve, completely, its intended

purpose, to bring to a common level measurements on the

Smithsonian Scale (1913) and the Angstrom Scale (1905).

The long history of uncertainty about the relative positions

of the Smithsonian, Angstrom, and IPS scales is evident from

a comparison of the literature and Figure 5. (See, for example.

CSAG1 [1958] and Dnmmwnd [1970].) Frohlich's [1973] paper

clarifies the present relative position of the scales. Hopefully,

the new technology of cavity radiometer systems (which main-

tain the Absolute Scale) will provide instruments which are

close to the true absolute scale and will provide long-term

stability (see Kendall and Burdahl [1970] and Willson [1973]).

Island station pyranometers and NWS standards. There are

two principal sources of error in the transfer of calibration

from pyranomeler standards to island station pyranometers

(illustrated as the lower transfer in Figure 6). One error may
result from differences in spectral response of two pyranome-

ters in the event that the instruments have dissimilar sensor

•Decrease in annual irradiance values at Swan Island for 1964-1971.

surface coating material and are calibrated under tungsten-

source illumination; the second principal source of error re-

sults from the possible use of an inappropriate sensitivity value

for the standard of calibration. The combined correction for

these two sources of error is shown on the second line of Table

6.

An error may arise from degradation of the sensor surface

as a result of long exposure under field conditions. While this

effect was not noted in the Canton Island data where lamp-

black-surfaced pyranometer 260 was employed from July 4,

1964, to September I 5, 1967, the effect was noted in the Swan
Island data where Parsons's black-surfaced pyranometer 2217

was used from December 6, 1963, to January 25, 1972. The

latter pyranometer was calibrated by both the NWS and Ep-

pley Laboratory before and after this period of field use. The

results given in Table 7 indicate an apparent decrease in sensi-

tivity by 20.1 and 19.6% of the original sensitivity value. In

addition, a plot of the average annual irradiance values for

Swan Island (not shown) for the years 1964-1971 suggests a

decrease in sensitivity of 18.4% when it is assumed that no

natural systematic change in annual irradiance occurred dur-

ing that period. Because the three values of apparent change

are in close agreement and because the plot of annual values

indicates a near linear decrease in sensitivity with time, we

have assumed - 19.6% as the total change and estimated values

of -3.8 and -6.1% for the years 1965 and 1966. This is the

basis for the corrections for degradation given in Table 6

Corrected Swan and Canton island data. The corrections to

the Swan and Canton island data listed in Table 6 have been

applied to the original island station data made available by

the National Climatic Center. The resulting irradiance data

are presented in Table 5. They incorporate corrections for

calibration errors, instrument degradation, and adjustment to

the present IPS These corrected data have been used in pa-

rameterization of surface irradiance as discussed in this paper.

Satellite Data

Sadler [1969] has summarized 2 years of weather-satellite

TABLE 8. Suggested Relationship Between 'Neph' Categories and Cloudiness [after Sadler. 1969)

'Neph' Category

(Symbol)

Range
of

Cloudiness

Assigned

Value

Approximate
Cloudiness.

octas

Open(O)

Mostly open (MOP)

Mostly covered (MCO)

Covered (C

)

Heavily covered ( +C

)

<20

20-50

50-80

>80

0-1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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TABLE Al. Monthly Average Solar [rradiance at the Earth's Surface. 30°N to 30°S

H caL cm day

Latitude, deg 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 Average

27.5 to 30.0 337. 383. 488. 566. 625. 670. 659. 622 545. 460. 369. 312. 503.

25.0 to 27.5 372 424, 525. 597, 642. 665. 658. 619. 557. 489. 401. 345. 524.

22.5 to 25.0 404. 469. 560. 626. 660. 658. 642. 602. 568. 507. 432. 377, 542.

20.01O 22.5 428 503. 587. 650. 669 651 628. 594 566. 524. 459. 403. 555.

17.5 to 20.0 450. 532. 612. 668. 657, 630. 608. 588. 552. 532. 481 426. 561.

15.0 to 17.5 478. 563. 632. 676. 644. 611. 587. 576. 534 537. 495. 452. 566.

12.5 to 15.0 501 582. 642. 665. 616 583. 562. 538. 513 527 509. 477. 560.

10 to 125 509. 584. 632. 633. 566. 531. 510. 490 479. 503. 507. 487. 536.

7.5 to 1 0.0 491. 559. 586. 576. 495. 467 443 454 452. 456. 472. 465. 493.

5.0 to 7.5 457 509. 519. 511. 446 445 413 440. 457 455 441 438. 461.

2.5 to 5.0 456. 481. 483. 495. 455. 468. 450 469. 502 497 474. 455. 474.

0.0 to 2.5 486. 521. 518. 525. 504. 506. 477 493 516 525. 512. 492. 506.

-2.5 to 0.0 502. 544. 533 521 513 507. 479. 498, 512, 532 525. 512 515.

-5.0 to -2.5 503. 532. 511. 487. 496 491. 478 487. 503 523. 524. 507. 504.

-7.5lo -5.0 503 524. 514. 499. 490. 474 468. 479 509 524. 531. 509. 502.

10.0 to -7.5 513. 527. 521 522, 482. 454 450 468. 511. 527, 535. 515. 502.

-12.5 to -10.0 531 536. 527. 528. 474. 442. 438 460. 519. 540. 539. 528. 505.

-15.0 to -12.5 538. 543. 530. 517. 461. 426 425. 450. 526 551. -4S 538. 504

-17.5 to -15.0 547 556. 529. 507 445 411. 406 43X. 519 564 565. 560 504.

-20.0 to -17.5 565. 565. 528. 489 422 383 384, 42,s 505 562. 578. 581 499.

-22.5 10 -20.0 588. 575. 522. 462. 392. 353. 362 407 487. 564. 590. 605. 492.

-25.0 to -22.5 60

1

583. 522. 441 369. 325 340. 383 466. 557. 602. 617. 484.

-27.5 to -25.0 613 590. 510. 417 336. 293 312 352. 438 536. 603. 633 469.

-30.0 to -27.5 617. 593 495. 395. 306. 264 281 321 409. 509. 593. 632. 451

Numbers 1 to 2 indicate months of the sear.

cloud observations for the global strip between 30°N and

30°S. They are based on nephanalysis prepared by the Na-

tional Environmental Satellite Service. NOAA. which was de-

rived from satellite cloud photos from Tiros 9 and 10, tssa I

and 3. and Nimbus 2. These satellites were of the 'cartwheel'

configurations, which provided much more uniform coverage

of the earth than hud earlier Tiros series satellites. Sadler has

used the nephanalysis to determine the average cloud cover

value over a grid of 2.5° latitude-longitude 'squares' from

30°N to 30°S and all meridians. In this way the nephanalysis

category was converted to an 'assigned cloudiness value' (C A )

by using the relationship given in Table 8, The C t values range

from I for 'open' areas to 9 for 'heavily covered' cloud areas.

7 . Summary

The parameterization method of this study has produced

monthly zonal averages of solar radiation at the earth's surface

from 30°N to 30°S. The result indicates the following. ( 1 ) The

maximum radiation (670 cal/cm 2 day) is received at I5°N

during April, and this maximum moves northward with time

to 30°N in July and August. (2) A radiation maximum is

located on the equator during all months of the year with

values ranging from 480 cal/cm 2 day in July to 540 cal/cm 2

day in February. (3) A radiation minimum, associated with the

ITCZ, is present during the entire year and moves from 2j° to

5°N in March to 7J°N in October and reaches its lowest \ alue,

410 cal/cm 2 day, during July. (4) A similar minimum is present

at about 5°S from September through April.

Annual zonal averages indicate that the highest radiation

value, 565 cal/cm 2 day, occurs at 15° to 17J°N, whereas the

lowest value at tropical latitudes is 460 cal/cm 2 day. associated

with the ITCZ. From 0° to 30°N the radiation is 6cr higher

than from 0° to 30°S. A comparison with previous in-

vestigations shows that the present zonal averages for the

northern hemisphere (0° to 30°N) are I5
c
''r greater than those

indicated bv Budvko [1963] and 14'~< greater than those in-

dicated by London and Sasamori [1971). Somewhat smaller

differences exist (Table 2) for the southern hemisphere

(0°-30°S).

Although a complete error analysis is not given, the error ol

5'; is probably realistic for this method.

By using results Irom the present study together with data

from A \hbel [1961] and London and Sasamori [1971 ]. a value of

0.286 cal cm 2 mm has been determined for the global average

solar irradiance incident at the earth's surface. Assuming a

global albedo of 0.114 and a solar constant ol 1.95 cal cm 2

mm suggests that global average absorption at the earth's

surface is 0.52 of the extraterrestrial radiation This higher

value for absorption at the surface is consistent with recently

determined lower values of radiation reflected to space.

It is proposed therefore that the most likely values for the

global average radiation terms are 1.00, incident extra-

terrestrial solar radiation; 0.29. reflected to space: 0.19, ab-

sorbed by atmosphere: and 0.52. absorbed at earth's surface.

The implications of the present study to the climatic model

results of Budvko [1968] and Sellers [1969] are considered.

There is some observational evidence by Vonder Haar and

Oori [1973] and the present study that the assumed conditions

for certain variables in both Seller's and Budyko's models

differ from subsequent satellite-based measurements of these

assumed conditions. This suggests that tests of models be

conducted with revised assumed conditions in order to deter-

mine whether such revisions tend to increase or decrease the

sensitivity of polar ice cover to changes in the variables.
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A Parametric Wave Prediction Model
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ABSTRACT

Measurements of fetch-limited wave spectra from various sources indicate an approximate in variance

of the normalized spectral shape with fetch. It has been suggested from investigations of the spectral energy

balance that this can be explained by the shape-stabilizing influence of nonlinear resonant wave-wave
interactions, which are also responsible for the migration of the spectral peak to lower frequencies. Analyses

of a series of further data sets obtained under non-uniform, non-stationary wind conditions show that the

invariance of the spectral shape is not restricted to uniform-wind, fetch-limited situations, but applies

generally for a growing wind sea. The observed shape invariance is exploited in a wave prediction model

by projecting the full transport equation for the two-dimensional spectral continuum onto two variables

characterizing the energy and frequency scales of the spectrum. Inspection of the resultant equations

reveals further simplifications, enabling the system to be reduced to a single prediction equation for one

scale variable, the peak frequency. This is feasible because of the rapid adjustment of the spectrum to a

quasi-equilibrium level in which the atmospheric input is balanced by the nonlinear transfer of energy

out of the central region of the spectrum to higher and lower frequencies. The balance occurs sufficiently

rapidly to be treated as a local response process, thereby providing a relation between the energy level

of the spectrum (characterized, for example, by Phillips' constant a), the peak frequency fm , and the

local wind speed U (the latter two occurring only in the non-dimensional combination v=Ujm/g).

The directional distribution of the wave spectrum is also established locally and can be regarded as a

given function of the non-dimensional frequency f/fm and v. For the remaining independent scale param-

eter, the peak frequency, the dominant source term in the transport equation is determined by the non-

linear energy transfer, which can be computed rigorously. To lowest order, the one-parameter wave model

is independent of the relative contributions of the atmospheric input and dissipation in the central region

of the spectrum. However, because of lack of (consistent) direct measurements of the atmospheric input or

dissipation, the quasi-equilibrium relation inferred between a and v must be calibrated empirically, for

example, by comparison with fetch-limited data. Within the scatter of the data, all data sets analyzed

(with two exceptions, where the data were considered questionable) were reasonably consistent with a

common a-v relation. The residual scatter of the data is thought to be associated largely with small (sub-

grid) scale inhomogeneities of the wind field and may represent a natural limitation of the accuracy achie-

vable with deterministic wave models. A complete wave model would need to combine the proposed para-

metric model for growing wind seas with a swell propagation model.

1. Introduction and Ewing (1971) [see also the review by Gelci and

XT . , . ,. . Devillaz (1970)], many wave measurements have been
Numerical wave prediction models have traditionally

made> includl extensive wave-growth studies under
been based on a synthesis of empirical wave-growth

v, ell .defined wind conditions during the Joint North
data, theories of wave dynamics, and hypotheses, where

gea Waye p •

t [jQNSWAP, Hasselmann et al.

both theory and data are lacking. This approach will
(iy73) . referred tQ [n ^ followi as j]. These have

be needed as long as our knowledge of the principal
darified SQme of the ind , mechanisms contro lling

processes controlling the energy balance of the surface-
lhe evo i ution of the wave spectrum, and the time there-

wave spectrum itself remains incomplete. However, it
f(jre appropriate for a fresh look at the wave

mav be expected that the models will be successively ,• .. ,,
, ,. .,., ,,- prediction problem.

improved as more data become available and a clearer * _. ,, ....... , .

_:A„„ c tU c a .i u i
The need for a modification of existing wave models is

picture of the structure of the spectral energv balance b

emerges. Since the development of the first generation underscored by the basically different explanation of

of wave models based on the transport equation bv earlier wave-growth data resulting from the JONSWAP
Gelci et al. (1957), Pierson et al. (1966), Barnett (1968) study as compared with the original interpretations on

which these models were based. In the past, wave-
' Max-Planck-Institute fur Meteorologie Hamburg.

th data haye normally been fitted with linear-
' Sea-Air Interaction Laboratory, NOAA, Miami, 1< la.

°
. .

3 Sonderforschungsbereich 94, Meeresforschung, University of exponential growth functions, in accordance with a

Hamburg, and Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Meteorologie. combined Phillips-Miles generation mechanism (Snyder
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and Cox, 1966; Harnett and Wilkerson, 1967). However,
the atmospheric input into the wave field inferred in

this manner was found to be considerably larger than,

and therefore incompatible with, the known total mo-

mentum transfer across the air-sea interface (cf. Snyder

and Cox, I960). This paradox was resolved in J, where

it was shown that the rapid growth of waves on the

forward face of the spectrum was associated primarily

with the nonlinear energy flux across the peak due to

resonant wave-wave interactions (Hasselmann, 1962,

1963a,b). Moreover, it was found that the nonlinear

energy transfer controlled not only the rate of growth

of the newly developing waves, but also the form of the

spectrum, in particular the development of a pro-

nounced peak, and the migration of the peak toward

lower frequencies. Atmospheric forcing has little direct

influence on these processes and is important only in

determining the overall level which the spectrum attains

until the atmospheric input in the central region of the

spectrum can be balanced by the nonlinear energy trans-

fer out of this region to lower and higher frequencies.

With regard to wave prediction, these findings are

significant not only for the proper description of the

source function in the transport equation, but also for

the choice of appropriate numerical techniques. As soon

as the nonlinear transfer becomes a non-negligible term

in the energy balance, some form of parameterization

of the spectrum becomes necessary, since the exact

evaluation of the Boltzmann integrals describing the

nonlinear interaction rates far exceeds the time avail-

able for numerical integration of the transport equation.

Fn previous prediction models, the nonlinear resonant

transfer terms were either ignored entirely (e.g., Gelci

el al., 1957; Pierson el al., 1966) or were parameterized

in a rather simple manner (cf. Barnett, 1968; Ewing,

1971). The remaining propagation, input and dissipa-

tion terms, all of which were normally regarded as

decoupled processes with respect to wavenumber, were

then treated numerically by the standard procedure of

discretizing the two-dimensional wavenumber (or fre-

quency-direction) spectrum. However, to the extent that

the nonlinear energy transfer turns out to be a control-

ling process in the overall energy balance, there appears

little point in describing the remaining terms in the

transport equation—or the spectrum itself— in greater

detail than the nonlinear terms. Accordingly, we shall

consider in the following a parametric wave model in

which the complete transport equation in the frequency-

direction domain is projected onto the very much

smaller parameter space used to represent the nonlinear

energy transfer. A general projection technique is de-

scribed in J. We shall be concerned here with a simple

version of the general procedure which is based on the

observation that for growing seas all wave spectra ap-

pear to have a rather similar shape. It is found that the

average shape of underdeveloped spectra measured by

different authors under a wide varietv of conditions

corresponds fairly closely to the mean JOXSWAP
spectrum. Assuming that this similarity also applies

to the directional distributions, the parameter space

needed to describe the properties of a growing wave
spectrum can be reduced to only two parameters de-

fining the energy and frequency scales of the one-di-

mensional spectrum. The nonlinear terms in the result-

ing parametric transport equations can be computed
rigorously; the remaining terms can then be obtained

by calibration against the JOXSWAP data. To close

the problem, it is assumed first that the atmospheric

input is linear with respect to the wave spectrum and
that dissipation, although important as a high-wave-

number sink, is negligible in the main part of the

spectrum.

Investigation of the transport equations reveals that

for normal (not excessively variable) wind fields all

solutions lie rather close to a single curve in the param-
eter plane. This implies that the two scale parameters

are related, and the prediction problem can be reduced

still further to the determination of a single wave
parameter, e.g., the peak frequency.

Physically, the description of the wave field in terms

of only two scale parameters is possible because of the

stabilizing effect of the nonlinear interaction on the

spectral shape (cf. J) and the further reduction to a

single parameter because of the rapid adjustment of

the spectrum to a quasi-equilibrium level at which the

atmospheric input in the central region of the spectrum

is balanced by the nonlinear energy transfer. However,

across the peak the nonlinear source function changes

very rapidly from positive to negative values and is

unable to balance the positive, more smoothly varying

source function for the atmospheric input. The im-

balance in this narrow frequency band results in the

migration of the peak, and the prediction problem re-

duces essentially to the determination of this rate of

shift. For the one-parameter approximation it is irrele-

vant whether or not dissipation contributes to the

energv balance in the central region of the spectrum,

provided that the sum of input plus dissipation, which

together must balance the nonlinear transfer, is tuned

such that the equilibrium level observed in the fetch-

limited studies is correctly predicted, since the shift of

the peak is controlled entirely by the known nonlinear

transfer. Fortunately, therefore, the present ignorance

of the structure of the input and dissipation source

functions is not critical for the model.

Measurements of growing waves collected from

widelv differing sources are found to cluster fairly well

along the predicted universal curve in the two-param-

eter phase plane. However, the proposed simple predic-

tion model should be regarded only as a first approxi-

mation to more sophisticated models containing a larger

number of parameters. The approximation assumes that

the characteristic relaxation times associated with the

shape stabilization and energy-level equilibrium are
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small compared with other time scales, such as the

propagation time of the waves through the wind field.

While the wave data presented below for growing and
nearly fully developed wave spectra appear to support

this assumption, there also exist cases in which the

approximation is clearly invalid.

An obvious example is swell. Here the atmospheric

input needed to support the spectrum at a level at which

the nonlinear interactions become effective is lacking,

and the wave energy is accordingly reduced so far that

the individual wave components are dynamically al-

most completely decoupled. Thus in contrast to the

wind-sea model, the shape of a swell spectrum is not

universal but depends on the details of the time, position

and extent of the wave source. The superposition of

swell, which is nearly always present in the ocean, on

a developing wind sea should not affect the application

of the model to the wind-sea region of the spectrum,

since resonant nonlinear interactions between swell and

wind sea are extremely weak (Hassclmann, 1963b). In

principle, swell and wind sea cm interact also through

YVkB-type (radiation stress) interactions (cf. Phillips,

1963; Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964; Hassclmann,

1971) but attempts to discover this effect in field experi-

ments have so far been unsuccessful [Snodgrass el al.,

1%6; J—see however Mitsuyasu (1%6) and Recce and

Shemdin (1974) who have found an influence of longer

gravity waves on shorter wind-generated waxes in a

wind-wave tank]. The field evidence indicates that

well-dispersed swell can be regarded as decoupled from

the wind-sea components considered in our model.

However, there also exist less obvious transitions be-

tween wind sea and swell where the assumption of a

universal spectral shape will presumably break down.

Examples are rapidly turning winds, such as in fronts,

producing cross seas of comparable frequency, or the

rebirth of a swell field as a wind sea in a freshening

wind situation, when the wind speed parallel to (In-

direction of propagation of the waves begins to exceed

the swell phase speed. In the latter case the wind-sea

spectrum will generally contain two peaks, the normal

high-frequency wind-sea peak and the former swell

peak. As the low-frequency peak begins to gain energy

under the influence of the wind, the two peaks will

begin to interact nonlinearly and the spectrum will

presumably readjust to the universal equilibrium form.

However, the relaxation time depends on the separation

of the peaks and will generally be larger than the relaxa-

tion time for the redistribution of energy within a peak.

A general wave-prediction model will probably need

to combine a more sophisticated multi-parametric treat-

ment of the wind-sea region of the spectrum, including

multiple peaks, with a traditional characteristic method
of swell prediction. The simple model presented here

may nevertheless be adeqtiate for man) applications in

which the detailed structure of the spectrum is not too

critical; an example involves the computation of wave-

climate statistics from existing wind-held statistics.

2. The shape-invariance of wind-sea spectra

Nearly all fetch-limited frequency spectra measured

during JOXSWAP could be fitted closely with a func-

tion of the general form

R(f)=af(2r)-*f-'cxp\ —
5//,

4\/
+ ln7

r U-UY

where

<Jb,

Xexp

u u

la>jj J
(2.1)

The function contains live free parameters, two scale

parameters (/„, the frequency of the spectral peak and

a Phillips constant) and three shape parameters (the

peak-enhancement factor 7 which is ratio of the peak

value of the spectrum to the peak value of the corre-

sponding Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum with the same

values of /,„ and a, <j„ the left peak width, and a b the

right peak width). The form (2.1) is derived from the

Pierson-Moskowitz (I'M) (1
{ »64) fully developed spec-

trum bv multiplying with the peak-enhancement

fuiu lion

-Lf-ur-i
7 L'Xp

L 2(7-/,

ll reduces to the I'M spectral shape for 7= 1. The scale

parameters for the I'M spectrum itself have the hxed

values a= 0.0081,

(1.74

1.25
g, (2-kI )=0.14 g/l

where /' is the wind speed (defined by Pierson and

Moskowitz as the 19.5 m anemometer height wind,

but we shall rek-r all winds in the following to an

anemometer height of 10 m).

It has been pointed out by Kitaigorodskii (1962), for

the simple geometry of a uniform, stationary wind

blowing perpendicularly off a straight shore line, that

all wave field variables, when non-dimensionalized in

terms of g and I
", should be functions only of the single

non-dimensional variable £=£.v L"
1

. Both field and lab-

oratory data conform fairly well with Kitaigorodskii's

scaling relation over a wide range of non-dimensional

fetches (cf. J). The possible influence on wave growth

of other external parameters such as the air-sea tem-

perature difference and local currents has often been

discussed, but attempts to find such correlations within

the range of external conditions encountered during

[OXSWAP were unsuccessful.

Over the non-dimensional fetch range 10
_1 <2;< 104

,

encompassing both wind-wave tank data (10
-1 <£< 10 )

and field data (1U J < t< 1(H) from many sources, the
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fetch dependence of the non-dimensional peak frequency

v= Ujm/g and a can be described fairly well by the

power-law relations (J)

„=3.5£-0.33
;

a= 0.076 {- - 22
.

(2.2)

(2.3)

It will be found useful to consider also the variance of

the surface displacement 8= J~E(j)<lj, or its nondi-

mensional form t=Sg 2/L' 4
, as an alternative scale pa-

rameter. In the same fetch range this shows a linear

fetch dependence, i.e.,

e=1.6X10-7
£. (2.4)

Power laws very similar to (2.2), (2.3) or (2.4) have

been proposed also by other works (cf. Mitsuyasu, 1968,

1969, 1973; Wilson,' 1965). The western Atlantic data

set can also be examined in this manner and yields

v <x £-0.27 anc] ((X £i.i_ Tne Phillips parameter a, however,

showed little fetch dependence for the rather large fetch

present. The shape parameters y, a a and <j b exhibited

appreciable scatter, but no significant mean dependence

on fetch. An alternative shape parameter which depends

on average spectral properties and is thus less affected

by individual variations of the peak shape parameters

may be defined as \=ee4/a. The relations (2.2), (2.3)

and (2.4) imply /W £
_

" ', but this weak fetch dependence

is not discernible within the scatter of the JONSWAP
data.

The mean shape of the JONSWAP spectra agrees

well with the shape of other fetch-limited spectra mea-
sured (e.g., Burnett and Wilkerson, 1907; Mitsuvasu,

1968, 1969, 1973; Ross el al., 1970; Ross and Cardone,

1974; Schulc el al., 1971). The same shape has also

been observed in wind-wave tank experiments (e.g.,

Mitsuvasu, 1968, 1969). Recently, Snyder (1974) has

found that the form (2.1) [with o\,= cr,,] gives good tits

to his spectra measured in the Bight of Abaco and to

spectra observed by Elliott (1972) anil Dobson (1
(»71)

on the Spanish Banks, Vancouver. Liu's (1971) spectra

in Lake .Michigan also correspond to the form (2.1).

These spectra were all obtained under stationary,

fetch-limited conditions, but in most cases for winds

that were not perpendicularly offshore. To compare
with these measurements, we have analyzed a number
of additional JONSWAP spectra for non-perpendicular

offshore winds; thc\ could again be lilted satisfactorily

with the function (2.1).

An equally good tit is found for growing wind-sea

(duration-limited) spectra measured a\\a\ from limiting

boundaries. These include high wind spectra measured

by shipborne wave recorders of the IK weather ships

Weatlier Explorer and Weather Reporter, and from the

U. S. Navy Argus Island research platform (Pickett,

1962; Manasseri, 1967; DeLeonibus el al., 1974). A
good fit was also obtained for wave data measured by

one of us during Pacific hurricane Ava in 1973, and by
the oil industry during hurricane Camille (Patterson,

1974). Good agreement in the case of the hurricanes is

especially notable considering the moving, circular na-

ture of a hurricane wind field. Some examples of the

above spectral fits are given in Fig. 1.

A summary of the shape variables for typical sets of

field measurements is given in Table 1. Also shown are

the corresponding values for a composite data set con-

sisting of a superposition of all data with the exception

of the sets marked with an asterisk (which are discussed

below). (The last two column groups in the table refer

to the energy-scale variables a and «, which will be
discussed in Section 10.) For each data set the depen-
dence of the shape parameters s= y, aa , a h , X on the state

of development of the wave field was investigated by
fitting least-square regression lines

log5= r (logy - logi;o)+ logio

through plots of logs versus the logarithm of the non-

dimensional frequency v. The reference frequency

^0= 0.251 (log^ = — 0.60) was defined as the mean of

logj/ over all data sets; the regression line then deter-

mines the exponent r and factor s for a power law fit

5= s<i(v/v tt
)r for each shape parameter s. The uncertainty

intervals represent the standard deviations in the de-

termination of the regression line parameters from a

finite sample size (cf. Jenkins and Watts, 1969). The
standard deviations listed separately in the table refer

to the rms deviation of individual values of logs from

the regression line, expressed in equivalent percentage

variations of 5. Winds used in the calculations of di-

mensionless parameters were either measured at 10 m,

or adjusted to this height using the technique suggested

by Cardone (1969).

Plots of y and X for the composite data set are shown

in Figs. 2 and 3. The statistical uncertainty of the re-

gression line is indicated by two hyperbolas representing

the envelopes of the family of lines obtained by varying

5i, and r between limits set by their standard deviations.

Note that the peak enhancement factor y (as all shape

parameters dependent primarily on the shape of the

peak) is more strongly scattered than the integral shape

parameter A. 'Idle standard deviations listed in Table 1

indicate that the scatter for the composite data set is

not significantly greater than for individual subsets,

including highly tillered data such as set A, which is

restricted to stationary, uniform, orthogonally offshore

wind fields. Inspection of individual generation cases

for this data set suggests that the scatter is not due to

hidden external parameters but is associated with small

(subgrid) scale inhomogeneities of the wind field (cf. J).

Table 1 and Figs. 2, 3 show no systematic dependence

of the shape parameters on the state of development

of the spectrum, although for data sets D and F the

regression lines do suggest decreasing peak-enhance-

ment factors as one approaches the limiting frequency

e=0.14 for a fully developed (Pierson-Moskowitz)

spectrum. However, these data are limited to a rather
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narrow v range and the slopes of the lines are not well Data sets K, H and I were excluded from the corn-

determined, posite data set. The Weather Adviser spectra E yield

The mean vidues of all shape parameters listed in very small 7 values. These might he attributed to rather

Table 1 do not differ appreciably from the mean high values of « (cf. Section 10). We can offer no obvious

explanation for this discrepancy (apart from possible-

calibration problems of the shipborne wave recorder at

J( INSWAP values

7=3.3, a.r-= 0.07 a,,= 0.09, X= 1.6X10-

\Ye shall adopt these values in the following in order

to make use of the nonlinear energy transfer calcula-

tions which were carried out for the mean JOXSWAP
spectrum in J.

1.0 1

high frequencies), but the data appear somewhat
questionable and were therefore discarded. Anomalous
a values were also found for the short fetch data H
obtained for the Spanish Hanks and the Bight of Abaco.

The a values for the Spanish Hanks were highly

ATLANTIC

01 0.2

frequency (Hz)

(a)

= 2.16 nV
= 0.093 Hz

= 0.90 10"

= 2 55

= 0.'"3

= 2o5
= 1.87

10"'

03

ARGUS

frequency(Hz)

(b)

E = 1.02 m 2

fm = 0.133Hz

OC = 1.22 10

J

= 6.04

Ta = 0.100

°h
= 0.081

\ = 2.72-10
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E = 2.20m 2

fm = 0087 Hz

OC = 0.95-10"

X
= 2.31

Ffl
= 0.150

1,
= 0109

a = 1.38 10"

frequency(Hz)

(c)

CAMILLE - U 45m 2

= 0068 Hz

oc = 55 10"

= 1.93

= 0.181

= 0.115

= 1.80-10"

—i

—

03

frequency(Hz

(d)

Fig. 1. Examples of spe< tra and analytical fits for data sets B (western Atlantic), E (Argus Island)

and G (hurricanes Ava and Camille), (a)-(d), respectively.

scattered (possibly due to refraction by currents, which subset of the spectra used by Pierson and Moskowitz

is particularly effective for short waves), and the Bight (1964) to derive their formula for the full) developed

of Abaco a data were anomalously low (cf. Section 10). spectrum. Since the JOXSWAP and other fetch-limited

Although the data were excluded for these reasons from spectra showed no marked decrease of 7 toward 1 with

the composite data set, the shape parameters themselves increasing fetch, as to be expected if the spectra up-

do not in fact show any anomalies compared with the proach the fully developed Pierson-Moskowitz form for

other data. large £, the Pierson-Moskowitz spectral set was rcana-

The spectral set I deserves special mention. It is a lyzed using the same parameter-fitting scheme as ap-
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J, COMPOSITE DATA SET

207

a data sets A,B,C

+ data sets D,F

a data set G

10-.

Fig. 2. Peak enhancement factor 7 versus non-dimensional peak frequenc> v = }mU/g
for the composite data set J.

plied to the JONSWAP and other spectra. Inspection

of the PM spectra revealed that a little more than half

contained multiple peaks, particularly for low wind

speeds. Although the weather maps for these cases in-

dicated uniform, stationary wind fields, we suspect that

possibly they were in fact generated by weakly variable

wind fields and represented transitional development

stages of wind sea and swell. Multiple-peak spectra

were accordingly excluded from the analysis. The re-

maining spectra yielded a mean peak-enhancement

factor 7= 1.40. It should be pointed out that the

Pierson-Moskowitz mean spectrum was obtained by

superimposing all spectra within a given wind-speed

interval (2.5 m s
_1

), which tends to smooth individual

peaks, whereas we have averaged the shape parameters

as determined from the individual fits for each spectrum.

Thus the "shape of the average spectrum," as con-

sidered by Pierson and Moskowitz, might be expected

to differ from the "average shape of the spectrum," as

considered here. The fact that both the Pierson-

Moskowitz and our average 7 value agree rather closely

supports the conclusion that a fully developed spectrum

is indeed considerably flatter than a growing wave
spectrum, and that this feature is not an artifice of the

particular averaging technique applied. Since we shall

be concerned here with growing rather than fully de-

veloped seas, the set I was also excluded.

The fact that most fetch-limited studies yield 7
values considerably higher than 1 for values of v only

slightly higher than the fully developed Pierson-

J, COMPOSITE DATA SET

\

10'

10

10

10

* data sets A,B,C

• data sets D,

F

data set G

Swell

\\\ .fXA*ft.'~Klufe4fo« frttr a a " a,,",— _ 1,1 m , —

0$$K9Pftf* o£»
m 35?**

' r 1

^N

-1 1 1 -r t T )

0.1 0.14 02 0.3 0.4 05

Fig. 3. Shape parameter X versus non-dimensional peak frequency »= /»t'/{ for the composite data set J.
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Fig. 4a. Structure of spectral energy balance for the case of a

minimal input into the wave field. The dissipation is negligible

for /<2/m (see Fig. 2.22 in JONSWAP).

Moskowitz value (^=0.14) indicates that the transition

to the fully developed spectrum occurs in the very final

stages of development. The transition process is not

included in the simple constant-shape wave model con-

sidered in the following. A modification of the model to

allow for this effect is basically straightfoward. (Quali-

tatively, the peak flattening can be readily explained

in terms of the shape dependence of the nonlinear energy

transfer and the decrease of the atmospheric input in the

peak of the spectrum as the fully developed state is

approached.) However, in practice, this shortcoming of

the constant-shape model may not be serious, since the

transition to the fully developed state apparently occurs

very gradually and in a very late development stage.

In most cases, particularly for high winds, the extent

and duration of the uniform-wind region is insufficient

to achieve a fully developed state, and the waves are

transformed directly from an underdeveloped state into

swell as the wind decays or the waves propagate out of

the generation region (see also Section °).

3. The spectral energy balance

From the JONSWAP data, it was inferred that the

general form of the energy balance of the fetch-limited

wave spectrum must lie somewhere between the two
limiting cases shown in Fig. 4. Here 5 denotes the net

source function of the one-dimensional transport

equation

a d

-E(f)+v—F.(f)=S, (3.1)

dl da-

obtained by integrating the two-dimensional transport

equation

d d

-F{f,0)+v k—F(f,6) = T (3.2)
dl dxk

over the propagation direction 0; and where

£(/)= F(f,o)<ie,

5= hiF(f,6)d6/E(f)

is the directionally averaged group velocity in the Xy

direction parallel to the wind, and

5= Tdd.

The other source functions in the figures represent the

three individual constituents of the net source function,

S=Sin+Snl +Sd„ (33)

where S in denotes the input from the atmosphere, S„i

Fig. 4b. As in Fig. 4a except for a maximal input. The dissipation is in accordance with

the white-capping model of Hasselman (1974, cf. Fig. 2).
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the nonlinear energy transfer due to conservative wave-

wave interactions, and Sds the energy loss due to dis-

sipative processes (including non-conservative nonlinear

interactions associated, for example, with wave breaking

or WKB-type interactions).

Of the four source functions S, S in , 5„ ( , S,ts ,
the net

source function S can be measured directly through the

left-hand side of (3.1), and the nonlinear source function

S n i can be computed, leaving two unknown terms S,„,

Sd s related by only one equation [(3.3)]. In principle,

the input S, n can be determined directly through simul-

taneous measurement of the surface pressure and sur-

face displacement, which yields the work done by the

wind pressure forces against the waves. However, such

experiments have not yet been made simultaneously

with wave growth studies, and existing results from

different workers (Dobson, 1971; Elliott, 1972; Snyder,

1974) are difficult to reconcile. Dobson found that

essentially all of the momentum transfer across the

air-sea interface goes into the waves, Elliott obtained

a value of about 0.5 for the ratio of the wave-induced

momentum transfer tw to the total transfer r, and

Snyder finds the far smaller ratio 0.02. Thus in the

present situation the complete energy balance cannot

be inferred from wave-growth studies without further

assumptions regarding S in or 5ds .

Fig. 4a represents qualitatively the form of the energy

balance which results if one chooses S in as small as

possible, i.e., if the wave-induced drag coefficient

cw= Tw/b aU 2
is a minimum consistent with the given

functions 5 and S n i (cf. J). The dissipation is taken as

zero everywhere except at high frequencies, where a

sink is needed to balance the positive nonlinear transfer.

In the central part of the spectrum the energy losses

associated with the negative lobe of S nl are balanced

by the atmospheric input S,„. It is assumed that the

input is small in other regions of the spectrum, but

positive. It is also assumed that the central region of the

spectrum receives no energy from the short-wave region

of the spectrum through WKB-type interactions. If the

modulation of short waves by long waves is such that

the short-wave energy is largest on the forward side of

the long waves, as generally assumed, the direction of

energy transfer for these interactions is from long waves

to short waves (Hasselmann, 1971). Thus, if anything,

these interactions would require a larger input to bal-

ance the losses in the central region of the spectrum,

and it is consistent to ignore them in considering the

minimum input energy balance. Applied to the

JONSWAP data, the energy balance of Fig. 4a corre-

sponds to Cu,~0.2X 10
-3

for moderate to large fetches,

£= 103- 104
, and c„« 10" 3 for small fetches (£= 10:

).

Fig. 4b represents the alternative limiting case in

which all of the momentum transfer across the air-sea

interface is wave-induced (c«,« 10~3
) at all fetches. In

this case the increased input in the central region of

the spectrum for moderate and larger fetches must be

balanced by dissipation. [The distribution of Sd,

shown in the figure corresponds to the particular form
Sds= — constantX/ 2

.E derived for a white-capping

model (cf. Hasselmann (1974).]

In both cases (Figs. 4a and 4b), the shape of the

spectrum is independent of the detailed distribution of

the input and dissipation functions, and is controlled

primarily by the nonlinear energy transfer. Computa-
tions of the nonlinear energy transfer for various spec-

tral shapes (J; Sell and Hasselmann, 1972) show that

for a spectrum which is less sharply peaked than the

mean JONSWAP spectrum the low-frequency positive

lobe of S n i shifts from the forward face of the spectrum

to a position immediately below the peak, causing the

peak to grow. Alternatively, if the peak becomes nar-

rower than shown in Fig. 4b, the nonlinear source

function S„i develops an additional narrow positive

lobe immediately to the right of the peak, and the peak

broadens again. Thus, the spectrum adjusts to a self-

stabilizing form which is continually maintained by the

nonlinear transfer.

For the minimal input case, most of the momentum
input tw to the waves is balanced by the nonlinear

momentum transfer r h f into the positive, high-fre-

quency lobe of S ni . For a self-similar spectrum this

scales as

r hf= constant Xpwa3

fm
~2
g
2

,

or, in terms of a drag coefficient, as

ThJ

Chj — -

PaC 2

= Ac (3.4)

For the mean JONSWAP spectrum, computations

yield A = 3.6 (cf. J).

The power laws (2.2) and (2.3) for a and v correspond

to a fetch-independent drag coefficient c^/=0.13X 10~3
.

Adding to this the momentum stored in the wave field

and advected away, which accounts for about 5% of

total momentum transfer across the sea surface, one

obtains a net wave-induced drag coefficient cw ~0.2

X 10~3
, as quoted above for medium and large fetches.

The larger JONSWAP values c^-lO" 3 for small fetch

are due to a values higher than the mean power law

(2.3) in this range. However, taking all fetch-limited

data from both wind-wave tank and field experiments

in the range 10~'<£<104 into account, one finds an

average value of o,/~0.1 — 0.2X 10~3
.

For constant chl (and given spectral shape) Eq.

(3.4) implies generally

/0.13X10-V
,l = 0.033i''. (3.5)

Expressed in terms of the nondimensional energy,

t=5g2/U*, in place of a, where tv*/a=\= 1.6X 10
-4

,

Eq. (3.5) may also be written

e=5.3Xl0-<v- 10/3
. (3.6)
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It will be shown below that the relations (3.5) and (3.6)

are not limited to the ideal case of a stationary wind
blowing orthogonally offshore, but appear to apply

generally for all developing wave spectra, independent

of the space-time structure of the wind field and the

form of the upwind boundaries. The relations imply
that in a growing wind sea the wave spectrum always
attains a level for which the nonlinear transfer of

momentum from the central region of the spectrum to

higher frequencies accounts for about 10-20% of the

total momentum transfer across the air-sea interface.

The precise value of this ratio is not critical for the

constants in (3.5) and (3.6) since chf enters only to

the 3 power. In the following sections we shall develop

a simple parametric wave model from which the general

validity of (3.5) and (3.6) for growing wind seas can

be derived quantitatively.

4. The parametric transport equations

In order to incorporate the nonlinear energy transfer

in a numerical wave model, the complex Boltzmann
integral expression for S„i needs to be parameterized.

Various schemes are conceivable. Apart from methods
for approximating the integral itself, the usual approach

is to carry out exact integrations of S„i for a subclass

of spectra F(f, 6; a\, a-., . . . , a„) characterized by n free

parameters a,\, oj, . . . , a„, and to approximate the non-

linear source function for the true spectrum F by the

source function from a neighboring member of the

class F. The source functions for F may be either stored

or approximated by some analytical function of

a\, a2 , . . ., a„.

The method yields a satisfactory parameterization of

S„i only if the class of the spectra F yields good ap-

proximations for all spectra which arise during the

integration of the wave model. If this is the case, how-

ever, it is consistent to extend the parameterization

technique beyond its immediate application to the non-

linear transfer to all terms in the transport equation.

In this manner the true spectrum can be replaced by

an appropriate approximation F everywhere in the

transport equation, and the prediction of the two-

dimensional continuum F is reduced to the prediction

of a finite number of parameters a t , a>, . . ., an .

A method for projecting the full transport equation

onto a set of prognostic equations for ai, a2 ,
. . . , a„ is

described in J. To approximate a given spectrum F by

a member of the class F some set of algorithms #, must
be introduced which define the best-fit parameters a,

for any given F, i.e., a, = <i> l (F). A variation 5F in F will

then induce a variation 5a, in a,, which will be related

to dF through a linear "projection operator," the func-

tional derivative of </>,, i.e.,

the relation

8a l =<t>'l (5F). (4.1)

Substitution in (4.1) of the specific variation 8F=
(dF/daj)ddj for a spectrum from the class F yields

\da,/
(4.2)

The transport equations for the parameters a, can now
be derived by applying the projection operator 0,' to

the transport equation (3.2) in the form

dF(da,

da

< (da, da\
- —+**—

)
=

,\ dt dxj

in which the spectrum F has been replaced by its

parameterized form F. Applying the relation (4.2) to

the time-derivative term, one obtains

da, da,

~+Dm— = S„
dt dx k

(4.3)

where the propagation velocities D iik and source terms

S, are determined by the advection and source terms in

the original transport equation :

s,=</>;(?

\ da,/
(4.4)

(4.5)

A discussion of some of the properties of (4.3) for the

case that a\, a-2 ,
. . . , a„ correspond to the five param-

eters of the spectral family (2.1) (with fixed directional

distribution) is given in J.

We consider here the simpler case in which both the

directional distribution and the spectral shape are pre-

scribed, so that the spectrum contains only two free

scale parameters a\ and a 2 . It would be incorrect, how-

ever, to derive the prognostic equations for a^ and a2

in this case simply by truncating (4.3) at n=2. The
two-parameter approximation is justified, not because

the source functions for the shape parameters 03, a 4 , . . .

,

vanish, but because the deviations of the shape param-

eters from their equilibrium values immediately give

rise to large restoring terms which rapidly return the

shape parameters to their equilibrium values.

This relaxation process will normally be accompanied

by a change in the scale parameters a x , a>. Thus any

terms in the original transport equation (3.2) which

tend to change the shape parameters (wind input,

dissipation or advection terms) will produce instead

indirect changes in the scale parameters. It can be

shown that the resulting equations for the evolution of

<2i, a 2 are still of the form (4.3) with n= 2, but the closure

procedure yields relations for the propagation velocities

and source functions which are more complex than (4.4)

and (4.5) and depend on the projection operators <£,'

for both scale and shape parameters. An exact evalua-

tion of these relations requires a detailed description of

the nonlinear relaxation process responsible for the
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shape invariance. Although this is feasible, for the

purpose of this paper we shall adopt a simpler closure

scheme which reproduces the main features, if not all

details, of the relaxation process.

For an invariant spectrum of the form (2.1), the

shape parameter \= <S/m
4/(ag2

) remains constant, so

that variations of the scale parameters fm , a and e are

linearly related, i.e.,

Sfm 8a 8&
4 h— = 0.

fm a S
(4.6)

In general, the various contributions to the source

function T, together with the advective term, will

produce changes 5F of the spectrum in the time incre-

ment 5/ which are projected in the parametrical repre-

sentation into changes da^Q^dF) of the parameters.

If the rates of change of the three scale parameters

fm , a and t are determined in this way, the contributions

to 8fm , 5a and 8e from different source terms will

normally not satisfy (4.6). Nor will the net change

satisfy (4.6) unless the shape-restoring nonlinear trans-

fer terms induced by small changes in the shape param-

eters are specifically included. In other words, the

quasi-constancy of the shape parameters comes about

dynamically only by specifically including shape-pa-

rameter variables in the
(

source functions. It is clear

that a rigorous elimination of the shape parameters in

a two-parameter wave model must therefore be based

on a two-timing treatment, in which the full parametri-

cal equations are integrated over a time t* which is

large compared with the shape response time but small

compared with the time scales characterizing the rate

of change of the scale parameters. Instead of carrying

this out, however, we assume here simply that the

changes 5fm , 8a', 8&' of the scale parameters, as com-

puted from 8F by application of their associated pro-

jection operators 4>'
t , are modified after carrying out the

intermediate time-scale integration over I* through ad-

ditional changes 8j'm ,
8a" , 8S", such that the net change

5/m=5/m+5/m', 8a=8'a+8'^ 8S=8S'+88" satisfies

(4.6). To make the corrections unique we introduce the

minimal condition

/8f'm\
2 /8a'\ /55'Y

(tMtMtH"' (47)

which yields the solutions

8fm 8fm= 4p

U U
8a 8a
- =—+P
a a

65 5CF'

(4.8)

where

1 / 8fm 8a' 8S'\
=-(4 +— ).

18\ fm a 6 If

The technique could be carried further by requiring

the invariance of additional shape parameters, but in

view of the arbitrariness of the side condition (4.7) this

hardly appears justified. The shape parameter \ was

chosen in order to obtain mutually consistent wave-

model representations using either the a-v or t-v param-

eter plane.

Carrying out the computations (4.4), (4.5) and apply-

ing (4.8), we obtain for the parameter pair v= fmU/g
and a the prognostic equations

J, n Jnl

\/dv

dr)/ a dt]

non-uniform
wind field

1 /dU dU\
-N*h+-{ 1

J,

U\ dr dv /

where

\/da da\ 1 dv 0.2/dU\

a\dr dr)/ v dr) U \ dr)/

(Pn P,a\ ( 1 -0.07\

)
=

( ), A^ = 0.54, Na =S, 7 = 5.1

\Paa Pj V0.47 0.2 /

(4.9)

(4.10)

xio-3

,

and d/dT=(U/g)(d/dl), d/dv= (U/g)\m -V, with V m

parallel to the wind direction, Vm |

= qg/(±irfm),

5=0.85. The dimensionless gradient d/dr) corresponds

to the rate of advection of properties with the group

velocity Vm of waves in the spectral peak. The correc-

tion factor q arises from averaging over the directional

distribution of the spectrum, which was taken here as

frequency independent and proportional to the square

cosine of the angle d relative to the local wind direction

for ;0|<7r/2, and zero in the upwind half-plane

7r/2^
I
0j ^ 7T. Most measurements indicate a frequency-

dependent directional distribution with increasing

spread at higher frequencies (cf. Mitsuyasu el al. 1973,

1975; Tyler et al, 1974). However, the coefficients in
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(4.9) and (4.10) are not strongly dependent on the

directional distribution, and this effect was ignored.

The approximations involved in assuming a fixed di-

rectional distribution relative to the mean local wind

(thereby eliminating all directional parameters in the

prognostic equations) are discussed in Section 7.

It should be noted that the derivatives d/dr, d/dr,

merely represent convenient abbreviations for the non-

dimensionalized derivatives with respect to / and the

coordinate Xi parallel to the local wind direction; t and

77 are in general non-integrable.

If a is replaced by the energy-scale parameter

e=Sg i/L'\ the equations become

non-uniform
wind fieldSin Jul

0.07 de iV„

€ dr, X 2

0.8 dv A%eV 4 dU 3.8 dU

dr,/ v dr, X2
I dr i' dr,

\/dv dv\ 0.07 de A7„eV \/di dt'\
-(—+0.72—) = +-(-+-),
v\dr dr,/ e dr, L'\dT dr,/

1/de dt\ 0.8 dv
-( hO.75—

)

= /^' 3 -
e\dr dv/ v dr.

(4.11)

(4.12)

with

Ar.= A'a-4A'=2.84.

Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) follow directly from (4.9) and

(4.10) using the relation X= tv\/a= constants 1.6X 10
-4

.

The appearance of spatial and time derivatives of the

wind field as source terms on the right-hand sides of the

equations is due to the use of non-dimensional scale

parameters depending on U, These terms do not occur

in the original parametric equations (4.3), which refer

to variables defined in terms of the wave spectrum alone.

However, the transformation from /'„, to v= l'fm /g, for

example, gives rise to additional wind-dependent source

terms through relations of the form

1 dfm \dv 1 dl'

fn dt v dl r dt

etc.

The remaining source terms are associated with the

direct atmospheric input or the nonlinear transfer, as

indicated.

The steps involved in projecting the full transport

equation (3.7) onto the transport equations (4.9) and

(4.10) [or (4.11) and (4.12)] for two scale parameters

may be summarized as follows:

a. Definition of the parameters a, 8 and /,„

We have defined the parameter a here as the mean
value of the whitened spectrum E(f) f'g"

2 <p~\ including

the influence of the shape function

I YM 4

,

<p = exp\ — I —
J
+ln7 exp

1 4\//

-u-ur-

L 2(7
2

/m
2

.

in the range 1.35/m</<2/m . Thus a is determined by

the level of the spectrum in the immediate falloff region

beyond the peak, rather than by the asymptotic, high-

frequency range of the spectrum. This is motivated by

applications, for which it is generally more important

to predict the properties of the energy-containing re-

gions of the spectrum than the short waves. For the

same reason 8 is defined as the variance of the surface

displacement in the range f<2fm . The region beyond

2/„, yields only a negligible contribution (5%) to the

total variance, and the use of the same cutoff for a and

8 has the advantage that in evaluating the source

functions one needs consider only processes which affect

the spectrum in the frequency range /<2/m . Thus the

cutoff in 8 is introduced primarily as a conceptual

simplification for the derivation of the dynamical trans-

port equations. In practice, it is irrelevant, and in the

data presented in Section 10, 8 represents the complete

variance of the wave field. The peak frequency fm is

defined as the frequency of the maximum of E (not of

the whitened spectrum).

b. Calculation of the propagation and nonlinear source

terms

Having prescribed the algorithms for determing fm ,
a

and 8 for a given spectrum, the propagation terms D ljk

and the nonlinear source terms can be computed ac-

cording to (4.4) and (4.5). It may be noted that the

nonlinear source function for 8 in (4.12) is negative

rather than zero, as may have been expected from the

conservative properties of resonant nonlinear interac-

tions. This is because the positive lobe of the nonlinear

source function in the region /> 2/m (cf. Fig. 2) is

excluded through our definition of J. The functional

forms of the nonlinear source terms in (4.9) and (4.10)

follow from the scaling properties of the exact integral

expressions for S,a\ the coefficients were determined

from numerical computations for the mean JONSWAP
spectrum (cf. J and Sell and Hasselmann, 1972).

c. Correction for shape invariance

Next, the propagation and nonlinear source terms

were corrected for shape invariance in accordance with
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(4.8). The corrected values differed from the original

terms by less than 10%, suggesting that the use of

(4.8) instead of a more rigorous two-timing analysis is

not very critical.

(I. Input source functions

To close the energy balance, the input source func-

tions were then computed. The energy balance was
taken to be of the form indicated in Fig. 4a, with

vanishing dissipation in the main region of the spectrum

(/<2/„,). (It is shown in Section 8, however, that the

neglect of dissipation in the range /'< 2 /"„, is unnecessarv

for the subsequent analysis in which the two-parameter

model is further reduced to a single parameter.) In

accordance with most theories of wave generation based

pn linear feedback mechanisms, S,„ was assumed pro-

portional to the wave spectrum, i.e., 5, „ = /3/£(/),
where/3 is a function of the parameter L'j/g only. This

yields an input source function for a of the form a\p(v),

where the function \p{i>) depends on the functional form
of f3. The influence of the atmospheric input on the

rate of shift of the peak frequency v was negligible

compared with the nonlinear terms in (4.9) and (4.10).

The rate of shift of the peak is controlled bv the dif-

ference in energy gained on both sides of the peak. If /3

is a reasonably smoothly varying function, the input

source function, being proportional to the spectrum
itself, will be approximately symmetrical relative to the

peak. On the other hand, S„ t has an extremely pro-

nounced plus-minus asymmetry across the peak. For

typical 13 functions the rate of migration of the peak
induced by S ni is two orders of magnitude larger than

the contribution from S,„. Since the dissipation source

terms were assumed zero in the range f<2f,„, this

leaves \p{v) as the only unknown function in the para-

metric equations, and this can then be determined bv
comparison with fetch-limited growth data. For con-

sistency, the empirical power laws (2.2) and (2.3) were

slightly modified to the power laws

y=2.84r" 3
,

a= 0.0662 £-°- 2
,

(4.13)

(4.14)

to yield a fetch-independent value of 1.58X 10~ 4 for the

shape parameter X, as required for shape invariance.

[On elimination of the fetch, Fqs. (4.13) and (4.14)

yield the same relations (3.5) and (3.6) between the

scale parameters as before.^

5. Special solutions

The integration of Fqs. (4.0), (4.10) or (4.11), (4.12)

for an arbitrary wind held l'(xj) under appropriate

boundary and intitial conditions can only be carried out

numerically However, it is instructuve to consider two

special classes of wind fields for which solutions can be

given analytically. If the wind held depends on only

fetch .v or duration / according to power laws

(a) r=6'o(g.v/c' 2
) , (5.1)

(b) U=U {gt/L\)", "(5.2)

with r = constant, the parametrical transport equa-
tions permit simple power-law solutions of the form

(a) „=T(g.v/tV)'", «=,*„- (2^-1), (5.3)

(b) v=A{gt/l\)'\ u= 3/7(q-l), (5.4)

where in both cases

a= Ih

with constant .1, /> and C.

Fq. (5.6) and the coefficient C— B\ follow

(5.5) and shape invariance, \=ev*/a= constant,

remaining coefficients are given by

(a)

(b)

f.4=2.84(l+ 1.63/>)
3/1 "

1 + 1.50/A*

1+1.63p)

= 16.8(l + 1.51</)
3/7

B = 0.033

B
/l+ l.S3q\i

= 0.03 if- -).
\1 -f-1.51o/

(5.5)

(5.6)-

from

The

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

The solutions satisfy the initial condition of vanishing

energy <S=eL' 4
/g

2=0 at x=0 [case (a)] or /=() [case

(b)] for p>— \ or q> — 5/9, respectively. If the ex-

ponents become more negative than these values the

singularity of the wind field at ,v=0 or /=0 becomes so

strong that the wave-field solutions also become singular

initially.

For />=0, case (a) reduces to the uniform-wind,

fetch-limited case, and Fqs. (5.3) — (5.8) become identi-

cal with Fqs. (3.5), (3.6), (4.13), (4.14), and (2.4).

It is interesting to note that the power-law relations

between a, e and v are independent of the exponents p
or q and are identical for the fetch-limited and duration-

limited cases. Moreover it is apparent from Fig. 5 that

the coefficient B (and therefore also C) varies by only a

few percent within a wide range of exponents p, q and

is almost the same for both cases (a) and (b). Thus for

practical purposes the wave field can be characterized

for both classes of wind fields by the fetch or duration

dependence of a single parameter, v, say (Fig. 6). It is

shown in the following that the reduction of the two-

parameter description of the wave field to a single

parameter applies generally and is not limited to the

particular solutions considered here.

6. The single-parameter approximation

The reason for the weak wind-field dependence of the

relations (5.5) and (5.6) becomes apparent on inspection
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0.04-

V^~ (a) fetch limited, B = B(p)

03 -

\-B = 0.032
(b) duration limited, B=B(q)

0.02-

001-

n-
-0,5

p,q

Fie. 5. The coefficient B in the relation a = Bv 1
' for the case of

(a) a fetch-limited wave field with wind field ['= J"oO;.v ' V) 7' and

(b) a duration-limited wave field with wind field l'=l'o(gt To)'.

The value B = 0.032 corresponds to the quasi-equilibrium

relation (6.1).

of (4.9) and (4.10). The nonlinear interaction term for

v in (4.9) is an order of magnitude smaller than the

corresponding nonlinear source term in (4.10) for a.

On the other hand, the propagation terms on the left-

hand sides of the equations are governed by the re-

sponse scales of v and a with respect to r or t), and for

power-law solutions are of the same order for both v

and a. The source terms due to the wind-field variation

are also of this order. Thus the nonlinear interaction

term in the prognostic equation for a is large compared

with both the propagation and wind-variation terms,

and can be balanced only by the remaining wind-

generation term. To first order, Eq. (4.10) therefore

yields

a=B v\ B =(I/X ay>=0.032. (6.1)

The equivalent expression in terms of the energy is

given bv

e=0-' n/3
, C =/?oA=5.1X10- 6

. (6.2)

Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) lie within a few percent of the

exact solutions (5.5)-(5.10) for power-law wind fields

[and the empirical relations (3.5) and (3.6)].

Physically, the quasi-equilibrium relations (6.1) and

(6.2) express the fact that the dominant balance de-

termining the level of the spectrum in the central region

of the spectrum is between the atmospheric input and

the nonlinear transfer of energy away from the central

region of the spectrum to high frequencies (beyond 2fm )

and to frequencies lower than the peak frequency. The
adjustment process is stable, since the energy input is

linear with respect to the wave spectrum, whereas the

nonlinear transfer is cubic. Thus an increase in the input

through an increase in wind speed increases the spec-

trum to a new level at which the more rapidly increasing

nonlinear transfer is again able to balance the input.

Estimates given in the next section indicate that this

energy-level adjustment occurs almost as rapidly as the

nonlinear shape stabilization. Since the distributions of

the nonlinear and input source functions differ in detail,

the balance applies only in an average sense, not as a

detailed equilibrium for each frequency. In particular,

the narrow plus-minus signature of the nonlinear source

function in the vicinty of the peak, cannot be matched

by the more smoothly varying input and results in a

net transfer of energy from the rear to the forward face

of the peak. However, the migration of the peak to low

frequencies is a slow process compared with the adjust-

ment of the spectrum to its stable quasi-equilibrium

shape and level. Thus to first order the latter can be

treated as local equilibrium processes, and on the time

and space scale of typical wind fields the prediction

problem reduces to the integration of the peak-fre-

quency equation.

The quasi-equilibrium relations (6.1) and (6.2) sug-

gest a simple perturbation method for constructing ap-

proximations to the general solutions of (4.9) and (4.10)

[or (4.11) and (4.12)] by expanding a and v in series:

a= ao+ Ac*i+ A2a 2 H- . . .

,

Fig. 6. Development of the non-dimensional peak frequency

v =i'

f

n ';. as a function of (a) fetch and lb) duration for various

power-law wind fields ('= l'o{i;x'L'o2)" and l'=L't(iil/l'o)",

respectively.
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where A«l, a„ = O(a )> v n =0(vo), and a u , v n satisfy

(6.1). The coefficient A represents the ratio of a typical

term in the transport equations (4.9) and (4.10) (for

example, the nonlinear interaction term X „orv in the v

equation) to either of the two dominant terms in the

a equation (for example, the nonlinear interaction term

Xaorv). In the following we set A=.V» .V„. Substituting

llie perturbation series in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) and

ordering in powers of A, one obtains a sequence of

uncoupled equations which can be solved individually

at each expansion step.

Expressing a„ in Eq. (4.^) in terms of vo using (6.1),

the zero-order equation for y„ is obtained as

1 /dv a dv \-(—+/V- )
=

Vf)\dT Of] /

1 /dC d(

-AVo7/,+-{--+-
i'Xdr dr)

(6.3)

where

Po=P„+lP,a=0.95,

.Vo=A' v/Jo
2=5.5X10-4

.

The subsequent higher order equations are linear. For

a h one obtains

1 /dax daA a x 0.2 dl

-(—+Paa— )+--=-L(po)+— --,

ao V dr dr] / T eoto I dr)

(6.4)

where

r,.= (2.Y aa 2
*'o)~

1 /da n du

(6.5)

(da dato\ <

dr dr} / dr]
J-.

1 / dvo dvn\
=—fo.67 (-0.51—

)

Vq\ dr dr] /

The solution of (6.4) can be substituted in the next

order equation for v to obtain a correction term v\ for

v, from which a second-order correction a- can be de-

termined, and so forth.

For practical purposes the zero-order prognostic

equation (6.3) for v, together with the equilibrium

equation (6.1) for a, should yield an adequate approxi-

mation. An advantage in terminating the expansion

after the lowest order is that it can be shown that the

zero-order equations are independent of the hypotheses

made in closing the spectral energy balance (cf. Sec-

tion 8), whereas the higher order corrections depend on

the details of the input and dissipation source functions

balancing the nonlinear energy transfer in the central

region of the spectrum (cf. Figs. 4a and 4b).

7. Response scales

The equation for the first-order perturbation ai is

of interest, as it describes the rate at which a returns to

its near-equilibrium value « , if the wave state is slightly

perturbed from its quasi-equilibrium level [Eq. (6.1)].

Thus it defines the conditions for the validity of the

local equilibrium relations (6.1) and (6.2). Changes in

the peak frequency and wind field produce forcing

terms, represented by the right-hand side of (6.4),

which induce changes in a relative to its quasi-equilib-

rium value ay. The left-hand side of (6.4) then defines

a non-dimensional relaxation time (or equivalent space

scale) r, for the response of a to these terms. Ignoring

for the present the intluence of the changing wind field,

the ratio of the relaxation time r r to the characteristic

time scale r, (-V nlV for the migration of the peak

frequency [as determined by the zero-order equation

(6.3)] is given by tJtv— X„/2.Va= A/2. Thus the re-

sponse of the perturbation a to the frequency forcing

term on the right-hand side of (6.4) is an order of mag-

nitude faster than the rate of change of the zero order

fields I/O and a u . To low est order «] is therefore given by

the quasi-stationary equilibrium solution

ai = T,a u L(vo)+-
o.2 dr

r dr,J

(7.1)

for which the assumed inequality ai«a» can be verified

directly. If the characteristic space or time scales L, T
of the forcing term associated with the wind field are

smaller than the corresponding peak-frequency scales,

the condition r t
. r,,«l for the validity of (7.1) must be

replaced by the appropriate space or time response

inequality (whichever is the more stringent)

irp gL vg

T e
«— -—=30—L

ql'aa I-' i'
2

t.«—r,

f

(7.2)

(7.3)

where q= 0.85 is the direction correction factor defined

after Eq. (4.10). Substitution of (6.5) and (6.1) yields

/-»-

T»-

3T-— v

g

ioor

(7.4)

(7.5)

For a growing sea, v lies typically in the range 0.15

<y<l. Taking the least favorable (nearly fully de-

veloped) value v=0.15, Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) yield

/.»1.6X10T2 gand 7»8Xl0 3r £. For [*= 10 m s"1

,

for example, the a response can therefore be regarded

as quasi-local if L»16 km and 7»2.3 h. The corre-

sponding conditions for a less fully developed sea with

^=0.3 become /,»1.7 km and 7>>0.5 h. The values

suggest that except for very rapid wind changes and

well-developed wind seas, the energy level of the spec-

trum can be determined to good approximation from
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the peak frequency using the local equilibrium relation

(6.1).

The rate of adjustment to the equilibrium level may
be compared with the rate at which the spectrum attains

its equilibrium shape. The expression for the rates of

change of the shape parameters Sj—y, aa or at due to

the nonlinear energy transfer can be shown to scale in

the same way as the corresponding nonlinear source

terms for the parameters v, a and e: ds,/dt= X,a2
v,

where the coefficients Xj depend on the shape parameter
only. By assumption, all Xj vanish when the shape

parameters take their equilibrium values s'r The rate

of return to the equilibrium shape for a deviation from
the equilibrium depends on the initial deviation. For

small displacements from the equilibrium, the coeffi-

cients X, can presumably be expanded in a Taylor

series: Xj=Mjk (sk— sf.), where M]k= dX
}
/ds k at the

equilibrium point. Thus the shape response of the

spectrum near equilibrium is governed by the linear set

of equations

(hj— =Mjk (s k— s k ).

dt

This will generally have three eigensolutions, whose
eigenvalues A, define three relaxation times 7-,= A,

-1
.

A systematic analysis of the structure of M]k has not

been carried out, but numerical experiments with vari-

ous initial deviations from the equilibrium shape (which

will normally correspond to a superposition of eigen-

solutions) yielded relaxation times typically of order \

of the relaxation time t c for the adjustment to an equi-

librium energy level. Thus the conditions for a local

shape equilibrium appear to be still better satisfied than

for a local quasi-equilibrium of the spectral energy

level (as implicit in our derivation of the one-parameter

model via a two-parameter model).

In conclusion, we note that the concept of a local

quasi-equilibrium spectrum justifies a posteriori the

treatment of the directional parameters as given rather

than independent prognostic variables. Since the ad-

justment of the spectrum to its equilibrium level is

governed by the local balance between atmospheric

input and nonlinear transfer, the directional distribution

in the central equilibrium region of the spectrum will

adopt a universal form (depending on the directional

properties of these balancing processes) in which the

mean propagation direction of the waves must be de-

termined by the only external directional parameter,

the mean wind direction. Furthermore, the migration

of the peak of the spectrum is determined by the non-

linear transfer of energy from the central region of the

spectrum across the forward face of the spectrum. Thus
the central region of the spectrum determines the refer-

ence direction for the newly generated waves at lower

frequencies, and hence these will also have directional

properties defined relative to the local wind direction.

Within the approximation of a quasi-equilibrium spec-

trum, the directional distribution of the entire wave

spectrum can therefore be regarded as a given function

(depending in general on the nondimensional frequency

///„, and peak frequency v) which is oriented with

respect to the local mean wind direction.

8. Independence of the single-parameter model on

the energy balance closure

It was pointed out in Section 3 that measurements of

the spectral energy balance in fetch-limited wave-

growth studies yield only the sum S s = S in+Sds of the

input and dissipation terms of the net source function

S= Si n-\-Sn i-\-Sds, and that direct measurements of the

atmospheric input are still too uncertain to establish

the relative contribution of the input and dissipation

to 5 S . Fortunately, the zero-order single-parameter pre-

diction equation turns out to be independent of the

structural form of S s .

The analysis of the previous sections was based on a

minimal-input energy balance with vanishing Sda and

a linear dependence of S in on F in the main region of the

spectrum (/^2/m ). Consider now the modifications

incurred if the function 5 S is arbitrary. In the projection

of the complete transport equation (3.2) onto the

parameter plane v, a, the v equation remains unchanged,

since the argument in Section 4 that the nonlinear

source function dominates the rate of migration of the

peak is independent of the detailed structural form of

Si n and Sj s . The a equation now becomes

1 /da/da da\ 1 dv

I—+/'„„— )+P«, =

\dr dr,/ v dr,

r—Xaah

4

0.2 /dL di\

Li \ dr dr, /

(8.1)

where the previous input source function in (4.10) has

been replaced by an arbitrary function r{a,v) deter-

mined by the sum source function S s . (If the dynamics

of surface waves depends only on the external param-

eters g and [', it follows by dimensional analysis that

for a constant-shape spectrum the dependence of r on

the wind speed can enter only in combination with the

peak frequency /,„ in the form of the non-dimensional

parameter v=fm U/g. A possible dependence of wave

growth on additional external parameters, or on

wind speed independent of /„,, was investigated in

JONSWAP, but not detected.)

As in Eq. (4.10), the nonlinear term Xaa°v in Eq. (8.1)

is an order of magnitude larger than the observed rate

of change of a or the source term arising from the vari-

able wind field. It follows that to first order this term

must be balanced by the combined input and dissipa-

tion, r(a,v)= Xaa2
v. The relation can be solved for a

to yield a=a{v). The functional dependence of a on v

can then be determined empirically from fetch-limited

wave-growth data, which yields as before the power-law
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oC-10

Fig. 7. Evolution of the wave field in the a-v phase plane. The thick line represents

the quasi-equilibrium relation (6.3). Tick marks on the line denote fetch values for

the fetch-limited solutions (4.11). Converging thin lines represent solutions of the

two-parameter model for non-equilibrium initial states. Also shown are the initial

displacements induced in the wave state by a step function change in the wind
fieldby a factor of 1.5 or 1/1.5. The parallel constant cw lines apply for the case

of a minimal-input energy balance.

relation (3.5) [or (6.1)]. This forms the basis of the combined influence of atmospheric input and dissipa-

one-parameter model and the subsequent analysis tion always implies a universal relationship between a
follows unchanged. Thus the existence of a quasi- and u, independent of the detailed structure of the input

equilibrium between the nonlinear transfer and the and dissipation source functions.

10

10'

^
^t

—Swell —
X.

—t 1—-S* 1
1

0.1 OH 0.2 0.3 QM 0.5 0.6 0.7 08 0.9

Fig. 8. Evolution of the wave field in the t-v phase plane. The notation

is the same as in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 9. a-v plots for the data sets A through J listed in Table 1. Straight lines flanked by hyperbolas represent regression lines and
their standard deviation envelopes. Parallel lines correspond to constant wave-induced drag coefficients cw for a minimal-input energy

balance.

The calculation of the relaxation time t c for the

establishment of the quasi-equilibrium in Section 7

depends numerically on the form of r(a,i<), but the order

of magnitude is insensitive to the structure of r. Essen-

tial for the existence of a stable equilibrium is that an in-

crease 8a in a produces an increase 8 (Xaa2
v) = 2.Y aav8a

in the nonlinear source term in (8.1), which is larger

than the increase 8t= dr/d a 8a induced in r. A small

deviation from equilibrium then results in a positive

restoring force. For small perturbations, the return to

equilibrium is a decaying exponential, and the as-

sociated relaxation (e-folding) time is given by

r e= [2Xaa2
v — a(dr/ da)^\~ l

. This is of the same order

as the expression considered in Sections 6 and 7 for the

special case dr/da=0 provided that the two terms in

the brackets do not approximately balance, i.e., pro-

vided the equilibrium is not marginal. (In fact, if r

includes nonlinear dissipative terms, it may be expected

that r increases more slowly with a than in the case

that r consists of the atmospheric input alone. The
equilibrium is then stabler and the relaxation time r e

smaller than estimated in Section 7.)

9. The phase plane

It is helpful to visualize the parametric wave growth

relations in the a-v and t-v phase planes (Figs. 7 and 8).

The thick lines represent the quasi-equilibrium relations

(6.1) and (6.2), while the thin curves converging to the

quasi-equilibrium lines describe the approach to equilib-

rium for wave states which lie off the equilibrium curve

initially. The curves represent solutions of the two-

parameter model (Section 4) for the case of a constant

wind field. In order to describe the convergence toward

equilibrium through characteristic curves in the phase

plane, the general two-dimensional r, 77 dependence of

the solutions has to be reduced to a single parameter

t or 77 by assuming a duration-limited or fetch-limited

geometry. The characteristic curves in Figs. 7 and 8

correspond to the duration-limited case in which a

uniform deviation from equilibrium is assumed at some

initial time. Qualitatively similar curves are found also

for the fetch-limited case, where a time-independent

non-equilibrium initial wave state is prescribed along

some upwind boundary orthogonal to the wind direc-
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tion. After adjustment to the asymptotic equilibrium

curve, the wave held develops along the equilibrium

line in the direction of decreasing v with increasing

duration or fetch, as indicated in the figures. [In fact,

the equilibrium curves for the duration-limited and

fetch-limited cases differ slightly, but the difference is

only a few percent; cf. Eqs. (5.5)— (5.10) for p=q=0.
In the one-parameter model, the distinction between

the two equilibrium curves is, of course, lost.]

To interpret the effect of a variable wind field, con-

sider now the simplest case in which a sudden step-

function change in the wind field occurs with respect

to fetch or duration (depending on the particular

initial-value problem considered) in an otherwise uni-

form stationary wind field. Since the response of the

wave field to the change in wind requires a finite time,

the immediate effect of the step-function change is to

shift the wave state from a point on the equilibrium

line (assuming equilibrium had been established) to an

off-equilibrium position simply through the wind speed

dependence of the nondimensional variables v and e (cf.

Figs. 7 and 8). Subsequently, the point will then move
back to a new position on the equilibrium curve along a

converging characteristic trajectory. If the rate of con-

vergence is sufficiently rapid, a continuous sequence of

small changes in the wind speed will produce only a

small net displacement from the equilibrium line, but

because the direction of the displacing and restoring

forces differ, the wave state will wander along the

equilibrium line. The net movement along the equilib-

rium line is given by the sum of the wind-variability

and nonlinear transfer terms in (6.3). An increasing

wind tends to offset the decrease of v due to the non-

linear transfer and can even lead to an increase of v

with fetch or duration, as demonstrated by the power-

law solutions (5.3) for p>\ and (5.4) for q> 1 (cf.

Figs. 6a and 6b). Conversely, a decreasing wind speed

produces a still more rapidly decreasing v. For example,

the rate of decay of the wind speed rather than the

nonlinear transfer is normally the dominant term de-

termining the speed of transition from the wind-sea

region (i<>0.14) into the swell region (r<0.14) of the

phase plane near y=0.14.

For the case of a minimum-input energy balance

(Fig. 4a), the equilibrium lines in Figs. 7 and 8 corre-

spond to a wave-induced drag coefficient Cu, = 0.2X 10
-3

(about 20% of the total drag coefficient c 10
~ 10

-3
). The

stability of the equilibrium line can be inferred from the

set of displaced equilibrium fines resulting from a

changed energy input corresponding to the (minimal)

wave-induced drag coefficients cw= 10~4
,
10~ 3 and 10

-2
.

To alter the equilibrium level significantly, rather large

changes in the input from the atmosphere are required.

An alternative energy balance with appreciable dis-

sipation in the central region of the spectrum would

affect the values of the wave-induced drag coefficient

inferred from the equilibrium line, but, as pointed out

in the previous section, the stability of the equilibrium

line itself remains of the same magnitude (or, if any-

thing, is increased).

Figs. 7 and 8 should be kept in mind in interpreting

the data presented in the next section. Most points lie

between the parallels cw= 10~3 and cw= 10-6 , which is

not surprising when one considers that this band spans

a 100: 1 change in the equivalent atmospheric input to

the wave spectrum.

10. Comparison of the quasi-equilibrium relations

with field data

Figs. 9 and 10 show the data distributions in the

a-v and t-v phase planes for the data groups listed

in Table 1. Also shown are the log-log regression lines

and the associated standard-deviation hyperbolas

(cf. Section 2). The regression line parameters are in-

cluded in Table 1 (the notation is the same as used for

the shape parameters). To avoid congesting the figures,

the theoretical equilibrium lines (6.1), (6.2) are not

shown, but they lie approximately midway between the

parallel lines corresponding to the (minimal) wave-

induced drag coefficients cw= 10
-3 and cw= 10~ 5

(cf.

Figs. 7 and 8).

Because of anomalous y values the Weather Adviser

data set E has not been included in the composite data

set J. Similarly, the large scatter of the a values for

the Spanish Banks data and the small a values for the

Bight of Abaco spectra let this data set appear rather

suspect, and it has therefore also been excluded from J.

The wave model is not applicable to the fully developed

spectra I, which are shown only for comparison and are

similarly not incorporated in J.

Plots of the regression line parameters r, \oga and r,

log6 for all data sets except E, H and I are shown in

Figs. 11 and 12. Rectangles with half-side length equal

to the standard deviations of r, \oga or r, loge indicate

the statistical uncertainty of the regression line esti-

mates. It should be noted that the indeterminacy of the

regression line parameters reflects not only the scatter

of individual data points, but also the size of the en-

semble for which the regression line is defined. The

standard deviations are approximately proportional to

the inverse square root of the number of data points.

Thus large data sets tend to have better defined re-

gression line parameters. (Since the parameter devia-

tions are generally correlated, it would have been more

correct to draw rectangles oriented with respect to

rotated axes corresponding to statistically orthogonal

variables. However, this was not done as the rotation

angles were typically only a few degrees.) The scatter

of the individual points of a data set relative to the

regression line is indicated by the vertical error bars.

The half-lengths of the error lines represent the stan-

dard deviation of the vertical displacements of the points

from the regression line. It is possible to represent this

scatter in the regression-line parameter plane, since the
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Fig. 10 t-v plots for the data sets A through J listed in Table 1. Notation as in Fig. 9

deviation of a particular point from the regression line

may also be regarded as the vertical distance that the

regression line must be displaced in order to pass

through the point. This corresponds to variations in the

regression line constants loga or loge
,
which are plotted

as ordinates in Figs. 11 and 12.

If all data sets could be regarded as selected randomly

from a common data set, all error rectangles should lie

in the vicinity of the rectangle for the composite data

set J. This is clearly not the case. At the 95% confidence

limit, which would be represented by rectangles ap-

proximately twice the size of the standard deviation

rectangles, the rectangles for two out of six data sets

in Fig. 11 and three out of six sets in Fig. 12 would fail

to overlap with the composite set J. Thus it appears

that there exist statistically significant differences be-

tween individual data sets, and therefore also statisti-

cally significant deviations of individual data sets from

the equilibrium relations (6.1) and (6.2). However, a

comparison of the standard deviations for each data

set (and inspection of the actual data distributions in

Figs. 9 and 10) suggests that these differences are im-

material in practice: the standard deviations for the

individual data sets are not significantly lower than the

standard deviation of the composite data set. For ex-

ample, for the six data sets separately, the (unweighted)

average standard deviation of loga is 0.132, whereas

for the composite data set the corresponding value is

0.168. The corresponding numbers for loge are almost

identical—0.132 and 0.172, respectively. In terms of

percentage variations of c*o or e , these values correspond

to approximately 30% for the individual data sets and

40% for the composite data set. Thus for prediction

purposes, the use of a common regression line [or the

relations (6.1), (6.2), which lie close to the regression

lines for J] is not significantly poorer than separate

best-linear-lit relations for each data set.

The question then arises whether the scatter of the

data is associated with the approximations of the one-

parameter model and could be reduced by a more

sophisticated treatment of the energy balance of the

wave spectrum, or whether it originates in effects which

cannot be included in any realistic numerical model and

which must therefore simply be accepted as external

noise.

In all data considered, the scales of the mean wind

(eld were sufficiently large that the inequalities (7.4),

fi7.5) were well satisfied. Thus the local-equilibrium ap-
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proximation of the one-parameter model should have

been applicable. That the (meso- and synoptic-scale)

non-stationarity and inhomogeneity of the mean wind

field cannot be the major cause for the observed scatter

is also indicated by the significant variability of the

JONSWAP data set A, which was selected with regard

to high wind held uniformity. Inspection of individual

JONSWAP generation cases suggests that the vari-

ability for this data set was probably due to small-scale

gustiness of the wind field rather than hidden external

parameters (J). A theoretical analysis indicated that

wind held inhomogeneities in the 5-20 km length scale

range could well have produced the observed effects.

The residual variability due to subgrid-scale wind

held inhomogeneities may well represent a practical

predictability limit for numerical wave forecasting and

hindcasting. It would be of interest to pursue this

question further with more sophisticated wave model

studies including spectral shape parameters as free

variables.

11. Conclusions

A simple wave model for growing seas has been pro-

posed which is governed by a transport equation [(6.3)]

for a single parameter v= V
f

' ,,,/g, where /,„ is the peak

frequency of the wave spectrum and U is the wind

speed at 10 m height. The model is based on the premise

that the response of the wave held to the wind input

can be described by two processes which occur at dif-

ferent rates: 1) the rapid adjustment of the spectrum

to a universal shape and an energy level such that the

input by the wind in the central region of the spectrum

is balanced by the nonlinear transfer (and, possibly,

dissipation); and 2) the slower migration of the peak

toward lower frequencies due to the nonlinear energy

transfer across the peak.

-17-1

log

oc

1.9

-20

-2.1

-22

-2.3

Relationl

(6.1)1

tJ

Fig. 11. Slopes r and constants logao of the regression lines loga = r(loge— logvo)

+ logao [corresponding to the power law a=oto(v/vo)r~J for the data sets plotted

in Fig. 9, excluding sets E, H and I. A fixed reference value log>/o = —0.6 is chosen

for all data. Half-sides of rectangles represent standard deviations of p and logao-

The 95% confidence limits are approximately twice as large. Error bars correspond

to the standard deviations of the ordinates of individual data points from the

regression line.
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-3Ch

log

So

-3.4-

Fig. 12. Parameters r and logeo of the regression line log« = r(logx — logi/i,)-Hog{<>

[corresponding to the power law e = eo' f Vo)'] for the data sets plotted in Fig. 10,

excluding sets E, H and I. Notation as in Fig. 11.

The relaxation time of the first process is sufficiently

small that the equilibrium can be regarded as essentially

local. Thus the energy of the spectrum, characterized

for example by Phillips' constant a, is a function of onlv

the local wind speed and the frequency scale of the

spectrum, determined by /„,. For dimensional reasons

these parameters can occur only in the non-dimensional

combination L'f,„/g. The quasi-equilibrium also applies

to the angular distribution of wave energy in relation

to the local wind direction, which must then be a uni-

versal function of the non-dimensional frequency f/fm
and v. This leaves only a single free parameter v to

characterize the spectrum. The rate of change of v,

described by the transport equation (6.3), is an order

of magnitude slower than the process responsible for

the quasi-equilibrium, so that the position of the peak

frequency represents a true integral response of the

wave field to the entire wind field which must be de-

termined in general by numerical integration of (6.3)

under appropriate initial and boundary conditions.

Field measurements support the spectral shape in-

variance and energy-frequency relations (6.1), (6.2) on

which the model is based. However, a test of the one-

parameter transport equation (6.3) for more complex

situations than the uniform-wind, limited-fetch cases

against which it was calibrated is still lacking. This

must await further wave measurements combined with

detailed simultaneous documentation of the space-time

structure of the generating wind field. Nevertheless, it

is encouraging that the source terms in (6.3) determin-

ing the rate of migration of the peak could be derived

rigorously from theory without adjustable constants.

The only empirical input is the a-v relation (6.1),

which was tested against many different wind held cases.

The model is limited to growing seas and cannot be

extended into the swell range. Swell represents the

dynamically complementary situation to a growing

wind sea in which to first order all wave components

are decoupled and can be tracked independently along

their propagation paths. Because of this decoupling,

the swell limit is again .mathematically tractable, but

the appropriate numerical techniques for a swell model

(characteristic mapping) are not immediately compati-

ble with the parametric approach.

A complete wave model would probably need to use-

both representations in different parameter ranges.

Apart from its usefulness for extensive wave climate

computations, a simple combined model could be de-

veloped at a considerable savings in computer time over

existing spectral techniques and would be ideally

adapted to global wave forecasting, should the current

efforts to obtain surface wind and wave data from satel-

lites ultimately lead to an operating global system.

In conclusion, it may be mentioned that the energy

balance relations (6.1), (6.2) on which the wave model

is based may also have useful applications in the inter-

pretation of remote sensing data itself. Although tech-

niques have been proposed for the measurement of the

full two-dimensional wave spectrum from space (cf.

Ruck et a/., 1972), the tested simpler methods yield

information on only a few parameters of the sea surface.

For example, the average return pulse shape of nadir-

looking short-pulse radar altimeters contains informa-

tion on the rms wave height. The angular dependence

of radar backscatter cross sections near vertical inci-

dence can be used to determine the nns wave slope, and

the cross sections for larger incidence angles yield the

energy level of the spectrum in the centimeter-deci-

meter wavelength range. For a given spectral shape,

these quantities can be related to t, a and U, and with
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the aid of relations (6.1) and (6.2) one can then recover

both the surface wind and the wave spectrum.
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STD OBSERVATIONS FROM THE R/V COLUMBUS ISELIN
DURING PHASE III OF GATE

William McLeish 1

S. Michael Minton 2

The R/V COLUMBUS ISELIN obtained 92 acceptable STD casts
during Phase III of GATE. A computer processing
scheme was modified for these particular data. Plots of
temperature, salinity, and sigma-T versus pressure and
temperature-salinity diagrams were prepared. The pro-
cessed values at 1-decibar intervals were written on
magnetic tape and placed in the archives of the National
Oceanographic Data Center.

1. INTRODUCTION

In conjunction with the GATE operations during the period
9-19 September 1974 within the region Lat. 8°29' to 9°44'N,
Long. 19° 50' to 23°13'W, the R/V COLUMBUS ISELIN obtained 92

acceptable casts, measuring temperature and salinity vs. pressu
in the upper ocean. Of these casts, 24 were obtained on 19
September in a rapid series of shallow lowerings. The data
obtained during all down casts have been processed and are pre-
sented in this report.

2. THE INSTRUMENT

A Plessey Model 9040 S/T/D Environmental Profiling System
generated a graph of temperature and salinity vs. depth during
each cast. It also supplied these signals to a Plessey Model
8114A Digital Data Logger, which wrote the digital data onto
magnetic tape. The digital data tapes were used in subsequent
data processing.

The instrument recorded readings of temperature, salinity,
and pressure at 4 scans/second, and the lowering rate was
20 m/min in some casts and 10 m/min in others. The range of

1 Sea-Air Interaction Laboratory, AOML
2 Physical Oceanography Laboratory, AOML
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the pressure sensor was 3000 decibars with a stated accuracy
of 0.25% and a repeatability of 0.1% (Plessey, 1973).
The stated accuracy of the temperature channel was 0.02°C
with a repeatability of 0.01°C. The instruction manual
stated that the accuracy of the salinity channel was 0.02 °/00
but that corrections could give an accuracy of 0.01 °/00
and that the repeatability was 0.01 °/00 (Plessey, 1973).

3. PROCESSING METHODS

While the methods used in processing STD data are generally
similar to the system described by Scarlet (1975) and to the
procedures used by others in CEDDA and in these laboratories,
a number of modifications have been developed for processing
the present data. This program uses correction equations
recommended by the instrument manufacturer.

First, each measurement is converted to units of decibars
(pressure) , °C (temperature) , or °/00 (salinity) . Then the
value of each data point and the difference between the data
point and the previous one in the same channel are compared
with an appropriate set of fairly wide limits. Any scan con-
taining a data point outside the limits is deleted. Primarily
this step removes digitizing and tape writing errors. Next,
data in the pressure and temperature channels are filtered.
A 0.33 Hz low-pass filter on pressure is used to reduce noise
in the sink rate calculation described below. A 1 Hz low-pass
filter on temperature removes digitization noise from that
channel as well as the effect of the noise on the corrections
to the salinity data.

The response of the temperature sensor is sufficiently
slow that significant errors were produced by the conditions
under which the casts were made. The temperature errors
in turn introduced significant errors into the salinity
channel, for which the calculated product depends on the
temperature reading. The rate change of temperature is
calculated by

AT(1) T(3)-T(l) ,

At 21
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where I = the sample interval, 0.25 sec. A forward difference
calculation was selected in order to compensate in part
for the time lag in the readings. The corrected temperature
for each scan is given by

T(l T(l)
AT(1)
At

The quantity x is the time constant of the temperature channel
quoted by the manufacturer as 0.35 sec. A protective shield
about the temperature sensor was removed on 11 September,
and a time constant of 0.15 sec was assumed for later casts.
Salinity readings are corrected according to

o
1-T a3

c

where T is the temperature correction, and a and 6 are coeffi-
cients calculated for each scan according to. equations and
laboratory data in the instruction manual (Plessey, 1973).

As the sensor assembly is
gradient, a quantity of heat is
case to the surrounding water,
indicate that, when the descent
by the roll of the ship, heatin
sensor can produce significant
errors have a sign opposite to
response of the temperature sen
procedures attempted to avoid e
descent rate by deleting all ex
depth. Typically about 20 perc
in that process. The present c
rate from the filtered depth va
deletes those scans with sink r

or at pressures less than those
scans. Typically this procedur
of the scans.

lowered through a temperature-
conducted from the instrument
The present observations
rate is sufficiently decreased

g of water around the salinity
errors in that channel. The
those induced by the slow
sor. Previous calculation
rrors resulting from decreased
cept the first scan at each
ent of the data are retained
alculation determines the sink
lues at each scan and
ates less than 24 or 12 m/sec
of previously accepted

e retains approximately 4 percent
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Next, calibration offset values derived from external
observations are added to the pressure and salinity values.
The pressure offset is obtained by comparison of instrument
readings near the surface with direct observation of
depth, and the salinity offset is obtained by comparison
of the salinities of water samples with the instrument
readings at the same depth. Erratic salinity readings are
detected by comparison with neighboring values. A least-
squares linear fit to the six salinity values about each
reading (3 before and 3 after) is determined, and the
standard deviation of the six differences from the fit line
is calculated. A weighted mean of the surrounding
values is obtained and compared with the observed value.
When the difference is greater than 2.5 times the standard
deviation, the salinity value is replaced by the weighted
mean. This procedure usually changes one to 7 percent
of the salinity values. In a check for gravitational
stability, any scans are deleted for which the sigma-T value
is more than 0.05 units smaller than any such preceding
value. Seldom are more than four scans in a cast rejected
by this process.

f

In order to remove some remaining salinity errors,
overlapping groups of 24 scans are selected, and a straight
line-root mean square best fit to the salinity values
is calculated for each segment. Scans are deleted for
which the salinity value differs by more than 0.05% from
the best fit line. The temperature values within each
1 decibar pressure interval are averaged, and the salinity
values are treated similarly. Finally, a low-pass filter
with a cutoff of 0.2 cycles/meter is applied to the
averaged salinity readings.

4. PRESENTATION OF DATA

Table 1 lists the casts that have been processed, and
includes the number assigned to each cast before processing,
then the location, date, start time, depth range, lowering
rate, and time constant used. Up-casts and special
maneuvers have not been processed. Graphs for each cast
include depth-temperature, depth-salinity, and depth-sigma-T
plots and a temperature-salinity diagram.
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The entire set of processed data at one-decibar pressure
intervals is written on a magnetic tape labeled SGATJ32 that
was submitted to archives of the National Oceanographic
Data Center, Washington, D. C.
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Table 1

Catalog of STD Casts

Lat
Location

Long.
Date
1974

Start
Time

Depth
Range

m

Lowering
Rate
m/min

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

] i

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

8°29.49'N 23°02.26 r W Sept. 9

8°54. 13'N 23°02.26 'W

5°54.13'N 23°13.12'W Sept, 10

!°54.13'N 23°13.13'W

1°54.42 , N 22°50.30 , W Sept. 11

0130

0230

0330

0430

0620

0720

0815

0910

1105

1200

0100

0200

0300

0650

0750

0845

0938

1305

1440

1553

1709

1836

1930

1043

1139

2-275

1-276

1-514

2-530

2-508

2-548

3-056

141-532

2-538

2-494

2-512

1-524

1-488

4-516

1-548

2-515

2-542

4-513

1-511

2-611

3-950

2-512

2-514

3-516

2-532

20

Time
Constant

sec

0. 35
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Table 1 (Continued)

Cast #

Lat.
Location

Long.
Date
1974

Start
Time

Depth
Range
m

Lowering
Rate
m/min

Time
Constant

sec

28 8°54
. 42 •N 22

C
50 30 'W Sept. 11 1238 1-514 20 0.35

i

29 1 1348 1-511
y
0.1530 I 1550 4--514

31 I 1650 2--533

32 I 1957 65-516

33 1 2131 3--109

34 I 2200 3--212

35 I 2230 3--114
\K

3 6
I Sept. 12 0110 16--216 10

37 I 0210 2--199

38 1 0310 5--223

39 i 0430 3--209

40 1 0520 2--207

41 t 0608 2--207

42 • 0650 2--216

4 3
1 0800 4--214

44 • 0900 3--212

45 i 1000 3--212

46 l 1100 3--210

47 I 1200 2--213

48 I 1245 5--53

4 9
I 1407 9--56

\ f
o51 9°11. 40 N 23° 12. 00 W 1914 2--508 2

V

53 8°47. 00 N 23° 12. 20 w Sept. 13 0000 2--513

54 8°36. 50 N 23° 12. 70 w 0210 4--510

55 8°25. 90 N 23° 13. 40 w 0440 4--520
l

56 8°29. 49 N 23° 02. 26 w 0700 4--559 \ / \/
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Table

Cast

1 (Continued)

# Location
Lat. Long.

Date
1974

Start
Time

Depth
Range
m

Lowering
Rate
m/min

Time
Constant

sec

57 8°29.49 , N 23°02.26'W Sept. 13 0832 4-108 .0 .15

58 8°54. 42'N 22°50. 30'W Sept. 14 0737 4-114

59 i 0858 2-107

60 ii 0952 3-113 N/
61 ii 1058 3-116 20

62 ii 1158 4-117

63 ii 1414 4-111

64 n 1459 4-115

65 ii 1555 3-140

66 8°56.09'N 22°47.03'W Sept. 15 1745 4-231

67 8°47.03'N 22°45. 03'W 1958 2-217

68 8°57.02'N 22°46.04'W 2225 3-221

69 8°48.06'N 22°45.05'W Sept. 16 0105 3-210

70 8°56.07'N 22°46.03'W 0351 2-214

71 8°29.49'N 23°02.26'W Sept. 17 2220 2-516

72 11 Sept. 18 0008 4-538

74 9°41.10'N 19°55.40'W Sept. 19 1455 2-113

75 i* 1526 3-113

76 II 1537 1-57

77 9°41.40'N 19°54.90'W 1556 1-109

78 9°41. 60'N 19°54.70'W 1626 2-111

79 9°41.90'N 19°54.30'W 1655 2-111

80 9°42. 20'N 19°53.90'W 1758 2-50

81 9°42.90'N 19°52.70'W 1955 4-111

82 9°43.10'N 19°52.60'W 2010 2-115

83 9°43.20'N 19°52.40'W 2025 2-112

84 9°43.30'N 19°52.52'W 2040 2-112 \ t V f
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Table 1 (Continued)

Cast #

Lat.
Location

Long.
Date
1974

Start
Time

Depth
Range
m

Lowering
Rate
m/min

Time
Constant

sec

85 9°43 50'N 19°51.90 W Sept. 19 2055 2-113 20 0.15

86 9°43 60'N 19°51.70 w 2110 1-110

87 9°43 70'N 19°51.50 w 2125 1-128

88 9°43 80'N 19°51.30 w 2140 41-115

89 9°43 90*N 19°51.20 w 2155 2-115

90 9°44. 20'N 19°51.10 W 2210 1-117

91 9°44. 30'N 19°50.80 w 2225 4-117

92 9°44. 30'N 19°50.70 w 2240 1-117

93 9°44. 60'N 19°50.40 w 2255 2-111

94 ii 2310 3-115

95 ii 2325 2-117

96 ii 2340 2-115

97
ii 2355 2-115 >/ V"
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ABSTRACT

Vertical profiles of temperature microstructure in Lake Kivu were obtained with "mini-microstructure
rei orders" developed by C. S. Cox and William Johnson at Scripps Institution of Oceanography. The pro-
files reveal three depth intervals containing many isothermal layers typically 0.25-2 m thick and of increas-

ing temperature increments 0.01-0.03°C from layer to layer. Approximately 150 such layers appear in a
single profile.

We assume double-diffusive convection and apply the results of Huppert and of Turner to calculate an
upward heat flux of 0.71 to 1.6 \V itT 2 and a corresponding upward salt (lux equal to one-fifth of the average
salt output of the lake's only outflow. The chief source of heat and salt is probably geothermal springs in the
lake bottom.

1. Introduction

Lake Kivu (2°S, 29°E) is an East African rift lake

about KM) mi north of Lake Tanganyika. Of chief

interest to this article is the northern basin of the

lake (see map, Fig. 1) of nearly 500 in depth where

step-like temperature microstructure was observed. The
lake has one outflow, the Ruzzizi River, with an

annual output to Lake Tanganyika of 3.2 km3 per

year and a "salinity" of 0.7% (Degens el al., 1973).

"Salinity" in this article will refer to the total mass
of dissolved solids per kilogram of water, but the

proportional composition of these dissolved solids is

not implied to be the same as that of seawater. The
lake is heated from below (Fig. 2) and salt-stabilized

(Fig. 3). It is suspected that the source of heat and
salt is geothermal springs at the bottom of the lake.

Such springs exist on the perimeter of the lake and
in Kabuno Bay. Also a feature thought to be a plume
from a bottom spring was detected with sub-bottom

profiling gear in the northern basin. At that time

Von Herzen obtained a continuous temperature profile

using a modified bottom heat flow recorder and ob-

served that the temperature increased with depth in

an irregular fashion suggesting four convecting layers

of order 50 m thickness (Degens et al., 1973). The
aim of this work was to explore these layers and
interfaces with a high spatial resolution temperature

microstructure recorder.

Measurements were made with free falling tempera-

ture "mini-microstructure recorders" developed by

Dr. Charles Cox and Mr. William Johnson at Scripps

1 Present affiliation : Atlantic Oceanographic & Meteorological

Laboratories, NOAA, Miami, Fla. 33149.

Institution of Oceanography (Fig. 4). This instrument

is similar in concept to that described in Gregg and

Cox (1971), but less sophisticated in overall design

and does not measure conductivity. The instrument

records the time rate of change of temperature from

independent flake thermistors mounted on the nose

and one wingtip. The actual "gross" temperature is

also recorded from the nose thermistor. As the time

constant of these thermistors was of order 25 -ms,

features 1 cm in size could be resolved.

2. Temperature profiles

A profile of the gross temperature taken at station 5

is shown in Fig. 5. A comparison of this with other

such profiles as well as with that of Deuser (Fig. 2)

shows that the gross character of the temperature

profile has been quite constant over a number of

years. In addition, Fig. 2 shows that the dependence

of temperature on depth is horizontally quite uniform

over most of the northern basin. One exception to

this was found in the profile from station 17 (Fig. 5,

inset) at approximately the location where the geo-

thermal plume is thought to have been observed the

previous year. The profile resembles the others except

for a 0.028°C maximum in temperature, about 12 m
thick at 220 m depth, demonstrating the presence of

a laver of warmer water. The previously mentioned

Von Herzen profile, which was obtained a year earlier

from a site ~5 km north of our station 17, exhibits

a similar feature of ~ 15 m thickness at the same depth.

It seems quite reasonable to suppose that this feature

is a layer of warmer, more saline water neutrally

buoyant at this depth and fed by a plume from a

bottom geothermal spring.
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Fig. 1. Map of Lake Kivu showing all stations taken by Degens el al. in 1972. Microstructure

profiles were obtained at stations 3, 5, 9, 17, 18, 19.

3. Microstructure profiles

The Cox recorder profiles show a warming surface

layer overlying the cooler remnant of a seasonally

produced mixed layer. The remainder of the profile

shows temperature increasing at a variable rate. Three
regions (B, C, D in Fig. 5) of distinctly higher mean
gradient were found to be rich in microstructure in

all profiles obtained. The vertical temperature gradient

records for the regions B, C and D at stations 5 and 9

are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 respectively. In addi-

tion, there is a less spectacular region (A) of fewer

layers and smaller (~0.005°C) temperature steps in

the vicinity of 150 m depth. In all regions it is im-

mediately apparent that the gradient is concentrated

in thin sheets separated by isothermal layers of some-

what greater thickness. The interface thickness, de-

termined from the gradient spike signal corrected for

instrument response characteristics, is about 10 cm in

almost every case of a well-formed interface. The
sheet-layer scheme repeats with frequencies of 0.5 to 4

per meter varying somewhat with station and depth

range. There is no apparent coherence of layering

between stations 5 and 9, probably because the space

and time separations, 5 km and 1 day, of the stations

were too great. [Observations of layers in several

circumstances (Bethell, 1972) indicate their ratio of
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horizontal to vertical scales seldom exceeds 1000.]

The temperature increment across an interface "sheet"

is typically 0.01-0.03°C. A portion of the station 5,

region B, gross temperature record (Fig. 9) shows

rather graphically the temperature steps associated

with the temperature gradient signal spikes. In re-

gion D of the station 9 record (Fig. 8) some of the

gradient peaks are smaller and the associated sheets

appear to have split or somehow formed two to four

thin sheets. A similar phenomenon has been reported

by Neshyba et al. (1971) and by Woods and Wiley

(1972) as an effect of billow turbulence due to the

Kelvin-Helmhpltz instability. For these layers, as-

suming a stability ratio PASiaAT)' 1 equal to 2, we
calculate a 2X10-4 m s

_1
velocity difference for an

interface to become turbulent. We have, however, no

evidence as to whether or not such shear might have

existed.

That the pattern of vertical microstructure is uni-

form across the northern basin seems to be confirmed

by additional records obtained as follows. One instru-

ment malfunctioned in such a way as to begin record-

ing near the bottom of the drop while returning to

the surface, but only from the nose thermistor. Since

the instrument does not invert while floating to the

surface, the nose thermistor sees only microstructure

freshly stirred by the instrument body. Comparison

of these records (stations 17 and 18) with the return

portion of those from stations 5 and 9 show the am-
plitude, depth, range and visual character of the

stirred microstructure to be very similar.

Of particular interest is a nearly isothermal layer

1
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Fig. 3. Salinity profile of the northern basin of Lake Kivu. Data

supplied by courtesy of E. Degens (1971 measurements).

(Fig. 10) between regions B and C. This layer is 16 m
thick and increases 2.7X10-3 °C in temperature from

top to bottom, exactly the calculated adiabatic effect

for water of this salinity, temperature and depth.

Hence this layer is uniform in potential temperature

and is probably in a state of convection. Region B
including this layer now appears very similar to con-
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Fig. 4. The Cox "mini-microstructure recorder.'
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apparent amplitude, compared to Figs. 6-8, is due to an averaging interval of 25 cm.

ditions as they evolved in Turner's experiment (1968)

with a stable salinity gradient heated from below.

In this experiment, many layers formed with the

bottom layer approximately 10 times thicker than the

rest. Later discussion of our observed layer thicknesses,

however, leaves the relationship between Turner's ex-

periment and these observations open to question.

4. Calculation of the upward flux of heat and salt

The results of Huppert and Turner apply to high

Rayleigh number convection (i.e., "deep" layers and
low rates of heating). That the layers observed in

Lake Kivu lend themselves to analysis according to

Huppert's and Turner's results may be shown by
calculating a Rayleigh number from typical observed

values (Ar=0.02°C, h= 100 cm). An expression for

the Rayleigh number is

where

:

Ra= {ga/K v)ATh\

Ra Rayleigh number

g acceleration due to gravity

(1)

AT
h

thermal coefficient of expansion

thermal conductivity

kinematic viscosity

temperature difference across a layer

laver thickness.

This yields Ra=108 for the typical observed layer.

In addition, Huppert (1971) describes convecting

layers at high Rayleigh number as having only thin

boundary layers at the interfaces and nearly isothermal

central regions. The profiles of temperature gradient

show that almost all of the observed layers conform

well to this description.

According to Huppert (1971), the expression for

calculating the heat flux is derived as follows. In a

system of thermally convecting layers at high Ray-

leigh number and without salt, the Nusselt number
is defined as

N=tf. p/.r7 mol =cRa». (2)

Here Hm0 \ is the molecular (diffusive) heat flux up

through a layer calculated according to the tempera-

ture difference between the upper and lower layer
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STATION 5 STATION 9 Results of the calculations are given in the following

table:

-0.4 -02 -0.4 -0.2

TEMPERATURE GRADIENT CC/METER)
R EGION B

Fig. 6. Temperature gradient records from region B, sta-

tions 5 and 9. Parentheses indicate faulty portions of the original

tape recording.

boundaries, c is an experimental constant equal to

0.085, and H 8p is the heat flux across a perfectly

conducting solid plane located at the position of an

interface. Huppert has fitted the data from Turner's

(1965) experiments with a two-layer double-diffusive

system heated from below to the analytic expression

H=3.8(aAT/0AS) 2H > (3)

where H is the heat flux between two layers under-

going double-diffusive convection, AS and AT are

the changes in salinity and temperature across the

interface, and fi is the coefficient of density change

with salinity. By substituting (1) and (2) into (3)

and using Hmo\=kTATh~ 1 (kr is the molecular dif-

fusivity for heat) one obtains

H= O.32(aAT/0AS) 2 (ga/Kv^kTATK (4)

The corresponding salt flux according to Turner

(1965) is

F,= 0.15 (<*//?)#, 0AS/aAT^2, (5)

and ^expressing the straight line through Turner's

(1965) data in his Fig. 7]

F.=oH//S[1.85-0.8C8A5/aA7
,

)l
l^(3AS/aAT<2. (5a)

H
(Wm-»)

Overall

F.X 10* stability

(kg m"1 s"1
) 0AS/aAT

Region B
Region C
Region D

1.6

0.96

0.71

8.6

1.1

1.3

1.3

2.1

1.9

One comment is in order before reviewing the

results of the calculations. Salinity had to be cal-

culated from data on concentrations of major cations

and their known compound forms. Since these data

are from Nansen bottles spaced at 50 m, only the

average vertical salinity gradients are known in depth

ranges B, C and C where microstructure is observed.

All values for upward heat flux are considerably

higher than the bottom heat flux (0.017-0.17 W m-2
)

measured by Von Herzen in 1971 (Degens et al., 1973).

There must be an additional source of heat within

the lake to account for this large discrepancy. At

present, the two possibilities are bottom geothermal

springs and exothermic methane production by bac-

STATI0N 5 STATION 9

-04 -02 -06 -0.4 -02
TEMPERATURE GRADIENT CC/METER)

REGION C

Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6 except from region C, stations 5 and 9.
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Fig. 8. As in Fig. 6 except from region D, stations 5 and 9.

teria in the water column (Deuser et al., 1973). Deuser

points out that the heat generated by methane pro-

duction is just sufficient to account for the net increase

in the temperature of the lake in the last 30 years

(see Fig. 2). Since we still require an upward flux of

heat, it seems that geothermal springs are required

2

I
a 195

1 1 1 1
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1 1 1

~1
STATION 5

"

-
'

1 REGION B

-

-

- -

Ill III it

-
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TEMPERATURE CO

Fig. 9. Temperature steps from station 5, region B, exhibiting

well-formed layers and interfaces.

2351 2352 23 53 23 54 2355 2356 23 57 2358 2359 2360 2361

TEMPERATURE (°C)

Fig. 10. The nearly isothermal layer between regions B and C,

station 5.

in addition. Solar heating is not significant here be-

cause Secci disk measurements show no significant

solar energy penetrates below about 60 m. 2 Its effects

together with those of seasonal mixing are thus con-

fined to the surface layer.

To compare the calculated upward salt flux with the

average Ruzzizi output, a value for H of 0.88 W m-2

was chosen. This value is midway between the fluxes

for regions C and D whose layers are apparently

stable. Using the area of the lake's 200 m contour

(below which most of the layering is observed), 1.4

X 109 m2
, Eq. (5) shows the total annual upward salt

flux to be 0.45X109 kg. According to Degens et al.

(1973), the annual output of the Ruzzizi (3.2 km3 at

0.7% ) is 2.2X109 kg or five times the calculated up-

ward diffusive flux. There is considerable variation in

the annual output of the Ruzzizi, and some uncer-

tainty in the value of the diffusive salt flux; thus,

under the circumstances, agreement within an order

of magnitude is probably the best that can be expected.

5. Layer thickness

Finally, it is interesting to compare the observed

layer depths with those predicted by Turner's (1968)

results. Turner found he could predict the depth of

the bottom layer formed in his experiments and that

successive layers formed were about one-tenth as

thick. His equation is

hc= Wwn-agn/pcm-Dgpds/dZJr 1

, (6)

where h c is the critical layer thickness at which layer

growth terminates, Rc the critical Rayleigh number

at which the thermal boundary layer at the interface

becomes unstable causing a new layer to begin forming

[2.4X 10* according to Turner (1968)], Cp the specific

heat at constant pressure, and dS/dZ the salinity

gradient before layers are formed. We equate this to

the average salinity gradient of the layering region in

1 H. Jannasch, private communication.
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question. Substituting the appropriate values for water

at 23.5°C, \%c, 250 db [<*= -2.42X 10"4 (°C)-';

/3=7.51X10- 4
floe)'

1

;
v= ().25XK)- 7 m2 s" 1

; k= 1.4

xio- s- 1

; C P=4.186X10
3

J (kg °C)-»; p=10» kg

m~ 3
], (6) becomes

A« (m)=0.0115 //i {dS/dZ)~\ (7)

for // in units of \V m-2 and dS/dZ in units of (% ) m-1
.

Using // = 0.88 VV m-2
, the predicted and observed

layer depths (m) are as follows:

Value of he

Predicted from

Region Observed Eq. (7)

B 1.20 2.00

C 0.55 040
1) 1.40 1.40

If the observed layers were formed as *he succession

of layers above an initial thicker layer (as the thick

layer under Region B could suggest) they should be

one-tenth the calculated initial layer thickness. Rather,

they are the same size, suggesting that each layer is

somehow forming under conditions similar to the

initial conditions of Turner's experiment (i.e., smooth

salinity gradient and uniform temperature). The latter

case would then raise the question of how the 16 m
layer under region B was formed. Another possibility

is layer growth initiated from the sides of the lake

as has been seen in laboratory experiments. This

seems unlikely in view of the very large ratio of hori-

zontal and vertical scales of the layers. Huppert 3 has

suggested that some kind of finite-amplitude insta-

bility could be responsible for spontaneous layer

formation. Such a mechanism might account for the

formation of four separate layering regions.

6. Conclusions

Temperature microstructure profiles from Lake Kivu
each exhibit approximately 150 isothermal layers

typically 0.5-2 m thick. Typical values of AT and AS
for a single interface are 0.015°C and 0.01% . Cal-

culations of the upward heat flux using results of

Huppert (1971) and Turner (1968) yield values of

0.71 to 1.6 W m~2
. The corresponding total upward

salt flux is one-fifth of the average salt output of the

Ruzzizi River, the lake's only outflow. This is con-

sidered satisfactory agreement considering uncertain-

H. Huppert, private communication.

ties in the data and the possibility of sources of salt

(e.g., geothermal springs) elsewhere than in the north-

ern basin where these measurements were obtained.

Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that extensive

layering observed in the lake's northern basin is due

to double-diffusive convection driven by heat from

bottom geothermal springs and producing an upward
flux of heat (about 20 times the global average through

the ocean bottom) and salt.
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On the use of acoustics for studying suspended oceanic sediment and for

determining the onset of the shallow thermocline
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Abstract—Acoustic observations of a low-density sediment flow originating from a dredge operating

in the main Miami shipping channel have been made. The flow proceeded seaward along layered

thermal gradients at the top of the shallow thermocline and at greater depths. Acoustic, thermal,

salinity, chemical, and transmissivity measurements were made during summer and winter in 1974.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently it has become apparent that interesting

oceanographic phenomena could be studied using

high-frequency (e.g. 20-kHz) acoustic techniques.

Some recent topics studied using high-frequency

acoustics include internal waves and temperature

microfluctuations (Proni and Apel, 1975). In this

paper we would like to point out two possible

additional uses of high-frequency acoustics: (1)

observations of suspended ocean sediment genera-

ted by such things as dredging operations and

(2) determination of the depth of the well-mixed

upper layer of the ocean. As is common with all

remote sensing techniques, the basic question is

what is truly being measured by the remote

sensing device in question? In this paper this

question remains, but physically reasonable deduc-

tions concerning the nature of the phenomena

being observed acoustically are nevertheless made.

The two new items that may be studied acoustically

are not unrelated and hence are introduced jointly

;

the connection between them is brought out later.

The research was carried out in the area of

Government Cut, a man-made shipping channel

for the port of Miami, Florida (U.S.A.) (Fig. 1).

Some data were gathered (in May 1974) while the

dredge was within the cut proper while other data

(August 1974) were gathered while the dredge was

on the continental shelf. A winter cruise

(November 1974) was carried out to determine the

effects on suspended sediment of the deepening of

the well-mixed surface layer.

The 65-ft NOAA research vessel Virginia Key

was used to obtain the data. The acoustic system

transmitted a 1-kW, 2-ms-long, sinusoidal pulse of

energy with a center frequency of 20 kHz (band-

width w 1.5 kHz). The transducer was towed in a

teardrop-shaped towbody. The transducer beam-

width was 12° on the beam and 18° athwartships.

This system has a time-variable gain, the object

of which is to compensate for spherical spreading

and absorption of the transmitted acoustic signals.

The time constant for the gain increment can be

made to vary, but it is generally 20 to 60 ms. The

acoustic system used for most of these experiments

(i.e. at 20 kHz) was not designed for shallow water

(e.g. less than 30 m deep) work. Nevertheless, data

can still be extracted even at depths as shallow as

1 5 m. Some data are presented in Section III from

a 200-kHz acoustic system, which is operable in

depths as shallow as a few meters. The 200-kHz

system was operated without a time-variable gain.

One other factor is pertinent in examining the

acoustic data. The strip chart paper used to

generate Figs. 2 to 6 has a dynamic range of about

20 db. This restriction is now being overcome by

Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Labora-
tories, Environmental Research Laboratories, National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Miami, Florida

33149, U.S.A.
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25°45' N

Fig. 1. The course of the Virginia Key as it outlined the

spatial extent of the particulate cloud on May 22, 1974.

recording the data on magnetic tape and by

expanding the range of certain electronic amplifiers

in the receiving circuits.

Studies of acoustic measurements of suspended

(non-biological) particles have been carried out

principally for determining sound attenuation

caused by particles (Urick, 1948; Flammer, 1962).

Studies by Gallene (1974) in the Loire demon-

strated the acoustic detection of 'fluid mud' and

of a so-called 'turbidity maximum'. Weston (1958)

reported the acoustic detection of a scattering

layer at the thermocline and assumed the scatterers

to be biological in origin. There have been no

reports, however (to the author's knowledge), of

the detection of low-density sediment distributions

by acoustic means.

II. RESULTS

On May 21, 1974, the authors identified a

large body of ocean-suspended sediment. Its

appearance was closely correlated with the tidal

cycle. A typical acoustic record, obtained on

May 21, is shown in Fig. 2.

On May 22 and 23, 1974, a second excursion

was made with the following goals:

(i) delineate the spatial extent of the sediment

cloud;

(ii) gather several XBT (expendable bathy-

thermograph) records for comparison with the

acoustic records;

(iii) determine if the shape of the cloud was in

accord with expected current flows.

Leg I of the course of the Virginia Key on
May 22 and 23 (Fig. 1) ran slightly south of east.

At Position P in Fig. 3 (bottom depth 190 m) an

XBT was taken (Fig. 3). The acoustic record from

Leg I (Fig. 3) shows, between 73 and 92 m, part

of what is believed to be a sediment 'cloud'. The
cloud extends to 110 m, where it disappears,

and between 33 and 51 m another mid-water

acoustic reflecting layer is present. There has

proved to be a rather striking correlation between

the depth of this shallow acoustic reflecting layer

and the bottom of the well-mixed layer.

The acoustic records from Legs IV, V, and VI

(Fig. 4) serve to delineate the spatial extent of the

cloud. There is a decrease in depth of the shallow

water reflecting layer as one proceeds shoreward.

The cloud itself rises as one proceeds shoreward.

In comparison, some data gathered in

November 1974 are shown with XBT records

superimposed on the acoustic record (Fig. 5).

Perhaps the most striking feature in this figure is

the depth to which the well-mixed layer extends

—from 85 to 95 m. A large reflecting 'cloud' is

clearly visible between 85 and 180 m. Also shown

are: (i) a large area of weak acoustic return in the

0- to 85-m range; (ii) the 'lines' of weak acoustic

return extending seaward at 130 and 140 m; (iii)

the non-homogeneous distribution of intense

acoustic reflectors in the 100- to 140-m range;

(iv) the appearance of point reflectors (known in

acoustic jargon as 'comets' or 'tent-echoes')

below 170 m.

In this area the first layer of strong acoustic

return consistently has been at the top of the

shallow thermocline. This is more clearly marked

in the May data than in the November data. The

fidelity with which the top of the shallow thermo-

cline is observed acoustically can be seen by
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Fig. 2. The first acoustic measurements of the dredge cloud (20 kHz).

Fig. 3. Acoustic record for Leg I made on May 22, 1974 (20 kHz).
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Fig. 4. Acoustic record from Legs IV, V, and VI May 22, 1974 (20 kHz).

Fig. 5. Acoustic record from November 1974 (20 kHz).
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comparing XBT and acoustic traces for that

period. There are reasons to expect that the top of

the shallow thermocline should be an area of high

acoustic reflectivity. Some are based on the

expected acoustic impedance changes at the

shallow thermocline while others are based on the

increased buoyancy forces on particulate matter

(living or not).

There is probably a basic difference between

the shallow reflecting layer occurring at 40 m
(Fig. 3) and the 'cloud'-related reflecting layers.

The cloud-related layers do not extend so far

seaward as the shallowest reflecting layer. It is

suspected that one limit on the seaward extent of

the reflecting cloud is the edge of the Gulf Stream

(Proni, Rona, Lauter and Sellers, 1975). The

shallow reflecting layers penetrate deeper water.

The intensity of the shallow layer may be decreas-

ing with distance seaward, but certainly at a rate

slower than layers protruding at deeper depths.

Apart from the difference in the rate of decrease

in concentration among layers going seaward, there

is yet another difference. In work not presented

here, the senior author has observed that a scatter-

ing layer often appears at the top of the shallow

(seasonal) thermocline. This shallow thermocline

scattering layer (STSL) often appears both in

coastal zone and open ocean acoustic records. The
scatterers that generate the STSL probably in

many cases are biological in origin. (During the

recent GATE* experiment it was observed that

the so-called deep scattering layer migrated

vertically upward only to the top of the thermo-

cline.) However, since the advent of high-

resolution temperature probes (Woods and
Wiley, 1972), it has become apparent that

sufficiently strong temperature microgradients (i.e.

sharp gradients over a few centimeters of depth)

exist in the shallow thermocline for detectable

acoustic scattering to take place (Proni and Apel,

1975). Thus, there may be several different sources

for acoustic scattering in the STSL. In other

words, the STSL does not depend upon dredging

for its existence, while the cloud does.

Additional cruises have since been carried

out with the following goals:

(i) examination of the in situ optical trans-

missivity as a function of depth. The optical

transmissivity yields a measure of particulate

matter present.

(ii) Direct water sampling, using, for example,

Niskin bottles. Chemical analysis of the water

samples yields data on the concentrations and

types of particulate matter present.

(iii) Obtaining CTD (conductivity-tempera-

ture-depth) records. CTD records permit the

determination of the location of isopycnal layers.

On August 7, 1974, transmissometer measure-

ments were made to be compared with acoustic

and temperature measurements (Fig. 6). In

general, the correlation is good. Theoretical con-

siderations suggest that suspended material should

make its appearance at the bottom of the well-

mixed layer. From the XBT trace, this bottom

can be judged to occur at about 25 m. This

correlates well with the transmissometer and

acoustic records. Note that the percentage trans-

mission over a horizontal path of 1 m decreased

from 85% above 25 m to a minimum of about

75% at 32 m. This is the depth range of most

intense acoustic return.- A discussion of acoustic

versus transmissometer measurements is presented

in Section IV of this paper.

An attempt was made to determine density

profiles for the area under study. The data

are marginal. Figure 7 displays measured and

smoothed salinity profiles. The salinity data

(obtained using an STD) showed many 'spikes',

which are frequent in STD measurements

(Pingree, 1971). One referee has suggested that

some, at least, of these spikes were generated by

the too rapid lowering of the STD. A type of

microstructure probe would be required to arrive

at detailed conclusions regarding the precise

nature of the layers affecting the flow of particles.

In this paper, evidence is presented regarding the

interaction of particulate matter .with macroscopic

temperature gradients (such as may be detected

using XBT's). However, interaction with micro-

scopic temperature gradients (existing over tens of

centimeters) has not been presented. The close

correlation of turbidity and temperature gradients

*The Atlantic Tropical Experiment of the Global

Atmospheric Research Program.
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Salinity (%o)

34 35 36 37

200

Salinity (%o)
34 35 36 37

200
Fig. 7. Typical STD profiles obtained.

has been discussed in papers by Drake (1971),

Heathershaw and Simpson (1974), and

Kullenberg (1974), with the last two papers

discussing microscopic temperature gradients.

III. DISCUSSION AND ADDITIONAL DATA
There are two basic, complex aspects of the

theory involved in these investigations: (1) acoustic

scattering and (2) the dynamics of suspended

particles. The principal difficulty in both aspects

of the theory is lack of sufficient knowledge con-

cerning the particulate matter. From the observa-

tions, however, the particulate matter must

possess the following features

:

(i) a detected group of particles must be able

to scatter 20-kHz acoustic energy (i.e. an acoustic

wavelength of 7.5 cm);

(ii) the detected particles remain suspended

for at least several hours.

A sampling program was carried out to collect

data on particle sizes and concentrations. These

data will be discussed presently. Let us examine

particulate properties that are most likely to

influence the scattering of 7.5-cm wavelength

sound.

The theory of sound scattering from a small,

fixed, rigid sphere was worked out by Rayleigh

(1945). 'Small' in the present context means that

2na
< 1, (1)

where a is the diameter of the sphere and X, is the

acoustic wavelength. The smallness assumption

seems reasonable for 7.5-cm wavelength sound.

Under these conditions, the ratio of the scattered

intensity, /„ at a large distance, r, to the intensity,

/„ of the incident plane wave is

n2
• [4/3 k a 3

]

2

r 2 X*
(1 + 3/2 ^)

2
, (2)

where jjl is the cosine of the angle between scatter-

ing direction and reverse direction of the incident

wave ; for backscattering [x = 1

.

For a scattering volume, V, containing N
scatterers per unit volume of average diameter a,

the ratio of reflected to incident intensity is

(approximately, multiple scattering is neglected)

Is ^ NV re
2

• [4/3 ™3
]
2

7
"

r2 A*
(1 + 3/2 tf (3)

If the spheres are neither fixed nor rigid but

have a compressibility k' and a density p' in a

fluid of compressibility k and density p, the

expression for Is\Ii
becomes

Is „ NV n2
[4/3 n a3

]

2

r 2 1*

*'

+ 3(p7p

k 1 + 2p'/p

(4)

» V.
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Both of the expressions in equations (3) and (4)

are approximate. A rigorous derivation of the

scattering equations is given by Morse and

Ingard (1968).

The factors then that are important in deter-

mining the strength of the scattered sound are (i)

the average particle diameter a. The scattered

sound depends on the 6th power of this quantity,

(ii) the particle compressibility k'. This factor

can be important, particularly if the particle is a

small gas bubble, (iii) the particle density, p', (iv)

the particle number density N, and (v) the acoustic

wavelength A.

A referee of this paper has suggested the way

to one model of the particles under study that

might be used to explain the acoustic observations.

The referee cites a study (Whitehouse, Jefferey

and Debbrecht, 1959) of differential settling rates

among clay particles in which the complex pro-

cess of particle settling rates is discussed. For clay

minerals, settling rates can be different for clay

types by as much as 15 m day-1 . The central

question is as to what type of particle can remain

suspended for at least several hours and yet

scatter efficiently 20-kHz acoustic energy. Possible

particle types include (a) biological species, (b)

small, fine-grained, non-organic particles (e.g.

minerals), (c) gaseous microbubbles, (d) 'coacer-

vates'* (Whitehouse, Jefferey and Debbrecht,

1959).

The shallow thermocline scattering layer

probably contains biological scatterers because of

(a) the persistence in both space and time of these

shallow layers (such as those at 30 and 45 m in

Fig. 4), (b) previously published data on similar

layers (Weston, 1958). Whether there are bio-

logical contributions to the deeper 'clouds' shown

in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 is not known.

Background studies in the local areaf indicate

that bottom material is likely to be quartz sand

and carbonate muds. Clay and clay minerals are

also present in small amounts. With regard to the

settling velocity of individual quartz particles (the

question of coacervates will be discussed shortly),

according to Shepard (1963), quartz particles of

diameter 1 mm or greater are likely to have a

settling velocity in excess of 360 m h~\ so such

particles should not remain in suspension for the

several hours the cloud was observed. The vertical

extent of the cloud itself (for example, the cloud in

Fig. 4) argues for a rather restricted class of

particle sizes. In other words, to have a cloud at

all, the differential settling rates present must not

be too large. For the cloud in Fig. 4, a vertical

extent of 20 to 40 m is reasonable at any given

depth. Consider a 20-m cloud extent at a depth of

80 m. A 25% occupancy of the water column

occurs. This implies a differential settling velocity

restriction of 25% and a restricted range of

particle diameters. The results of the water

sampling program mentioned earlier are shown in

Fig. 8.

IN CLOUD
(I7xl06 p/I)

66p/ml l7«l(Tp/ml

-i i i i i

125 88 625 44 312 227 156 II 78 5.3 3 9 289 195

r, (microns)

o
Uj 02

NOTE CHANGE
IN PARTICLE
NUMBER DENSITY\

65p/ml

BELOW CLOUD

(I0«l0
6
p/l)

10.1x10 p/ml

125 88 62.5 44 312 22 7 156 II 78 53 39 289 195

r, (microns) I

Fig. 8. An example of cp(r,) observed in the vicinity of

Government Cut. The upper graph is a Coulter counter-

obtained particle count in the cloud while the lower graph

is a Coulter count obtained below the cloud. Unfortunately,

the Coulter counter was adjusted so that particles of

diameter greater than 60 \im were not counted. The
number of interest here is the estimated particle density of

17 x 10 6 particles l"
1
(p/1).

The word coacervate refers to a loose assemblage of

particles, containing occluded water, held together by

electrostatic forces. Coacervate appears to be synonymous
with a flocculate.

fPrivate communication from Mr. Terry Nelsen.
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Coulter counter particle densities (Fig. 8),

when inserted into equation (4), do not yield a

target strength which is reasonably detectable.

No statements can be made on the basis of the

data regarding the contribution to the acoustic

scatter observed by particles in the size range

between 60 |im and 1 mm. Thus, further field

work would be required to settle the question of

individual particle scatterers.

A referee has suggested that coacervates or

flocculates have the appropriate properties to

account for the observed scatterer behavior. From
the acoustal point of view, one must ask what the

acoustical scattering properties of a coacervate

are likely to be. This problem has not yet been

solved. A coacervate (according to Whitehouse,

Jefferey and Debbrecht, 1959) is modeled as a

group of individual particulates bound into a

loose aggregate (containing occluded water) by

electrostatic forces. How does such an ensemble

behave when acted upon by an impinging sound

wave? More specifically, does the coacervate

structure present a larger effective acoustical

scattering area or a higher compressibility, or

both ? Further work in this area is necessary.

In addition to the 20-kHz (k = 7.5 cm)

acoustic system data, this laboratory has also

obtained data on dredge material using a 200-kHz

(A, — 0.75 cm) acoustic system (beam width 20°).

This system is to be utilized for extremely shallow

water studies of sediment and other dredge

material transport. An example of data from the

200-kHz system is shown in Fig. 9. Here the

water depth is 6 m. The vessel passed into a cloud

of white colored water and encountered an area

of high acoustic return. This white cloud was being

produced from the outflow line of a dredge. Also

identified in this figure are a small boat wake and a

sewage outfall.

IV. SUMMARY
The concept of detecting suspended particulate

matter acoustically is old, dating back to the

1930's. Since that time, almost without exception,

acoustic scattering has been assumed to take place

from suspended organic particles (e.g. plankton,

cocopods, etc.) or air bubbles and the like, and,

for the range of traditionally used frequencies

(e.g. 5 to 200 kHz), biological scattering is the

most logical candidate.

It is somewhat surprising to the sonar-trained

acoustician that detectable returns can arise at

20 kHz (a relatively low frequency) from sus-

pended (non-organic) matter. However, work has

been published (Gallene, 1974) in which turbidity

maxima (so-called fluid mud) have been observed

acoustically. In Gallene (1974), no mention is

made of the acoustic frequency used, although

one suspects that it must be relatively high.

The acoustic results presented in this paper

cannot easily be compared with traditional trans-

missometer data. The principal difficulty of com-

parison lies in the volume of water probed by the

instruments. General agreement (such as is

indicated in Fig. 6) is obtained, but such agree-

ment depends on the spatial distribution of

scatterers.

V. CONCLUSIONS
1. Data have been presented that indicate

that it is possible to track particulate material

(originating from dredging operations) acous-

tically.

2. Data have been presented that indicate

that, under certain circumstances (i.e. at least

when particles are present), an estimate of the

depth of the mixed layer may be made acoustically.

3. A correlation between regions of high

acoustic return and macroscopic temperature

gradients has been observed, in agreement with

observations in Drake (1971) and Heathershaw

and Simpson (1974).
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Acoustic Tracking of Ocean-Dumped Sewage Sludge

Abstract. With a modified 200-kilohertz acoustic echo sounder, it has been pos-

sible to detect and map sewage dumped into the ocean over several hours. The three-

dimensional distribution ofsuspended material and its rale of diffusion are indicated

after digital processing of the data.

Until now. the real-time tracking of

sewage sludge dumped into the ocean

has been difficult because in situ identifi-

cation techniques were lacking. Chem-

ical sampling is complicated by the inher-

ent delay between the time the sample is

taken and the time the analysis is com-

plete, and also by the lack of reliable

"tag" substances with which to distin-

guish samples inside the sludge "cloud"

from those outside it. Partial success in

the chemical sampling of ocean-dumped

sewage sludge has been reported by Due-

dall et al. (/) and Callaway el ai . (2).

Shipboard measurements with a light

beam transmissometer. whether towed

or lowered, are made along a horizontal

or vertical line and require extensive

sampling of the sludge cloud to provide a

reasonably complete three-dimensional

II07UT II43UT I206UT

WW-mfW^wm

"
V

i
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Fig. I Three segments of the (a) 20-khz and (b) 200-khz acoustic records for traverses of the

104? E.D.T. line sewage sludge dump. 22 September 1975. during the sludge-tracking acoustical

experiment The distance indicated is along the ship track. The universal time (U.T.) of each

traverse is given above the respective record. The first traverse shown (1 107 U.T.) occurred

approximately 9 minutes after the sewage sludge was dumped (that is. 9 minutes after that

portion of the sewage sludge through which the traverse occurred was dumped).
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Fig. 2. Net scattering strength

per unit volume due to sludge

for three 45° traverses of the

east-west line sludge dump.
The distance scale represents

a projection of the distance

along the ship track against

a north-south line to show the

actual width of the sludge

cloud and its southerly drift.

A negative value of the or-

dinate means that the scat-

tering strength deviated below

the average background level.

Ordinate units are linear.

map of concentrations. The time re-

quired for such extensive sampling is

probably long compared to the time inter-

val in which significant changes take

place. We report here the use of a modi-

fied. 200-khz echo sounder, on board

ship, to detect sewage sludge dumped in-

to the ocean and to monitor in real time

the evolution of a sewage sludge dump
over a period of several hours.

In September 1975. as part of the Ma-

rine Ecosystems Analysis Project of the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

ministration (NOAA). we conducted a 3-

day pilot sludge-tracking experiment

aboard the NOAA ship George B. Kelez

in the New York Bight sewage sludge

dump area. This dump area is a 4.5-km

square centered 24 km from the Rock-

away-Sandy Hook transect. An 80-watt.

200-khz echo sounder with the receiver

modified to give 100 db of maximum gain

and a l-kw. 20-khz echo sounder were

operated continuously throughout the 3-

day period (J). Paper strip chart record-

ers provided real-time data output from

both systems. Each echo sounder had a

transducer which was towed within a

streamlined hydrodynamic towbody.

The two towbodies were towed on oppo-

site sides of the ship at a depth of 2 m.

The 200-khz system emitted sound in a

nearly conical beam; the angular width

of the cone varied between 12° and IS .

that is. the sound cone was not symmet-

rical. The detected signal from each sys-

tem was tape-recorded in analog form for

later digitization and computer analysis.

Finally, we obtained temperature pro-

files with expendable bathythermo-

graphs and a conductivity-temperature-

depth sensor. The water column was
well mixed down to 18 m with a 4°C (19°

to I5°C) thermocline to the bottom at 25

m
A well-controlled experiment was

made possible because the Environmen-

tal Protection Agency (EPA). Region [I,

prohibited all sludge dumping for the

first 48 hours of the experimental period

(1000 E.D.T.. 20 September, to 1000

E.D.T.. 22 September) so that an acous-

~ A

1

9 'mnutes

35 n mutes

\f\

75 m nutes

\
/*—J 1 1

tic background survey could be made in

the sludge dump area at the same time

that water samples were being taken.

During the next 24 hours (1000 E.D.T..

22 September, to 1000 E.D.T.. 23 Sep-

tember), specific vessels dumped sewage

at designated times according to instruc-

tions that we gave through the EPA. Af-

ter 1000 E.D.T.. 23 September, conven-

tional dumping procedures were re-

sumed.

The first dump during the controlled

period was made (1812 m3 from the

Owl's Head sewage treatment plant)

from 1045 to 1 1 1 1 E.D.T.. 22 September,

along a 3-km line from west to east in the

sludge dump area. We traversed the

length of the line dump several times by

making a zigzag track at alternating 45°

angles to the tanker's straight-line mo-

tion. The fresh sludge dump was clearly

visible on the paper recorder output of

both the 200-khz and the 20-khz systems

(Fig. I) and produced detectable acous-

tic return above background level

throughout the water column (23 m). an

indication that some portion of the

sludge sank to the bottom in 20 minutes

or less. After I hour the sludge was no

longer directly detectable in the 20-khz

system. It was indirectly detectable in

the 20-khz system in virtue of the pres-

ence of many point scatterers in the

same regions where the 200-khz system

was still detecting sludge directly. We
presume that the point scatterers are ei-

ther fish or other types of highly mobile

marine biota or floccules of sewage. We
tracked this line dump for 1 hour and 40

minutes with good signal on the 200-khz

system. We passed over the line dump 4

hours after the sludge had been dumped
and found the sludge still detectable with

the 200-khz system.

At another time during the controlled

period (1450 E.D.T.. 22 September) a

tanker dumped its entire contents (1456

m 1

frorn the Nassau County Bay Park

sewage treatment plant) at one location.

We made many transects of this dump
site over a period of more than 2Vi hours.

During this time we observed that the

dump mass moved slightly northward

with the upper portion becoming dis-

placed farther to the north than the lower

portion, an indication that a current

shear was present. As with the line

dump, the 20-khz system no longer gave

detectable acoustic return from the

sludge after approximately I hour. Once

again, a higher concentration of point

scatterers was observed in the water col-

umn occupied by the sewage sludge than

in surrounding water.

Additional sludge dumps were tracked

after dark on 22 September, but the back-

ground acoustic scattering throughout

the water column increased significantly

during the measuring period, and. as a re-

sult, detection and tracking for periods

greater than 2 hours became possible.

This increased background scattering

level was evident on the 200-khz system

in the form of increased continuous back-

ground signal amplitude (when com-

pared to the background level measured

during morning or early afternoon

hours). Acoustic return from the 20-khz

system indicated that the water column

had become densely populated with

point scatterers.

In all of our measurements point

scatterers appeared rapidly (within 2 to 3

minutes) in the water column in and near

the sewage sludge. They could be floc-

cules of sewage of sufficient size to be de-

tectable acoustic targets. Flocculation of

ocean-dumped sewage sludge has been

reported by Jenkinson (4). The objects

could also be biota. Very small fish with

swim bladders 0.5 mm in diameter or

larger would be detectable scatterers at

20-khz but would be below noise level at

200 khz (Fig. I). Such fish (for example,

anchovies) are known to populate New
York Bight waters (5). Whether the

scatterers originate within the sludge or

in the marine environment, their appear-

ance apparently is an effect of the dump-

ing of the sludge and as such should be

investigated further.

From the analog tape, we have digi-

tized portions of the 200-khz data from

the sludge dump events. Averages of suc-

cessive 10-second time intervals yield

profiles of acoustic return which are rea-

sonably noise-free and represent a sam-

pling interval of approximately 20 m
along the ship's track. Since the acoustic

beam is essentially conical, the intensity

of the transmitted pulse and subsequent

echo decreases as the square of the

depth of the scatterer. We therefore

multiplied the averaged profiles by the

square of the depth to give profiles of ac-

tual scattering strength per unit volume

as a function of depth. The scattering

strength per unit volume is a linear mea-
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sure of the number of suspended parti-

cles per unit volume for a given particle

size distribution. To discover how much

scattering was due to the sludge alone,

ue subtracted the averaged profile repre-

senting scattering strength per unit vol-

ume just outside the sludge dump from

each averaged profile obtained along the

ship's track within the dump region For

a given transect of a dump region we

noted the value of each resultant profile

(of net scattering strength per unit vol-

ume due to sludge alone) at a prescribed

depth and plotted these values (Fig 2) as

a function of distance through the dump
region. Figure 2 shows the scattering

strength at a depth of 14 m for three-

crossings of the line dump
I he progressive displacement of the

curves in Fig. 2 along the axis represents

the southcrh drift of the sludge cloud

during the tracking period. The decreas-

ing amplitude and increasing uidth of the

curves can be used to estimate the rate of

diffusion of the sludge. We compared

these data with those presented by Bow-

den c/ <;/. (ft) in a discussion of diffusion

from a continuous source at sea. Bow-

den el nl . found that the lateral variance

of a dye plume increases according to

/"'. where t is time and m varied from I 2

to 2.7. We found that the lateral variance

of the line dump increased according to

f'\ It therefore seems reasonable to

attempt to calculate the local horizontal

diffusivity from this kind of data.

Our results indicate that sewage

sludge dumped in the ocean is detectable

for several hours with commercially

available acoustic equipment that has

been modified somewhat. The signal-to-

noise ratio is higher during daylight than

at night because of the lower biological

activity in the water column. The space-

time evolution of a sludge dump can be

followed if regular traverses of the dump
area are made, and the three-dimension-

al distribution of suspended material can
be determined with digital processing.

Chemical sampling for research or moni-

toring purposes can be accurately guided

in real time by acoustic tracking because

the sludge cloud boundaries are easily

discernible from the paper strip chart

alone.
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ABSTRACT

Shear dispersion results from vertical shear of horizontal velocity and vertical mixing, features which

cannot be included explicitly in one-layer, vertically integrated models. The parametric description of

shear dispersion as effective horizontal diffusion in one-layer models is investigated by comparing analytic

solutions of two-layer dispersion equations to the corresponding solutions of a one-layer diffusion equation.

The diffusion description is found to be poor for times comparable with or shorter than the vertical mixing

time but excellent for longer times.

1. Introduction

This discussion of "shear dispersion" stems from a

proposed study of the environmental effects of mining

for gravel in Massachusetts Bay. Such a study would

be directed toward estimating the extent of the dis-

persion of the silt introduced into the water by the

mining operation. It is helpful to think of dispersion

as being due to two distinct processes, advection and

diffusion. If a numerical model were used to assess

the extent of the dispersion, a numerical model of the

flow would be used to provide the advection, and the

diffusion would be eddy diffusion resulting from mo-
tion on length scales too small to be resolved on a

numerical grid. Although eddy diffusion is actually

advection on a scale too fine to resolve, it can be

treated as diffusion when dealing with effects on a

larger scale. In such a calculation, simplicity and
convenience might dictate the use of a one-layer or

vertically integrated model, in which case there is no
vertical resolution at all. Just as subgrid-scale effects

result in eddy diffusion, ignored variations in the

vertical are responsible for horizontal dispersion. The
combination of vertical shear and vertical diffusion

yields a net horizontal dispersion in addition to hori-

zontal eddy diffusion. The calculations presented here

are the result of an effort to understand in a simple

way the nature of this shear dispersion, and its rela-

tionship to diffusion.

Bowden (1965 > suggested that this shear effect is

like an effective horizontal diffusion. He argued that,

for concentrations of contaminant which are steady

in time and which have the same horizontal varia-

tions at each vertical level, the horizontal transport

of the contaminant due to the shear effect could be

attributed to an effective diffusion process charac-

terized by a coefficient that is inversely proportional

to the coefficient of vertical eddv diffusion and directlv

proportional to the square of the velocity shear.

Earlier studies by Elder (1959) of turbulent flow in

an open channel and by Taylor (1954) of turbulent

flow through a pipe led to similar conclusions.

These results suggest that one possibility for in-

corporating the shear effect into one-layer calculations

is by enhancing the hopizontal diffusion coefficient

along the direction of the shear. This simple modifica-

tion requires, as additional inputs, the shear field and

its associated eddy viscosities as functions of time.

Perhaps, with a few observations and some simple

assumptions, they might be related to the mean flow.

Then the amount of enhancement might be estimated

from the flow conditions. But the question still re-

mains to what extent shear dispersion acts like

diffusion.

Okubo (1967) discusses the spreading of an initially

localized concentration of contaminant by a linear

velocity shear. For times large compared to the

vertical mixing time, he finds that the width of the

contaminated region increases as /', i.e., as the square

root of the elapsed time. This is the same time-depend-

ence as given by a diffusion process, and his diffusion

coefficient is exactly that which would be given by

Bowden 's argument. Okubo also considers the case of

infinite depth, which corresponds to the short time

limit, before the pollutant has spread far enough

verticallv to be affected by the presence of the surface

and bottom boundaries. In this case he finds that the

width of the contaminated region increases as t>, or

slower than for a diffusion process.

A very simple argument by Okubo and Carter

(1966) in which the vertical diffusion and shear act

sequentially also supports diffusion-like dispersion for

long times, but assumes a linear time dependence for

the spreading for short times. Thus, it should be

expected that enhanced diffusion should give a good
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approximation to shear dispersion a long time after

the pollutant is introduced, but it is not clear that

the approximation is valid for the initial interval of

a few vertical diffusion times. For highly stratified

flows, the vertical diffusion time might be several

days. Even for this extreme case, enhanced diffusion

should be adequate for calculating the dispersion

after several weeks. But, before using such a calcula-

tion to obtain the dispersion after a few days, it would

be useful to know that the approximation is adequate

or, if it is not, to have some other approximation

that is better.

In order to get a better idea of the nature of shear

dispersion, I have chosen to study a simple two-layer

model similar to that used by Schonfek! (I960) to

study diffusion in tidal rivers. The model flow consists

of two equally thick layers of fluid moving relative

to each other, and the vertical exchange proceeds al

a rate proportional to the difference in the concentra-

tions of the layers. Because of the simplicity of this

model, it is possible to solve analytically for the

vertical mean of the contaminant distribution as a

function of lime. The equation governing the dis-

persion is a damped-wave equation, not a diffusion

equation, but it approaches a diffusion equation for

relatively stead_\ conditions. Solutions are obtained

for several different cases corresponding to different

choices for initial conditions and for sources of pollu-

tion. In each case the solution approaches the cor-

responding diffusion solution in the long time limit,

as expected. Comparisons between the two-layer model

solutions and the diffusion solutions reveal that they

are quite different after only one vertical diffusion

time measured from the first introduction of the con-

taminant but that they are quite similar after ten

vertical diffusion times.

In Section 3, the two-layer model is extended to

include the effects of horizontal eddy diffusion. Again

analytical solutions are obtained. After many vertical

diffusion times, these solutions also approach diffusion

solutions with a coefficient that is the sum of the

horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient and the shear

diffusion coefficient which would be used if there were

no horizontal eddy diffusion. This is in agreement

with Okubo's (1967) results that the second moment
of the contaminant distribution is the sum of a term

representing eddy diffusion and another representing

the shear effect.

2. The two-layer model

The two equations

dCi dCi
\-u = —a(C l—C 2)+Si

dt dx

dCi dC2

h-— = —a(C2—Ci)+Si
dt dx

contain the essence of the shear effect, vertical shear

and vertical mixing. The shear flow is idealized as

two equally thick layers flowing in opposite directions

with velocities ±w. Contaminant is mixed vertically

at a rate proportional to the difference in the con-

centrations and C2 of contaminant in each layer.

The coefficient a governs the rate of vertical exchange.

Continuous sources of contaminant are represented by

Si and S2 .

These equations have the virtue that they are

simple enough to be solved analytically. It is clear

that no real flow is quite so two-layered. The two

layers should be thought of as giving the minimal

amount of vertical resolution necessary to discuss

vertical shear and vertical mixing. Additional sim-

plicity stems fram the fact that it is possible to ignore

variations in the horizontal direction perpendicular to

the direction of the shear, because the shear effect

does not contribute to mixing in that direction.

Another simplification is the result of ignoring a mean

flow u in addition to the shear flow. This complica-

tion is not difficult to handle and is incorporated when

discussing continuous sources of contaminant. The

more difficult complication due to incorporating hori-

zontal diffusion is discussed in Section 3. If the co-

efficients u and a are allowed to vary with x and /,

Eqs. (1) would be much more difficult to solve than

if thev were constrained to be constant. Thus, u and a

are constant both in space and time.

It is the vertical mean concentration C = \{C\-\-C2)

that should be simulated in a one-layer model. Eqs. (1)

can be added and subtracted, giving two equivalent

equations in C and AC = |(Ci—C2):

dC dAC—h«—-5
dt dx

dAC dC
\-u— = -2aAC+AS

dt dx

(2)

where S =USi+S2 ) and AS= §(Si-S»). These .equa-

tions can be solved for C(x,t) resulting from arbitrary

initial distributions, Ci(x, / = 0) and C2 (x, /=0), and

from arbitrary distributions of contaminant sources,

Si(x,t) and S2 (x,t). Several different cases, correspond-

ing to different choices for initial conditions and sources

are discussed below and comparisons are made to

corresponding solutions of a one-layer effective dif-

fusion equation [see Eq. (4) and Figs. 1-8].

By eliminating AC from (2), a higher order equa-

tion for C can be obtained

:

(1)

d2C dC d2C dS _ dAS
—-(-2a u2 = (-2a£-tt .

dt 2 dt dx 1 dt dx
(3)

This is a damped-wave equation, not a diffusion

equation. If there is no vertical mixing, a = 0, and
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(3) becomes the usual wave equation. In that case,

the solutions which are functions of x±ut correspond

to differential advection by the two layers. If the

concentration C is sufficiently steady, so that d2C/dP

<K2a(dC/dt), then (3) becomes a diffusion equation

dC d 2C
KB*— = S

dt dx2

AV=—
(4)

with the same coefficient of effective diffusion, KH*,

as given by Bowden's (1965) method of analysis.

Two initial conditions are needed to solve Eq. (3)

{C(x,t = 0) and dC(x,t = 0)/dt= -u[dAC(x,i = 0)/dx]},

but only one [C(x,t = 0)^\ for (4). Since (4) cannot

resolve any vertical variations, it cannot use the

additional information about initial vertical asymetry.

Likewise, for sufficiently steady conditions, no in-

formation concerning the vertical distribution of

sources AS enters Eq. (4).

This two-layer model can be considered as an

extrapolation back from asymptotically large times to

intermediate times. It cannot describe the dispersion

in its initial stage, before the contaminant has become

relatively uniform throughout the water column. For

this, greater vertical resolution is needed. By including

more layers, a generalization to (3) can be constructed

which contains higher time derivatives and more

information about shorter times. The one-layer model

should agree for asymptotically large times, but dis-

agree for intermediate times since it contains less

information about the initial stages of dispersion.

Thus, by comparing solutions of (3), or equivalently

(2), to solutions of (4), the two-layer model can be

used to determine the limits of validity of the effective

horizontal diffusion approximation.

It is convenient to introduce the matrix notation

fd

\AC/ \AS/

—r-2a

dt

— u—
dx

d d
— u—

dx dl

so that the solutions to (2) can be expressed compactly

in terms of a Green's function G for arbitrary initial

conditions and sources as

lx' <It'G(x-x',t-t')S(x'/)C(*,0
J — oo J

+ / </x'G(.v-.v',/)CCv',0). (6)

The first term expresses the cumulated effects of the

sources and the second, the effect of the initial distribu-

tion of contaminant. Both depend upon the matrix

Green's function G, which, in turn, depends upon "the

scalar Green's function G which is the solution to

/d 2 d d2

\
l—+2a u 2— )G(*,/) = «(*)«(/), (7)w dt dx2/

satisfying the casuality condition G = for /<0.

The scalar Green's function G can be found using

Fourier and Laplace transform techniques. By writing

r
+x dk r

+x
<iw

G(x,t)= -
/ —g(k,u)e^—"\ (8)

and using an integral representation for the Dirac

delta functions,

*(*)«(/) =

dk

2tt

-tfu
,WCX-U l)

Eq. (7) can be transformed into

g(k,u)= -[(u,+*a-Q)(u+ *a+fl)]- 1

Q ={u 2k 2-a2
)*

(9)

(10)

For />0, the w contour can be closed in the lower

half-plane and w integration can be evaluated by

residues, giving

G (*,/) =
1 dk s'mV.t

e

2tt 12

(ID

With the aid of a table of Fourier transforms (Selby,

1971), the k integration can be evaluated in terms of

the zeroth-order modified Bessel function, yielding

1

G(*,0 =—e-°'/o{«/[l-(x/«/) 2
]*}

2m

X[6(x+ut)-6(x-ut)2d{t)

G, (5) 9(y)-.

1, y>0

.0, y<0

(12)

The unit step function 6 serves to indicate that there

is no contamination outside of the region \x\ <ut or

before / = and allows G to be evaluated from (5)

with the aid of the identity dd/dy = S(y).

Having the expressions (12) for G(x,t) and (5) for

G(.r,0, C(x,t) can be calculated for arbitrary initial

conditions and source terms according to (6). Although

it is quite straightforward to derive (6), it is somewhat

lengthy so the details are omitted here. A general

discussion of the procedure to express the solution of

partial differential equations in terms of a Green's

function is given in Morse and Feshbach (1953).

Using expression (6) along with (12) and (5), several
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Fig. 1. Case 1. One-layer effective diffusion (dashed line) poorly approximates

two-layer shear dispersion (solid line) after only one vertical exchange time. These

distributions result from horizontally localized, vertically uniform initial distribu-

tions. The two-laser distribution is confined to the region [aiv'u]^ 1.0, with spikes

representing the delta function terms. The Gaussian diffusion distribution lacks

these sharp features.

cases will be considered, each corresponding to a dif-

ferent choice for initial conditions and sources. Each
will be compared to the corresponding solution of the

diffusion equation (4) describing shear dispersion as

effective diffusion. The solutions obtained from (6)

will be referred to as the two-layer model solutions

and those from (4) as the effective diffusion solutions.

a. Case 1

We first consider the case of an initially localized

distribution with equal quantities of contaminant in

each layer and no continuous sources of contaminant.

There are two equivalent ways of describing this

situation using Eq. (6) : with initial conditions

C (x,t = 0) = Cq5 (x) and AC(x,/ = 0) = and no sources

QS = AS= (yj, or with instantaneous sources 5
= Co8(x)5(t) and A5 = and initially clean water

[C(x,/ = 0) = AC(a,/ = 0) = 0]. Both ways yield the

same answer, as they must. Using either choice for

C, AC, «S and AS in (6), along with (5) and (12),

the vertically averaged distribution of contaminant is

given by

C(x,t)=Co(—+2a\G(x,t

-H3
at

h(z)+-h(s)
2 J

X [6{x+ut) -6(x-ul)l

+%Z6(x+ut)+6(x-ut)']\oO)

-[-©7

(13)

015

010

005

00

EFFECTIVE
/ DIFFUSION

at = 10

AREA UNDER
EACH SPIKE =

227xl0" s

Fig. 2. Case 1. After ten exchange times, the one-layer diffusion distribution

agrees quite well with the two-layer shear dispersion distribution. The spikes and

fronts are negligible. Compare with Fig. 1.
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For small I, this distribution reduces to C(x,t)

= lCo[_5(x-\-ut)-\-5(x— nl)2, which corresponds to the

contaminant remaining localized in each layer, but

moving to the right in one and to the left in the

other. No significant amount of contaminant is mixed

between the two layers for «/«l.

As these localized quantities of contaminant move,

they decay exponentially in time by transferring some

of the contamination into the other layer where it is

fed back toward the origin. This process can be

visualized by imagining two thin strings of dye, one in

each layer, being advected away from each other,

dissolving as they go and leaving a trail in the other

layer. The trails leave trails of their own, with the

result that between the two decaying dye strings there

is a diffuse dye distribution. This diffuse distribution

is given by the term involving the modified Bessel

functions 7 and I\ in (13). The factor formed from

the difference of the step functions limits the diffuse

region to |.v| <ul.

The corresponding solution to the diffusion equa-

tion (4),

C(x,t) = expl" 1, (14)
r47r(»V2a)/l i L 4(«*/2o)/J

does not have sharp fronts nor localized quantities of

contaminant. Nevertheless, for large /, the two-layer

model distribution (13) does approach this effective

horizontal diffusion solution. [For limits of 7 and 7i,

see Abramowitz and Stegun (1970).] Figs. 1 and 2

present a comparison between the two-layer model

distribution (13) and the on"e-layer effective diffusion

distribution (14) for a/=l and at =10. Although dif-

fusion poorly approximates the two-layer shear dis-

persion after only one vertical exchange time (see

Fig. 1), the approximation is quite good after ten

exchange times (Fig. 2). For a/=10, the amount of

contaminant that is still localized, the discontinuity

across the fronts, and the Gaussian tails are all

negligible.

By comparing (3) and (4), it can be seen that the

corresponding solutions (13) and (14) should agree if

the second time derivative in (3) is unimportant. In

other words, (14) is a non-stationary time average

of (13) with frequencies higher than 0(a) filtered out.

Equivalently, (14) should be obtainable from (13)

by a corresponding spatial average. The connection

between the two methods of averaging can be found

in the relationship between diffusion length and time

scales. The spatial average filters out spatial varia-

tions on length scales smaller than O(L), where D
= 2KH*or x = u2/a2

. Thus, the lack of sharp fronts in

(14) can be thought of as resulting from a spatial

averaging of (13) which smooths over these sharp

features.

b. Case 2

We now consider an initially localized distribution

with all of the contaminant in one layer and, as before,

no continuous sources. Again, this could be described

either with an instantaneous source adding contami-

nant into initially clean water at 1 = using S(x,t)

= AS(x,l) = Cu8(x)5(l) and C(.v,/ = 0) = AC(.v,/ = 0)=0,
or with the initial contamination in the initial condi-

tions using r(.v,/ = 0)=AC'(.v,/ = ())=C 6(.v) and S(x,t)

= AN(.v,/)=(). For definiteness, suppose that the con-

taminant is initially in the upper layer and the upper
layer is moving to the right. If it were in the lower,

left-moving layer, the sign of AC or AS would change.

For this case, the vertically averaged distribution

given by (6) using (5) and (12) is

C(.v,/)=C

= C

\(-+2<x-h—
]

\dl dx/

2iL

G(xj)

al-{-(ax/u)

/„(=)+- -7,(8)

Xle(x+ut)-6(x-ut)]+ Hx-nt) 0(/)

[/a.iV"| J

• (15)

Since the contaminant was initially in only one layer,

the solution is no longer symmetric about x = 0. There

is only one delta function term corresponding to the

localized residue of the initial distribution moving to

the right in the upper layer. The diffuse distribution

is also not symmetric due to the initial motion to the

right, but, as in case 1, it is limited to the region,

\x\<lit.

The diffusion equation (4) cannot incorporate the

vertical structure contained in the initial conditions

for this case. Thus, the corresponding solution to (4)

for this case should be the same as that corresponding

to case 1, i.e., that given by Eq. (14). The limit of

the expression given in (15) for a/»l is exactly that

given in (14), just as expected. Comparisons between

the two-layer distribution and the one-layer effective

diffusion distribution for this case are shown, for

at=\ and al =10, in Figs. 3 and 4. As for case 1, the

agreement is not good for at—\. For at =10, the

agreement is better, but not as good as for case 1,

since the centers of the two distributions are not in

the same place. The position of the center of the

two-layer distribution is given by the first moment,

x= (u/a)e~ al sinh at. Thus, the center of the distribu-

tion moves ultimately as far as u/(2a), which is

essentially the location of the center for at =10 in

Fig. 4.

c. Case 3

Here we consider the case of a steady continuous

source discharging the quantity C of contaminant in

one vertical mixing time into previously clean
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•t = 1.0

AREA UNDER
SPIKE = 368

Fig. 3. Case 2. An initial distribution with all of the contaminant in the upper,

right-moving layer leads to short time horizontal asymmetry. The one-layer diffu-

sion approximation is the same as in Fig. 1, since the vertical structure must be

ignored.

water, i.e., S(x,t) = aC 8(x)d(t), AS(x,t)=C(x,t=0)
= AC(x,t = 0)=0. As in case 1, the contaminant is

added equally to both layers, so the resulting dis-

tribution should be symmetric about x = 0. From (6),

this distribution can be expressed as the superposition

of distributions from a sequence of instantaneous

sources, each discharging the quantity aCotit' of con-

taminant in a time interval dt'. Thus, the solution

for this case can be constructed from the solution

for case 1, i.e.,

C(x,l)- aCdx'/W, (16)

where Ci is given by the right-hand side of (13).

With continuous sources it is necessary to be careful

if there is a mean flow u relative to the source. For

this reason the integrand of (16) depends upon x'

= x—ul and not upon x. For this case, however, let

m = 0, and consider u^O in case 4.

The delta function parts of (13) contribute spatially

decaying exponentials to (16) which dominate for

short times. There are no localized parts to the dis-

tribution unless w = ±«, in which case one of the

layers is not moving and contaminant can accumulate

at x = in the layer. However, there are sharp fronts

as in cases 1 and 2 with the contaminant restricted

to the region min[0, (u— u)Q<x<ma.x[0, (u+u)Q as

expected.

If Ci in (16) is given by (14), then (16) represents

the corresponding solution of the diffusion equation

with a continuous source. Again, the two-layer dis-

tribution and the one-layer diffusion distribution have

the same limit for a/»l. These two distributions are

obtained numerically from (16) using the right-hand

sides of (13) and (14) for C/. They are compared for

<xt=\ and at =10 in Figs. 5 and 6. For at = \, the

sharp fronts are evident, as are the spatially decaying

exponentials. For at =10, the fronts are insignificant,

and the agreement is quite good, being worst near

the source at x = 0.

d. Case 4

This case is exactly the same as case 3 except that

u = \u rather than w=0. Again the contaminant is

added equally to both layers, but in this case that

015

010

05

000

100

TWOLAYER
MODEL

OX
u

Fig. 4. Case 2. After ten vertical exchange times, the horizontal asymmetry is small

and the diffusion approximation is good. Compare with Fig. 3 and with Fig. 2.
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t = 1.0

u =

TWO-LAYER MODEL

Fig. 5. Case 3. For horizontally localized, vertically uniform sources discharging

contaminant uniformly for one exchange time, the agreement is poor. Compare
with Fig. I. The two-layer distribution (solid line) is again limited, [a.v/n]<1.0.

In this case there are no spikes, but exponential decay away from the origin.

does not insure a symmetrical distribution about ar= 0.

The mean flow washes the contaminant downstream

to the right. Since in this case u> it, none of the con-

taminant can enter the region ;«i the left of the origin.

The one-ta_\cr diffusion equation does allow upstream

diffusion. As in the three previous cases, this dif-

ference between the two-!.>.\er distribution and the

diffusion distribution becomes negligible fora/»l.

Figs. 7 and 8 compare the nvi: layer distribution to

the diffusion distribute n for 'I is case for «/ = l and

at=\U. For q/=1, the fronts unci spatially deeaving

exponentials are again evident. For «/ = 10, the agree-

ment is again good except near the source. Again,

it is easy to see that the diffusion distribution can be

considered to be a spatial average of the two-layer

distribution which filters out variations smaller than

0(«/a).

In a similar manner, it is possible to use (6) to

calculate many more cases. However, these four cases

should be sufficient to illustrate the type of results

to be expected from the two-layer model and how
they should compare with the one-layer effective dif-

fusion results. At this point it is interesting to note

that several of the features of shear dispersion illus-

trated in these examples were anticipated qualitatively

by Stommel (1950).

3. Two-layer model with horizontal eddy diffusion

The two-layer model presented in Section 2 de-

scribes horizontal dispersion due only to the combined

effects of shear and vertical diffusion and ignores the

possiLihu of horizontal eddy diffusion in each laver.

This eddy diffusion is a parameterization of the dis-

persion due to variations in the How not specifically

resolved by the iwo-iayer model. < me possible mecha-

nism lontributing to this edd\ diffusion process is

the combination of shear and vertical diffusion within

each layer. Another is the turbulent mixing due to

seemingly random fluctuations which occur on smaller

spatial and temporal scales than the two-layer model

can describe. For the purpose of this study, both can

be lumped into one, called horizontal eddy diffusion,

and characterized by one parameter A'//. This pa-

rameter is not to be confused with the parameter

Kn*= u2/2a of Eq. (4) which represents the dis-

persion due to the shear effect; Ku represents the

dispersion which would occur in the absence of shear

between the two layers.

It is not difficult to modify the two-layer model of

Section 2 to incorporate horizontal eddy diffusion.

This is done simply by replacing the operator d/dt

30

2.0

1.0-

00

«t = 10.0

0= o

15 10

u

10 15

Fig. 6. Case .1. After ten exchange times the one-layer diffusion distribution for

continuous sources is a good approximation to the two-layer distribution.
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FlG. 7. Case 4. When there is a mean flow relative to the source, a horizontal

, asymmetry results. Compare with Fig. 5. Again, after one exchange time, the

agreement is poor. Since u= 1.5 ;<>», two-layer shear dispersion can have no con-

taminant spreading upstream, whereas upstream diffusion is possible.

with d/dt— Ku(d- d.v
2
). Then Eqs. (1) become

/ d d\ dC\

Kh )Ci+« =-a(d-Ct)+S:
\dt dx2/ dx

(

d d 2

\ dC2

K„ \Co-u = -a(C2-Ci)+52

dt dx2/ dx

(17)

The procedure for solution is the same as before.

In this case, there is a new Green's function, G',

which satisfies

- / d d2 \ 2 / d d 2 \ a 2 -

( KH ) +2a[ K„ )
— u 1

.\dt dx2/ \dt dx2/ dx2l
G'(x,t)

= 8(x)5(t), (18)

which can be obtained by Fourier and Laplace trans-

form techniques. If

-+ x dk /• + * du— / -g'(k,u)e^-»<\
2ir 7_„ 2ir

(19)

then

The integrand can be recognized as a product of the

Fourier transform of G{x,t), the Green's function given

in (11) and (12), and the transform of

GKH {x,t) =
1

(4jtA'///)*

exp[-xV(4AV)]0(/), (22)

the Green's function for horizontal diffusion alone;

thus G' must be the convolution of the Green's func-

tions for the separate processes,

G'(x,t) = Jx'GKH (x-x', t)G(x',t). (23)

With the substitution of d/dt-KH {d2/dx2
) for d/dt

in the matrix Green's function of Eq. (5), the matrix

Green's function with diffusion can be reduced to a

convolution of the matrix Green's function without

diffusion and the Green's function for diffusion alone:

GKH= dx'GKH (x—x',t)G(x',t). (24)

X(oj+iKHk2 +ia-U)']~\ (20) This follows directly from Eq. (23). From this follows

where, as before, fi= (u2k2— a2
)-. Thus, for />0, "

'

"

' dk sinfi/

G'(x,l)= I —exp(-k 2KHl) e
ikl

e-"'. (21) C (*,/)=/ dx'GKH (x-x',t)CKH= (x',t) (25)

1 2

1

08

cl 06

4

2

10

Fig. 8. Case 4 After ten exi hange times, the agreement is excellent, except close

t<> the snuRe Again, upstream diffusion is possible, Iml upstream shear dispersion

is forbidden. Compare with lig. 7 and with Fig. 0.
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lO.O-i

Fig. 9. Distributions after one exchange time are shown for

horizontal eddy diffusion within the layers characterized by a

coefficient Kh- For small values, K/i - 10_i it
2 2a or A"« = 10"4

ir/2a. the effect of this diffusion is to spread out the spikes and
fronts. Compare with Fig !. noting that a logarithmic- scale is

used here. If Kn = ir, 2a = K //*. there is no indication of the

spikes or fronts since the diffusion within the layers is equal in

strength to the dispersion due lo shear and exchange between

the layers.

relating the solutions C(x,l) to Eqs. (17) to the cor-

responding solutions i'.Kft^u- to Eqs. (2) which are

given by (6). Thus, the solutions to the two-layer

model with horizontal eddy diffusion are simply a

convolution of the eddy diffusion Green's function

given in (22) with the corresponding solutions without

eddy diffusion.

It would not be hard to evaluate the integral in (25)

for each of the cases discussed in Section 2, each for

several values of KH , and to compare the dispersion

due to the shear effect alone with that due to the

combination of the shear effect and horizontal dif-

fusion. However, a less detailed discussion is sufficient

to show how the two mechanisms work together.

From Section 2, we know that Ckh=o is essentially

Gaussian for a/»l. The Green's function Gkh is also

a Gaussian distribution. Using the fact that the con-

volution of two Gaussian distributions is another

Gaussian distribution with a width which is the sum
of the two component widths, it must follow that C
of (25) must approach a solution of a diffusion equa-

tion with a coefficient of effective diffusion given by
Kh* =Kh-\-u 2

/2q>. To combine the two mechanisms,

we simply add their diffusion coefficients, but, as

before, this approximation holds only after many
vertical exchange times.

For short times, when the localized parts of the

distribution and the fronts would be important if

iW/ = 0, the horizontal eddy diffusion serves to spread

out these sharp features. This is illustrated in Fig. 9

which shows a numerical integration of (25) for the

same situation as case 1 in Section 2, a localized initial

distribution of contaminant uniformly distributed in

the vertical, for a/=l. In order to show the height

of the spikes conveniently, the vertical axis is loga-

rithmic. Three values of KH are considered in Fig. 9,

and a fourth, Kh = 0, in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1 the spikes

corresponding to a localized distribution are perfectly

localized with zero width and infinite height. For

KH = 10
-4 u2/2a the spikes shown in Fig. 9 are still

quite pronounced, as are the fronts. For KH = 10~2

u2/2a these sharp features are still evident but less

pronounced, and for Kn = u2/2a the sharp features

disappear altogether. For KH = u2/2a the shear effect

and horizontal diffusion can be considered to be equal

in strength. If A'h»m2
/2o:, the shear effect becomes

negligible and horizontal diffusion dominates. These

curves are for al=\, for which a one-layer description

of the dispersion is not very good because the vertical

mixing is not complete. The corresponding curves for

at = 10 were not calculated because their features can

be anticipated as discussed in the preceding paragraph.

4. Conclusions

The objective of this study has been to determine

under what conditions shear dispersion can be pa-

rameterized as diffusion in one-layer circulation

models. The conclusion is that, if the contaminant is

well mixed through the water column, then this pa-

rameterization is appropriate.

The converse is also true. If the contaminant is

poorly mixed vertically, then shear dispersion is like

differential advection and not like diffusion. This

situation is expected to arise near the edge of a patch

of contaminant or near a continuous source of con-

taminant. The extent of these regions is of the order

of the shear velocity multiplied by the vertical mixing

time. If the time scale of the circulation calculation

is much greater than the vertical mixing time and the

horizontal scale much larger than this coherence

length, then the deviation from diffusion-like behavior

should be insignificant.

Because of the feedback provided by the shear and

cross-shear mixing, the contaminant tends in time to

become well mixed through the water column. This

feedback is like an averaging process. It is useful to

think of the one-layer model with the shear effect

parameterized as diffusion as being the result of

averaging the vertical average of the contaminant

distribution over time and space, filtering out varia-

tions shorter than the vertical mixing time and the

horizontal coherence length. The diffusion parameter-

ization holds so long as these small-scale variations,

which reflect the vertical inhomogeneity of the con-

taminant distribution, are unimportant.

Because this model is so idealized, it is important

to understand its relationship to more sophisticated

models capable of a more realistic description of the

vertical profiles of contaminant, shear and mixing.

The next most simple model would have three layers

to describe these vertical variations. Such a model
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would have an equation for the vertical mean of the

contaminate concentration involving a third time

derivative. This term would dominate for short times,

corresponding to differential advection within each

layer. After a sufficient time for the contaminant to

be well mixed through the water column, the diffusion

parameterization should be appropriate. For inter-

mediate times, some but not all of the vertical struc-

ture will lie mixed out and the result should compare

with the two-layer model. More layers give higher

time derivatives and thus better short-time resolution

due to belter vertical resolution, but the diffusion

parameterization should still be appropriate when the

mixing is complete throughout all of the layers. Thus,

the two-layer model is sufficient to determine the

domain of validity of the diffusion parameterization,

but a more sophisticated description of vertical varia-

tion should yield a better estimate of the diffusivity.

To parameterize shear dispersion as diffusion, the

size of the diffusivity in the direction of the shear

should be enhanced. This enchancement is additive in

the sense that a term dependent only upon the shear

and vertical mixing should be added to the horizontal

diffusivity which is appropriate when there is no shear.

This two-layer model was chosen for simplicity of

analysis and does not give the best possible pre-

scription for this term. Bovvden's (1965) method for

evaluating this term is more sophisticated. In any

case, in order Jo evaluate this enhancement, statistical

information describing the vertical shear and the

vertical mixing must be used. In practice, especially

for situations where one-layer circulation models are

used, these data are poor or unavailable, so the ex-

pression u2/2a from the two-layer model discussed

here is good enough.

It is possible, to push this two-layer model further.

In most situations the vertical shear and the vertical

mixing change with time. This can be studied by

allowing u and a to vary with time. It can be shown

that, if they do hot vary too fast, then the magnitude

of the enhancement can be evaluated using instan-

taneous values of the shear and mixing rate. A similar

result should also be obtainable for spatial variations,

where u and a depend upon ,v, but thai analysis has

not been carried out. Also, it is not difficult to extend

the model to la_\ ers of unequal thickness or to in-

corporate mixing rates thai are different in the two

layers. The result is intuitive that, ii the contaminant

spends more time in one layer than the other, then

it is transported in one direction more often than in

the other. This can be accounted for through an
effective mean flow. These results are not difficult to

work out, but their inclusion would make this paper

unreasonably long.

These results suggest that the shear effect can be

properly included in numerical studies of pollution

dispersion by simply enhancing the diffusion coeffi-

cient in the direction of the shear. However, if results

are needed showing spatial variations of smaller scale

than the horizontal coherence length or temporal

variations that take less than the vertical mixing time,

then more vertical resolution is needed. The problem

of estimating the shear and vertical exchange rate in

order to obtain the effective diffusion coefficient KH
*

is essentially the same problem as that of estimating

eddy diffusion coefficients for turbulent mixing. It re-

quires some understanding of the nature of the flows

which must come from observational data, not from

this model.
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An attractive explanation for the observed spatial growth of the Gulf Stream meanders is that the

meanders are spatially growing unstable waves. The results of a calculation based on a simple two-

layer model of baroclinically unstable flow presented here support this idea. The model is a

familiar one with the energy for the growth of the meander perturbations coming from the

potential energy available in the geostrophic tilt of the interface between the two layers due to their

velocity shear. In order to distinguish between spatial and temporal growth, it is necessary to

assume that the meanders are generated in a localized region, or equivalently, that the meanders

are upstream disturbances which are amplified as they enter a region of unstable flow. This

assumption is implemented mathematically through the use of a Green's function which governs

the propagation of the meanders. Analysis of the spatial and temporal characteristics of the

Green's function leads to a criterion which must be satisfied if the meanders are to grow spatially.

This criterion is that the mean flow velocity must be sufficiently greater than the velocity shear, U m

> Jl U
s , in order to have spatial growth. This simply means that the growing meanders must be

washed downstream faster than they spread upstream, or equivalently the spatial growth is due to

downstream advection of growing disturbances. The actual Gulf Stream flow is in fair agreement

with this criterion.

1 . Introduction

Recent observations indicate that the Gulf Stream meanders east of Cape

Hatteras appear to be spatially growing waves. Hansen (1970) described the

meanders as having wavelengths of approximately 320 km, phase velocities of

about 8 cm/sec, and a spatial growth rate of about 2x lO^km^ 1
. His data

presented here in Figures 1 and 2 show the meanders growing as they

propagate downstream. Based on these observations he suggested that a

possible explanation for the spatial growth behavior of the meanders is that

meanders are caused by an instability of the flow and that the growth which

must result from the instability is spatial rather than temporal.

271
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Several calculations have been made (Haurwitz and Panofsky 1950, Lipps

1963, Tareev 1965, and Orlanski 1969) which show that the Gulf Stream flow

might indeed be unstable. The procedures used in these papers do not

— SEPTEMBER 1965

OCTOBER 1965

NOVEMBER 1965

FIGURE 1 Position of 15 C isotherm at 200m depth. From Hansen (1970).

PHASE PROGRESSION SEPTEMBER 1965-MAY 1966

FIGURE 2 Inferred evolution of Gulf Stream meanders. Diagonal lines denote phase

propagation, dashed portions are postulated, solid portions are supported by other evidence.

From Hansen (1970).

determine whether the resulting growth should be spatial or temporal. In fact,

because they implicitly assume that an infinitesimal initial disturbance with a

random distribution of wavelengths will ultimately be dominated by the
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wavelength with the largest temporal growth rate, they do not allow for the

possibility of spatial growth. However, general techniques do exist for

determining whether an instability should result in spatial or temporal

growth. The purpose of this paper is to apply these techniques to a familiar

model of baroclinically unstable flow in order to demonstrate that the

observed spatial growth of the Gulf Stream meanders can be attributed to an

instability mechanism.

In order to distinguish spatial growth from temporal growth it is necessary

to be more specific about the nature of the perturbation. If the infinitesimal

disturbance is a wave packet as shown in Figure 3, then it is reasonable to

believe that it will remain a wave packet as it grows. If the center of the packet

moves faster than the width of the packet spreads, then the growth is spatial.

But if the center does not move fast enough, then the disturbance will grow

everywhere and so the growth is temporal. This distinction is illustrated in

Figure 3. Thus, someone moving with the center of the packet should observe

temporal growth while someone moving fast enough away should observe

_^V.
SPATIAL GROWTH TEMPORAL GROWTH

FIGURE 3 For the case of spatial growth the wave packet moves as it grows so that no net

growth occurs at anv fixed point. For spatial growth, the width of the distribution spreads fast

enough so that ultimately there is growth in time for all fixed points.

spatial growth. If, on the other hand, the disturbance is not localized like a

wave packet, but distributed uniformly over the entire stream, then it is

reasonable to expect the growth to occur over the entire stream and thus fall in

the category of temporal growth. However, since observations indicate that

the meanders appear to be spatially growing wave packets, the assumption of a

localized initial disturbance is appropriate.

At any time there are always several meanders east of Cape Hatteras. These

can be considered to be the result of a sequence of initial conditions. After one

meander propagates from the region of initial disturbance, another is

generated. A more convenient way of looking at it is that the successive

meanders are generated by a source which again must be localized to a source

region, and that the infinitesimal waves generated by the source are amplified

as they propagate away from the source.

It is not necessary to solve the intial value problem or the problem with

explicit sources and inspect the solutions in order to determine whether an

instability can result in spatial growth. All the necessary information is

contained in the dispersion equation, A(k,oj) = 0. This has been reviewed in
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detail by Briggs (1964) and Akhiezer and Polovin (1971). An instability is

present when there are solutions for frequency as a function of wave number, to

= co(k), such that lmoj>0 for real k. The spatial or temporal nature of the

growth is determined by the branch points, coB , of the solutions, k = k(w). For

temporal growth, there must be at least one branch point such that /wojb >0.

Furthermore, that branch point must correspond to two branches such that

kj(ujB )= kj(ujB ) and Imk^uj^ and Imkj((oL ) have oppsoite signs when coL
->

+ i<x . Otherwise the growth is spatial.

All that is necessary in order to show that baroclinic instability can result

in spatial growth is to apply these rules to the dispersion equation given in

(16) below. However, since these rules have not previously been applied to

problems of geophysical fluid dynamics, a more complete discussion is given.

These rules are derived within the context of baroclinic instability. Effort has

been made to clearly point out how these rules relate to the solutions of the

initial value problem or the problem with explicit sources. Through the use of

a Green's function, the problem of determining spatial growth is reduced to an

asymptotic evaluation of an integral. The result is a criterion for spatial

growth. In order to clarify further these branch point techniques, the simple

case of an unstable moving string is discussed in Appendix B. Closed form

solutions are compared with the results of the branch point analysis and with

the results of two other asymptotic methods.

The choice of a model for the Gulf Stream is somewhat arbitrary. In order to

focus on spatial growth due to an instability, it is best to exclude from the

model meander effects due to bottom topography. The model considered here

is a simple two-layer model with a baroclinic instability which is well-known in

meteorology (see, for example, Holton 1972) and in oceanography (see, for

example, Tareev 1965). Since the yS-effect is not essential to the instability, it has

been omitted with the effect that for any finite shear between the two layers,

there will be instability. Since the energy source driving the instability in this

model is well understood to be the available potential energy of the mean flow.

it does not need detailed discussion. In fact the general familiarity of this model

allows for a discussion of the question of spatial growth of the meanders

without the necessity of establishing the limits of validity of the model itself.

Another simple and familiar model which could have been used is that due

toCharney (1947) and Eady (1949) with a baroclinic instability due to a linear

velocity shear profile. However, to obtain criteria for spatial growth would

involve a study of zeros of a transcendental equation rather than an algebraic

equation. The additional complications due to a continuous rather than two-

layered structure of the meanders would not at all hinder the analysis, but the

simplicity of the two-layer calculation makes it much more attractive. It is also

possible to use a model with several layers including the ^-effect and the

possibility of lateral boundaries, in which case the criteria for spatial growth
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would follow from the study of the zeros of an algebraic equation of higher

degree.

Although the two-layer model is too simple for detailed comparison with

Gulf Stream data, it does serve to demonstrate the type of conditions necessary

for spatial growth. The result from this model is that the mean flow must be

sufficiently greater than the velocity shear for the growth to be spatial. Since

the velocity shear is a measure of the growth rate and the mean velocity of the

stream is a good measure of the propagation speed, this result is in agreement

with the picture of the meanders as wave packets which grow as they

propagate. The growing meanders are washed downstream by the mean flow if

the flow is strong enough. Use of a more complicated model should not change

the nature of this result but should only sharpen it by making more precise the

constraints on the flow necessary for spatial growth through a more precise

description of the flow.

2. Two-Layer Model

In order to investigate the possibility that the spatial growth of the Gulf

Stream meanders is due to a hydrodynamic instability, it is convenient to use a

simple model which has an instability but which ignores other complicating

features. A simple two-layer model satisfies these requirements.

The Gulf Stream is approximated by two homogeneous layers of

incompressible fluid, as shown in Figure 4. The velocity of the two layers are

U , and U 2
when there is no perturbation. The perturbation stream functions,

f| -ir p u, H = H

U. Pt %

FIGURE 4 Two-layer model. The flow is hydrostatic and geostrophic. The mean flow is

unstable due to the geostrophic tilt of the interface.

xjj^ and i// 2 , are simply related to the depths of the layers H
l
and H 2 because the

flow is assumed to be geostrophic and hydrostatic. The energy available to

drive the instability comes from the geostrophic tilt of the interface which is

due to the difference in the velocities of the two layers. Because of the tilt some

of the fluid in the lower layer with density p 2 is elevated above some of the

less dense upper layer fluid. No attempt has been made to incorporate

complicating features such as horizontal velocity shear, bottom topography,

viscosity, or /^-effect. One further simplifying assumption is that the stream
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functions are independent of the cross stream variable, y. Without these

idealizations the results would certainly be quantitatively different, but the

qualitative way that a baroclinic instability leads to spatial growth of the

meanders should not change. By showing when this simple baroclinic

instability results in spatially growing meanders, some intuition is gained for

the more complicated models which simulate the Gulf Stream more closely.

The equations governing the perturbation stream functions can be obtained

by linearizing the equations

0,i=l,2, (1)

for conservation of potential vorticity in each layer. The potential vorticity is

the ratio of the sum of the relative vorticity, (,, and the vorticity due to the

earth's rotation, /, to the thickness, H
t
, of the layer of fluid. Because the motion

is assumed to be hydrostatic and geostrophic, £,-, Hh and the substantial

derivatives, DJDt, can be expressed in terms of the perturbation stream

functions, i//,-, as follows:

/ 82 d
2 \

H 1 =H- 7̂ (U 1
-U2)y+ 7̂ (il/ 1 -il/2 ) >

g g

g g g " g

Dt dt \ dy J dx 8x dy

Because the reduced gravity parameter, g' = g(p 2
— Pi )/P2> is much smaller

than the gravitational acceleration, g, the last two terms ofH 2 can be ignored.

This approximation does change the nature of the resulting equations and

leads to divergence in the Green's function. However, these divergences do not

affect the stream functions or the conclusions concerning spatial growth.

The linearized equations for the perturbation stream functions can be

written for convenience in matrix form. Let

<A(x,f)
i//

2
(x,r)_

(3)
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and

f d d

d d \ d
2 (d d\l,, (d d\l 1

(4)

Then the perturbation equations, obtained by substituting the expressions (2)

into the Eqs. (1) and linearizing, are

where matrix multiplication is understood. The parameter { /c
2
, =f

2/g'H is the

reciprocal of the square of the Rossby radius of deformation.

These equations must be solved subject to the appropriate initial and

boundary conditions. Since the meanders appear to be spatially growing

pulses, a localized infinitesimal initial disturbance can be assumed. Since the

equations are linear, the initial condition can also include finite amplitude

terms representing meanders due to previous disturbances. In that case the

solutions will continue to be a superposition of the new meander and the old

meanders, both parts evolving in time independently and growing without

limit. But to investigate the possibility of spatial growth, one localized wave

packet is sufficient.

The boundary conditions should be homogeneous. This corresponds to an

assumption that at any finite time no disturbance has reached the boundaries

at x= ± x. The upstream boundary at x= — x may seem peculiar since the

continent provides a boundary that is certainly not at infinity. The meanders

only propagate away from the continent, however, and never reflect from that

boundary. This feature of the Gulf Stream is properly described in this model.

Because the stream loses its identity before reaching the down-stream

boundary, again there are no reflected meanders and homogeneous boundary

conditions are again appropriate.

Although the time evolution of only one pulse is needed to conclude whether

the meanders should grow spatially or temporally, the continuous generation

of meanders can be considered as easily as the evolution of just one meander.
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In this case the perturbation equations must be modified to allow for sources

of potential vorticity. These sources can be written as

^-2 s {xjy.

I
2

ex

d
2

Cx

2
S

1
(x,t]

2
S 2 (x,t)

(6)

so that S has the appropriate units for a stream function source. The source

functions, S, and S 2 , do not correspond to the sources of ij/
l
and i// 2 ,

respectively, but are mixtures. To find the relationship between Sj and S 2 and

the sources for ij/
1
and \\i 2 , it is necessary to reconsider this primitive equations.

Using these sources the perturbation Eqs. (5) become

\L^rMdx dt nx
(7)

where again matrix multiplication is implied. These equations can be solved

subject to the same initial and boundary conditions as the homogeneous

equations.

3. Green's Function and Solution of Perturbation Equations

The solutions to the perturbation equations, with or without source terms, can

be solved in terms of a Green's function. Because it is essentially the response

to a localized disturbance, it is the Green's function which contains the

information concerning spatial and temporal growth.

The Green's function, G, is the solution to the equation

(8)

-1
?x2

\{h
+v-k )

-U^_
d
2

dx 2

- Yd d

-) +lj2 T^'/ ox
k
2 }G(xj.) = d(x)3(t).

The differential operator acting on G is the determinant of the matrix

differential operator, D(d/dx,d/dt) defined in (4). This is the same differential

operator that is obtained by eliminating either i//, or i// 2 in Eqs. (5) or (7) to

obtain a higher order equation in only one dependent variable. The

parameters Um = \(U
1
+ U 2 ) and U

s
= \(U

l
— U 2 ) characterize "the mean

velocity and the velocity shear respectively. The inhomogeneous term is a

product of two Dirac delta functions forming a localized distribution in space

and time. Causality requires the initial conditions G = and dG/dt = for t < 0.

The boundary conditions at .x= ± oc for G, the same as for i/>, should be

homogeneous. However, there are no solutions for G which satisfy
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homogeneous boundary conditions. This is due to neglecting terms of order

g'/g in H 2 - However, since the solutions \jt can be expressed in terms of G"

= d
2 G/dx 2

, and G" can be made to satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions,

there is no difficulty. All the information concerning the time development of i//

that is contained in G is contained in G"

.

A bit more notation is needed in order to concisely express the solutions to

Eq. (7) in terms of the Green's function G". A matrix Green's function G, which

describes the evolution of the meanders from initial conditions can be defined

by G, = D,G" where

D,

£-«)e*".3-"-£ -*>£

^h (&-<i)(i+v.iVu.

(9)

and another matrix Green's function G s
describing the response to a localized

source, by G
s
— D

S
G" where

IK

fd d\d 2 fd a\ 1I2

(s
+ "«s)«

fd d\,,, fd 3\d 2

(s
+".s)«_

(i0)

If Sj and S 2 had been defined so to represent sources of the stream functions \p ,

and i/> 2 , rather than representing mixtures of (//j and i// 2 , only one matrix

Green's function, G
; , would be necessary.

The procedure for obtaining the solutions to the perturbation equations in

terms of the Green's functions G, and G
s
is straightforward. First, Eqs. (7) are

uncoupled to give

f d d\ f d d\ d
2

Then, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as

detD|—-,— )G(x-x',t-t')= d(x-x')d(t-t'). (12)
Vox at ]
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Finally Eq. (11) is multiplied by G(x-x'j-t'). Eq.(12) by ij/(x',t'), and the

difference of the resulting equations is integrated with respect to x and t',

aivine the solution

il/(x,t] dx' dt'<\l/(x',t')detDl—,— )G{x-x',t-t')

-G{x-x',t-t')dttD\—,—
)

\ G(x-x'J-nDs(-,-)—2 S(x',t^. (13)

Integration by parts and a bit of algebra yield

•A (a\ t) =
f !

* dx' G,(x - a-', t )ip (x\ ) + j! * </x' f rfr' Gs (x - x', t - 1' )S(x\ t'
),

(14)

which expresses the solution as the sum of two terms, one representing the

transient effects of the initial conditions and the other representing the

cumulative effects of continuous sources. A discussion of a systematic way to

handle the algebra involved in going from Eq. (13) to Eq.(14) is given by

Morse and Feshbach (1953).

The significance of Eq. (14) and of the approach of using Green's functions is

that the solutions t// can be related, through G, and G
s , to the Green's function

G". If the meanders are generated in a localized region near the origin, so that

i/f(x, 0) and S{x. t ) must be peaked at x = 0, then the solutions can be written

approximately

i//(.\-,f)^G
/
(.\-,f)i//(0,0) + fo (/f'G

s
(x.f-f')S(0,f'). (15)

Thus the spatial behavior of the meanders is dominated by the spatial

behavior of G" through G
7
and G

s
.

In order to study the spatial behavior of G", it is helpful to consider its

Fourier-Laplace transform

G"(x,t)

' + "dk_

„2n v + ilIk A(/c,oj)

(16)

Mk,oy)=(U 2

m -U 2 )k+-2Umo) k
i + (oj

2 + U 2
nM + U 2

k
2
)k

2

— 2Um kla)k + kloi
2

.

The Fourier integrals in (16) are dominated by the singularities of the

integrand. These occur at the values of k and o) satisfying

A{k,co)= 0, (17)
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which is the dispersion equation of these baroclinic waves. The familiar

solution (see Holton 1972)

co=Umk+U s
k[(k

2 - kl)/(k
2 + kl)]

ll\ (18)

with lmto>0 for real k indicates that the flow is unstable, but that is not

enough to determine whether the growth is spatial or temporal. The criterion

for spatial growth is obtained by attempting to evaluate the integrals by

residues after closing the contours.

The order of the integrations does not matter. Here the wave number

integration is done first because the argument is more direct, but the same

criterion can be obtained if the frequency integral is evaluated first (see

Akhiezer and Polovin, 1971). By integrating over frequency first, the solutions

are cast into the familiar form of an integral over wave numbers of normal

modes each evolving in time according to their own frequency. At this point

previous baroclinic instability discussions have terminated with the assump-

tion that the fastest growing mode will dominate after a sufficiently long time.

This assumption is based on the idea that there is a random infinitesimal

disturbance which gives a random distribution of normal modes, one of which

is the fastest growing mode. If the wave number integration were completed at

this point, the spatial behavior of the disturbance could be calculated, but this

requires a more precise specification of the distribution of normal-modes. This

additional information is given in the assumption that the initial disturbance is

localized to a source region. This is the same assumption which is necessary for

the solutions to be dominated by the Green's function G" as in Eq. (15). Since

the Green's function G" is dominated by the zeros of the dispersion equation,

the problem is reduced to a study of how the solutions of the dispersion

equation influence the spatial character of G"(x, t ).

Since the ^-integral is to be evaluated first, it is necessary that the frequency

be fixed at a value a) = coL on the Laplace contour for the cointegration while

performing the /(-integration. Then after evaluating the /(-integral, an

expression for the integrand of the remaining co-integral is obtained. This

expression, which is valid for to = toL on the Laplace contour can then be

analytically continued for other complex values of co. Then the Laplace

contour can be deformed without changing the result of the integration, so

long as the contour does not cross any singularities. These singularities are

branch points, as will be demonstrated below, and the result of deforming the

contour across a branch point is an integral along a cut. Since these branch

points dominate the co-integration and therefore the spatial character of

G"{x,t), the details of this analytic continuation are crucial in distinguishing

spatial growth from temporal growth.

In order to determine the location of the poles, k = /c;(coL ), in the /c-plane, it is
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necessary to be definite about the position of the Laplace contour in the co-

plane. The causality condition that G"(x. t) = for f<0 requires that the

Laplace contour be sufficiently high in the tu-plane so that it lies above every

singularity of the integrand of the co-integral after the /c-integration has been

performed (see Figure 5). In this way, the Laplace contour can be closed along

Imto)

OJo

cu8 ;

1
i

i

!

Re(W)

FIGURE 5 Trajectories of singularities in the oj-plane for variations of a = U^JUf. As a varies

from to oc , w, and oj 8 move from values + H^/2 + 1 )co on the imaginary axis to + ice . The pair,

oj
2
and 0)7 , converge toward the origin, meet there for a = 1, and then diverge to + x along the real

axis. The pair, <y 3
and w4 , diverge from the value i (^2 — 1 )co into the complex plane, crossing the

real axis for a = 2. The complex conjugate pair, cos and co6 , cross into the upper half plane for a > 2.

Two singularities, o)9 = w 10 = 0, are at the origin for all a; they are not shown since they always

cancel. The Laplace contour is shown lying above all of these singularities. Because of

cancellations, it is, in fact, never necessary that the contour lie higher than i ( sJ2 — l)w . the

maximum temporal growth rate.

a semicircle at infinity in the upper half co-plane for ?<0, enclosing no

singularities, and G" vanishes identically. Thus, if co= cot lies on the Laplace

contour, it is sufficient to assume that ImojL = L-> + oc. The position k

= fc,(ojL ) of the four poles are the zeros of the fourth degree polynomial A(/c, co)

given in (16). Analytic expressions for these zeros are given in Appendix A.
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They are found to satisfy

fej (coL )-> + ik
{)

k2 (coL)-*-ik

k3(0Jt)^^L ,forIm(coL ) = L^ + oc. (19)

M^lHtj-

Thus, k
l
{coL )

is in the upper half /c-plane and k 2 (toL ) is in the lower half k-

plane, while the positions of k 3 (coL ) and /c4 (ojl ) depend upon the signs of U2

and U
x

, respectively.

For the Gulf Stream, both U
1
and U2

should be taken to be positive. In this

case, the result of the /c-integration is:

x+iL
dco

G"(x,t) =
ul-u: r +IL 2k

:
,i[k

i
(co)x-cot]

+

4-

[/c 1
(o;)-/c2 (co)][^ 1 ((y)-/c3 (co)][fe 1

(cl;)-/c4 (w)]

_i[A;3(('j)x-a>t]

[fc 3 (w)-fc 1
(w)][/c3(w)-fe 2 (co)][/c 3 (w)-fc4 (w)]

J[k4.(co)x - ior]
|

[/c4 (co)-/c 1
(ca)][/c4 (co)-/c 2 (o;)][/c4 ( to)-/c3(co)]j'

(20)

forx>0.

G"(xj) =
ui-ui

+ oo + iL dw

- oo + iL

ji[k2{o})x — cot]

{k 2 (aj)-k,(co)-][k 2 (co)-k i
(w)-][k 2 (co)-k 4 (cD)-]y

for x<0.

For completeness, it is interesting to consider the case where the lower layer

has a negative velocity, U
x
>0and U2 <0. In that case:

f^ +iL dw

oo + iL 271
G"(xj) =

ui-uj
9
i[k

i
{io)x-(ot]

+

Ik^o)- kAwftlk^co)- k^cDKlk^w)- kjw)-]

i[kA{co)x- cot]

[Ma>)-M«)][M«)-M«)][MG>)-M<»)]
, x>0,
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^'dto
G"(.v.r) =—'

-—
vi-vl In

e
i[k 2 (o>)x- on]

[Mg>)-MqO][M<0)-Mg>)]EMq>)-M<»J]

_i[fc 3 (oj)x-(.j(] ~)

+
[/C3(c0)-/c

1
(0j)][/c 3 (0j)-/c 2 ((O)][/C3(C0)-/c4 (0j)]J'

(21)

The differences in expressions (20) and (21) result from the differences in sign

of Im k3 (coL ) for U 2
>0 and U2 <0, as indicated in (19).

The next step toward obtaining the time evolution of the meander stream-

lines is to attempt to evaluate the (^-integrals by deforming the Laplace

contour. From Eqs. (20) and (21 ) and the expression for k;(co) in Appendix A.

it can be seen that the singularities of the integrand are branch points rather

than poles. The positions, co = coB, of these branch points (see Figure 5) are

given by the zeros of the discriminant of the fourth degree polynomial A(k,a>).

This condition (see Mayler and Sutton, 1958) is the same as s = 0, where s is

given in Appendix A, i.e.,

(u
10 + 2(a + 6)u)

2
c»

8 - 2(25a - 19)co>6 - 2(a
3 - 22a 2 + 25a -6)«>4

-(a-l)(a+l) 3
oj£oj

2 =0, (22)

where ajQ = Ujkl and ot = U 2
n/U

2
. The Laplace contour can be deformed

around these branch points as shown in Figure 6. Then the integrals of

Eqs. (20) and (21 ) can be expressed as sums of integrals along cuts (see Figures

8 and 7).

There are ten solutions, co = coB,B= 1,..., 10, of Eq. (22) for the branch points

at which two of the four branches A.,(w) are equal. Since each term in (22) has a

common factor or, there is a double branch point at the origin, O)9 = cu 10 = 0.

After removing this factor, the remainder is a fourth degree polynomial in co
2

with real coefficients, so the remaining eight branch points are situated

symmetrically with respect to reflections through the real and imaginary co-axes

(see Figure 5).

With each branch point, (uB , there is associated a pair of branches, k
t
= kj,

depending upon the path of analytic continuation along which the Laplace

contour is deformed. These two branches are identified by numerically

evaluating all four branches along the path of analytic continuation, from a

point on the Laplace contour with ImcoL-*+x where the branches are

known (Eq. (19)) to the branch point, coB , and by observing which two, after
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continuously varying, are equal at oj = ojb . Then it can be determined if that

branch point contributes a singularity to the integrals in (20) and (21). A
branch point can fail to contribute a singularity in two ways. The first is that,

for the pair of branches associated with the branch point, none of the factors in

the denominators of the terms in the integrands vanish. For example, this

occurs in Eq. (20), x < 0, if k 3 (co) — k 4 (co ). The second is that two singular terms

cancel. An example of this in equation (20), x>0, occurs when k i (co)
= k4,(co),

the second and third terms of the integrand canceling. If, for either cause, a

branch point does not contribute a singularity, the integral along the cut

associated with that branch point vanishes identically.

From Eqs. (20), both for x>0and x<0, corresponding to a value of «> 1, it

can be seen that only those branch points for which k 2
= k 1 ,k2 = fc3 , or k

2
= k4

contribute to the integrals. Likewise from (21), corresponding to < a < 1, only

those for which k
1
= k2 , k

x
= k3 , kA = k2 , or fc4 — k 3 contribute singularities.

Asa = U^/Us varies, the position of the branch points change (see Figure 5).

The parameter co — U
s
k serves only to set the frequency scale, so its variation

is unimportant. As the positions of the branch points change continuously

with a, the pairs k
i
(coB ) = kj(a>B ) remain the same so long as two conditions are

satisfied. The first is that coB (<x) does not become triple branch point with

k
i
(wB )= kj(toB )

= k
k (coB )at some value a r , so one pair of branches coincide for

a<a r , k
i
(coB ) = kj((oB ), and another pair for a>a r , kj((DB)= kk (coB ). This never

occurs. Triple branch points simultaneously satisfy two conditions (see

Mayler and Sutton, 1958)

co* + 2(a - 5)wlco
2 + (a + 1 )

2
co

A = 0, (23)

fo
6 + 3(oc+13)w^w4 + 3(a

2 -22a + 13)o4oj
2 + (a+l)3w^=0.

Simultaneous solutions exist only for values of y. — i T such that the resultant of

the two equations vanishes, that is for

(a+l)(27a 2 -80a + 64) = 0. (24)

But since there are no solutions to (24) for i = y. T real and positive, there are no

triple branch points as a is varied. The second condition for the pairs

associated with a branch point to remain unchanged is that the branch point

does not go through a cut associated with some other branch point. This is

equivalent to redefining the path of analytic continuation which determines

the identity of the pairs. The difficulty of redefining the path of analytic

continuation as i varies is not in reaching the correct value for the integrals

since any path of continuation yields the same result. But it can cause the

discussion of the integration to seem complicated.

If the analytic continuation is as shown in Figure 6 so that the cuts are as
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shown in Figure 7 for < a < 1, then there are no problems with branch points

passing through cuts. This can be verified by examining the trajectories of the

branch points for increasing a in Figure 5. Thus, for all values 0<a< 1, the

branch points can be associated with the pairs of branches indicated in Figure

7, and Eqs. (21 ) become

G"(x,t)-
dto

U 2
m + Ul l +c In

exp {i[k4 (to)x — tot]}

[MgO-MgO][MgO-Mg>)][M«)-M«>)]
,x>0.

G"(x,t)
Ul + U* }c, + ct 2n

dto
(25)

exp {i[/c2 (a>)x
— cot])

[fc2 (G>)-Mo)][Mo>)-M©)][MG>)-M<»):i'
x<0,

Im(cu)

LAPLACE CONTOUR J

Re (uj)

FIGURE 6 The singularities of Figure 5 are shown for a fixed value of i<\. For clarity, the

scales are distorted from those of Figure 5. The Laplace contour has been deformed around the

branch point singularities so as to determine the cut structure shown in Figure 7.
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where C 3 and C4 indicate the contours along the cuts associated with branch

points co 3 and co4 .

For a> 1, the path of analytic continuation can be chosen so that the cuts

are as shown in Figure 8 in order to avoid complications with branch points

passing through cuts at a — 2 (see Figure 5). It is still only the branch points co 3

and a>4 which contribute to the integrals of Eqs. (21) even though the pairs

Im(GJ)

k
1
(CL^) = k4(0J1)

k
2
(OJ

3
)-k

4
(0)

3
)X

:k 2<w7)-k 3
<w

7 )

1 ftk >-k 4«u8

: /
I ;

\
\

Xk
2
(u»4 )-k4(w4 )

Re (W)

X k^cUg)* l^ (o)
6 )

\

\

FIGURE 7 This cut structure results from the analytic continuation prescribed by deforming

the Laplace contour according to Figure 6. The pairs of branches which join at each branch point

are shown.

associated with the branch points for a> 1 are different than for a<l(see
Figures 7 and 8) and the expressions (21) and (20) are different. Thus Eqs. (21)

also can be written as Eqs. (25) if C 3 and C4 represent the contours for a > 1

.

If the integrals of (25) were evaluated, an exact expression for G"(x, f ) would

be obtained, and inspection would reveal whether the growth is spatial or

temporal. However, these integrals are difficult to evaluate and their behavior

as functions of space and time must be estimated. The largest contributions
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occur at the branch points, coB , where k2 {coB )= k4,(coB ). Thus the result of

integration should be of the form

G"(x,t) = Z exp{i'[/c 2 (wB )x-c/jBr]}/B (x,f), (26)

where /„ are slowly varying functions of space and time associated with the

integral along the cut. The details of the pulse shape as indicated in Figure 3

Im (CD)

kgtag = k4 (C03)

k
l
(H) * k4(WP

Re (CO)

FIGURE 8 This cut structure, for 1 < a < 2, results from a different deformation of the Laplace

contour than that shown in Figure 6. The pairs of branches corresponding to some of the branch

points differ from those indicated in Figure 7. This corresponds to branch points passing through

cuts, as can be verified by noticing the changes in pairs associated with the change in cut structure

along with the trajectories of Figure 5. This choice of cut structure for a> 1 avoids the

complications of branch points passing through cuts for a = 2.

are contained in the functions, fB . However, after a sufficient time interval, the

exponential factors dominate the time dependence at each spatial point. If

Im (ojb ) > 0, there must be growth at each fixed point x, and if Im (a>B ) < 0, there

must be decay in time at each point. The decay in time at a fixed spatial point

corresponds to the situation of spatial growth illustrated in Figure 3.

Thus, the criterion for spatial growth must follow from the conditions,
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lm(co 3 )<0 and lm(co4 )<0. From Figure 5, it can be seen that Im(co 3 )

= lm(co4)<0 if a>2. But since a — U^/U^, the criterion for spatial growth is

Um>j2Us (27)

This agrees with the intuitive idea behind Figure 3. The condition for spatial

growth is that the mean flow be fast enough to wash the growing disturbance

downstream. Since the temporal growth rate (see Eq. (18)) is proportional to

U
s , yjl Us

is a reasonable measure of the rate of spreading of the pulse about its

center. Thus the criterion for spatial growth given in (27) can be interpreted as

the mean flow velocity being greater than the rate of spreading of the

disturbance.

4. Discussion

The result of the calculations of Section 3 based on the two-layer model

presented in Section 2 is that there should be spatially growing meanders if Um

> sjl Us
. The spatial growth is the result of the same instability process which

generates the meanders. The instability is the familiar two-layer baroclinic

instability which is driven by the potential energy available in the geostrophic

tilt of the interface separating the two layers. More complicate'd unstable

flows, baroclinic or barotropic, should also be capable of generating spatially

growing meanders if the mean flow is sufficiently fast when compared to the

growth rate of the instability. The simplicity of the criterion, Um > ^/2U
S ,

reflects the simplicity of the two-layer model, and a model with more realistic

features should yield a similar but more complicated criterion.

This criterion which distinguishes spatial growth from temporal growth

results from a routine instability analysis. However, two assumptions are

made which differ from the usual approach. The first is that the disturbance

which initiates the meanders should be localized in space. This is equivalent to

assuming that the meanders are a result of previous events upstream. The

usual approach is to consider the disturbance to be randomly distributed

throughout the length of the stream, which implies that there is growth

everywhere in time. Thus this first assumption is necessary to allow for the

possibility of a spatially growing disturbance.

The second is in the approximation made in estimating the dominant

behavior of the exact integral expression of Eq. (25) to be of the form given in

Eq. (26). The difficulties in evaluating these integrals correspond to the

difficulties usually encountered in evaluating an integral over all normal

modes, each evolving in time according to its own frequency. The

approximation implied by Eq. (26) corresponds to the usual approximation
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that the fastest growing wave dominates. If Um = (a = 0), the growth is

temporal and the growth rate from Eq. (26) is Im(oj 3 )
= Im(a»4 ) = (v/2— l)co

,

which is exactly the growth rate of the fastest growing wave by Eq. (18). This is

also the growth rate of the peak of the pulse, not the growth rate at a fixed

point, if Um ± (see Briggs, 1964). Thus, these two assumption lead to the usual

value of the growth rate, but, in addition, they also result in a criterion for

when to expect an instability to result in spatial growth.

It is instructive to check whether the Gulf Stream does satisfy this simple

criterion for spatial growth. A reasonable value for the average velocity of the

upper half of the Gulf Stream is U\ = if knots, and for the lower half, U 2

= 3 knots. These values give Um = \ Us >y/2 Us
and the" criterion for spatial

growth is satisfied. On the other hand, equally reasonable values are U
x

= l| knots and U2 =| knots, giving t/m =| Us
< Jl U

s , and the criterion is not

satisfied. Thus, it is not clear from this simple model whether the spatial

growth should be attributed to an instability mechanism. The important point

is that there is a good chance that the Gulf Stream will satisfy a more precise

criterion for spatial growth based on a more sophisticated model.

It is straightforward, though perhaps tedious, to generalize this model to

include a more detailed description of the basic flow. The same procedure

described in Section 3 will then yield a criterion for spatial growth which

qualitatively should require that the mean velocity of the basic flow be greater

than the rate at which the disturbance spreads. The rate of spreading is

determined by the instability growth rate. Thus, a more sensitive model should

give a criterion which is more definitely satisfied if it predicts slower growth

rates. Since the /^-effect is stabilizing, its inclusion into the model should favor

spatial growth. As is always the case, it is much more difficult to incorporate

the effects of nonlinearities into the calculation. However, because these effects

can be expected to reduce the growth rates, they should also favor spatial

growth. Thus, the fact that the simple two-layer model criterion is not

emphatically satisfied by the Gulf Stream should not obscure the conclusion

that the spatial growth of the Gulf Stream meanders can be the result of an

instability mechanism.

Appendix A

Solutions to the dispersion Eq. (17) are given by

(b + M) (b±M) [c + 2(p + q)±N i '
2

-]

k
i
(co)= ±

,

a a a

where i= 1,2,3,4 according to the choice of the signs, or equivalently, to the

choice of the path of the cuts. This expression depends upon the parameters
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Um , U s
, and fe and the variable (o through the following relations:

b=-±Umca,

!2

P = (
r + ^yi\

Qq=-
12P'

Q = co* + 2(U 2

m -5U 2
)k

2
co

2 + (U 2

m + U
2

)

2
kt,

r = (o
6 + 3(U 2

,
+ UU 2

)k
2oS

+ 3(U*-22 U 2

mU
2 + 13 Ut )ktor + (U;n + U

2
)

3
^,

s= 108 U 2
k
2
o)

2 [w 8 + 2(L/; + 6 U 2
)k

2o 6 - 2(25 U 2

m - 19 U 2
)C/

2 ^cu4

-2(U 6
m -22 U*mU

2 +25 U 2

mUt-6U 6
s
)k

6
co

2

-(U 2
m -U;)(Vl + U

2

s ?kl-]

M^l^(U 2
,
+ 2U 2

)(o
2 -UUi-Ut)k 2 + (Ul-U 2

)(p + q)V'
2

,

N = Umcol-^(D
2

+i-2 (5U
2
m -lU 2 )k 2 -(p + q)-]/M, if M^O,

iV = {[c' + 2(p + g)]
2 -(L/ 2

-L/.
2

)/c
2
oJ

2
}
1/2

, if M = 0.

Appendix B

The branch point analysis used to determine a criterion for spatial growth of

Gulf Stream meanders is quite general and can be applied to any problem

where spatial growth is the result of an instability. A simple and instructive

problem to consider is the moving unstable string. Because a closed form

solution exists for the Green's function, it is possible to see clearly that the

branch point analyses does indeed give the correct criterion for spatial growth.

A comparison to other techniques for determining spatial growth is much
easier for this problem than for that of Gulf Stream meanders because of its

algebraic simplicity. The first comparison that will be made is to a technique

used by Benjamin (1961), which is simpler to use and which contains the

qualitative feature of spatial growth but which does not give the exact spatial

growth criterion. The second comparison is to the saddle point method of

steepest descent. The analysis of the saddle points is much the same as the

analysis of the branch points. It leads to the correct criterion, but is no easier to

apply.
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The governing equation for a disturbance on a moving unstable string is

B d V , d
2

y(x,t) = o (Bi)

If u — and oj
2
,
= 0, this is the familiar wave equation with wave velocity, c. The

term containing co
2
,

is due to some force pulling the string away from

equilibrium, such as that due to a magnetic field if the string were made of iron

and centered between magnetic poles. The string moves as a whole with

velocity, u, in the x-direction. The corresponding dispersion equation and its

solutions

A ( k, co )=(co-uk)2 - c
2
k
2 +co 2 =

a (k) = uk±Jlc 2
k
2 -co 2

^ = uk±Q(k) (B2)

CCO \ COr uco
5 T±K(C0)

UCO
k+{w) =—

2 j±
ir—c"

contain all the information concerning instability and spatial growth. Since

Imco + (/c)>0 for c
2
k
2
<(Oq, there is an instability. This is caused by the force

tending to pull the string from equilibrium. The growth will be temporal only if

there is a branch point, coB , given by K(coB )
= 0, such that lmw

fl
>0. This is

possible only if u
2 <c2

. The second condition necessary for temporal growth is

that Imk + (coL ) and lmk_(toL ) have opposite signs as coL-*+icc. Since k +

->coL/(u — c)and k_ ->coL/(u + c), this condition is satisfied when u
2 <c 2

. Thus,

the growth is temporal if u
2 < c

2 and spatial if u
2 > c

2
.

The Green's function can be found using Fourier-Laplace transform

techniques such as those used in the body of the paper for the Gulf Stream

Green's function. Either the frequency or the wave number integral can be

evaluated first by residues, and the remaining integral can be identified as a

Fourier or Laplace transform (Selby, 1971). The closed form expression is

found to be a modified Bessel function

r , M )^Io((coQ/e)Jl(ct)
2 -(x-ut)2

l), if (x-ut) 2 <c 2
t
2

,

u(.\", f ) = < 2c
)

(B3)
10 , otherwise.

Just as intuition would have it, G(x,t) grows in amplitude, spreads in width,

and translates with velocity, it. Spatial growth results when the string moves

away faster than the growing disturbance can move back. By inspection of

(B3), the exact criterion for spatial growth is »
2 >c 2

, in agreement with the

branch point analysis.
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It is interesting to compare the exact Green's function (B3) with that

obtained using an approximation which Benjamin (1961) used for another

spatial growth problem. Benjamin assumed that the asymptotic expression

would be a packet of waves with wave numbers sharply peaked around /cm ,

corresponding to the largest growth rate, Imco(/cm ) = max. In the expression

for the Green's function as an integral over wave numbers, the integrand can

be approximated by expanding in powers of k — km and keeping only the first

few terms. For the unstable string, km = 0, and

G{x,t)fa-— exp[ + co f] — exp[z7c(x-«0]exp

1 / w (x — lit)
2

= expl a> t —
2cJ2iw) t \ 2c

2
1

B4)

The growing disturbance spreads as though it were diffusing with a diffusivity,

D = c
2
/2co =j(d 2/dk 2 )Imco(km \ rather than with the sharp wave front of the

exact solution (B3 ). This is because the high wave number contributions which

are needed to form the sharp front have been neglected. By comparing

coefficients of co t in the argument of the exponential, it is easy to see that

Benjamin's method predicts spatial growth for u
2 > 2c

2
. Since the disturbance

(B4) translates with velocity, u, just as (B3), the discrepancy between the

approximate and exact criterion for spatial growth must be attributable to an

overestimation of spreading by Benjamin's technique. The assumption of a

packet with w'ave numbers sharply peaked around km leads to an

overestimation of the spatial width of the packet. Nevertheless, Benjamin's

method gives the qualitative features of amplitude growth, spreading, and

translation, and it has the advantage of being easier to use than the branch

point methods.

When applied to the Gulf Stream problem, Benjamin's method requires U 2

m

>4y/2( sj2 — \)U 2
for spatial growth, rather than U 2

m >2U;. Again, the

discrepancy can be attributed to an overestimation of the spreading rate by

Benjamin's method.

The method of steepest descent is similar to the branch point method and

different from Benjamin's method, in that it is necessary to consider paths of

integration off of the real axis. The idea of the method of steepest descent is that

the Green's function.

G(xj) = i

"exp[i0 + (fc)]-exp[i0_(*)]'

6 + (k)-e.(k)

+ (k)=k{x-ut)±Q(k)t

(B5)
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is dominated by contributions of wave numbers near the saddle points, k
s ,

determined by the condition of stationary phase. (d/dk)0 + (ks )= or

(d/clk)0_(kj = 0. For the unstable string, the saddle points are+ (a; /c)[(x

— ut)
2
/(x — ut)

2 — c
2
)]"

2
. There is only one saddle point for 9 + and one for Q_,

which makes the analysis easy. For + , the sign of the square root should be

taken so that

k + >0 for x— ut < — ct,

k+<0 for x — ut > ct, (B6)

Im/c + >0 for |x— ui\< ct,

and the opposite sign should be taken for 0_. Call the saddle point for 9+,ks

and that for 0_, — k
s

. Then if G(x, f) is dominated by contributions of the

saddle points,

G(x.f)~cxp[?Mfc,)]-«p[i0_ (-*,)]. (B7)

Since + {± k
s
)= ± ks [x — ut — c

2
t
2
/(x — ut )], neither exponential has a real

argument necessary for growth if (x — ut )

2 >c 2
t
2

. For (x — ut )

2 <c 2
t
2

, one

exponential will grow and the other will decay, depending upon the sign of x

— «f, in agreement with the exact solution (B3).

A careful treatment of steepest descent involves an expansion of + {k) about

± A:
s
in (B5). In general, this series is a series in inverse power of t (Whitham,

1974), so the exponentials in (B7) contain the asymptotic behavior for large f.

This is quite the same idea as that behind the branch point method, which

relates large f behavior to the singularity lying highest in the complex

frequency plane. It is not obvious that a test for spatial growth can be made
from the position of saddle points in the complex wave number plane, but this

might be the case. There appears to be about the same amount of work

required to match saddle points to the phase functions, 8± , and then to inspect

for growth as there is to match branch points with pairs of wave number

functions to determine spatial growth.

For the Gulf Stream problem, the phase functions are

9 ± (k) = k(x - Uj)±kU
s
j[(k 2 - k

2
)/{k

2 + fcg)], (B8)

and the saddle points are determined by the zeros of the polynomial

a2 (kf + k2
o )

2{kt-kt)-(K+ 2klk*~kt)2 = 0, (B9)

where a
2 = (x — Um t)

2/(U
s
t)

2
. No attempt has been made to carry through the

saddle point analysis, but it seems quite likely that the result will be growth for

a 2 < 2 and no growth for a
2 > 2 which is the result of the branch point analysis.
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Aircraft observations of the microwave emission from the Bering Sea show that the spectral character

of brightness temperature variation with wind speed in a fully developed sea is due to a combination of

surface roughness and a surface layer with varying dielectric constant over a physical depth of a few

millimeters. The varying dielectric layer is identified with cusps formed by the bubbles associated with thin

foam streaks. Computations of the radiative transfer through such a layer show that the change in

microwave emissivity due to the presence of that layer decreases as microwave wavelength increases. Since

foam streak coverage on the ocean surface increases with surface wind speed, the increase in microwave

brightness temperature with increasing wind speed will be less at longer wavelengths, a characteristic that

is observed in the experimental results presented In addition, it has been observed that in fetch-limited

situations the microwave brightness temperature depends in the same way on surface* wind speed but is

essentially independent of varying foam coverage, the implication being that the surface wave structure

becomes more important in determining the microwave brightness temperatures as fetch approaches zero.

It appears that microwave brightness temperatures are directly related to ocean surface wind speeds,

regardless of fetch

Introduction

Numerous aircraft ano ocean platform studies have shown

that the brightness temperature of the sea (TB ) varies with the

condition of the sea surface Aircraft measurements [e.g.. Sard-

berg et at.. 1969; Ross el a/., 1970] have suggested a strong

variation of TB with surface roughness at a microwave wave-

length of 1.55 cm. Subsequent observations [Nordberg el ai.

197 1 ] showed that above the critical wind speed for the forma-

tion of white water, TB increases with increasing wind speed

For observations at nadir they found that the increase is due

primarily to the increasing area of the sea surface covered by

white water. Their data also suggest that there is a different

dependence of TB on wind speed for off-nadir viewing angles

In an attempt to separate the white water effects from changes

in wave structure, Hollinger (1970. 1971] made observations at

several wavelengths, including 1.55 cm, from an ocean plat-

form. By specifically excluding actively breaking waves he

concluded that surface roughness causes a very small effect for

vertical polarization or near-nadir observations. For horizon-

tal polarization observations, however, he found a substantial

dependence on rms wave slope.

The observations reported here substantiate the earlier re-

sults and show that the combination of surface roughness and

white water yields a significant microwave brightness temper-

ature dependence on wind speed over a wide range of micro-

wave wavelengths, there being a decreasing dependence for

wavelengths greater than 6 cm.

Copyright © 1976 by the American Geophysical Union.

Observations

The meu-,urements reported here were obtained over the

Bering Sea Irom the NASA CV 990 aircraft during the joint

U.S./USSR Bering Sea Experiment of February-March 1973.

A detailed discussion of the organization of the observation

program will be published elsewhere [Kondrat'yev and Nord-

berg, 1976) The characteristics of the various radiometers

used in this study are summarized in Table 1. Each instrument

was calibrated by observing black body loads at temperatures

of about 300 K. and 77 K. at the beginning of the experiment.

Internal thermal reference sources were used to monitor the

stability of the instrumental components between the antennas

and the signal outputs during the experiment. The calibrations

were further refined by using observations of dry desert near

Phoenix. Arizona, and of the Salton Sea during calm wind

conditions. Although it is difficult to assess the absolute uncer-

tainty in a meaningful way, the spectra of successive observa-

tions of the Salton Sea, the tundra near the Yukon River, and

the snow-covered runway at Elmendorf Air Force Base,

Alaska, suggest that our absolute scale is internally consistent

to about 10 K; the corresponding relative uncertainties, rele-

vant to this analysis, are better than 5 K.

The reported sea state observations were 2- to 4-min aver-

aged values obtained at 155-m altitude. This altitude was

selected both to minimize simultaneously the contributions to

the observed brightness temperatures of the atmosphere be-

neath the aircraft and to avoid a contribution from aircraft

reflections. Further, to assure that viewing angles are relatively

constant, data were accepted only for roll and pitch angles less

than ±3.5°.
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TABLE 1. Microwave Radiometers Used in Sea State Study

Wavelength, Frequency, Nadir Angle, Half- Power

cm GHz Polarization deg Sensitivity, K IFOV,» deg

21.0 1.42 nadir 2.5(1 s) 15

6.0 4.99 vertical 38 2.0(1 s) 6

6.0 4.99 horizontal 3H 10.0(1 s) 6

2.8 10.69 vertical 38 3.0(1 s) 7

2.8 10.69 horizontal 38 3.0(1 s) 7

1.55 19.35 horizontal scanner 2.0(47 ms) 2.8

0.95 31.4 nadir 0.3(1 s) 10

0.81 37.0 vertical 38 2.4(1 s) 5

0.81 37.0 horizontal 38 2.4(1 s) 5

0.81 37.0 zenith 15? 0.9(1 s) 5

'Instantaneous field of view

The wind speeds at flight altitude were measured by the

aircraft inertial navigation system and reduced to 20-m alti-

tude by using the technique described by Ross and Cardone

[1974], With the particular true airspeed and drift angle sen-

sors on board the CV 990, surface wind speed determination

errors of up to 2 m/s are typical. This estimate of accuracy was

substantiated by comparison of aircraft data with those ob-

tained by sensors on board the USSR research vessel Priboi,

which was located in the vicinity of the aircraft track. For the

wind speed versus brightness temperature relationship, no

data were used with fetch less than 200 n. mi. (370 km). Since

the surface winds usually blew from a direction nearly per-

pendicular to the edge of the sea ice in the Bering Sea, the fetch

was determined by the distance of the aircraft from the edge of

the ice.

The observed brightness temperature at 155-m altitude is the

sum of the emission from the surface and the reflected emis-

sions from the sky To isolate the contributions from the

surface, it is necessary to subtract the reflected sky emissions at

leas: in ar approximate sense. This was accomplished bv

means ot simultaneous observations of the sky brightness tem-

peratures a; the O.SI-cm wavelength. The brightness tempe r -

ature of tne sky at other frequencies was calculated by scaling

the variable portion of the measurement at 37 GHz with a

square law dependence on frequency. This assumes a Rayleigh

absorption model for the clouds [Gunn and East, 1954], The

scaling does not apply in the region close (I GHz) to the center

of the 22.235-GHz (1.35 cm) water vapor resonance. The
highest sky brightness temperature observed at 0.8 cm was 45

K, resulting in a maximum correction to the upwelling radi-

POLARIZATION

VERTICAL

HOR'XON"

5 10 15 20 25

20M WIND SPEED - M/SEC

Fig. I. Example of the variation of microwave brightness temper-

ature versus surface wind speed for a wavelength of 0.8 cm, horizontal

polarization, and at a viewing angle of 38° from nadir.

ation of about 18 K for the horizontally polarized TB at that

wavelength and much less at the longer wavelengths.

Mean reflectivities were calculated by using the Fresnel

equation and the dielectric constant data of Lane and Saxton

[1952] and b> assuming a specular sea surface at 0°C. It should

be noted that assuming a specular sea is equivalent to assum-

ing that large-angle scattering is unimportant at all wind

speeds. This assumption will be less accurate at higher wind

speeds. The results of the correction process will therefore

contain a small residual atmospheric correction error at high

wind speeds.

Results

Wind speed effect An example of the variation of micro-

wave brightness temperature versus surface wind speed is

shown in Figure ! for a wavelength of 0.8 cm. horizontal

polarization, and a; a viewing angle of 38° from nadir The

scatter in the data is about 50% greater than that predicted by

the instrumentai wind speed determination accuracy (for

slowiy varying wind fieids) and by radiometer stability from

one flight to the next. With the long integrating times used,

radiomete' noise is not a factor. The excess scatter can be

reasonably attributed to local variations of ±2 m/s in the

actual wind fields or the extrapolation technique for obtaining

the 20-m wind speeds which did not take into account possible

nonlogarithmic behavior in the vertical structure of the atmo-

sphere. A linear regression was used to determine the best

single straight line fit to the data shown in Figure 1 and to the

data of all the other radiometers. The scatter of the data points

precluded a higher-order or multiple linear regression fit. The

slopes of these lines are given in Table 2 and plotted in Figure

2 as functions of frequency. In Figure 2, where both horizontal

and vertical polarization data are available, an inferred value

for the slope of nadir data was obtained by using an average of

the horizontal and vertical measurements.

There are several noteworthy features of the data in Figure

2. The nadir data, both actual and inferred, show that there is

very little sensitivity of TB to changes in the surface wind speed

at a microwave wavelength of 21 cm. The sensitivity increases

as wavelength decreases to 2.8 cm, and assumes a constant

value from 2.8 to 0.8 cm.

This spectral characteristic can be explained with a simple

surface model. An emissivity curve was calculated by assuming

that the complex index of refraction of the sea-air boundary

layer varies linearly with distance from the value for water at

the appropriate frequency, temperature, and salinity to that

for air, using the model given by Wilheit [1975]. The calcu-

lation was performed for various boundary thicknesses. The

curve which most closely matched the data of Figure 2 was
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TABLE 2. Measured Slopes of Wind Speed Versus Brightness

Temperature Curves

Wavelength, Nadir Slope,

cm Polarization Angle, deg °K/ms '

21.0 nadir 0.16 ± 0.04

6.0 vertical \K 0.54 ± 0.03

6.0 horizontal 38 0.94 ±0.13
2.8 vertical IX 0.66 ± 0.09

2.8 horizontal 38 1.18 ± 0.07

1.55 nadir (i 0.90 ± 0.08

1.55 horizontal 38 1.39 ±0.10
0.95 nadir 0.95 ± 0.06

0.81 vertical 38 0.48 ± 0.14

0.81 horizontal 38 1.33 ±0.38

selected and is shown in Figure 3. This procedure was neces-

sary, since the slopes of the brightness temperature versus

wind speed curves contain both the properties of the white

water and the change in area coverage as a function of wind

speed The actual depth of the layer is the most important

parameter determining the wavelength regime in which the rise

takes place in Figure 2. The best fit occurs for a layer depth of

1.5 ± 1.0 mm. This range of depth is very small in comparison

to usual depths observed from sea foam layers. This is consist-

ent with laboratory measurements [Williams, 1971] and theo-

retical calculations [Droppleman, 1970] which show that the

scattering or attenuation within the foam is relatively unim-

portant. These results suggest that the most important factor

may be the distortion of the water surface at the interstices

between the bubbles at the bottom of the foam layer. Thus the

1.5-mm depth refers to the region immediately above the

ocean surface, where seawater is being lifted by surface ten-

sion. On the other hand, according to some models [Rosen-

kranz and Staelin, 1972] the foam itself can contribute signifi-

cantly to the microwave signature if the foam layer is

sufficiently thick, a situation not deemed to be the case for the

foam streaks discussed here.

Another interesting feature of the data in Figure 2 is the

increasing (with frequency) difference between the horizon-

tally and the vertically polarized TB sensitivities to changes in

the surface wind speed. The decrease in this sensitivity with

wavelength for the vertical polarization is attributed to an

increase in the calm water emissivity and the resulting com-

pression of the possible range of emissivity variations as wave-

length decreases [Lane and Saxton, 1952; Slogryn. 1967] and to

a lesser dependence on changing wave structure, in com-

parison to the horizontal channels [Wu and Fung, 1972]. The

increase in TB sensitivity to surface wind changes as micro-

wave wavelength decreases (Figure 2) has been predicted for

the horizontal polarization component from calculations of

the effect of wave structure [Wu and Fung, 1972] and is consist-

ent with earlier measurements taken at wind speeds less than

10 m/s [Hollinger, 1971]. Thus the major component in the

vertically polarized TB sensitivity to changes in the surface

wind speed is surface foam, which has a weakly polarized

microwave signature; for horizontally polarized TB sensi-

tivities the wave structure effect is added to the foam effect.

The data show occasional abrupt increases in brightness

temperature as the aircraft passed over actively breaking

waves and their whitecaps, consistent with previous observa-

tions [Nordberg et al., 1971]. However, the extent of the white-

caps on the photography shows that the whitecaps were never

beam filling for the larger antenna beams. Therefore the mi-

crowave spectral properties of the whitecaps could not be

determined.

Fetch effect On March 7-8, 1973, data were taken during

a period of very high (about 23 m/s) winds with wind waves

dominant over swell. The aircraft flew at about 155-m altitude

along a northwesterly track at an angle of 30° with respect to

the ice edge. The track began about 300 km seaward and ended

slightly north of the ice. The wind came from about 30° left of

the track. This geometry yielded a fetch that varied from about

250 to km. Because of this variation both the wave structure

and the white water coverage varied significantly, even though

the wind remained nearly constant.

The brightness temperatures of the sea for each wavelength

and polarization and the corresponding total white water cov-

erage is given in Table 3 for the March 7-8 track. The white

water coverage was determined from photographs of the sea

surface. The brightness temperatures were corrected for re-

flected sky emission. Graphs of corrected brightness temper-

ature as a function of time during the part of the track which

showed the greatest variation of total white water coverage are

shown in Figure 4. For comparison, the total white water is

also shown.

The white water coverage dropped from nearly 40% to about

5% along the track. If one assumes an increase in emissivity of

about 0.25 for the foam relative to open water (see Figure 3),

this would imply about a 20 K change in brightness temper-

ature for all wavelengths less than 2 cm as the fetch changes,

provided the streaks are the only contribution to the TB in-

crease. Figure 4 shows that no such variation was observed.

The small variations that did occur over this flight track are

weakly correlated with the change in sky brightness temper-

ature, a small residual uncorrected component in the up-

welling brightness temperatures being suggested. The bright-

ness temperature change due to the small, gradual increase in

wind speed along the track (22.6-24.7 m/s) would be expected

to be about 2 K, according to the curves shown in Figure 2.

This is of the order of the observed gradual change, ignoring

the shorter-term fluctuations probably attributable to the sky

brightness, as described. However, local variations in the wind

field and errors in the wind speed determination by means of

the aircraft inertial navigation system can be 2 m/s.

An increase in amplitude of short gravity waves with de-

crease in fetch has been reported [Hasselman et al., 1973] and

could be the mechanism for the apparent lack of fetch depen-

dence. This increase could contribute to maintaining a con-

stant TB as the foam cover decreases with a decrease in fetch.

A complicating factor in this model is the absence of any

measurable polarization effects, since polarization will be pres-

ent in the contributions to TB from waves but not from foam.

The data do not allow a separation of the emissivity of the
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whitecaps from the emissivity of the streaks in an unam-

biguous way, since during the track the whitecap coverage was

only about 4% and varied by about 3% in an unsystematic way.

Even if emissivity of unity for the whitecaps is assumed [Nord-

berg et ai, 1971], the maximum resulting change in the bright-

ness temperature would be less than 7 K. No correlation of

brightness temperature with whitecap coverage is evident in

Figure 4. The streaks are the only important part of the white

water in the experiments reported here.

Discussion

In the preceding sections the following properties have been

found for the microwave emission of a wind-driven foam-

covered sea

1. Although the data show that the thin streaks are the

most important part of the white water signature in these

experiments, there is some evidence for the contribution of

whitecaps. Previous observations [Nordberg et al.. 1971], as

noted above, clearly show that whitecaps and foam patches

give distinct microwave signatures at a wavelength of 1 .55 cm.

2. The spectral characteristic of TB as a function of wind

speed is consistent with a foam model in which the bubbles

give rise to a cusped surface between the foam and the sea; the

cusped surface can be treated as a thin boundary layer of

linearly varying complex index of refraction.

3. The observed surface roughness component is consist-

ent with surface emission calculations [Wu and Fung, 1972].

4. In the fetch-limited situation the contribution of the

wave structure at the surface appears to increase as the foam

coverage decreases. As a result, the dependence of brightness

temperature on the 20-m wind speeds is approximately inde-

pendent of fetch.

TABLE 3. Variation of TB With White Water Ww Coverage

Wavelength, Nadir

cm Polarization Angle, deg Ars/AWV°K/%

210 nadir -0.07 ± 0.10

6.0 vertical 38 + 0.10 ± 0.09

6.0 horizontal 38 + 0.05 ± 0.03

2.8 vertical 38 + 0.14 ± 0.08

2.8 horizontal 38 + 0.08 ± 0.07

1.55 nadir + 0.08 ± 0.05

0.95 nadir it + 0.06 ± 0.05

0.81 vertical 38 + 0.10 ± 0.08

0.81 horizontal 38 + 0,12 ± 0.06
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Fig. 4 Graphs of corrected brightness temperature as a function

of time during the part of the March 7-8 flight track that showed the

greatest variation of total white water coverage. For comparison, the

total while water is also shown.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Proper planning for pollution control and abatement cannot completely be

done within the framework of isolated national programs. We must somehow

develop international programs on a regional and even global scale if we

are to protect our living resources. Planning for such programs in marine

pollution requires a basic understanding of the oceanography of the region

under consideration. This paper is a description of the basic physical and

chemical oceanography of one such area -- the Caribbean Sea.

2. REGIONAL DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows the Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico area in relation to surrounding

land and water masses. We can see that the area is relatively land-locked

and that its oceanography will be affected by the adjacent North Atlantic

waters. Figure 1 also shows two major rivers which empty directly into the

area; i.e., the Magdalena in Colombia and the Mississippi in the United States.

We will see shortly that at least two other rivers which do not empty directly

into the area, the Orinoco and Amazon, also affect it. We will also see

thai pollution occurring far from the Caribbean can have definite effects

on it and that occurrences in the Caribbean will affect not only that

immediate area, but areas far to the north and east (sections 4.1 and 6.2)

as well

.

2.1 Regional Bathymetry

The land-locked nature of the Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico area is more

apparent in Figure 2, where the general bathymetry is shown. We can see

that the area consists of a series of deep basins varying from 4.1 to 7.1

kilometers deep and is surrounded on the north, south and west by North,
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South and Central America: it is partially cut off from the North Atlantic

Ocean on the east and northeast by the Greater and Lesser Antilles. Water

exchange with the North Atlantic Ocean occurs through the sills or passages

between these Antillean Islands. The position of the major sills are

shown in Figure 2. We can see that even the deepest of them, the Windward

sill (1600 meters) and Jungfern sill (1315 meters) are much more shallow

than even the most shallow basin. For this reason, much of the water in

the Caribbean is below sill depth, causing much concern about the extent of

renewal of these waters. We will discuss some implications of this further

along in the paper (sections 3.2 and 6.3).

3. WATER MASSES OF THE CARIBBEAN SEA

3. 1 General Features

Water masses or types are usually defined in terms of their origin. The

origin of deep waters is in turn defined by the point at which the water

was last at the surface of the sea where exchanges across the air-sea inter-

face and biological activity gave it a particular salinity, temperature and

oxygen concentration. After leaving the surface, a water mass can be altered

only by mixing, respiratory processes, and other relatively slow chemical

reactions between the water and suspended matter. Other than mixing, these

processes will have little effect on salinity and temperature; however,

respiration and/or decay of detritus can alter nutrient and oxygen concen-

trations. During these processes, the water develops specific temperature,

salinity, oxygen and nutrient concentrations, which, when considered together,

can be used to identify -- or "fingerprint" -- the water mass. The depth at
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which these characteristics are most pronounced is referred to as the core

depth for that water.

Figure 3 shows the approximate core depths for water types present in

the Venezuela Basin of the Eastern Caribbean Sea. These same water types

can be traced through the other basins and into the Gulf of Mexico. Note

that above 500 meters, the core depths are noticeably more shallow in the

south than in the north end of the basin. This is an important fact which

will have bearing on later discussions (section 4.3.1). Table I gives a

summary of the origin and characteristics of each of these cores. Mixing

occurs between water cores, and the parameters which define the adjacent

cores show almost linear mixing curves. This is aptly illustrated in

Figures 4 and 5, which show profiles of salinity and dissolved oxygen

versus depth for the Northern Venezuela Basin. In Figure 4, we can see

that the salinity curve is essentially linear between the surface mixed

layer and the salinity maximum at about 175 meters (Subtropical Underwater),

and again between the salinity maximum and the salinity minimum at about

800 meters (Subantarctic Intermediate Water). The oxygen profile in

Figure 5 shows a slight oxygen maximum at about 300 meters for the 18°C

Sargasso Sea Water, a minimum at about 700 meters for the Subantarctic

Intermediate Water and another slight maximum between 1600 and 1800 meters.

This slight maximum has been attributed by Wust (1964) to overflow of North

Atlantic Deep Water over the Jungfern sill into the deep Venezuela Basin.

Again the mixing portions of the curve between cores is almost linear. The

oxygen minimum at about 700 meters is due to respiration and decay of organic

detritus depleting dissolved oxygen. Note that at deep depths the oxygen
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concentration is quite high, reflecting the cold temperature of the source of

these deep waters and resulting in an enhanced oxygen solubility where the

water was formed at the surface. The slight oxygen maximum at 300 meters

is similarly a reflection of the enhanced oxygen solubility at that water's

source in the relatively cold (18°C) Sargasso Sea during winter.

3 . 2 Renewal of Deep Water

As mentioned above (section 2.1), since much of the water in the deep

basins of the Caribbean is below sill depth, there is concern over the

extent to which this water is renewed. In section 3.1, we pointed out that

a slight oxygen maximum in the Northern Venezuela Basin at approximately

the same depth as the Jungfern sill has been interpreted by Wust (1964)

as "renewal water" flowing over that sill. We also pointed out that deep

Venezuela Bottom Water is rich in oxygen and appears well ventilated in

contrast to anoxic conditions which would prevail if no renewal had occurred.

Therefore, either some renewal is occurring or has occurred in relatively

recent time.

How much is occurring or how long ago it occurred is a question presently

of concern to many researchers. Worthington (1955a, b) has considered

oxygen and temperature data taken in the Venezuela Basin from 1933 to 1954,

and concluded that during that time period oxygen values had dropped and the

temperature increased at a rate which indicated renewal of Caribbean Bottom

Water had not occurred for between 150 and 500 years. Serious doubt, how-

ever, developed as to whether oxygen data for the period were precise enough

to warrant such comparison. Wust (1964) presented potential temperature

sections through the deep Caribbean passages that indicate continuity between
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the North Atlantic Deep Water and Caribbean Bottom Water. However, based

on 1963 CRAWFORD hydrographic data directly across the Jungfern and Windward

sills, Worthington (1968) showed that discontinuities in the potential

temperatures occurred at the sills indicating that no deep renewal was

occurring at that time. More recently, work by Metcalf and Stalcup (1973),

Stalcup et aJL (1975), Sturges (1975), Froelich and Atwood (1974), and

Atwood et aJL (1976) has demonstrated that at least small amounts of cold

North Atlantic Deep Water is flowing over the Jungfern sill into the deep

Venezuela Basin.

Froelich and Atwood's (1974) conclusion is based on a temporal study of

deep silicate data at a serial station just southwest of the Jungfern sill.

Figure 6 shows profiles of dissolved silica versus depth for the North

Atlantic just north of the Jungfern sill and for the Caribbean just south-

west of it. The Caribbean station shows a low concentration (1-4 um) of

dissolved silica at the surface due to depletion by marine organisms, and

high values (28 um) in deep water where the silica is returned by sinking

and decaying of these same organisms.

However, the curve for the North Atlantic shows a distinct difference

in dissolved silica concentration at the depth of the sill (15 to 16 um), as

compared to the CariDbean water of the same depth (28 um). Therefore, if

North. Atlantic Deep Water crosses over the sill, we should be able to see a

dilution of dissolved silica in the Caribbean Bottom Water at least near the

sill. Salinities on both sides of the sill are ^ery close, and cannot be

used to this same purpose.

Figure 7 shows the results of Froelich and Atwood's (1974) two year

temporal study of deep dissolved silicate just inside the sill. At about
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the sill depth and below, there is definite evidence that dilution of dis-

solved silica occurs, and it seems to occur sporadically. Thus, at least

some renewal occurs. WortlTi ngton (1974) contends that the amount of renewal

demonstrated is miniscule and not sufficient to have any major effect on

deep Caribbean Water. However, Atwood et aj_. (1976) showed that this renewal

can be demonstrated to have an effect on deep silicates of the northern

Venezuela Basin, the mean deep silicate concentration of the northern part

of the basin being some 1.5 urn less than that for the southern part. We

will consider this again later (section 6.3) when we discuss possible

effects of pollutants.

3.3 Surface Water

We have not discussed the surface mixed layer of the Caribbean, nor does

Table I list its origin or characteristics. This layer, and in fact the

upper two hundred meters of the Caribbean, is greatly affected by circulation,

We must, therefore, first consider the currents in the area before we can

consider the surface water.

4. CIRCULATION IN THE CARIBBEAN SEA AND GULF OF MEXICO

4 . 1 Ocea n Currents

To properly understand the current structure of the Caribbean-Gulf of

Mexico area, we must first consider the rest of the ocean. The basic forces

exerted on the sea surface include the wind and Coriolis force. The wind

exerts a frictional force on the surface of the sea which is transmitted

downward due to viscosity. This tends to move the water in the direction of

the wind; however, due to rotation of the earth, a second virtual force --

the Coriolis -- is applied at right angles to any moving body on the earth's
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surface. In the Northern Hemisphere, this deflects the body to the right.

This force is zero at the equator and increases moving toward the poles.

Usually this force is not perceptible since other forces are much larger.

However, in the case of ocean and air currents, the Coriolis force is of

the same magnitude as other forces and has a definite effect on circulation.

Figure 8 presents the world's ocean current system: Table II gives the

names of major currents, keyed to the numbers in Figure 8. Note that in

each northern ocean, a clockwise gyre system exists with diffuse eastern

currents and very strong currents near the western land boundaries. These

latter currents are called Western Boundary Currents and include the

Kuroshio and the Gulf Stream. In the southern oceans, the gyre system

is counter-clockwise. The Antarctic Circumpolar Current in the extreme

southern oceans is the area where the most important ocean mixing occurs,

since it extends through the southern end of all three major Oceans: Atlantic,

Pacific, and Indian.

It is clear from Figure 8 that the Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico area has

inputs from the Equatorial Currents of both the North and South Atlantic

and that output from the system will be soon dispersed through the entire

North Atlantic gyre system.

4

.

2 Currents I_n and Adjacent to the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico

Figure 9 shows the current system of the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico

as well as its inputs and outputs. Currents providing inputs are the North

Equatorial Current and the Guiana Current, which is an extension of the South

Equatorial Current. These enter the Caribbean through the lower passages

of the Lesser Antilles and become the Caribbean Current, which passes through
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the Caribbean, the Yucatan Straits, the southeastern Gulf of Mexico and

the Straits of Florida. During this passage, various smaller currents or

eddies develop which vary seasonally, such as the countercurrents in the

northern Caribbean, the loop in the Gulf of Panama, and the Gulf Loop

Current.

The Caribbean Current has a maximum transport in the order of 26-34 million

m of water per second (Gordon, 1967). Stalcup and Metcalf (1972) have shown

that enough water passes through the lower passages of the Lesser Antilles

to account for all of this. The same magnitude of transport occurs through

the Yucatan Strait and Straits of Florida, after which the Caribbean Current

is joined by the Antilles Current (or Canary Current) and transport reaches

a value in the order of 55 million m of water per second (Neumann, 1968).

4.3 Measurement of Ocean Currents

There are essentially three methods of measuring the magnitude and

direction of ocean currents. Two are direct methods: (1) Lagrangian measure-

ments using drifters or drogues, and (2) Eulerian measurements using current

meters. Drifters or drogues are marked and released and must either be

tracked by ships, airplanes, or satellites, or the investigator relies on

recovery and return of the drifters by someone else and tries to deduce the

path followed. Current meters must be moored and held relatively stationary

either by securely anchored ships or by deep anchors with acoustical releases

which can be triggered from a surface ship when the investigator desires.

Due to the time and expense involved with drogue tracking and deep mooring

of current meters, investigators often use a third indirect method of measuring

ocean currents called the dynamic method.
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4.3.1 The dynamic method of measuring ocean currents as applied
to the Caribbean

The Caribbean Current ifself can provide us with an excellent example

for demonstrating the dynamic method of measuring ocean currents. At the

same time, we can learn more important facts about the circulation in the

Caribbean. In section 4.1 , we discussed the Coriolis force which acts

perpendicular to the direction of motion in such a way as to turn it to

the right in the Northern Hemisphere. Thus, in the Caribbean, the

Coriolis force is directed northward against the westward flowing Caribbean

Current. This results in movement of Caribbean surface water northward

until it piles up against the barrier of the Greater Antilles. This re-

sults in a slightly higher sea surface level at the north end of the

Caribbean, and a "distortion" of the density field so that a pressure

gradient is directed southward that just balances the Coriolis force. The

result is a "distortion" in the density field that is proportional in mag-

nitude to the current flowing west. Thus, if we can measure accurately the

differences in the pressure field and relate them to a zero motion reference

level, we can calculate the velocity of the current: this is basically the

dynamic method. The measurement is accomplished by sampling a section of

hydrographic stations along a line at right angles to the current direction,

and carefully determining the salinity and temperature as a function of depth.

Figures 10 and 11 show a salinity and temperature profile across the

Caribbean at 67°00'W. We note that the contours for both salinity and

temperature generally slope upward towards the south just as the core depth

does for the Subtropical Underwater and 18°C Sargasso Sea Water (section 3.1).
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The result is a greater thickness of warmer, fresher water at the north end

of the section where it has been pushed by the Coriolis force creating a

pressure gradient to balance it. Thus on the south end along the Venezuela

coast, colder, nutrient-rich water is closer to the surface where upwelling

along the coast can bring nutrients into the photic zone resulting in

greater productivity. We also note that both the salinity and temperature

contours turn slightly upv/ard at the extreme north end of the section.

Figure 12 shows the current velocities calculated from the data in

Figures 10 and 11. Shaded areas depict eastward flow (into the page) and

unshaded, westward flow (out of the page). In Figure 12 we should note the

following:

(A) The major flow of the Caribbean Current in June 1972 occurred in

two branches: one between 16°00'N and 14°00'N and the other between 13°30'N

and 12°00'N. Surface current velocities in these branches were wery high;

> 40 cm/sec and > 60 cm/sec respectively.

(B) An extensive countercurrent covered the northern third of the section

from 18°00'N to 16°00'N and had surface velocities of > 25 cm/sec. This

eastward flowing current is what caused the slight upward tilt in the tem-

perature and salinity contour in the north in Figures 10 and 11.

(C) Significant flow (> 5 cm/sec) occurs as deep as 500 meters, but not

below that depth.

The seasonal .nature of the eastward flowing countercurrent shown in

Figure 12 is demonstrated in Figure 13, which shows velocities for the same

section four months later in October, 1972. At that time, the two branches

of the Caribbean Current were in approximately the same position with the

same surface velocities as in June 1 972 - although significant velocities
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occurred deeper (1000 meters). However, the counter-current consisted of

only a narrow band just north of the northern branch of the Caribbean

Current, and most of the northern third of the section exhibited relatively

weak westward flow.

Through June 1975, data for nine such sections have been collected and

reduced. Although data interpretation is not complete, it can be said that:

(1) The maximum current velocities are always in the southern half of

the Caribbean.

(2) An eastward flowing current always exists somewhere north of 14°30'N.

(3) The net westward transport above 1600 meters varies from about 15

to 28 million m per second.

In late 1975 and early 1976 a series of satellite tracked Lagrangian

drogues were released in the eastern Caribbean and as they were tracked

density sections such as the above were also taken. A comparison of the

drogue tracks ahd geostrophically calculated currents indicate that the

indirect measurements are essentially correct, but, that the flow regime is

quite variable in space and time.

5. ORIGIN OF SURFACE WATER IN THE CARIBBEAN SEA AND GULF OF MEXICO

5.1 Salinity Variations

There is a distinct variation in surface salinity in the Caribbean with

relatively high (> 35.5°/ O0 ) salinities in the period January through May,

with highest salinities (> 36.5°/ 00 ) occurring in February and March, and

lower salinities in the June through December period with a minimum (< 34.5°/ 0O )

occurring in October and November. This is illustrated in Figures 14 and 15,

it

which are adapted from Wust (1964). The figures give a clear indication that
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the low salinity water which occurs in late fall enters the Caribbean from

the south and east, which is the "source area" for the Caribbean Current.

There has been some conjecture as to the source of this water, with some

people arguing that its source is the tropical convergences close to the

equator where there is extensive rainfall, and others that its source is

the Amazon and Orinoco Rivers which have maximum discharge during the period

February to April (Wust, 1964).

Tremendous amounts of water flow out from the Amazon River. Davis (1964)

and Oltman (1968) report an average annual outflow equal to about 30% of

all river water reaching the entire Atlantic. Wust (1964) has summarized

data through 1964 that show that the mean discharge of the Amazon is 106

3 3 3 3
to 124 x 10 m /sec and a maximum discharge of 146 x 10 m /sec. The Orinoco

3 3
discharge is less, but still has a mean of 14 to 34 x 10 m /sec and a maximum

3 3 3
of 85 x 10 m /sec. Thus, these two rivers can add between 125 and 200 x 10

3
m /sec of fresh river water to the oceans. The surface currents depicted in

Figure 9 are ideal for transporting this water into the Caribbean.

5 . 2 Silicate- Sal im'ty R elationships

If the low salinity surface water found in the Caribbean in October and

November has its source in the Amazon and Orinoco Rivers, the silicate con-

centration of the Caribbean surface water should show it. Due to weathering

of rocks and soil, river waters carry high concentrations of dissolved

silica. The Amazon and Orinoco contain 9-14 ppm dissolved silica (Livingston,

1963), whereas rain water should contain close to no dissolved silica unless

it is from dust particles. Thus, if river water is the source of low

salinity Surface Caribbean Water, there should be an increase in silica

as the salinity decreases. Froelich, Atwood and Polifka (1974) have re-
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ported results that show that this is exactly the case. Figure 16 shows

their silicate and salinity data collected at the PESCA serial station in

the Northern Venezuela Basin. It is clear that during the low salinity

periods, there is coincident increase in dissolved silicate concentration.

The same data are plotted in Figure 17 to show that there is a clear

linear relationship between silicate and salinity so that there is little

doubt that the low salinity water is fluvial in origin. The authors showed

a similar relationship for stations all across the Venezuela Basin, proving

that the source could not be local run-off from nearby islands and con-

cluding that the low salinity water originated in the Amazon and Orinoco

Rivers.

Since the presentation of Froelich, Atwood and Polifka (1974) results,

work by Drs. Peter Betzer and Kendall Carder (1975) at the University of

South Florida has identified nepheloid layers (layers of finely divided

sediment suspended in the water column) throughout the Caribbean and Gulf

of Mexico, which have sources in the Amazon and Orinoco. These layers are

not restricted to the surface water, and occur at depths where particle and

water densities are such that the particles remain suspended. One such

layer occurs in the high salinity core of the Subtropical Underwater (Figure 3),

which is at a depth where significant transport of this material can occur

(Figures 12 and 13).

Another fact which should be noted in Figures 14 and 15 is the high

salinities that occur along the southern portion of the Caribbean all year

long as compared to salinities to the north. As discussed in section 4.3.1,

this is a result of the Caribbean Current and balancing Coriolis and pressure

gradient forces which have pushed the warm lower salinity surface water north-
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ward, exposing the upper part of the high salinity Subtropical Underwater.

As a result, cold, nutrient-rich water is closer to the surface near

Venezuela and Colombia, and "coastal upwelling can bring it into the photic

zone, enhancing productivity manyfold.

Another input of fresh water which has an interesting local effect is

seasonal large amounts of rainfall which occur in the southwest area of

the Caribbean near Panama. These rains produce low salinity surface water

which "floats" on the sea surface producing the anticyclonic gyre (rotation

opposite to normal Coriolis produced circulation), or loop current, near

the Gulf of Panama (Figure 9).

There are various other important inputs of fresh water from rivers such

as the Magdalena, Mississippi and smaller rivers draining Mexico, Central

America, and the United States. All of these have local importance, and

the effects of the Mississippi and Magdalena on sedimentation are felt

quite far from their source. However, none of these have an oceanographic

impact like the Amazon-Orinoco systems.

6. PRESENT AND FUTURE POLLUTION PROBLEMS CONSIDERED IN RELATION TO THE

OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE CARIBBEAN SEA

6.1 General Considerations

The foregoing sections provide an oceanographic framework in which we

can consider the possible impact of present and future marine pollution.

Unfortunately, we are somewhat limited in this respect, since not all of the

present or potential pollution sources are known to us. Recent attempts by

the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission to fill this gap in knowledge

through CICAR (Cooperative Investigation of the Caribbean and Adjacent Regions)
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have so far failed, with less than ]SZ of member nations responding to a

pollution questionnaire which was sent out to prepare for this workshop.

Nevertheless, we do know some sources and can consider what oceanographic

impact any sources might have.

Based on the oceanography discussed in foregoing sections, we can con-

sider pollutants as to their possible effects on two categories of water:

these are

(1) The upper 1500 meters of the Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico area with

special emphasis on the upper 500 meters where most transport occurs, and

(2) The deep water below the sills where renewal is a problem,

6 . 2 Consideration of the Upper 1500 Meters of Water

In Sections 3, 4, and 5 we have considered the water masses present in

the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico and the currents that transport them. We

have seen that these waters have origins as far away as 60°S (Subantarctic

Intermediate Water) and from places as varied as the Sargasso Sea (13°C

Sargasso Sea Water), the mid-latitudes of the North Atlantic (Subtropical

Underwater) and the Amazon and Orinoco Rivers (low salinity surface water).

Obviously, pollution occurrences at any of these sources, or in places

between these sources and the Caribbean will affect the area and its living

resources. For example, development in the Amazon River or Orinoco River

drainage basins could increase the amount of suspended material added to the

system and a portion of pollutants deposited there -- such as pesticides,

herbicides, or heavy metals -- will probably find their way into the

Caribbean within a year.

We have seen also that water which flows through the Caribbean becomes

part of the Gulf Stream and is distributed throughout the North Atlantic gyre

system and eventually the entire world's oceans. Pollutants added to the
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water during this transit will be distributed in the same way. The time

scale for such distribution is probably 1 to 5 years for the North Atlantic

surface waters and > 10 year for the entire world ocean unless the materials

are removed by some process before mixing can occur.

A consideration of one type of potential pollution source in the Caribbean

can serve as an example of what type of problems can occur. The Caribbean

is an area of active petroleum production and refining. It is interesting

to consider the current system diagrammed in Figure 9 in light of some of

the more active specific sites of petroleum and petrochemical activity such

as Trinidad, St. Croix, Puerto Rico, Aruba, Curacao, Lake Maracaibo, Jamaica,

and the Gulf Coast United States where extremely large petrochemical complexes

exist in the Galveston Bay and Mississippi River areas, and extensive amounts

of offshore oil, gas and sulfur are produced. Added to these is the constant

traffic of large and small petroleum tankers which cross throughout the area.

Even if these ships do not have accidents that result in spills of oil they

must constantly flush their tanks with ballast water, which results in sig-

nificant transfer of hydrocarbons from the ship to the water (Sackett, 1974).

The reefs off the small fishing village of La Parguera, Puerto Rico,

have been subjected to no less than two groundings of large petroleum tankers

in less than two years. One of these resulted in a spill of major propor-

tions which damaged shores and marine life extensively. However, even more

insidious than the oil spills, which can cover large areas of ocean surface

and shoreline, is the dissolved organic matter that is released by these

operations. Brooks and Sackett (1973) surveyed the distribution of dis-

solved C-, to C. hydrocarbons in the Gulf of Mexico, and showed important

man-derived sources associated with ports, offshore petroleum drilling and
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production operations, and open ocean shipping activity. More recently,

Sackett (1974) has presented direct evidence that large amounts of these

hydrocarbons are added by underwater gas flares near oil drilling rigs, and

by ballast pumping from petroleum tankers. What the effect of these hydro-

carbons on marine life can and will be is not completely known, but indi-

cations are that they can be deleterious.

There are no similar data on dissolved hydrocarbons in the Caribbean Sea;

not even data of a background nature. However, in view of the extensive

petrochemical activity bordering the Caribbean, chances are very high that

they are being introduced to the sea surface all through the area.

6 . 3 Conside ration of the Deep Water

In section 3.2, we discussed the problem of renewal of deep water in the

Caribbean basins and pointed out that apparently yery little renewal or

flushing occurs. Thus pollutants that find their way into this water will

not be flushed out. Perhaps we could adopt the perverse attitude that if

we dump materials into these basins, at least we are localizing the dump;

however, if pollutants are added in sufficient amounts, they could create

severe problems and eventually even cause anoxic conditions.

The mechanisms by which pollutants can find their way into the deep water

during a relatively short time include:

(A) As part of the suspended or nepheloid material that gradually sinks

toward the bottom water. Pollutants such as pesticides or heavy metals

absorb very easily on the high surface area presented by these fine particles

and can be transported down as part of the absorbed phase.

(B) As part of the sinking and decaying fragments of dead marine organisms

which either ingested the material at the surface or absorbed it from the
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dissolved phase.

Much of this material would be eventually transported to the sediments,

but as organisms decay, a significant portion would be returned to the dis-

solved phase. The decay of any labile organic material will deplete the

amount of dissolved oxygen, which could eventually Result in anoxic conditions

Worthington (1956a) postulated that natura l processes had depleted the dis-

solved oxygen in the deep Venezuela Basin by 0.3 ml/1, or about 6%, in about

20 years. Addition of large amounts of material of a man-derived nature

could significantly increase this rate so that whatever renewal occurs

could not keep up and anoxic conditions could prevail.

We do not know just how fragile the deep water system of the Caribbean-

Gulf of Mexico is; however, until we do, great care should be exercised.

In the meantime, we should attempt to learn more about the entire system

so that we can use it to our maximum advantage while still protecting it.

7 . SUMMARY

In this paper we have discussed the basic oceanography of the Caribbean

and Gulf of Mexico as it related to marine pollution. We have seen that

Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico pollution can have sources far from that area, and

pollution in the area can affect vast areas of the world's oceans and shore-

lines. At the beginning of the paper, I spoke of the need for international

programs in pollution monitoring, control and abatement. I hope that that

need is more clear to us now. If anyone can have an impact on starting such

programs, it is people such as you attending this workshop who are closely

involved with various governments and their pollution control agencies. I

urge that you consider such programs, and as a starter I recommend reading
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the chapter "Design of a World Monitoring System" by A.S. Lee et aj_. in

A Guide to Marine Polluti on, edited by Dr. Edward G. Goldberg and published

in 1972 by Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, 440 Park Avenue South,

New York, N.Y. 10016.
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Figure 1 The Caribbean-Gulf of Mexico Region
(The American Mediterranean) in

relation to Surrounding Land and Water
Masses and Principal Rivers
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Figure 8 Schematic of the Surface Circulation Pattern of the

Oceans (after Dietrich, 1963). The names of> major
currents ar*e given in Table II according to the
numbers in this figure.
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Figure 9 Schematic Representation of Surface Currents in and Adjacent to
the Caribbean Sea and

f
Gulf of Mexico, as wall as the Northwest

Coast of South Aaarica.
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SERIAL STATIONS

SALINITY %o

Figure 17 Plot of Dissolved Silica Concentration Versus
Salinity for Surface Waters at PESCA Serfal
Station (-17°36'N and 67°00'W) in 1971 and 1972,
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ABSTRACT

The concentrations of vanadium, iron, copper, cadmium, zinc, and lead have been determined in
organisms, water, and sediments of Card Sound, Florida. Multiplication of these specific concentrations
bv the amount of organisms, water, and sediment has led to an inventory of Card Sound for these elements.
Highest amounts of each element are found in sediments, followed by water and then living organisms. The
trace element inventory of turtle grass (Thalassla testudinum) was highest for all elements, followed
closely by sponges, with large rooted algae approximately an order of magnitude (ten times) lower. Phyto-
plankton, epiphytes, and invertebrates constitute a minor part of the biological trace element inventory.

The significance of the living organisms of Card Sound, Florida as well as South Biscayne Bay is due
to their ability to concentrate trace elements as they grow and die. In the biological process of photo-
synthesis, the plants of Card Sound and Biscayne Bay incorporate more trace elements in a year than con-
tained in the biomass at any given time. For all of Card Sound, the minimum uptakes by photosynthesis
are the following: iron, 1.8 x 10 ; zinc, 3.5 x 10^; vanadium, 1.3 x 10^; copper, 3.7 x 10^; lead, 3.5

x 10^; and cadmium, 1.0 x 10^ Kg yr
-

-'-
. The turtle grass after death and decay accounts for most of tht

movement of iron, lead, and cadmium from the sediments into the water. There is a strong possibility,
yet to be proven, that turtle grass pumps more trace elements into the water directly than has been
accounted for by our methods. If this process is true, then turtle grass assumes even greater importance
in the cycle of trace elements than these results indicate. Our preliminary data indicate that phyto-
plankton and epiphytes (small plants which coat turtle grass) produces about one-third of the photosynthesis
of turtle grass even though they are present in very small amounts compared with -larine grass. These
two biological groups cycle most of the vanadium, copper, and zinc of Card Sound. The least well known
of the biological groups identified as important to trace element cycling in Card Sound, the phy toplankton
and epiphytes, are in need of intensive work on abundance, rate of photosynthesis, and trace element con-
centrations .

Tidal flows transport more trace elements/day (between 2.5 times more iron and 110 times more copper)

into and out of Card Sound than biological incorporation. Much of this water, however, only exchanges
directly with a small part of Card Sound, so that biological flow of trace elements remains important. In

South Biscayne Bay, there is a greater tidal volume exchange so that water movements may be more important
than biological activity. Preliminary results over three continuous days of intensive analysis indicate
that there is a net outflow of zinc and cadmium through the tidal exchanges of Card Sound and a net inflow
of iron, copper, and lead. Most of the above information for Card Sound is probably true for the adjacent
and very similar South Biscayne Bay, except as indicated.

(2) This research represents part of the dissertation requirements submitted in partial fulfillment of

the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Marine Science at the Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric
Science, University of Miami, Florida.

This paper prepared for the Sea Grant

Symposium on BISCAYNE BAY, April 2-3, 1976
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INTRODUCTION

The estuarine zones of the world are the essential geochetnlcal link between the continental land masses
and the oceans. It is through these zones that almost all the products of continental weathering must pass
before being introduced to the deep oceans. The alternate pathway, aerial transport, plays a minor role
in comparison with water transport. It Is important to determine the nature of the processes which control
the transport of continentally derived material as it passes into and through these zones.

The estuarine zones serve as vital links in both coastal and open ocean fisheries by providing a
rapid growth area for young fish and crustaceans. These zones also accommodate such diverse functions as
water recreation and waste disposal. The potentially dangerous impact of. man's activities on these zones
is increasingly obvious in many areas, especially those associated with coastal metropolitan centers. It
is of vital economic and public health concern that the continually accelerating degradation of certain
estuarine zones be assessed (Lippson, 1973). Equally important is that baseline studies of estuarine
areas near expanding urban centers be initiated before substantial changes occur.

The extent of our ignorance about estuarine biogeochemis try is indicated by the recent suggestion
that at least some estuaries may have a net input of trace elements from both rivers and the ocean (Turekian,
1971). This implies that chemical and biological processes within the estuary leading to deposition of
the elements are more efficient than their removal to the deep ocean. This has obvious implications in
regard to dumping certain elements in estuarine zones.

The current state of knowledge of trace element biogeochemical cycles in estuarine zones is limited
to a few isolated studies (Duke et al

.
, 1966; Parker et al . , 1963; Parker, 1966; Cross et al

.
, 1970;

Wolfe et al
. , 1972). Identification of major reservoirs in the above studies has indicated that the com-

plex interactions which must be correlated to understand the dynamics of the system are currently beyond
our capabilities. The recent review of Wolfe and Rice (1972) only indicates the type of information and
procedures needed to develop trackable solutions to understand the very complex nature of cycles in estuar-
ine zones. Clearly, then, one of the most important requirements of estuarine trace metal research is a

first approximation assessment of the qualitative and quantitative dynamics of their transport between
the water, sediment, and biota of an ecosystem.

In this work, a sequence of procedures has been developed as a necessary first step in the estimation
of major biogeochemical processes which occur in a small bay. Card Sound, Florida. The procedure (Segar
and Gilio, 1972, Gilio and Segar, 1972, and Gilio and Pellenbarg, 1972) adopted is similar to the simult-
aneously developed approach of Wolfe and Rice, 1972, and Wolfe et al . , 1972. A water-sediment-biota com-
partment model was constructed combining chemical analysis data, and both species biomass , and net product-
ion data to estimate net trace element flux between compartments. A number of assumptions have been based
upon the best available knowledge.

Trace Elements

The elements selected for study were vanadium, iron, copper, cadmium, zinc, and lead. They were
chosen primarily for their analytical trackability and the wide spectrum of chemical species they exhibit
in the Card Sound system. The chemical speciation of these elements within the water, sediment, and biota
compartment of Card Sound is a problem which is not solvable at present. Although .he elements in this
study were not chosen primarily for their importance in current pollution problems or for geochemical
balance considerations, most of them fall into one or both of these categories. Cadmium and lead are
frequently significant contaminants in industrial and urban activities and are known to be toxic to

aquatic organisms at fairly low levels (Eisler, 1971). Zn and Fe are found as radioisotope releases in

our nuclear technology. Virtually no reliable data exist for V in aquatic ecosystems, yet current pollution
control devices remove particulates of V 0. from fossil fuel power plant stacks. Most of the V„0
generated in power plants adjacent to estuarine zones passes quickly into the adjacent waters (Segar and
Pellenbarg, 1973) .

Card Sound, Florida

The location of Card Sound as a viaibly unpolluted shallow embayment south of a rapidly growing urban

development provides a baseline to judge the progressive changes in biota, sediment, and water interactions
so clearly evident in the waters adjacent to the developed area (McNulty, 1970). Card Sound may currently
be characterized as containing diverse biota of high biological production (Bader and Roessler, 1971, 1972;

Thorhaug and Roessler, 1975), and low trace element content in the sediments (Segar and Pellenbarg, 1973),
thus amplifying the role of biota as a conveyor of trace elements within the system. The normal water re-

sidence time is estimated at 1-2 months (Lee and Rooth, this volume), thus providing a possible steady

state aquatic system. These factors conbine to provide an ideal location for a first approximation study

to determine the major processes of trace element biogeochemical cycles in an apparently unpolluted estuary.

Card Sound is a shallow subtropical estuarine embayment located on the southeast coast of Florida
some 50 km to the south of Miami (Fig. 1). The Sound is about 9 km long and 5 km wide and is linked with

two similar bodies of water, Biscayne Bay to the north and Barnes Sound to the south. The three basins are

separated by shallow (less than 1 m in depth) flats so that water exchange between the basins is limited.

Card Sound has a relatively uniform depth averaging 3 m, with the deepest areas reaching about 5 m. An

extensive shallow bank, Card Bank, comprised of loose sediments and covered with turtle grass (Thalassia
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testidinum) divides the Sound itself into a major basin to the north and a smaller section to the south,
known as little Card Sound. The only direct connections between the Sound and the ocean are located at
the north end of Key Largo, which forms the eastern boundary of the Sound. A series of tidal channels are
cut through the barrier islands at this point, principally Broad Creek and Angelfish Creek. Key Largo is
a low lying carbonate oolite rock platform covered with vegetation consisting mainly of mangrove swamp
(principally Rhizophora mangle , Laguncularia racemosa , and Avicinea nitida ) with extensive stands of
marsh grass (Juncus sp.) farther inland. This area drains into Card Sound and in addition a drainage
canal, The Model Land Company Canal enters the Sound in the center of the western shore. The Florida
Power and Light Discharge Canal was constructed just north of the Model Land Company Canal and operated
on an interim basis between 7/72 and 3/73, until permanently closed off from its connection with Gird
Sound upon completion of an enclosed cooling canal system. Almost all the samples and the biological
data used in tU° present study were gathered prior to the opening or after the closure of the canal.

North of Card Bank the sediments are only a few centimeters thick while south of the Bank, on the
Bank itself, and along the eastern shore of the Sound, the sediments are deeper and more f locculent .

The maximum sediment depth found on Card Bank is about 3 m (Wanless, 1969; and in this volume). The
sediments in the Sound are different from those of the adjacent oceanic shelf in that they contain ap-
preciable quantities of fine grained quartz thought to be wave- induced and water- transported through
the bays from the Pamlico formation to the north of Miami (Early & Goodall, 1968). Although there id

considerable variation in composition, all of the sediments of the Sound consist of variable proportions
of calcium carbonate materials such as shell and coral fragments and Halimeda plates, organic detritus
and quartz. Clay minerals are not present in detectable concentrations in the Sound sediments.

The biota of the embayment is dominated by a turtle grass (Thalassia testudinum ) community occurring
throughout the Sound. Dense standing stocks are found in thick organic-rich sediment areas with lower
stocks in sediment-thin areas. The macrobiota in the turtle grass community include the marine grasses
Thalassia testudinum and Halodule wrightii , and the marine calcareous algae Penicillus capitatus , Halimeda
incrassata , and Laurencia poitei . Various sessile animals such as sponges, Chondrilla nucula , Ire in l a

fasciculata , and Speciospongia vesparia , and the seawhip Pterogorgia anceps are concentrated in the

shallow sediment area in the north central and northeastern part of the Sound. This sessile and attached
biota is somewhat depleted in the turbid, high sedimentation rate area to the south of Card Bank and the

deep eastern basins.
The mobile animal populations in Card Sound are extremely diverse, including such crustaceans as

Thor floridanus , Neanope packardil , Pagurus benalrensis , and Panulirus argus . Fish such as Acanthos tracion
quadr lcornis , Micrognathus crinigerus , Opsanus beta and Sphyraena barracuda , Mugil spp . , and various molluscs,
echinoderms , coelenterates , and polychaetes are also found. However, only the porifera are of quanticive
importance to the total biomass with the fish, molluscs, and Crustacea being of smaller biomass and Lhe

coelentrates , echionoderms and polychaetes having essentially the least biomass.
Salinities in the Sound can vary considerably in response to local rainfall and evaporation. During

the South Florida rainy periods of early summer and fall, inshore salinities may be near zero while those

a few tens of meters offshore can fall as low as 15 ppt. During late spring, intensive evaporation couple-.l

with low rainfall can produce salinities of up to 45 ppt in the eastern half of the Sound. However, the

normal salinitv range is fi'om about 32 to 38 ppt. The interior water of the Sound exchanges predominant]

with Barnes Sound and lower Biscayne Bay. The circulation within the Sound is controlled by tide and wind

action. Tidal exchange with the ocean takes place in a limited area in the northeast corner of the Sr.urt"

through Broad and Angelfish Creeks. The interior body of water in the Sound normally exchanges only

slowly with the ocean. Some of the interior water is exchanged with the water fron the similar bays t.

the north and south. Estimates of the flushing time of the Sound by the ocean vary considerably, b>: r

apparently this flushing is slow, taking approximately 1-2 mo. under normal wind conditions. Infrequrni

large storm systems may flush the Sound effectively and the strong northerly winds associated with the

several winter cold fronts which occur every year, may lead to increased exchange and the flushing of

Card Sound water south into Barne9 Sound. In this situation, however, the Sound is refilled mainly with

water from lower Biscayne Bay and not the ocean.

During the sampling phase of this investigation, 1971 and 1972, the Card Sound ecosystem was largelv

undisturbed by man. A limited residential development on Upper Key Largo with a boat basin, the Intra-

coastal waterway and the Model Land Company Canal, comprised the major part of man's influence on the

Sound. The residential community on Key Largo consists of approximately 1,000 dwellings with 2,500 peopi

and their sewage disposal is handled by a treatment plant. In addition to these influences, small commer-

cial sponge and lobster fisheries are operated in the Sound.

METHODS

Sample Collections

Samples of biota, detritus, water, and sediments were collected within the framework of the Card

Sound stations indicated in Figure 1.

All field collections were made to prevent trace element contamination. Plastic collecting pails

and polyethylene trowels were used to collect, wash, and store the samples. Field workers wore poly-

ethylene gloves throughout sample handling. Sub-samples were collected from three different areas about

15 m distant from each station. The sub-samples were combined upon collection and washed with clear
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sea water to free roots and rhizomes of attached sediment, sealed in labelled whirlpacks and put under
ice. Certain sub-samples were not combined but treated in an identical manner to composites. Water
samples were collected by either of two methods. In deep water, the first diver swam at a constant rate
to the bottom with a freshly acid-washed opened polyethylene bottle. In shallow water, an acid-washed
bottle attached by a pole was put overboard at the bow with a forward boat movement sufficient to eliminat
boat and motor contamination.

Sample Preparation and Analysis

The general outline of the analytical method used is from Segar and Gilio (1973) . Several significant
differences from the published procedure were used in this research. More specific details in the chemical
and biological analysis of Card Sound samples will be available (Gilio et al

.
, in prep). A pure ammonium

pyrrolidine dith.-f ocarbamate (APDC) was synthesized from redistilled A.C.S. grade pyrrolidine and carbon
disulfide. Flame atonic absorption spectrophotometry (dual beam) was used for most iron analysis but
concentrations of all other elements required an atom reservoir atomic absorption mode initially incor-
porating a Perkin Elmer (HGA-70) heated graphite atomizer with a deuterium arc background corrector and
a variable ashing temperature. Slurry sample analysis of microbiota in a HGA-2100 atomizer was undertaken.
Only a matrix interference on the iron absorption peak in the flame mode was observed as a function of low
pH. This problem was corrected by 11-fold dilution with double silica distilled water.

Phytoplankton samples were collected in 8 i acid-washed polyethylene bottles, and stored on board the
vessel in a shaded area; the water samples were HA Millipore^' filtered by positive pressure between 6 and
11 hours after collection. Particulate green-yellow matter retained on the filter was washed with double
silica distilled water in acid-washed polyethylene jars, freeze dried and saved for analysis. Microscopic
examination of parts of the unwashed filter revealed some diatoms, many microf lagellates and almost no
detritus. Epiphytes were collected after heavily encrusted Thalassia blades were freeze dried in whirlpacs.
The epiphytic constituents dislodged easily from the intact Thalassia blades and collected on the bottom
of the containers as a coarse-grained powder.

Accuracy and Precision

The accuracy of trace elements in one type of biological tissue (SRM 1571-NBS Orchard Leaves) has
been certified for Fe , Cu , Zn , Cd, and Pb by several analytical methods (Cali, 1971). Comparison of
the analysis of NBS certified results with the chemical analytical procedures utilized here are given in
both Table 1 and in Segar and Gilio (1973) . The results indicate that the method used here is accurate
for Fe , Cu , Zn , Cd , and Pb analysis from an organic matrix with about the same imprecision as the certified
values. A data workup error in Cd in the referenced paper was corrected in all data of this work. Re-
covery from an inorganic matrix yielded 102% for Fe , Cu , Zn, and Cd , well within the imprecision error of
analytical procedure.

The error of imprecision in the analysis of the environmental samples is reported as the relative
standard deviation (R.S.D.) defined as ( (Sx/X)100%) . The imprecision for all six elements in the analysis
of major components of the Card Sound ecosystem averaged less than 10%. Specifically, the error in Thal -

assia was 7.6% for 45 samples. Corresponding values for Penicillus and water were 9.6% (21)and 9.6% (37)
respectively

.

Biological Standing Stocks and Productivities

In general, standing stock and net production data for Card Sound biota for 1972 were taken from
Bader and Roessler (1971 and 1972) . We acknowledge and thank the following investigators who kindly
permitted use of then unpublished data in 1973 when the biological analysis was performed: A. Thorhaug
(Thalassia) , R. Smith (sponges), S. Bach (calcareous macroalgae) and Wanless (sediment depths). Only
those taxa deemed important to the present biogeochemical investigations have been discussed here. Zoo-
plankton, detrital consumers and carnivores, although extremely important as part of functional life
units of the Card Sound ecosystem, will be discussed in a future publication.

Thalassia

Extensive field work determined Thalassia testudinum blade abundance and net blade growth in Card

Sound for 1971 and 1972 (Thorhaug, 1973; Thorhaug and Stearns, 1973 and in this volume). The referred

data only concerns the western half of Card Sound. Since the inventory developed here is based on the

entire Card Sound ecosystem, an extrapolation of the relevant data for the eastern half was made. The

results of the extrapolation are summarized in Table 2.

A conversion of blade abundance to total Thalassia plant stock may be made using the conversion factor

of total dry weight/blade dry weight. The data of Jones (1968) shows that the combination of green blade

shoots and non-green blades constitutes approximately 46% (34-58%) of the total dry weight of the plant and

that the roots and rhizomes average 54%. The roots only grow by apical growth (Tomlinson & Vargo , 1966)

and the rhizome does not appear to grow continuously (Stearns and Thorhaug, personal communications). Thus,

the root and rhizome system has been assumed constant in biomass with little net production on an annual

basis. The mean rhizome and root biomass/m may be calculated and assumed constant for the maximum and

minimum standing stocks.
The mean standing stock of Thalassia blades for the entire Card Sound ecosystem was calculated from

the following equation:
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weighted mean number of blades (2400 ) x 0.032g dry weight = g dry weight of blade
2 2

m blade m

2 2
The value calculated was 77g dry weight of blades/m . The total JTJhalassia plant biomass/m is

7 7 /.46 = 167 g/m or 90 g/m of rhizome tissue. This value of 90 g/m has been added to the blade standing
stock numbers to obtain the entire plant biomass in Table 4.

Calcareous Macroalgae

Bach (1975) has recently conducted an extensive field study of six calcareous macroalgae in Card
Sound. The total mean standing crop of 11.12g dry weight m

-
^ consisted of Halimeda incrassata , H. monile ,

H. opuntla , Penicillus capitatus , Rhipocephalus phoenix , and Udotea flabellum . This standing stock was
converted to biomass m

-
^ by adding a 15% weight factor for the rhizoids neglected in standing stock

calculation. The calcareous macroalgae biomass as reported in Tables 4,5, and 6 are grouped into the
three Halimeda species and P. capltatus , R. phoenix , and U. flabellus at 9.7 and 3.1g dry weight m ,

respectively

.

The net primary production of these same species was calculated from Bach's 1975 data and equalled
13 g m yr . Direct harvest data were selected as being most consistent for all the species. Field esti-
mation of net primary production by the life-span standing crop method and density growth methods were
well within an_order of magnitude of the direct harvest data (Bach, 1975). The annual net production
of 8.6 g m 2yr 1 was estimated for the Halimeda species collectively and 4.3 g m ^yr 1 for the Penlcillus
group.

Sponges

Standing stock was determined by two distinct methods in Card Sound. Analysis of the trawling data
of Roessler et al . (1972) gave a sponge density range of 48-162 g wet weight/m^. The second, possibly
more reliable method employed scuba divers to make visual counting along permanent transects (Smith, 1973).
A significant difference in sponge biomass measurements was found by Smith to be correlated with
substrate. Hard substrates had substantially higher numbers of the very large Spheciospongia vesparia
and corresponding higher biomass.

The trawl data and visual transect data were treated in identical manner for converting species sponge
number/m into g dry wt/m^ sponge biomass. The number of predominant sponges by species was multiplied
by respective mean wet weights to obtain a wet weighted average of sponge/m . In the use of Smith's data
two extreme situations were calculated, a high sponge density area, station 0504 at 0.291 sponges/m and
the low density area 0207 at 0.089 sponges m/2. The high sponge density averaged 690 g wet weight/m and

the low density was 190 g wet weight/m2. Weight differences between the two areas is due to the higher
weighted number of Spheciospongia vesparia . Averaging sponge standing stock for hard and soft bottom
distributions gave 530 g wet weight/m''.

The net growth of Spongia graminea averaged 1.3 cc/wet sponge/day as determined for 16 monthly periods
in Card Sound. No significant variation was found as a function of size from 100 to 2,700 g wet weight
of this species (Smith, 1973). Also, no clear trend in growth with time of year was evident nor was

temporal variation more than twofold. Assuming that the measured S . graminea growth is a valid estimate
of the sponge community of different species in Card Sound and that growth is constant for all size
ranges, the following formula may be applied to yield growth per unit sponge per day:

wet weight x cc sponge x dry = g dry weight sponge/day
cc day wet

where: wet weight cc values are from Roessler (1972). Dry/wet ratios for sponges from Card Sound were

determined in this study and will be reported in future publications. The area weighted net sponge growth
for Card Sound was determined to be 0.06g dry weight m d .

Epiphytes

Epiphytes on Thalassla blades in the south Florida area are primarily Rhodophytes, some Phaeophytes

,

and lesser numbers and biomass of Chlorophytes and Cyanophytes (Humm, 1964) . Two types of epiphytes on

Thalassia blades are those which are exclusively found there (calcareous disc-shaped Rhodophytes) and those

small forms which may spend their entire life history as Thalassia epiphytes. The former species are con-
stant members of the ecosystem while the latter are seasonal, reaching greatest biomass and production in

early spring (Humm, 1964). Melobesia membranacea and the similar Fosliella farinos and F. lepolisi form

calcareous discs about .5 cm in diameter. These forms are very low in biomass in Card Sound but increase
greatly in the Caribbean area. The high wave energy and shallow water environment of Barbados contained
10.4 mg carbonate/cm of blade and a production of 2800 g m yr

-1(Patriquin, 1972). However, such high
energy areas are restricted in Card Sound to a smalL percent of the total system. A more characteristic
value for Card Sound would be closer to the 180 g m~ yr~\>f carbonate estimated for Jamaican waters (Land,

1970). Pomeroy (1960) estimates that the Thalassia epiphyte production is negligible in Boca Ciega Bay,
Florida.

The best estimates of epiphyte stock and production for Card Sound are provided by extensive differ-
ential manometer experiments of Jones (1968) for Bear Cut, Florida. However, this area is in a higher
tidal energy system than Card Sound with resulting higher biomass and production of Thalassia and its
epiphytes. Calculations from Jones' data gave an average value of 0.36 (range .26-. 45) g dry wtnT^day
and 10 g dry wt/m stock. These are very rough estimates and as such represent the least well known bio-
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logical parameters of production and standing stock of the Card Sound system, with the exception of the
benthic microalgae. From Jones (1968, Figure 18), the gross minus respiration values gave .45 g dry
wt m - day "'assuming 17% epiphytes and a lower Thalassia production, hence biomass in Bear Cut exceeded
that of Card Sound. A similar calculation from Jones (1968, Figure 17), gave 0.26 gm-2 day"! He also
concluded that maximum production of epiphytes in Bear Cut was one-third to one-fourth that of Thalassia ,

or 0.57 to 0.43 as applied to Card Sound.
The standing stock estimate of epiphytes on Thalassia blades was calculated from the following formula:

0.028 g wet wt x 10 cm x 800 blades x dry (1 ) = 20 g dry wt
2 2cm blade m wet (11 ) m

where: 0.028 wet wt/cm is from Figure 1, Jones (1968). 10 cm/blades is estimated for Card Sound by
our field observations. 800 blade/m 2 comes from 2,400 blades/m 2 (See Thalassia section) - by 3 blades/stem
only one which was covered with epiphytes, dry/wet ratio for Laurencia. Since much of the material at Bear
Cut is restirred carbonate mud, a factor of 1/2 was applied for the lower energy Card Sound system. Thus,
the epibionts on Thalassia are estimated at 10 +5 g/m .

Phytoplankton

The standing stock of phytoplankton in Card Sound was determined in two separate investigations (Bunt
et al., 1972; Reeve and Cosper, 1973). The similarity in both results lends confidence to the reliability
of these measurements even though in the opinion of many workers in the field, phytoplankton measurements
of biomass and primary productivity may be crude estimates accurate to only + 50% (Riley, 1972). Never-
theless, this important parameter must be integrated into the entire system. Reeve and Cosper (1973) em-
ployed GF/A glass filters to collect phytoplankton and determine chlorophyll a by the trichromatic method
of Strickland and Parsons (1968) on samples frozen for up to 3 months. This time delay is the maximum
allowable time to get reliable chlorophyll determination (SCOR/UNESCO , 1966;.

A mean chlorophyll a value of 0.56 mg/m and a range of 0.06 - 0.75 was obtained in bimonthly sampling
of four pooled Card Sound stations from 1/06/71 to 12/15/71 (Reeve and Cosper, 1973). Bunt et al . (1972)
averaged three Card Sound stations for 1 m depth intervals (3 m depth) for 8 sampling periods from 12/70
to 11/71 for an annual mean of 0.27 mg chlorophyll a/m . Conversion of mg chlorophyll a/nW into dry weight
phytoplankton was made by multiplication of 60 mgC/mg chlorophyll a (Strickland, 1965) and 2.7 total weight/
mg C (J^rgensen, 1966). Averaged over 3 m depths, the two annual estimates of phytoplankton standing
stock are (0.14-0.28) g/m . The higher estimate 0.28 is preferred because of a change in filter types to an
unspecified pore size during field sampling in the lower estimation. Even 0.28 g/m2 may be low because of the
possible initial loss of the high nannoplankton biomass on GF/A glass fiber filters (Gilio, 1966).

The monthly primary production of the phytoplankton has been determined by the C-14 method (Strickland,
1968) for Card Sound from 2/71 to 11/71 (Bunt et al . , 1972, Table X). The mean primary production of 0.34

g m-2 d~"T^as averaged for day length and converted from organic C to dry weight. This C-14 method estimates
primary production somewhat closer to net than the gross productivity. Comparison of this value with the
standing stock gives a regeneration time of 1 day. Similar determination in estuarine and coastal waters of

Georgia gave regeneration times also of about 1 day (J^rgensen, 1966). Thus, these measurements in Card
Sound, although subject to much systematic error, are comparable to other such measurements.

Benthic Microalgae

The methodology for the determination of biomass and primary productivity in the benthic microalgae
has not been adequately worked out. However, recent field data partially substantiate a low primary pro-
ductivity for the Card Sound benthic microalgae (Carpenter, personal communication). Extensive work in
other mostly sandy environments have shown that in general the benthic inflora and fauna are a closed
system (Mclntyre et al

.
, 1970; Fenchel and Riedl , 1970; Fenchel 1968, 1969). Thus, the benthic microbiota

are not considered significant contributors to the cycle of trace elements as they have been assumed to be

cycling elements completely within the sediments. The role of the benthic microalgae and bacteria needs
considerable work before their role is properly identified in biogeochemical cycles of coastal marine
ecosystems

.

RESULTS

Ti ace element concentrations

A summary of the trace element concentrations for the major and minor biomass organisms of Card Sound

is given in Table 3. In general, the various taxonomic groups concentrate trace elements in the decreasing
order of iron, zinc, vanadium, copper, lead, and cadmium. Single element differences among the various in-

habitants of Card Sound were significantly different (+ 2 • Sx) in only a few species specific cases. The

macrophytes, Thalassia testudinum , Laurencia poitei , Penicillus capitatus , and Hallmeda incrassata , are all

relatively similar to one another in trace element concentrations and variances . The trace element content

ot Rhizophora mangle leaves and seedlings is significantly lower in vanadium, iron, and zinc than in the

marine macorphytes , but similar to them in copper, cadmium, and lead. These results were found for (b)

live leaves, (c) decaying leaves in the littoral zone, and both newly released seedlings and rotting stems

in the water. Phytoplankton and epiphytes from Card Sound have presented analytical difficulties which are

currently being solved by a direct analysis of the organisms in an acid slurry following the method of Segar
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and Cantillo (1975). To date only copper and zinc have been accurately determined for these groups froir
Card Sound. Concentrations for the other elements of Card Sound phytoplankton were estimated at the
same 15-told lower factor that copper and zinc were found to be compared with the phytoplankton compilaticr
of Bowen (1966). Epiphyte concentrations for vanadium, iron, cadmium, and lead were taken as those for
the phytogenetically closest relative in Card Sound for which data exist, namely, Laurencia poit ei .

Detritivores and carnivore; were represented by juvenile carangids, a Lagodon rhomboides and Panulinus argn --

(muscle only). in the fish and Crustacea, the data suggest a well developed regulatory mechanism(s) for
iron, copper, and vanadium. Both iron and vanadium are found in very low concentrations compared with
all the other marine organisms analyzed from Card Sound. Zinc and copper are higher than in the aiacro-
phytes and sponges, consistent with the findings of Bryan (1964, 1966) for bioregulation of these elements
in decapods. Cadmium and lead values are, however, similar to the marine macrophytes and mangroves. The
demospongia

, Spheciospongia vesparia , Dysidea etheria , Haliclona viridis , H. molbidta , Chondrilla nucula , and
Spongia sp . were siiiilar in range to the higher value of the marine macrophytes for eacn element. A rather
surprising result is that all the marine organisms of Card Sound concentrate each element to a similar
degree indicating the existence of similar mechanisms for uptake or removal, the noted exception being the
fish and Crustacea with well developed removal mechanisms for some of these elements.

Card Sound Inventory

The inventory of trace elements in Card Sound is given in Table 4, as the product of the standing
stock of each compartment and the specific concentrations of Table 3. The high organic carbonate sediment
contains most of the trace elements of the ecosystem while the water content is about an order of magnitude
less for copper, zinc, cadmium, and lead, and roughly three orders of magnitude less for iron and vanadium.
The biota collectively contain the smallest inventory of any of the trace elements considered in this
work (see Table 5). The vanadium and iron biota inventories are similar to the total water inventory,
whereas the zinc and cadmium are one order of magnitude lower and two orders of magnitude lower for copper
and lead. For ail elements, an obvious correlation exists between the inventory of the water or sediments
and the biota which inhabit that environment. The biota reflect to a high degree the trace element aerial
concentration of their environment.

The inventory of trace elements in the living biomass of Card Sound is seen to be in many cases a

function of the standing stock of that biomass, as a result of the similar trace element concentrations
among the biota. Thalassia is the dominant organism of Card Sound and this is reflected in the inventory
of this species compared with all the other species. A notable exception is the higher iron aerial con-

centration of the sponges. Zinc, cadmium, and lead aerial concentrations for sponges rank second to

Thalassia but are exceeded by epiphytes for vanadium and copper. Epiphytes rank third in the trace <jli-:;ient

biota inventory. Current work may result in modifications of the importance of epiphytes to the ecosyster:

since both epiphyte biomass and trace element concentrations are the least accurately known of the items
of Table 4. The calcareous macrophytes are similar to the macro-epiphytic Laurencia poitei , ir the invcni. r

of iron, cadmium, and lead and about an order of magnitude lower in vanadium, copper, and zinc. Phyto-
plankton and detritivores combined with carnivores are the least important contributors of trace elements
to the biological inventory of Card Sound. Macrodetritus consisting of Thalassia blades and m: nor amounts
of calcareous macroalgae is not considered in this inventory since preliminary observations inc icate that

the bulk of the macrodetritus leaves the ecosystem as wind-driven blades which concentrate aloi ; the

mangrove shoreline in the supralittoral zone. In summary, the similar concentrations of trace dements
contained within turtle grass and sponges, combined with the preferred different 1 abitats of deep peri-
pheral sediment areas and the central, shallow sediment area, respectively, result in a rather homogeneous
biological inventory in Card Sound.

Internal Cycling by Biota

The metabolic cycles of the biota in Card Sound cause a dynamic recycling within the ecosystem. As-

suming for the present a steady state condition in the water, sediment and biota compartments, then bio-

logical interaction with the two other components results in transfers of trace elements from the sediment
into Thalassia or from the water into the other biota directly or through the established detrital based
feed webs of Card Sound (Thorhaug and Roessler, 1975). The magnitude of the processes of internal cycling

of trace elements along the three major components of the Card Sound ecosystem is clearly recognized as a

function of biological net production (Table 6) . The processes of primary production are of higher mag-
nitude than secondary production by macro and micro fauna, such that these groups are of minor importance
to internal cycling of Card Sound trace elements. The dominant role of Thalassia in internal cycling is

consistent with its rank as the highest net primary producer of the Card Sound ecosystem. The microphytes
of Card Sound, although the least accurately quantified of the groups identified as significant recycling
agents within the ecosystem, have been estimated at roughly one-half the net primary production of turtle
grass. If this estimate proves reasonably accurate in future research, the internal cycling of vanadium,
copper, and zinc are primarily regulated on an annual basis by microphytes whereas Thalassia blade growth,

death, and decay to detritus account for the highest internal fluxes of iron, cadmium and lead. The
uemospongia of Card Sound, although of high trace element inventory, are minor factors of net trace element
recycling as a consequence of slow net growth rate. The calcareous macroalgae and the macro-epiphytic
Laurencia , as well as the higher tropich levels of the food web, appear to have little influene on the

net internal cycling of trace elements in Card Sound. „ ,

Net primary production in Card Sound produces a total trace element flux (mg m yr ) of ron, 310;

zinc, 61; vanadium, 23; copper, 6.4; lead, 0.61; and cadmium, 0.18 (Table 7). The annual tran port of
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trace elements through the identified biological processes into biota account for less than 1% of the total
inventory of all of the elements. This indicates a very slow turnover time for the sedimentary trace
elements, which is predicted upon total average depth of 46 cm and a homogeneous physiochemical form of
each element. The same assumptions applied to the water component represent a much more rapid turnover for
all elements. In all cases, the magnitude and turnover times of trace element transport between the sed-
iment, water and biota of Card Sound are minimal values.

DISCUSSION

Uncertainty of Model

Two series of interconnected biogeochemical cycles of trace elements in Card Sound have been identified
in this work. The exact nature of these interrelationships is being resolved. Thalassia blade abscission
does result in trace element transfers from sediment to water. The predominant east-southeasterly winds
pile up floating, decaying blades in the supralittoral zone of the mangrove fringe along the western shore.
No significant differences in a limited number of analyses have been found as Thalassia decays in the water,
but the absolute decrease in detrital weight argues for some release of trace elements to the water. Such
a process interconnects the sediment-biota cycle with the water-biota cycle. Ongoing work indicates an
active decay zone for both Thal assia blades and Rhizophora mangle blades in the intertidal and adjacent
sublittoral zones along the mangrove fringe. The production of small detrital particles of high nutritional
value occurs there. Return of .race elements proceeds through small detrital particles circulating with-
in the Sound by way of wind and advective processes to the more open parts of the ecosystem. An undeter-
mined fraction of this organic detritus settles out directly into the sediments and the rest returns to

the aqueous phase to attain some dynamic equilibrium with the various physicochemical forms of the water
(Martell, 1971; Siegel , 1971; Mlllero, 1975). The water phase is also influenced to some degree by mixture
with tidal water exchanges.

The magnitude of the biogeochemical cycles of Card Sound are subject to much uncertainty. There is
high variance in the trace element concentration data and higher variance in the biological data. Since
much of the biological data is based on direct methods of counting, this variance reflects the natural
heterogeneity of the existing Card Sound ecosystem. The annual mean calculated fluxes may not be found
true on any given day in situ, if such measurements could indeed be currently undertaken with any accuracy
and precision in this system.

Two factors indicate that the calculated trace element fluxes are too low compared with the real eco-
system. McRoy et al . (1972) found that Zostera marina "pumps" phosphate out of sediments and into the
water. Similar findings are expected for Thalassia and it is not inconceivable that trace elements will
be "pumped" from the sediments into the water. The functional anatomy of osmoregulatory cells in Thalassia
blades (Jagels, 1973), and its high transpiration rate (Gessner , 1971) argues for a gross trace element flux
through Thalassia blades much higher than that given by net primary production values. The second under-
estimation of the calculated biogeochemical fluxes concerns the secondary production of heterotrophs . Con-
sideration of ecological efficiencies at 10% (Steele, 1975) negates most of the egested and/or excreted
trace elements flows. Current calculations based on fragmentary literature data indicate that gross ele-
mental flows through the heterotrophs of Card Sound will not significantly alter the present concepts; but
"pumping" by Thalassia , if found, may be of great significance.

The degree to which the Card Sound ecosystem is open to tidal flushing and mangrove litter inputs is

an important factor in determining the accuracy of the three-compartment, biogeochemical model of Card
Sound trace elements. Preliminary work determined the total trace element content of the water for three
successive days in 1972, sampling both high and low tides. These results (Table 8) indicate that under
predominate wind and sea conditions in Card Sound, there are net outflows of zinc, cadmium, and lead and
net inflows of iron and copper. These data, coupled with similar mangrove data, indicates that the Card
Sound ecosystem is acting as a sink for iron and copper and either a source for zinc, cadmium, and lead to

the open sea or a conduit for these elements from the land to the sea. The turnover times correlate with
physical oceanographic data (Lee and Rooth, in this volume), indicating an approximate closed water com-
ponent of the ecosystem except the tidally flushed northeast portion, for all these trace elements when

compared with rapid biological uptake rates via primary production. The water to biota cycles are thus
conceived to operate under rather uniform trace element water concentrations, reducing concentration de-
pendent incorporation phenomena (Riley and Roth, 1971).

Perhaps the largest error in our flux estimates arises from not being able to define and subsequently
analyze those physiocochemical forms of the water and sediments which are biologically incorporated in

photosynthetic processes. Since our calculations are based on total trace element concentrations of the

water and sediment system, our results are lower estimates of the real system's biogeochemical cycling
rates.

As commonly conceived, the sediments and biota of Card Sound are sinks of trace element while the

water acts as a source. However, from a dynamic point of view, a sink may be defined as having a time

dependent net input ranging from positive to zero, whereas a source would range from zero to negative.

Only at steady state could zero net fluxes be found, which implies complete internal cycling and a net

production/community respiration equal to one. Brock (1967) considers an ecosystem as both open and at

steady state. Only mature systems in this context are true ecosystems and successional changes in eco-

system are considered embryological stages of their development. Such successional systems are open and

not at a steady state. The Thai ass la-dominated ecosystem of Card Sound represents a climax ecosystem in

Florida estuarine environments. The water budget data indicates that this ecosystem is open to trace
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elements on a short-term basis. It remains for further research to determine whether these changes are
substantiated on a long-term basis. Our unpublished data indicate that man's intervention can be detected
as increased lead and iron inputs into the more sensitive Card Sound biota. There are no real data at
present to compare the dynamic interaction of trace element flows in a marine coastal ecosystem, whether
that system be stressed or unstressed. Comparison with a few terrestrial systems indicates greater element
interchange than expected from a mature system. Whether this phenomenon is characteristic of marine eco-
systems, an indicator of succession, or a consequence of man's intervention cannot currently be determined.
The very concept of conservation as applied to elements in any ecosystem, terrestrial or marine, is currently
subject to four different interpretations (Vitousek and Reiners , 1975 a,b; Henderson, 1975; Westman, 1975).

Recommendations for future research

Several components of the Card Sound ecosystem require more accurate trace element analysis than

currently available. Comparison of our data with published data (Bowen, 1966) indicates that order of mag-
nitude differences may exist in phytoplankton and zooplankton from different geographical areas. Concen-
tration factors (Lowman et al . , 1971) are subject to large variances and some uncertainty as to the phj'o

cochemical states of the analyzed water. Specifically the following analyses are essential: (1) micro-
epiphyte trace element concentration, (2) a long-term continuous study of the total trace element inflows
and outflows budget. The latter data are critical to determining the role of the ecosystem in the inter-
action of land runoff and oceanic input.

The importance of turtle grass to understanding the biogeochemistry of Card Sound cannot be underscored
and' additional research is clearly needed in two areas. A detailed knowledge of the net production and
standing stock for the eastern basin of Card Sound would improve the accuracy of the inventory and turn-
over estimates. However, a more important point is to determine the leakage or "pumping" fluxes of trace

elements from the sedimeits into the water column. These values can be applied as a multiplication factor
to the Thalassia biological turnover data to give a closer approximation of the sediment to Thalassia flux

in the natural ecosystem.
The highest priority biological research needed for improving the accuracy of the flux calculations

of the biogeochemical model of Card Sound is detailed knowledge of the spatial and temporal distribution
patterns for phytoplankton and Thalassia epiphytes and the net production of both.

A knowledge of the net production of the major biomass sponges of Card Sound besides Spongia graminea
would improve the accuracy of this large biomass component of the ecosystem. The role of the benthic

microflora including bacteria is almost totally unknown and probably is highly significant to understanding

the biogeochemistry of Card Sound. Ecological efficiencies of trace element transfer in sponges and zoo-

plankton would be of value in detailing biological transfer through the food web.

Future publications

Due to the nature of this paper, much supportive data has not been included. We are preparing several

papers with R.E. Pellenbarg, which include (1) the trace element aerial distribution patterns of major

biomass organisms of Card Sound, (2) the influence of the mangrove fringe in the trace element water budget

of Card Sound, and (3) refined models of the biogeochemistry of Card Sound.
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Figure 1. Map of study area and locations of Card Sound Stations.
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Table_l. Comparison of APDC - IMBK (ketone) treated SRM - 1571 (NBS Orchard Leaves) with NBS certified
results. The indicated limits on certified values are equal to the entire range of observed re-
sults or 2 standard deviation (95% confidence), whichever is larger. For the work reported here,
the Fe, Cu

, Zn , Cd and Pb limits are at 90% confidence. The numbers in parenthesis are the number
of samples .

NBS

Fe

Cu

Zn

Cd

Pb

SRM - 1571

260 + 20 (2)

11 + 1.0 (9)

24 + 2 (9)

0.11 + 0.03 (9)

44+5 (2)

NBS Certified ug/g

300 + 20

12 + 2

25 + 3

0.11 + 0.02

45 + 3

Table 2 . Estimates of blade production in all of Card Sound as extrapolated (1) and calculated (2) from
Thorhaug's data for the Western half. Values taken from Thorhaug (1973) (Tables 7, 9, 10).
Thermal effluent stations not considered in either blade abundance or blade growth for 1972.

1971

1972

ABUNDANCE
DATES

BLADES/m
2
(l)

11/23-12/31 1600

5/20-6/16 3200

annual mean 2400

1/26-12/24 1600

5/22-6/24 3200

annual mean 2400

SEASONAL MEAN
BLADE GROWTH
(g/blade/day)(2)

THALASSIA

g/m/day

BLADE PRODUCTION

+ Sx

0.00039 0.62

0.00078 2.50

0.00068 1.63 + .36

0.00055 0.88

0.00083 2.66

0.00071 1.70 + .39

two year mean = 1.67 g/m /day

Table 3. Trace element concentrations for marine organisms of Card Sound, Florida as determined in this

work. Numbers in parenthesis are the number of samples.

Elements (uj?/g dry weigh t) ± Standard Error of the Mean

Macrophyta V Fe Cu In Cd Pb

Thalassia testudinum (46) 8.5 +1.2 320 + 46 1.6 + 0.33(a) 18 + 1.3 0.20 + 0.021 0.72 + 0.16

Laurencia poitei (14) 96.0 + 58 420 + 75 12 + 2.4 34 + 5.1 0.20 + 0.047 0.59 + 0.16

Penicillus capitatus (34) 4.8 + 0.72 560 + 77 1.2 + 0.17 12 + 3.5 0.11 + 0.012 1.1 + 0.21

Halimeda incrassata (4) 2.4 + 0.78 230 + 75 0.70 + 0.26 3.7 + 1.2 0.16 + 0.12 1.2 + 0.56

Rhizophora mangle (7)

Leaves (b)

(c)

Seedlings in water (3)

Decaying stems in water

(2)

.43 + .29

.52 + .22

.48 + .41

.056 + .055

100 +

71 +
12 +

140 +

76

20

5.6

1.3 +

5.8 +

0.81 +
0.52 +

.67

4.6

0.79
0.46

3.1

2.3

2.2

8.1

+

+

+

+

.88

.52

.58

5.9

.044 +

.24 +

.017 +

.056 +

.028

.11

.0059

.055

.39 +

.79 +

.23 +

.099 +

.11

.23

.17

.0072

Microphyta

Phytoplankton (d) 0.33 730 12 + 8.0 180 + 80 .2C .32

Epiphytes on Thalassia
blades (e)

Macrofauna
96 420 21 + 9.4 150 + 59 .2C 0.5S

Detritivores and Carnivores (4) 0.77 + 0.07 41 + 8.9 7.4 + 0.67 28 + 20 0.19 + 0.08 0.39 + 0.15

Sponges (7) 2.8 + 1.5 530 + 150
|

3.7 + 1.5 24 + 9.8 .44 + .18
|

.36 + .15

Notes: (a) Possible error due to a high Cu blank; (b) Live leaves; (c)

and Pb, 15-fold lower than Bowen's 1966 data. Cu and Zn values
lower than Bowen's values; (e) Values same as Laurencia poitei .

Dead leaves; (d) Values for V, Fe , Cd

,

determined in this study as 15-fold

14
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Table 4. Trace element inventory for Card Sound, Florida.

Compartment Biomass^
dry wt/m

Elements (mg/m )

R V Fe Cu Zn Cd Pb

Sediment (1) 3.4 x 10
5

8.0 x 10
3

6.3 x io
5

6.7 x io
2

1.4 x io
3

23 3.4 x IO
2

Wat>T

B ; OL.l

".•icrophyta

3.0 x 10
6

2.6 5.2 x 10
2

1.2 x io
2

2.6 x io
2

2 .1 15

Thalassia testudi num 1.67 x 10
2

1.4 53 .27 3.0 .033 .12

Laurencia poitei 6.1 (2) 0.23 2.6 0.073 0.21 .0012 .0036

Halimeda eroup 8.7 (3) 0.023 2.2 0.0068 0.036 .0016 .012

Penicillus
. group 3.1 (4) 0.015 1.7 0.0037 0.037 .00034 .0034

Mi crophyta

epiphytes 10 .9b 4.2 .21 1.5 .002 .0059

phytoplankton 0.28 .0092
-2

x 10 .064 .0034 .050 .0076 x IO"
3

.0092 x 10"'

! aero t auna

sponges 1.1 x 10
2

0.032 89 0.19 2.1 .030 0.014

Detritivores
Carnivores 0.18 (5) 0.021

-2
x 10 0.011 0.002 0.075 .055 x IO"

3
.011 x 10

-2

Bi.'ta "otal 3.1 x 10
2

2.7 150 0.76 7.0 .068 0.16

(1) Calculated from concentration data of trace elements in Card Sound, Florida from Pellenbarg

(1973) . Includes total sediment depth and total element concentrations

^2) Josselyn (1975) .

(3) Calculated from Bach (1975). Includes Halimeda incrassata (5.5), H'. monlle (1.5), and

H. opunta (1.4) .

(4) Calculated from Bach (1975)

and Udotea flabellum (0.48)

(5) Gilio et al . (in prep.).

Includes Penicillus capitatus (1.7), Rhipocephalus phoenix (0.51)

Table 5. Three compartment model of trace elements in Card Sound. All values are total element concen-

trations .

Compartment V

8.0 x 10
3

6

Fe

io
5

Elements
Cu

6.7 x IO
2

(mg/m )

Zn

1.4 x 10
3

Cd

23.

Pb

Sediment .3 x 3.4 x 10

Water 2.6 5 .2 x io
2

1.2 x 10
2

2.6 x 10
2

2.1 15.

Biota 2.7 1 .5 x io
2

0.76 7.0 0.068 0.16

15
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Table 6. Trace element biological turnover potential. Derived from the product of annual net production
data of Card Sound and trace element concentrations (Table 3)

.

2
Trace Element Biological Turnover Potential mg/m /yr

Compartment
Annual

Net Production
g/m /yr

Fe Cu Zn Cd Pb

Macrophyta

Thalassla (blades)

Laurencia

Penicillus

Hallmeda

Microphy ta

epiphytes

phy toplankton

Macrof auna

sponges

detritivores
carnivores

609. 5.2 200. 0.97 11. 0.12 0.44

11. 1.1 4.6 0.13 0.37 0.0022 0.0065

4.3 (1) 0.021 2.4 0.0052 0.052 0.00047 0.0047

8.6 (2) 0.021 2.0 0.0060 0.032 0.00014 .010

180. 17. 76. 3.8 27. 0.036 0.11

120. 0.040 28. 1.4 22. 0.024 0.040

21. 0.059 11. 0.078 0.50 0.0092 0.0076

6.6 (3) 0.0051 0.27 0.049 0.18 0.0043 0.0026

Total (4) 960. 24. 320. 6.4 61. 0.19 0.12

Notes

:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Calculated from Bach (1975) as Penicillus capitatus (56%), Rhlpocephalus phoenix (37%), and
Udotea flabellum (7%).
Calculated from Bach (1975) as H. incrassata (94%) , and H. monile (6%)

.

Assumes ingestion of 0.18g m d -i since most members of this group are juveniles which ingest
their own body weight/day (Jdrgensen , 1966) of which 10% is net production.
Excludes detritlvor and carnivor group as only initial uptake by primary production from
either water or sediment is relevant to potential turnover.

Table 7. Annual potential biological - sediment - water interaction in Card Sound, Florida. Two major
internal cycles are indicated as occurring through biological net primary production. A major
net movement of iron, cadmium, and lead transfers from sediments into Thalassla blades. Most
of the vanadiumi, copper and zinc cycle from th e water into epiph>'tes, phytoplankton and macro-
algae. The potential turnover of the water is much greater than that of t.ie sediment

.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Element
-2

mg m
-2 -1

mg m yr _%_
-2

mg m m
ft

-2 -1
m yr % m

-1 -2
g m yr % %

V 8.0 x 10
3

5.2 0.065 26. 18. 69. 23. 22. 78.

Fe 6.3 x 10
5

200. 0.032 520. 110. 22. 310. 64. 36.

Cu 6.7 x 10
2

0.97 0.15 120. 5.4 4.5 6.4 15. 85.

Zn 1.4 x 10
3

11. 0.78 260. 50. 19. 61. 18. 82.

Cd 2.3 x 10
1

0.12 0.52 2.1 0.063 3.0 0.18 66. 34.

Pb 3.4 x 10
2

0.44 0.13 15. 0.17 1.1 0.61 72. 28.

ites: (1) total sediment content

(2) sediment to biota flux

(3) biota flux as % of sediment content

(4) total water content

(5) water to biota flux

(6) biota flux iis % of water content

(7) total biota flux

(8) sediment to biota flux as % of total biota flux

(9) water to biota flux as % of total biota flux

16
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Table 8. Short-term water budget of Card Sound, Florida. An approximate steady state for the water com-
partment is indicated. These results correlate well with the physical oceanographic data. Total
trace element analyses were performed on unfiltered water samples for all major boundary water
areas of Card Sound over a continuous three day period. Trace element inputs from the Florida
Power and Light discharge canal have been cancelled out of this budget. Trace element flows
through net primary production of biota are much less than tidal exchanges. However, restrict; n

of tidal exchanges to the northeast sector of Card Sound indicates that biological fluxes may
be significant in regulating the water content of trace elements in areas not tidally flushed.

Element (1)

+360

(2)

-240

(3)

+120

(4)

30.

(5)

250.

(I3) (7)

Fe 49 2.5

Z.n +220 -420 -200 15. 75. 9 .5 21 .

Cu +160 -52 +110 6.7 61. 1 .0 110.

Pb +2.9 -3.5 -0.6 0.12 200. .096 20.

Cd +2.1 -0.2 +1.9 0.88 460. .027 2°

es: (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Inflow (kg/day)
Outflow (kg/day)

Net (kg/day)
Water inventory (x 10 kg)

Turnover time (days)

Biological flux entire Soui

Net/Biological flux entire
id (kg/day)
Sound (kg/day)

17
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Reprinted from: Middle Atlantic Continental Shelf and the New York Bight,
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Carbohydrates and organic carbon in New York Bight sediments as possible

indicators of sewage contamination 1

Patrick G. Hatcher and Larry E. Keister

Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, NOAA, 15 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami,
Florida 33149

Abstract

Sediments of the New York Bight were analyzed for total organic carbon (TOC) and
total carbohydrates (TCH). The TCH:TOC ratio was significantly more elevated than

comparable sediments from other areas. High TCH:TOC values (—30) may be attributed

to sewage-derived materials which contribute significant quantities of refractory organic

matter to the bight annually. Nonanthropogenic sources of organic matter to these sediments

have little or no influence on TCH:TOC except near the shelf break. The TCH:TOC ratio

may be useful as a qualitative and semiquantitative indicator of sewage-derived organic

matter in sediment deposits. The observed TCH:TOC ratios suggest that organic material

being deposited in the Christiaensen Basin and mud patches near Long Island is predomi-

nantly of sewage origin, and that seaward of the apex, the sedimentary organic matter

becomes less influenced by sewage-derived organic matter and oceanic organic matter

becomes a more significant fraction.

Increasing alarm has been expressed over

the potential threat of sewage-derived

chemical and biological contaminants ac-

cumulating on the beaches along coasts of

the New York Bight. Consequently, a means
of identifying and quantifying sewage-de-

rived materials is of great interest.

Visual observations of sediment samples

resembling "black mayonnaise" have been

used in an attempt to map areas of "sludge"

accumulation (Harris 1974). Sewage sludge

constituents such as tomato seeds and hu-

man artifacts have been used elsewhere as

sewage indicators with varying degrees of

success ( Shelton 1971 ) . In the New York

Bight, the distribution of organic matter in

sediments was used to delineate the spatial

extent of sewage contamination ( Pearce

1972). More recently, in connection with

the Coastal Water Research Project off

southern California, various toxic heavy

metals and chlorinated insecticides have

been been used as qualitative indicators of

sewage contamination (South. Calif.

Coastal Water Res. Proj. 1974). These pa-

rameters can serve only as qualitative or

1 This study was conducted at the Atlantic

Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories of

NOAA as part of the NOAA-MESA Program, New
York Bight Project.

AM. SOC. LIMNOL. OCEANOGR.

semiqualitative indicators. A positive quan-

titative tracer for sewage is lacking.

Sewage is a complex and heterogeneous

mixture of organic and inorganic materials.

As it is incorporated into marine sediments,

the resultant mixture becomes even more
complex. Organic matter from sewage and
natural sources becomes intermixed with

the inorganic components of both sewage
and natural materials, so we must first seg-

regate organic from inorganic components
of the sediments. The inorganic components
are generally predominant in bight sedi-

ments as the organic matter content is usu-

ally <20% of dry weight (Pearce 1972).

The overwhelming presence of natural silt

and sand-sized particles may limit the use-

fulness of inorganic constituents as sewage
indicators. Because the organic content of

natural sediments is low and that of sewage
is so high, admixture of sewage with natural

sediments, even in small percentages,

should substantially affect the nature of the

resultant organic matter. By examining the

nature of the organic matter in sediments of

the bight we may be able to estimate the

relative amount of the organic matter that

is derived from sewage.

As part of the Marine EcoSystems Anal-

ysis Program, an organic geochemical inves-

tigation of New York Bight sediments was

240 SPEC. SYMP. 2
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Carbohydrates and organic carbon 241

initiated. Samples were collected horn the

bight apex and Hudson Shelf Valley and

from other study areas being investigated

as part of the MESA Program ( Fig. 1 ) . Our
findings indicate that total organic carbon

(TOC) and total carbohydrates (TCH),
together as a ratio (TCH:TOC), may be

used as qualitative and even semiquantita-

tive indicators of sewage-derived materials

in sediments.

We wish to acknowledge M. H. Ilulbert.

F. W. Nastav, R. Young, P. A. McGillivary,

and our colleagues at the Atlantic Ocean-

ographic and Meteorological Laboratories

in Miami for their contributions. We would

also like to thank the officers and crew of

the NOAA ship Ferrel for their technical

assistance and members of the NOAA/
MESA program for their aid, advice, and

support.

Methods

Sediment samples taken with a Shipek

sampler in fall 1973 were freeze-dried, and

aliquots were analyzed in duplicate for

total organic carbon (TOC) by a dry com-

bustion technique ( Konrad et al. 1970:

Hatcher 1974). Other aliquots were ana-

lyzed in duplicate and, in some cases, tripli-

cate for total carbohydrate (TCH) by the

phenol-sulfuric acid method (Artem'yev

1970; Gerchakov and Hatcher 1972).

Results and discussion

TOC in sediments of the Neic York Biglit

—Gross (1970, 1972) analyzed various sed-

iment samples from the New York Bight

and Raritan Bay areas for TOC and noticed

an enrichment of organic matter ( TOC -

5%) over typical open shelf sands. Both

areas are located in regions of relatively low

hydraulic energy and therefore are less ex-

posed to severe scour and erosion than open

shelf sediments. These areas, therefore, act

as sediment traps for muds and other fine-

grained particles entrained in the water

column, be they of natural or contaminant

origin. Since Hunt ( 1961 ) and Froelich et

al. (1971) have pointed out that TOC is

inversely related to the mean size distribu-

tion of the sediment particles, we would ex-

pect the TOC to be greater in muds than in

75° 73°

41

39'
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Fig. 1. Index map of the New York Bight show-
ing the MESA geology study areas. SCOA—Suf-

folk County outfall area; LINS—Long Island near-

shore; 2D1 and 2D2—alternate dumpsites.

sands of the bight. It seems possible that the

distribution observed by Gross (1970) may
be explained, at least partially, by this phe-

nomenon.

Pearce (1972) has determined total or-

ganic matter in various sediment samples

from the bight apex and found the concen-

trations to be on the order of 10-20% or-

ganic matter in the mud and silt deposits of

the Christiaensen Basin, which is a low

topographic feature in the apex (Fig. 1).

The sediments of one area in the Christiaen-

sen Basin had an organic matter concentra-

tion >20% dry weight. This area was clas-

sified as a dead sea, devoid of the large

numbers of benthic organisms typical of

other similar muddy environments. The
sediments were identified as black, oily

muds having a consistency similar to that of

mayonnaise.

In our investigation, TOC values were

obtained for sediments in the bight apex

and adjacent Hudson Shelf Valley (Fig. 2).

Values range from less than 0.1% (dry

wt) in some sands to about 5% in some
silty muds found in the topographic lows.

A strong correlation is observed between

the bathymetry of the area shown in Fig. 1

and TOC distribution.

Although the sediments in the axis of the

shelf valley and the Christiaensen Basin are

all similar in grain size, some spatial dif-
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242 Waste sources and effects

ferences exist in TOC concentrations. The
TOC isopleths indicate a down-valley de-

pletion of muds high in organic carbon. It

seems that these muds may be originating

from the Christiaensen Basin at the head of

the shelf valley. This area of the apex has

silty muds relatively high in TOC (Gross

1970). However, enrichment in TOC alone

cannot be taken as indicative of sewage

contamination.

Carbohydrates and carbohydrate:TOC
ratios—Analyses of marine sediments for

carbohydrates are scarce in the literature,

and no previous data are available concern-

ing the carbohydrate content of New York

Bight sediments. Our studies were initiated

to measure the TCH of the sediments. The
distribution as a function of dry sediment

weight is shown in Fig. 3: the pattern is

strikingly similar to that of TOC with the

high concentrations located in the Chris-

tiaensen Basin and down the axis of the

shelf valley.

To obtain a qualitative source indicator

for organic matter in the bight, we report

carbohydrate concentration as a percentage

of TOC. In doing so, this parameter (TCH:
TOC) becomes independent of sediment

dry weight or of absolute concentration of

organic matter and, as shown later, it more

nearly defines the type of organic matter

present.

The distribution of TCH:TOC in the

sediments of the bight is presented in Fig.

4. Values generally range from 20 to 60

with highs located near the Long Island

shore, the head of the shelf valley, and in

the shelf valley itself. Since this parameter

more nearly typifies the nature of the or-

ganic matter, the contours suggest that a

source of organic matter exists at the head
of the shelf valley and the organic material

is being diluted seaward within it.

We propose that the major source of this

high carbohydrate organic matter is sewage.

The assumptions supporting this proposi-

tion are based on literature reports concern-

ing the TCH:TOC ratio of various types of

organic matter present in the environment.

In the following discussion attention is fo-

cused on the TCH:TOC ratio of terrestrial

material, phytoplankton, and sewage, since

these are the major sources of organic mat-

ter in the bight. We attempt to show how
the TCH:TOC ratio of each source con-

stituent contributes to the TCH:TOC ratio

in sediments of the bight.

Terrestrially derived organic matter is

typically low in carbohydrates (Kononova

1966), the TCH:TOC ratio being on the

5>>j^s5jv g»_
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Fig. 2. Distribution of total organic carbon in

sediments (dots represent sampling stations).

Fig. 3. Distribution of total carbohydrates in

sediments.
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Carbohydrates and organic carbon 243

Fir. 4. TCH:TOC ratio in sediments. Star des-

ignates sewage sludge dumpsite.

order of 10-20. Waksman and Stevens

( 1929 ) showed that typical sawgrass peats

had a TCH:TOC ratio or about 5—in-

dication that a significant fraction of the

carbohydrates, which are abundant in the

living plants, are rapidly degraded baeteri-

ally. Waksman and Hutchings (1935)

showed that a large fraction of the organic

matter in various types of soils could be

present as cellulose and hemicelluloses, giv-

ing a TCH:TOC ratio of up to 50; however,

most of the values ranged from 10-20. Since

organic matter undergoes substantial bacte-

rial decomposition in aerobic soils, it is ex-

pected that most of the remaining carbohy-

drates are typically composed of resistant

carbohydrates such as cellulose and hemi-

celluloses, and even this material undergoes

bacterial decomposition with time. In fact.

only small amounts of cellulose are found in

materials older than the Pleistocene (Val-

lentyne 1963 ) . Soils, therefore, are expected

to exhibit a relatively high TCH:TOC ratio

in early stages of deposition; however, this

ratio decreases to essentially zero after

about 10" years. This time frame may well

apply to the terrestrial material transported

to the New York Bight, because, according

to Meade (1969), the net transport of fine

muds in the Hudson River estuarv is land-

ward. The trapping of terrestrial material

is rather efficient in this estuary and rela-

tively little is expected to be deposited in

the bight. The contribution of terrestrial

material to the TCH:TOC in the bight is

therefore expected to be negligible.

A major fraction of the particulate mat-

ter in the oceans, especially in nearshore

areas, is composed of living planktonic

plants and animals. These organisms contain

substantial amounts of carbohydrates, and

the TCH:TOC ratio is often around 30-80

( Strickland 1965 ) . Easily hydrolyzable sug-

ars such as glucose and galactose compose

the major fraction of the carbohydrates with

more resistant carbohydrates such as cellu-

lose and hemicellulose composing a minute

fraction ( Parsons et al. 1961 )

.

Handa ( 1967 ) observed that, with in-

creasing depth in the oceans, the particulate

carbohydrates decrease from 35 ^g/ liter at

the surface to 10 /xg/ liter at 200 m and that,

below this depth, the concentrations do not

vary. He pointed out that, within the 200-m

surface layer, a major portion of the carbo-

hydrates is mineralized. Only the resistant

polysaccharides survive this bacterial de-

composition. It is expected that the TCH:
TOC ratio would decrease rapidly as phyto-

plankton cells become part of the detritus

and settle to the sediments.

As particulate detritus settles to the sedi-

ment, an increase in the decomposition rate

takes place, usually within the top few cen-

timeters. The detritus is subjected to bac-

terial decay, which further decreases the

amounts of labile carbohydrates and even

resistant carbohydrates. The net result is a

decrease in TCH:TOC if the carbohydrates

being decomposed are more labile than

other fractions of the organic matter

(TOC). So, for marine phytoplankton.

whose carbohydrates are predominantly la-

bile, a continuously decreasing TCH:TOC
will occur as the organisms die and are

buried in the sediments. For example, the

surface sediments of the Santa Barbara

Basin, where organic matter is primarily de-

rived from phytoplankton, have a TCH:
TOC ratio of 5 ( Degens 1967 ) . Sediments

from an experimental Mohole (Rittenberg

et al. 1963) had a TCH:TOC of 0.4 at the
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244 Waste sources and effects

surface, decreasing to less than 0.1 at a

depth of 40 m. In sediments from the

eastern continental shelf of the USSR, the

TCH:TOC ratio was <2 (Shabarova 1955).

A large fraction of sedimentary detritus

in coastal areas is derived from phytoplank-

ton. Malone (in press) has measured the

annual productivity in the New York Bight

apex as 370 g/m- of carbon. This represents

the most significant annual input of organic-

matter to the bight apex when compared to

that of the Hudson River (Meade 1969)

and of dumped wastes (Gross 1972). How-
ever, if phytoplankton was the major source

of organic matter to sediments of the bight,

the TCH:TOC ratio would be about 10 or

less. Sediments of the New York Bight have

a larger TCH:TOC ratio, suggesting the

presence of a major organic component
other than phytoplankton.

Sewage contains a substantial amount of

carbohydrates, mostly in the form of cellu-

lose and hemicellulose ( Hunter and Heuke-
lekian 1965). Its TCH:TOC ratio is about

30 (Hatcher unpublished data). After sew-

age is introduced into the marine environ-

ment, it undergoes microbial decomposition

and a fraction of the organic matter ( TOC

)

is lost. The cellulose and hemicelluloses may
not undergo equivalent decomposition in

such a relatively short period of time; TCH:
TOC may therefore increase as the organic

matter undergoes early stages of decompo-
sition. With increased biodegradation,

TCH:TOC for sewage-derived organic mat-

ter may increase to values ranging from 40

to 60 or greater. These values were esti-

mated based on our observations of the

TCH:TOC distribution in the bight. We do

not expect a high TCH:TOC to be derived

from either terrigenous material or phyto-

plankton. As stated earlier, the TCH:TOC
of sediments derived from each of these

sources is observed to decrease with depth

in the sedimentary column. Decomposition

thereby decreases the TCH:TOC ratio of

terrigenous organic matter and phytoplank-

ton-derived organic matter. Our inability to

explain high values such as 50 or 60 as

being derived from a high TCH:TOC
source other than that of sewage leads us

to assume that decomposition of sewage in-

creases its TCH:TOC.
Input of sewage to the bight occurs via

ocean disposal of sewage sludge, ocean out-

falls, and outfalls within the Hudson River.

In addition, dredge spoils from the Hudson
River estuary, barge-dumped in the bight,

are likely to contain large amounts of sew-

age-derived materials. The total amount of

organic matter of sewage origin can thus be

calculated, based on the values of Gross

(1972), to be roughly half that supplied by
primary productivity. However, we believe

that, of the organic matter which eventually

settles to the sediment, the portion derived

from sewage should constitute a major frac-

tion. This is due primarily to the fact that

sewage materials are relatively less biode-

gradable than phytoplankton detritus, and
a larger portion of the former is apt to be

retained in the surface layers of sediment.

Since the organic matter in sediments

of the bight is derived mostly from the

two aforementioned sources (phytoplankton

and sewage) the resultant TCH:TOC will,

in general, be a weighted average of TCH:
TOC from each source, the weight factor of

each being based on its relative contribution

to the sediment organic matter. A high

TCH:TOC ratio of 40-50 should indicate

that the organic matter contains relatively

large amounts of sewage-derived materials.

It follows that a TCH:TOC ratio of 20 or

less should indicate that the sediment or-

ganic matter is composed of phytoplankton

organic matter alone or in combination with

a smaller amount of sewage. It is obvious,

from the previous discussion, that the TCH:
TOC ratio is mostly used in a qualitative

manner and, at best, a semiquantitative

fashion. By semiquantitative, we mean that,

in measuring TCH:TOC of a sediment, it

is possible to delineate only whether the in-

dividual sources contribute a large or small

percentage to the organic matter. Before

making any more quantitative estimates of

source contribution, substantially more in-

formation must be obtained on the various

sources of organic matter to the bight. First,

there must be better estimates of the total

inputs of terrigenous matter and phyto-

plankton to the bight apex. Second, in situ
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measurements should be made to determine

the change in TCH:TOC of various source

materials with decomposition. Due to the

difficulty of the aforementioned tests, it

seems doubtful that all the proper experi-

ments necessary to render the TCH:TOC
ratio quantitative will ever be performed.

For now, our best hopes are for semi-

quantitative estimates of source inputs. In

the following discussion we address several

regions of the bight and attempt to esti-

mate the relative contribution of sewage to

the organic matter in sediments based on

the TCH:TOC ratio.

Various sedimentary facies were sampled

in the bight, and a wide range of sediment

types exists. Samples collected near the

Long Island shore and in the apex have a

high TCH:TOC ratio (40-60) as shown in

Fig. 4. The few samples collected in this

area do not necessarily give a true indica-

tion of the range of values to be expected.

Several additional cruises were made to

collect more samples from this area. These
cruises were code-named substrate monitor-

ing program (SUMP) and substrate inven-

tory sampling (SIS). The SUMP cruise was
designed to obtain sediment samples every

\i mi along two lines: one extending from
the sewage sludge dumpsite to within V_> mi
of Atlantic Beach, Long Island, and the

other extending from the New Jersey coast

to Cholera Bank (73°44'W) along 40°25'N

SUMP CRUISE II

Fig. 5. Tracklines and sample locations for

SUMP cruise, January 1974.

lat ( Fig. 5). The SIS cruise was designed to

obtain sediments on a dense grid along the

Long Island shoreline extending from Rock-

away Point to Jones Beach (Fig. 6). The
TOC and TCH:TOC data for selected sam-

ples from both cruises are presented in Ta-

ble 1. In general, the sands have a TCH:
TOC ranging from 50-60 and a TOC <1%.
The silty or black muds have a TCPLTOC
of 40-50 and a TOC >1%.
The silty muds located in the Christiaen-

sen Basin (SUMP samples 29, 21, 33) and
in various sections of the SIS area ( SIS sam-

ples P-23, P-21, Q-30) were similar to those

described (Harris 1974) as having a black

"mayonnaisey" consistency which is most
likely imparted by the amount of sewage or

sewage-derived materials present. The silty

muds from both areas have a similar TCH:
TOC suggesting that the organic matter is

of similar origin. As stated, the high TCH:
TOC suggests that the source of this organic

matter is predominantly sewage.

The sands located along the Long Island

shore typically have a higher TCH:TOC
than the silty muds of the same area. Here
again, the high TCH:TOC strongly suggests

that organic matter is of sewage origin.

However, the organic matter (TOC) has

most likely undergone more biological de-

composition and the ratio has been elevated

by this process.

In speculating about the distribution and
fate of sewage-derived materials along the

Long Island shore and in the apex, we sug-

gest that sewage is being dispersed through-

out the apex and that it accumulates mostly

in topographic lows. However, some of the

sewage particles settle and are trapped

within the sands where they undergo more
biological decomposition than if they had
settled in the mud patches or topographic

lows.

We must also point out that while organic

matter in the muds may be primarily de-

rived from sewage or sewage sludge, the

muds themselves are far from being similar

to sewage sludge. Almost an order of mag-
nitude difference exists between the TOC
of sewage sludge (—40%) and that of the

silty muds ( 3-5% ) . Obviously a substantial

amount of decomposition, dissolution, or
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SUBSTRATE INVENTORY SAMPLING
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Fig. 6. Sampling locations for SIS cruise (June 1974). A—Proposed grid; B—station locations of

samples taken for organic analyses.

dilution of the sewage sludge organic mat-

ter must occur before it is incorporated in

the sediments. Sewage-derived materials,

therefore, comprise only a minor fraction

of the dry weight in silty muds. An even

smaller amount of sewage-derived materials

exists in the sandy sediments.

Sandy sediments near the New Jersey

coastline have high TCH:TOC (30-40) val-

ues, but not nearly as high as those from

the Long Island shoreline. Again, sewage
must play a large role in supplying organic

matter to the sediments. However, the sup-

ply of organic matter may be influenced by
the Hudson River, whose plume almost al-

ways flows south along the New Jersey

coastline. Although the organic matter in

the Hudson plume may be primarily of sew-

age origin, a smaller fraction may consist

of terrestrial and phytoplankton organic

matter having a lower TCH:TOC ratio.

The resultant mixture of sewage and terres-

trial material imparts a TCH:TOC of 30-40

to the sediments in contrast to the 50-60

value expected if they were similar to the

Long Island sands.

Sands located on the outer continental

shelf, adjacent to the Hudson Shelf Valley,

have a much lower TCH:TOC ratio, vary-

ing from 18-30. We would expect that or-
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Table 1. Bulk organic properties of SUMP and SIS sediments.

SUMP SIS

Sta. <7c TOC TCH:TOC

9 0.46 35

11 2.99 42

13 1.40 30
15 0.64 44

21 2.45 39

23 1.96 52

25 1.64 61

28 1.26 58
29 2.85 52

31 5.08 43

33 3.85 49

35 3.04 65

58 0.35 -11

62 0.41 56

66 0.84 52

69 0.48 62

78 0.05 40

82 0.17 47

85 0.12 54

88 0.10 64

Sta. %TOC TCH:TOC

M-3 0.09 52
M-14 0.77 53

M-19 0.15 57

M-31 0.71 57

M-34 0.23 43

N-5 0.09 53

N-22 0.08 54

N-23 0.28 52

N-24 0.08 44

N-25 0.05 50
0-26 1.20 40

P-21 2.31 47

P-23 5.21 46

Q-30 1.86 51

Q-36 0.18 12

Q-38 1.99 41

ganic materials present in the bight apex

should contribute little to the organic mat-

ter of sediments in this offshore region, due

simply to dilution processes as the materials

are transported there. Oceanic material,

therefore, becomes a more significant con-

tributor to the sedimentary organic matter.

The TCH:TOC ratio would, therefore, be

expected to be more representative of phy-

toplankton detritus (ca. 10 or less). The
fact that TCH:TOC is higher (18-30) in-

dicates that sewage or terrestrial organic

matter is still present.

Within the Hudson Shelf Valley, which
extends from just south of the apex area

out to the shelf break, the sediments are

primarily fine-grained siltv muds and TCH:
TOC varies from 30-60 ( Fig. 4). The TCH:
TOC ratio in siltv muds at the head of the

shelf valley, along the axis, is about 60. As
we progress seaward, the TCH:TOC ratios

in muds of the axis steadily decrease to val-

ues of 30 or less. The fact that TCH:TOC
decreases probably indicates that nonsew-

age-derived components (phytoplankton

)

constitute a more significant fraction of the

organic matter in the muds at greater dis-

tances from shore.

The muds located just south of the Chris-

tiaensen Basin in the Hudson Shelf Yallev

have a relatively high TCH:TOC ratio (50-

60). The sedimentary environment is simi-

lar to that found in the Christiaensen Basin,

and the TCH:TOC ratio would be expected

to be similar. However, the values are

closer to those found in the sands near the

Long Island shoreline than to those of muds
of the Christiaensen Basin. It seems likely

that the organic matter, if derived from the

same source as Christiaensen Basin muds,

has undergone more decomposition. It is

possible that the muds of the Hudson Shelf

Valley are derived from muds being de-

posited in the Christiaensen Basin and that

these are being resuspended and redepos-

ited in the shelf valley. This resuspension,

transport, and redeposition effectively sub-

ject the sewage-derived organic matter to

increased decomposition, therebv increas-

ing the TCH :TOC ratio.

As we have pointed out, the TCH:TOC
ratio may be used to semiquantitative!}'

measure the relative contribution of sewage

to the sediment organic matter of the bight.

This measure, however, only relates to that

part of the sediment which is organic. The
inorganic fraction of the sediment may be

derived from different sources. This is es-

pecially true for sands where the fine and

coarse fractions are transported by differ-
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ent mechanisms and forces. So, in order to

estimate the absolute amount of sewage-

derived materials in the sediments, we must

take into account both the TCH:TOC ratio

and the absolute amount of organic matter.

We must also attempt to define the amounts

of sewage-derived inorganic components,

since these may contribute equally as much
to the sediment weight. As little is known
of inorganic constituents at this time, we
must rely on TCH:TOC and TOC to mea-

sure semiquantitatively only the contribu-

tion of sewage-derived organic matter to the

sediment.
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CHAPTER 19

Chemistry and Continental Margin Sedimentation

PATRICK G. HATCHER and DOUGLAS A. SEGAR

Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, Miami, Florida

The coastal zone is an area that has been defined as the

junction between two major biomes where the land

meets the ocean (Ketchum, 1972). Since many processes

in both environments are intensified at their boundaries,

the continental shelves, although limited in size, are

areas of dynamic change. Therefore, the coastal zone

has been known as an area of intense hydraulic, depo-

sitional, chemical, and biological activity.

The chemical transformations occurring during sedi-

mentation on the continental shelf are of fundamental

importance in environmental processes such as the cor-

rosion of materials, removal of contaminants from the

water column, provision of food for benthic organisms,

renewal of nutrient supplies in the water column, and

transport of sediment.

Whenever man has used the ocean, chemical changes

have been brought about in that environment. These

effects are at their greatest on the continental margins

where man's presence is pervasive and his impact in-

creasingly intense. Shipping, ocean dumping, river dis-

charge, offshore drilling, dredging, and bottom trawling

all affect the chemistry of the ocean ecosystem, often in

subtle ways. The change presenting probably the greatest

potential for environmental degradation is the addition

of toxic contaminants to the ecosystem. Solid phases are

good scavengers for many contaminants so that perhaps

the most important feature of continental shelf sedimen-

tation from an environmental standpoint is the detoxi-

fication of contaminants and their removal to the sedi-

ments. Such removal may be essentially permanent or

may be only temporary, with the toxic chemical species

being released during diagenesis and bioturbation of the

sediments.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SHELF ENVIRONMENT
TO MAN'S ACTIVITIES

Aside from being the most productive areas in the world

oceans, the continental shelves are the nursing grounds

for a majority of the commercially important marine

organisms. The nations of the world annually harvest

over 10 billion pounds of commercial fish from the coastal

zone (Pruter, 1972). Therefore, the natural balance of

the shelf environment is important to the many fisheries

that have established themselves along the coast. Al-

though the bounty is plentiful, the natural processes that

control the populations are delicately balanced. Biologi-

cal systems of the shelf are subjected to extreme chemical

and physical changes in their environment, and many
organisms subsist at or near their tolerance limits for

such changes. Any imbalance in these environmental

conditions (especially chemical) may alter the biological

structure.

The shelf environment provides an abundance of

mineral resources. Recently, the supply of petroleum

products has become critically short. The continental

shelves house a tremendous supply of untapped oil. In

the United States alone the amount exceeds five times

the present known land reserve of oil (American Gas

Association, 1971). It is expected that extensive drilling

for oil will occur on our continental shelves in the near

461
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future. The shelf environment will feel the impact, with

its delicate chemical balance threatened by petroleum

products, some of which are highly toxic.

The large sand and gravel deposits located near met-

ropolitan areas such as New York and Boston are a sig-

nificant resource (Schlee et al., 1971). The demand for

large quantities of sand and gravel in the building in-

dustry has generated interest in these deposits as a valu-

able source for the expanding needs of the future. Mining

of these deposits could alter the biological and chemical

balance of the shelf by releasing excess nutrients, organic

materials, and toxic substances which had previously

been removed from the natural chemical cycle.

Various recreational activities such as boating, sport

fishing, and swimming constitute important uses of the

continental shelf. Loss of aesthetic quality of water and

sediment would directly impact these recreational facili-

ties. Inversely, the ever increasing use of the continental

shelf for recreation has led to a steady decline in water

quality over the years, again endangering the delicate

chemical and biological balance.

Finally, because of its proximity to land and its ac-

cessibility, the coastal zone has been, for centuries, the

area where major population centers and industries have

evolved. The continental shelf has felt this effect through

the centuries. Now, as populations increase, the shelf is

becoming endangered by the many chemical and bio-

logical wastes associated with urban growth. In metro-

politan New York alone, 4.6 million metric tons of

wastes are being dumped onto the shelf annually. These

wastes include dredged material, construction wastes,

acid-iron wastes, and sewage sludge (Gross, 1972). Ob-

viously, the chemical constituents present in these wastes

have a significant effect on the chemical and biological

balance in the New York Bight.

CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEARSHORE
SEDIMENTS

Bottom sediments are extremely complex mixtures of

many different solid phases. Deep-sea sediments are pre-

dominantly fine-grained in texture. In contrast, near-

shore sediments comprise a large range of grain sizes.

Because of the many physical forces tending to redis-

tribute these sediments, the spatial heterogeneity in

composition is very large.

The principal phases of marine sediments include bio-

logically and abiologically produced carbonates,

alumino-silicate minerals, quartz, iron and manganese

hydroxide phases, biogenic silica, and biologically pro-

duced organic matter. The relative proportions of these

components are determined by a multitude of factors.

However, one factor is predominant in the coastal zone—
the presence of river runoff. Despite the relatively high

productivity of many coastal areas, calcium carbonate

contents of continental margin sediments are low par-

ticularly adjacent to the major river systems. The major

components of shelf sediments are quartz, amorphous
silica, various feldspars, clay minerals, and a wide

variety of heavy minerals all of which are characteristic

of river drainage.

Coastal sediments in most instances differ from deep

ocean sediments only in the wider range of concentra-

tions of organic matter and trace components. Coastal

sediments can range from 0.2 to 10% organic carbon

(Gross, 1972) or in anoxic basins up to as much as 7%
organic carbon (Richards, 1965). Generally, nearshore

sediments have relatively high silica contents derived

from river runoff. Exceptions are found where this run-

off is quantitatively small or where carbonate precipi-

tation occurs, as in the Bahamas. The trace element con-

centrations of nearshore sediments generally are lower

than in deep ocean sediments and tend to approximate

those of igneous rocks (Table 1). This is simply a reflec-

tion of the dominance of erosional debris from the con-

tinents in most nearshore sediments.

TABLE 1. The Distribution of Trace Elements in Marine

Sediments and Igneous Rocks

Igneous Nearshore Deep-Sea

Trace Rocks* Sedimenisf Clays X

Element (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

Cr 65 100 77

V 130 130 330

Cu 42 48 570

Pb 13 20 160

Xi 50 55 290

Co 19 13 120

Sn 2 21 20

Ba 530 750 2200

Sr 340 <250 590

Zr 150 160 150

Ga 17 19 20

* Aveiage irate clement content of basalts, granites, and gran-

odioriu-s. Adapted from Turekian and Wedepohl (1961).

t Adapted from Wedepohl (I960) with ihe exception of Sn

and Sr which are taken from El Wakeel and Riley (1961).

X Adapted from El Wakeel and Rilev (1961), Goldberg and

Arrhenius (1958). and Young (1954).

Organic matter in nearshore sediments is generally a

complex mixture arising from a multiplicity of sources.

Inputs derived from the leaching of terrigenous organic
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matter and from phytoplankton in shelf waters all com-

bine to form this complex mixture. Although the major

portion of organic matter is uncharacterized, some of the

more significant contributors are known. These include

humic acids which are primarily derived from terrigenous

soils (Kononova, 1966), carbohydrates, amino acids, and

proteins. Carbohydrates generally constitute approxi-

mately 5%, of the organic matter (Rittenberg et al.,

1963; Degens, 1967). However, in some cases, up to

35% of the organic matter is composed of carbohydrates

(Segar et al., 1975; Hatcher and Kcister, in preparation).

Amino acids generally constitute between 10 and 90%
of the organic matter in Recent shelf sediments (Degens,

1967). Other components such as fatty acids, hydrocar-

bons, phenolic compounds, and aromatic compounds

constitute less than 1% of the organic matter.

SOURCES OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS

The river transport of sediment to the oceans has been

estimated at approximately 3.6 X 10 1:
' g/'year (Turekian,

1971). However, only a small fraction reaches the deep

sea with the major portion being deposited on the

continental shelf and slope. The primary constituents

of these sediments are quartz, various feldspars, clay

minerals, and others which arc primarily dependent on

the igneous rock compositions in the watersheds. The

organic matter so derived is characteristic of soil organic

matter from the watershed and therefore is high in

humic materials.

Hydrogenous components constitute a major fraction

of continental shelf sediments. These include materials

resulting from the formation of solids from dissolved

components by inorganic reactions in the water column

(Goldberg, 1954). Carbonates, phosphates, some sili-

cates, sulfates, oxides, and hydroxides are the major

components of this class.

Biogenous material is another significant component

of sedimentary material on the continental shelf. This

includes carbonate shell debris, siliceous skeletons, and

indigenous organic matter.

A small but often significant fraction of marine sedi-

ments is eolian-transportcd material. Volcanic and wind-

blown debris and, more recently, volatile synthetic or-

ganic materials and industrial trace metal aerosols are

all introduced to marine sediments via the atmosphere.

EFFECTS OF COASTAL PROCESSES ON THE DIS-

TRIBUTIONS OF CHEMICAL SPECIES

Importance of the Estuarine Interface

Most of the chemical species, including contaminants,

reach the ocean via the risers of the world. They enter

the oceans both in solution and as suspended particles.

As river water mixes with seawater, significant changes

take place in the physical and chemical environment in

the water column. Ionic strength is increased and the

pH usually rises significantly. These changes produce

dramatic shifts in the equilibria between the solid and

dissolved phases. In this context, the estuarine interface

should be defined as including not only the estuary itself

but also the area of open ocean within which the bulk

of marine sediments are initially deposited.

The changes in equilibria occurring between dissolved

and particulate chemical species in passing the estuarine

interface are poorly known. The general events observed

for trace metals (Turekian, 1971) and many organic

compounds are as follows:

1

.

The increased concentrations of major ions in so-

lution compete effectively for adsorption and ion and

ligand exchange sites on particle surfaces, releasing the

sorbed contaminants to solution (Kharkar et al., 1968).

2. The increased ionic strength and conductivity of

the solution induces a "salting out" effect that causes

finely divided colloidal and particulate matter to aggre-

gate and settle out.

3. The increased pH and ionic strength together in-

teract to reduce the solubility of a number of elements.

Iron and manganese precipitate as hydroxides, and

aluminum, silicon, and several other elements may pre-

cipitate as complex hydrated oxides. Dissolved organic

materials such as fulvic and humic acids may also pre-

cipitate at this interface.

The three processes known to occur in the estuarine

interface take place at different rates and at different

geographical locations in the mixing zone determined

by a complex of environmental factors not yet under-

stood. Turekian (1971) has described the general fea-

tures of trace metal cycles in Long Island Sound (Fig. 1).

The Sound is essentially the seaward end of an estuary,

fresh water being added at the southern end and from

numerous rivers and streams along both its shorelines.

The chlorosity distribution (Fig. 2) indicates that pro-

gressive mixing with seawater takes place along the

length of the Sound. At the eastern end of the Sound,

seawater enters as a bottom layer and lower salinity

water leaves at the surface, predominantly in the upper

20 ft of the water column. The distributions of dissolved

cobalt, nickel, and silver in and just outside the Sound

arc all similar (Figs. 3-5). Despite the considerable river-

borne input of industrial contaminants and natural met-

als, the dissolved trace element concentrations are rela-

tively uniform along the length of Long Island Sound.

In fact, the water leaving the Sound appears to have

somewhat lower trace metal concentrations that the sea-
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73°45' 73°30' 73° 15' 73°00' 72°45' 72°30' 72°I5' 72°00' 7I°45

FIGURE 1. Long Island Sound showing longitudinal transect stations. Modified from Turekian

(1971).

water entering. This illustrates the cllicienry with whieh

sedimentation processes in the estuarine interface remove 1

contaminants from the water column.

Mechanism of Scavenging from Solution

In order to be able to predict and understand the fate

of dissolved solids added to the oceans in the coastal

zone, we must establish the mechanisms by which these

elements or compounds are removed from seawater and

added to the sediments. The scavenging mechanisms of

elements, particularly trace metals, have been the sub-

ject of extensive study during the history of oceanog-

raphy. Despite this effort, we still have only a very in-

complete knowledge of the factors that control the

concentrations of most elements in solution.

Fairfield New Haven Conn. River ~*~ L. I . S. .Atlantic
IN M iM MS

FIGURE 2. Chlorosity distribution on longitudinal section of Long Island Sound, summer 1964. Modified from Turekian

U971).
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IM Ml

FIGURE 3. Cobalt distribution on a longitudinal section of Long Island Sound, summer 1964. Modified from

Turekian (1971).

Fairfield New Haven Conn. River -*— L. I .S. Atlantic -+*

FIGURE 4. Sickel distribution on a longitudinal section of Long Island Sound, summer 1964. Modified from

Turekian (1971).
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Fairfield New Haven Conn. River -*-L. I . S. .Atlantic-

FIGURE 5. Silver distribution on a longitudinal section of Long Island Sound, summer 1964. Modified from
Turekian (1971).

Krauskopf (1956) conducted a theoretical and experi-

mental evaluation of direct precipitation, adsorption,

and biological scavenging processes in controlling the

concentration of various elements in seawater. His con-

clusions have remained little changed despite the con-

siderable amount of subsequent research. The concen-

trations of all but a very few elements (Ca, Sr, Ba) in

open ocean water are many times below their solubilities.

Therefore, direct precipitation of their insoluble salts

cannot occur. An exception to thisrule occurs in anoxic

waters (e.g., Norwegian fjords, Black Sea, etc.) where

precipitation of many elements with extremely insoluble

sulfides may occur. Another exception occurs at the estu-

arine interface. River waters, having a lower ionic

strength and lower pH than ocean water, contain high

concentrations of elements such as silicon, aluminum,

iron, and manganese. These elements all have* very in-

soluble hydrated oxides which precipitate at the inter-

face.

The chemical interactions between solid surfaces and

solutes are extremely complex. Mechanisms such as ad-

sorption, ion exchange, ligand exchange, coprecipita-

tion, and mixed crystal formation can all lead to the

scavenging of elements or organic compounds from so-

lution. Krauskopf (1956) showed that hydrous manga-

nese and ferric oxides, organic detritus from different

sources, and certain clay minerals are all effective in

removing metals from seawater, whereas quartz and

calcium carbonate are not. Lowman et al. (1966) have

observed the precipitation or scavenging of several ele-

ments in experiments where filtered river and seawater

were mixed.

The ocean waters of the continental margins generally

contain much larger quantities of suspended particles

than are found in the deeper oceans (Manheim et al.,

1970; Buss and Rodolfo, 1972). In addition, a large frac-

tion of the particles suspended in the coastal zone have

been recently introduced to the marine environment

and are out of equilibrium with the dissolved phase. The

surface activity of such particles is therefore great, and

they are potentially efficient scavengers of dissolved

trace components. Hence, the coastal zone is an area

where elficient scavenging of allochthonous con-

stituents occurs.

Composition of Seawater and the Concept of Residence

Time

Knowledge of sediment chemistry is important for its

application to studies of the transport of elements and

organic compounds among the solid, dissolved, and bio-

logical phases. Over 75 elements have been detected or

determined in solution in seawater as well as many or-

ganic compounds (Riley and Chester, 1971). These dis-
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solved components are not in equilibrium with solid

phases in the oceans. Therefore, transfers take place be-

tween the dissolved phase and both nonliving and living

solid particles in the ocean. As there is a constant supply

of dissolved components to the oceans from the land,

the net effect of these transports for most elements or

compounds is a loss from the water to the sediments.

Marine sediments act as a sink for material added to

the ocean, although the removal and deposition may be

either temporary or permanent.

The upper few centimeters of sediments generally con-

tain trace elements in excess of those found in all of the

overlying water column including suspended particu-

lates and biota. This is illustrated by the distributions

of Co, Fe, Mn, and Zn in a Texas Bay ecosystem

(Parker et al., 1963); see Table 2. Similar distributions

have been observed in coastal ecosystems in many parts

of the world. As the upper layer of sediments in the

continental shelf undergoes extensive bioturbation and

reworking by wave, tide, and current energy, transport

of chemical compounds between the overlying water

column and the sediments down to depths of 1U cm or

more will take place readily and will be more rapid than

similar processes in the deep ocean where diffusion is

the dominant transport mechanism.

TABLE 2. Distribution of Total Mass of Cobalt, Iron,

Manganese, and Zinc in Water, Sediments, and Biota of a

Texas Salt Marsh

Mass (mg/ in-)

Bav Watci Sediments

Element (1 m depth) (upper 3 em) Plains Animals

Co .

5

12. ii 3. 8 0.0012

I'e 30 30,000 1 ,496 0.414

Mn 5 2,740 700 0.075

Z.i 8 9(J(J 350 0.173

Source Adapted from Parker- et al. (1903).

The composition of river water is very different from

that of the ocean. Some elements, notably sodium, po-

tassium, chlorine, calcium, magnesium, and strontium,

are found in very much lower concentrations in river

water than in seawater. Others (trace transition ele-

ments, aluminum, and silicon) arc found in higher con-

centrations in river discharge than in the ocean. As the

composition of river water has not changed drastically

over geological time, the composition of the oceans does

not necessarily reflect the accumulation of river water

in the ocean basins. Water itself is removed from the

oceans by evaporation and recycled by rainfall. About

0.002% of the water in the oceans is recycled by this

mechanism each year. Although some dissolved salts are

entrained in aerosols and recycled by rivers, another

mechanism (removal to the sediments) must be opera-

tive in order for the present concentrations of elements

in the ocean to have been achieved. The concentrations

of elements in seawater therefore represent a balance

between their input from rivers and atmospheric aero-

sols and their removal to the sediments.

From a knowledge of the total quantity of an element

dissolved in the ocean and either the rate of input from

land or the sedimentation rate, the mean residence time

of an element in seawater can be calculated (Goldberg,

1965). The mean residence time is simply the time it

would take new inputs to double the existing concen-

tration in the absence of removal mechanisms. The resi-

dence time is also the length of time required for sedi-

mentation to remove all of an element from the oceans

if no new inputs were made and if the sedimentation

rate for the element did not depend on its concentration.

The observed residence times for various elements range

from as little as 100 up to hundreds of millions of years

(Riley and Chester, 1971). The alkali and alkaline earth

elements have residence times in excess of 10 6 years, as

the processes of sedimentation do not efliciently scavenge

them from solution. In contrast, elements such as alumi-

num, iron, chromium, titanium, beryllium, and thorium

have residence times of less than 1000 years. No calcu-

lated residence times are available for organic com-

pounds because of the limited knowledge of their con-

centration, distribution, and degradation rates in rivers,

the ocean, and marine sediments.

Mean residence time defines the average length of

time that any atom will spend in the ocean before being

removed to the sediments. However, the residence time

of some compounds may be much shorter in the coastal

zone where sedimentation is more intense. In addition,

the sedimentation of elements may occur much more

rapidly than calculated from sediment accumulation

rates, as much of the biologically sedimented matter

will be readily decomposed and elements returned to

the water column. Such internal cycling of elements will

not affect the ocean mean residence time but may be

critically important in determining the short-term fate

of contaminants introduced to the ocean.

Influence of Seasonal Changes

Although different for the various geographical areas,

the seasonal variations in water column physics and

chemistry greatly influence the distribution of chemical

species in shelf sediments.
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In the spring, the water column is relatively uniform

in chemical composition except at the mouth of major

rivers. There, a halocline often exists because of the in-

creased river flow which also supplies dissolved and

particulate chemical species to the water column. In-

creased sunlight causes an increase of photosynthetic

activity with its associated production of large quantities

of organic matter and other biogenous materials.

Organisms extract many chemical species (both natu-

ral and contaminant) from the dissolved state during

growth. These species are either returned to the water

column or retained in the sediments when the organisms

die. Bordovskiiy (1965) points out that biological pro-

duction is concentrated just shoreward of the continental

slope and just seaward of the shore zone, and that bio-

genic organic matter in association with fine suspended

sediments settles in depressions on the shelf. The Hudson

Shelf Valley is one such depression where deposition of

fine sediments has increased the total organic carbon

concentrations compared to the sandy shelf sediments

(Fig. 6).

In the summer months, solar heating of the water

column creates a thermal stratification in most temper-

ate regions. During this time, photosynthetic activity is

reduced because of depletion of nutrients in the surface

layers. The sedimentation of biogenic material therefore

decreases.

Reduced wind and wave activity are characteristic of

the summer months. The various sedimented materials

accumulate and postdepositional changes begin to occur

in sediments little disturbed except by burrowing and

filter-feeding organisms.

In the fall and winter months, wind and wave activity

increase, thereby breaking up the thermocline. The water

column becomes mixed, replenishing nutrients to the

surface layer, and photosynthetic activity may increase

if light is available. Because of the increased hydraulic

energy which ultimately affects most areas of the shelf,

sediments now are resuspended and transported away
from the original deposition site. This affects the distri-

bution of chemical constituents in the sediments as pre-

cipitation and dissolution processes occur. Chemical spe-

cies formed in the sediments by postdepositional proc-

esses may be dissolved and reprecipitated elsewhere.

Influence of Sediment Transport Processes

Erosion of nearshore or shoreface sediments can supply

tremendous amounts of sedimentary materials to the

shelf (see Chapter 14). These and other shelf sediments

73°40'w

FIGURE 6. The total organic carbon (percent dry weight) in sediments of the New
York Bight (the dots represent the sampling stations).
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arc distributed by various transport processes. The

chemical compositions of shelf sediments at different lo-

cations are determined by both physical sorting and

chemical changes occurring during transport. Dissolu-

tion and precipitation of various chemical phases occur.

Deposited organic materials, for example, are subjected

to microbial decomposition processes leading to dissolu-

tion of more labile materials and retention of the refrac-

tory material. For this reason, organic matter associated

with highly mobile sediments takes on a more refractory

character than organic matter associated with sediments

accumulating in low-energy environments. As organic

matter is usually associated with fines (Hunt, 1961;

Bordovskiiy, 1965; Froelich et al., 1971) the high

organic carbon concentration in mud bottoms on the

shelf is not unexpected. Studies in the New York Bight

(Fig. 6) and the Hudson Canyon (Fig. 7; Keller, 1973)

indicate that organic carbon contents are highest in the

depressions. Similar considerations may also be im-

portant in controlling the trace element distributions

(Fig. 8).

Effects of Tidal Excursions

In the open ocean, tidal variations are small. However,

as sea meets land, tidally induced fluctuations in the

water level have a profound effect on erosional processes,

and thereby on the distributions of chemical compounds.

Along the eastern coast of the United States, the tidally

drained coastal wetlands are primarily characterized by

grassy marshes and mangrove swamps. These wetlands

are highly productive areas (Teal and Teal, 1969) with

the detritus feeders forming the base of the food chain.

They are also notable as sinks for sediments and as nu-

trient traps (Grant and Patrick, 1969). Although they

are important scavengers of certain chemical species, the

coastal wetlands release other compounds such as or-

ganic matter in the form of humic materials. With each

ebb and flood tide, chemical exchange takes place be-

tween the tidal flats and the shelf waters. Many of the

outgoing chemical constituents eventually precipitate on

the shelf.

Influences of the Benthic Communities

As light penetrates to the bottom in many parts of the

shelf and as production of detritus in the overlying water

column is high, the shelf sediments support diverse and

often abundant benthic biota. Attached macroalgae,

various filter-feeding organisms, numerous classes of

worms, and an abundance of microbial species are con-

stantly altering the chemical balance at or below the

sediment-water interface. These organisms utilize the

various sedimented components as food sources, with

their biomass and excreta becoming important compo-

nents of shelf sediments. It is estimated that 75% of the

benthic fauna on the shelf depends on detritus and

associated organisms for a food source (Riley and Chester,

1971). A large proportion of organic matter produced by

photosynthetic organisms is hydrolyzed by bacteria be-

fore reaching the sediments (Menzel and Goering, 1966).

However, in shelf sediments, as much as 30 to 60% of

3

6? 2

(2.2)

CANYON SEDIMENTS

iPERIPHERAl SEDIMENTS
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WATER DEPTH
(M)

FIGURE 7. The total organic carbon (percent dry weight) in sediments oj the Hudson Canyon

and adjacent shelf. From Keller (7973).
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(b) (c)
FIGURE 8. Distribution of copper (a), lead (b), and zinc (c) in surface sediments from the Seu : }'ork Bigbt (ng/g). From

Carmody et al. (1973).
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the organic matter is hydrolyzable and readily available

to benthic organisms as a food source (Bordovskiiy

1965); see Table 3. A large portion of this readily hy-

drolyzable organic matter forms the cellular substance

of bacterial biomass. As the organic matter is hydrolyzed

or decomposed, a large fraction is returned to the water

column as inorganic nutrients and other organic com-

pounds (Riley and Chester, 1971).

TABLE 3. Distribution of Readily Hydrolyzable Organic

Matter in Recent Bering Sea Sediments (Mean Data)

Mn (ppm)

1000 2000

Mn (ppm)

5 10

Total

Organic Content 3f Readilv

Carbon Hvdrolvza ble Carbon

(TOC)
(%ofdiv %of %of

Type of Sediment sediment) Sediment TOC

Medium-grained sands 0.32 0.19 59.4

Coarse silts 0.7(i 0.21 27.6

Fine silt muds 0.97 . 26 26.7

Silt-clay muds 1 .38 0.30 21 .8

Clay muds 0.54 0. 14 25.7

Source. After Bordovskiiy (1965).

Chemical Changes in Sediments After Deposition

After deposition, sediments undergo diagenetic chemical

changes that tend to bring them more nearly into equi-

librium with their aqueous environment. This environ-

ment itself changes significantly. Oxygen in the sedimen-

tary pore waters is consumed as organic matter intro-

duced to the sediments is bacterially degraded. Unless

the oxygen is renewed, sulfide formation takes place as

bacteria utilize sulfate for oxidation of the organic mat-

ter. Within undisturbed sediments, diffusion is the only

mechanism leading to renewal of oxygen in the pore

waters (Fig. 9). Diffusion also permits solutes released

during bacterial decomposition and chemical equilib-

rium to be released from the sediments. This is an ex-

tremely slow process. Transport of significant quantities

of solutes through even 1 cm of sediment depth requires

many years or even hundreds of years. Nevertheless, the

distribution of elements in the sediments can be affected

by postdepositional diffusion as illustrated by the dis-

tribution of manganese in certain deep-sea sediments and
their pore waters (Fig. 2). Manganese is released to solu-

tion as its relatively soluble sulfide and diffuses upward,

precipitating again in the oxidizing zone at the sediment

surface. In this instance, manganese is not released into

the water column, but elements or compounds released

by sediments and not resorbed or precipitated may well

diffuse out into the water column.
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FIGURE 9. The distribution of manganese in the sediment and
interstitial water of an Arctic deep-sea core, (a) Distribution of

manganese in the sediment, (b) Distribution of manganese in the

interstitial water. From Riley and Chester (1971).

In the coastal zone, sediments are continually resus-

pended and reworked both by biological action and by

wave, tide, and current energy. Unless the sedimentation

rate of organic matter is very rapid, the sedimentary

pore waters do not maintain permanent concentrations

of sulfide but are intermittently flushed with oxygenated

seawater. Two important conditions must be fulfilled

for metals and other constituents to be released to solu-

tion during diagenesis and transported back into the

overlying water column. First, the decomposition of most

of the dctrital organic matter reaching the sediments

and the equilibration of inorganic phases with seawater

must take place before permanent burial is achieved.

Migration of solutes into the overlying water column

may thus take place by advective processes which are

considerably faster than diffusion. Second, the periodic

renewal of oxygen in the pore waters is necessary to

either prevent metal sulfide precipitation or permit re-

oxidation and dissolution of such sulfides if they are

formed. It is probable that significant release of metals

and organic compounds occurs from coastal sediments

particularly from organic matter and solid material

dumped into the ocean directly. Unfortunately very

little is known about these processes, although increased

concentrations of dissolved trace metals have been ob-

served in the water column close to the sediments in

estuaries (J. H. Carpenter, personal communication), in

the coastal zone, and even in the deep oceans (Segar, un-

published data). More information is required before it

can be established with any degree of confidence whether

or not the rapid removal of contaminants to the sedi-

ments at the estuarine interface and at outfalls and

dumpsites is permanent or only temporary. Clearly this
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is important, as contaminants permanently held in the

sediments can have little interaction with the biosphere.

Organic components undergo extensive diagenesis in

the top layers of sediment. Proteins are immediately

hydrolyzed by bacteria to free amino acids (Lindblom

and Lupton, 1961; Hare, 1969) which dissolve in the

pore waters and, later, may diffuse out. In fact, it has

been suggested that extensive migration of amino acids

occurs in certain coastal sediments (Rittenberg et al.,

1963). Carbohydrates also undergo extensive hydrolysis

to free sugars with increasing burial time (Degens et al.,

1964; Hatcher, 1974). Since free sugars represent an

important nutritional substance for many organisms, this

process may be important in determining the ability of a

particular sediment to support various benthic biota. In

addition to carbohydrates and proteins, other relatively

labile organic constituents undergo early diagenetic

changes. These result in a predominance of resistant

humiclike materials below the first few meters of shelf

sediments.

Over geological time, organic constituents of coastal

sediments undergo more extensive alteration and some
may eventually be transformed to petroleum. Fatty

acids may be converted to petroleum alkanes (Cooper

and Bray, 1963; Eisma and Jurg, 1969). Chlorophyll

derivatives may be converted to aromatic compounds
and to the branched-chain components of crude oil (Orr

et al., 1 958) . Various other changes in organic matter

composition of sediments with time have also been de-

lineated (Eglinton, 1969).

CHEMICAL FACTORS AFFECTING PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES AND ERODIBILITY OF SEDIMENTS
ON THE SHELF

Physical processes affect the distribution of chemical

components in shelf sediments. Conversely, the chemical

properties also exert a significant influence on the physi-

cal properties of sediments. No studies appear to have

been reported concerning the influence of chemical

properties on the susceptibility of sediment on the sea-

floor to erosion and resuspension. Variations in sediment

physical properties due to chemical factors may be ex-

pected to affect sediment stability and ultimately sedi-

ment transport. A few studies have reported the relation-

ships among chemical species and the mass physical

properties of sediments. Chemical cementation and co-

hesion appear to be two properties largely controlled by

sediment chemistry.

The effects of silica, carbonate minerals, and amor-

phous oxides on sediment cementation have been re-

ported by Nacci et al. (1974). Organic compounds such

as barnacle cements are also important cementing agents.

Cementation of mineral grains affects the transport of

materials on the shelf by controlling both erodibility

and effective particle size of the eroded material.

The cohesive property of a sediment is strongly af-

fected by its organic components (Soderblom, 1966).

Studies' on various terrestrial soils have indicated that

polysaccharides exert tremendous binding forces between

mineral grains (Martin, 1971). Hulbert and Given (1975)

suggest that organic matter may be important in deter-

mining the cohesive property (shear strength) of marine

sediments. Bacterial mucus is composed mostly of muco-

polysaccharide secretions and may also have an effect

on the cohesion of finer particles on the shelf (see

Chapter 18).

The ionic strength of pore waters has been shown to

affect the cohesion of sediments (Lambe, 1958). The
ionic chemical species control the electrostatic attrac-

tions of the clays within the bulk sediments.

Cementation and cohesion of a sediment occur because

of chemical interactions between sediment grains. The
amount of hydraulic activity needed to resuspend or

transport the sediment increases with increased cohesion

and cementation. For example, muds in the axis of the

Hudson Shelf Valley are not swept away by currents

which are known to be sufficient for transport of fine

sands (Lavelle et al., 1975). Cohesion obviously plays a

major role in maintaining the integrity of the substrate.

IMPACT OF HUMAN ACTIVITIES ON SEDIMENT
CHEMISTRY

The oceans and their underlying sediments contain

quantities of trace metals and natural organic materials

that are vast when compared to the quantities that man
releases. However, contaminant release by man takes

place primarily at point sources in the coastal zone such

as rivers, outfalls, and ocean dumpsites. Contaminant

materials are mixed only slowly into the ocean, while

they are often rapidly scavenged by the coastal sedimen-

tation process. Therefore, anomalies have been observed

in the chemistry of sediments close to shore which may
be ascribed with reasonable certainty to human activi-

ties (Gross, 1972; NOAA, 1975; Segar and Pellenbarg,

1973).

Introduction of Contaminants

Anomalous sediment chemistry may be observed in

areas of the shelf zone where man's activity is intense,

although historical data are often missing and it is diffi-

cult to establish that these anomalies are not natural.
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The sediment close to a power plant cooling water

outfall at Turkey Point in Florida has anomalously high

concentrations of a number of trace elements including

V, Cu, and Ni (Segar and Pellenbarg, 1973); see Fig.

10. These anomalously high concentrations could be

caused by emission of particulate metals from the power

plant, emission of dissolved metals that are subsequently

scavenged by entrained particles, or by concentration of

naturally occurring metals due to geochemical or eco-

logical changes other than direct metal release by the

power plant.

In the New York Bight, dumpsites for sewage sludge,

cellar dirt, dredge spoil, and acid waste have been used

for many years (Gross, 1972). Anomalously high sedi-

mentary concentrations of metals (Fig. 4) are found in

the New York Bight but only in the topographic depres-

sions (Carmody et al., 1973). Anomalous concentrations

are not found immediately at the dumpsites themselves.

It is probable that the dumped material, which is pre-

dominantly fine-grained, is simply redistributed by the

active sediment transport processes of the continental

shelf. Clearly in the absence of historical sediment chem-

istry data, the sediment transport processes must be

understood before it can be concluded with certainty

that the anomalous concentrations in the topographic

lows are caused by contaminant material.

In addition to the metal contaminants, many syn-

thetic organic compounds not found naturally are added

to the oceans. Many of these compounds are not easily

biodegraded (e.g., polychlorobiphenyls) and are con-

centrated in the sediments. Detectable concentrations

of these types of compound have been found in many

marine sediments, particularly those from the continen-

tal shelf (e.g., Murray and Riley, 1973). Recent studies

of DDT and PCB compounds in sediments off the coast

of California (McDermott and Heesen, 1974; Young,

1974) have indicated that increased levels of these con-

taminants are directly traceable to municipal waste

effluents.

In the past decade, increasing concern has arisen

over pollution of the shelf environment by petroleum

products. More than 1 billion tons of crude oil and oil

products is transported across the continental shelf each

year. Oil spillage by accidental disasters such as the

Torrey Canyon, by bilge pumping, and by tanker de-

ballasting, contribute possibly between 5 and 10 million

tons of petroleum per year to the marine environment

(Ehrhardt and Blumer, 1972). Crude oil entering the

marine environment is first subjected to extensive evapo-

ration and dissolution, with the remaining fractions co-

agulating into floating tar lumps that may eventually

settle to the sediments (Morris and Butler, 1973). Petro-

leum products also sorb to particulate matter and even-

tually become incorporated into sediments. In the proc-

ess, they become available to the marine food chain and

pose a long-term toxicity problem (Tissier and Oudin,

1973). Aromatic hydrocarbons are naturally present in

very low concentrations in unpolluted sediments (Brown

et al., 1972). However, their rate of incorporation into

the sediments of heavily polluted areas is significant

enough to achieve toxic levels (Tissier and Oudin, 1973).

Introduction of Radioactive Wastes

Recently the ocean dumping of radioactive wastes has

aroused some concern for the shelf sediment environ-

ment. Peaceful uses of nuclear reactors, fuel fabrication

plants, and reprocessing plants contribute on the order

of 10 5 Ci/year (National Academy of Sciences, 1971).

Iodine-151, strontium-90, cesium-137, tritium, argon-39,

and krypton-88 are radionuclides that present major

problems in the environment. Nuclear testing is also a

potential hazard as atmospheric fallout is expected to

affect shelf sediments.

Dredging and Mining Operations

Dredging and mining operations have increased recently

as a result of accelerating urbanization and land devel-

opment. Any sediment disturbance imposes an effect on

the shelf environment as the sediment/water equilibrium

is destroyed. Release of contaminants that have previ-

ously been removed from the system poses a significant

stress on areas affected by mining operations. Addition-

ally, entrainment of fine, silty material into the water

column causes oversiltation which destroys the delicate

food-gathering mechanisms of many filter-feeding orga-

nisms. The release of large quantities of sulfides and or-

ganic matter causes the water column to be stripped of

essential oxygen for respiration. The decrease in water

clarity affects light penetration, thereby decreasing pho-

tosynthetic activity.

Ocean Dumping

Large quantities of waste material including dredge

spoil, solid wastes, incinerator residue, garbage, sewage

sludge, chemical wastes, discarded military equipment

and munitions, and construction debris are disposed of

annually by dumping in the coastal zone (NOAA, 1974).

For example, in the New York metropolitan area alone,

10 7 tons of sewage sludge, 2 X 10' tons of dredge spoil,

and 6 X 10s tons of chemical wastes are annually re-

leased to the New York shelf environment (Environmen-

tal Protection Agency, 1975). This amount of contami-

nation is bound to have an effect on the chemistry of the
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sediments. The most notable changes that can be attrib-

uted to the sewage are the increase in organic carbon

concentration in the sediments near the dumpsites, the

increase in levels of trace metals (Carmody et al., 1973),

and the reduction of the dissolved oxygen concentrations

through BOD (Sandy Hook Laboratory, 1972). In fact,

sediments in the dumpsite area have been labeled the

"dead sea" because of the general absence of benthic

organisms (Pearce, 1972).

SUMMARY

Chemical interactions involving sediments of the conti-

nental margins are extremely complex. River drainage

with its associated chemical constituents, biological in-

tensification, wind and wave activity, depositional and

erosional processes, and last but not least the presence

of man with his waste products interact to produce an

extremely dynamic chemical ecosystem on the continen-

tal shelf. This complexity and the resulting heterogeneity

have made it extremely difficult to describe the chemical

characteristics of the coastal zone and the chemical in-

teractions therein.

Nearshore sediments are complex mixtures of alloch-

thonous and autochthonous constituents whose grain size

range varies considerably between samples collected

within several meters of each other. The relative pro-

portions of allochthonous and autochthonous constitu-

ents varies as a function of distance from shore and

proximity to major rivers. Aside from certain subtropical

areas, the major components of shelf sediments are

silica, various feldspars, clay minerals, a variety of heavy

minerals, and a complex mixture of organic materials.

The sources of the various constituents have been only

partially and poorly identified. River transport supplies

not only the shelf but also the deep oceans with con-

siderable quantities of many of the various chemical

compounds encountered in sediments and the water

column. Both hydrogenous and biogenous components

also comprise a significant fraction of shelf sediments.

Eolian-transported constituents are thought to be only

minor fractions in all marine sediments.

As chemical constituents are supplied to the shelf en-

vironment, various processes tend to redistribute these

components among solid and dissolved phases. The most

important of these processes occur when river water en-

counters ocean water at the estuarine interface. The in-

crease in ionic strength causes various soluble and col-

loidal particles to precipitate. These precipitates scavenge

other chemical constituents from solution. This process

is an important regulating factor in the geochemical bal-

ance of many trace components in the world's oceans.

Several variations are extremely important in shelf

waters. Seasonal changes in biological activity and river

flow coupled to changes in the hydraulic regime con-

stantly modify the nature and amounts of chemical

compounds reaching shelf sediments. In addition, the

redistribution of materials by sediment transport proc-

esses is seasonally dependent, and the sediments of the

shelf have a continuously altering seafloor distribution.

Different chemical constituents are associated with dif-

ferent particle sizes of material. Therefore physical sort-

ing of shelf sediments affects the distribution of these

constituents on the shelf.

Tidal fluctuations aid in movement of sediments and

cause a corresponding effect on the distribution of chem-

ical species. Although bioturbation is not considered to

be a sediment transport process by some, it substantially

affects the distribution of chemical constituents on the

seafloor.

Once deposited, organic and inorganic chemical com-

pounds undergo diagenesis whereby they are solubilized

or precipitated. Diffusion, advection, and bioturbation

all serve to transport the products of diagenesis within

the sedimentary column and into the water column.

Just as physical and biological processes alter the dis-

tribution of chemical constituents on the shelf, variations

of chemical constituents influence the physical processes

of sedimentation. Cohesion and cementation of mineral

grains may be controlled by organic and inorganic

chemical agents, and these parameters affect the sedi-

menl transport processes.

The most important influence on the distribution of

chemical constituents on the shelf in many areas is the

presence of man and his many waste disposal and indus-

trial practices. Adjacent to large urban centers, the shelf

is constantly being supplied contaminants resulting from

man's inability to recycle waste materials effectively.

The shelf is used as a convenient repository for such

materials as dredge spoils, cellar dirt, sewage and sewage

sludge, chemical wastes, radioactive wastes, petroleum

products, discarded military equipment, and various

other chemical contaminants. Although the oceans are

thought to be capable of assimilating vast quantities of

our waste products, it is becoming clear that disposal of

even limited quantities of contaminants in the shelf zone

may cause critical problems. The chemistry of the shelf

ecosystem is in a state of dynamic equilibrium, which

may be destroyed if present practices are continued.

Recent studies have indicated that the present contami-

nant loadings have caused significant changes in the

chemistry of coastal sediments.
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Oxygen depletion in the New York Bight apex: Causes and consequences

Douglas A. Segar 1 and George A. Berberian

Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, NOAA, 15 Rickenbacker Causeway,
Miami, Florida 33149

Abstract

Dissolved oxygen concentrations in waters of the New York Bight apex are near saturation

except in summer when a stable thermocline exists and concentrations in the lower layer can

drop to 10% of saturation.

Mass balances of oxygen and carbon cycles in the apex were examined. Photosynthetically

produced carbon accounts for most of the oxygen demand, particularly in summer. Oxygen
demand due to sewage sludge and dredge spoils is small compared to that from organic

carbon produced in situ. Oxygen demand of particulate and dissolved organics in the estua-

rine discharge may be as great as the sewage sludge and dredge spoils together.

Midsummer primary productivity in the apex is higli due to nutrient inputs, particularly

nitrogen. Most nitrogen, supplied to the apex in forms suitable to support photosynthetic

production, comes from the discharge of the Hudson-Raritan-Passaic systems. Most of this

nitrogen comes from liquid effluents of sewage treatment plants discharged to the rivers.

Ocean dumping in the bight apex does not cause the low oxygen concentrations found
in summer. These are caused primarily by nitrogen supply from rivers. Improvement in dis-

solved oxygen concentrations could be achieved by removing nitrogen from sewage treatment

plant effluents.

The impact of man's activities on the

New York Bight, particularly the inner

bight, has been appreciable (NMFS 1972).

One probable cause of the reported deg-

radation of benthic communities in the

bight apex is the low oxygen concentration

in bottom waters during summer (NMFS
1972). Low oxygen values have been ob-

served in the region of the sewage sludge

and dredge spoil dumpsites ( Corwin 1970;

NMFS 1972; Home et al. 1971; Ketchum et

al. 1951 ) . It has been assumed generally

that the oxygen demand of dumped mate-

rial is responsible for removing the oxygen

from the water. Studies of mans impact on

the New York Bight supported by NOAA's
Marine EcoSystems Analysis (MESA) Pro-

gram included the question of low oxygen

concentrations in the apex of the bight.

Distribution and seasonal variation of

dissolved oxygen in the New York Bight

In 1948-1949 the first observations of low

oxygen concentrations, about 50% satura-

tion, in the bottom waters of this area were

made (Ketchum et al. 1951). In September

1 Present address: NOAA, Code C61, Rockville,

Maryland 20852.

AM. SOC. LIMNOL. OCEANOGR. £20

1969 Corwin (1970) found oxygen at 26%
of saturation while Home et al. ( 1971 ) re-

ported saturation values as low as 10% at

the center of the dumping area. In 1969-

1970 investigators from the Sandy Hook
Laboratory found the lowest oxygen con-

centrations during summer when a strong

thermocline was present. During winter the

well mixed water column was essentially

saturated with oxygen (NMFS 1972)

.

Distributions and seasonal cycles of cer-

tain dissolved and suspended particulate

chemical species in the apex were studied

on cruises made between April 1974 and
March 1975. On each cruise continuous ver-

tical profiles of salinity, temperature, and
depth were obtained at a series of stations

with an InterOcean model 513-10 CSTD. A
General Oceanics model 1015 rosette multi-

bottle array, equipped with General Oce-

anics 10-liter model 1070 top-drop Niskin

bottles, was interfaced with the CSTD sys-

tem. Water samples were obtained at the

surface (1 m) and at intervals of 10 m to

the bottom with a bottom sample about 2 m
above the sediment-water interface. Each
water sample was analyzed for salinity, dis-

solved oxygen, pH, nitrate, nitrite, phos-

phate, silicate, total suspended particulate

SPEC. SYMP. 2
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Fig. 1. Station locations, designated dumpsites,

and transects ( A'-A', B'-B', etc. ) for which vertical

sections are plotted in Figs. 3-7, 11-15, and 17-18.

Fig. 2. Extended sampling grid, showing desig-

nated regimes for which average values are calcu-

lated (see text). Station grid sampled 26 February-

3 March 1975.

load, particle size distribution, suspended

total organic carbon and nitrogen, sus-

pended total carbohydrates and total pro-

teins, and dissolved metals including Fe,

Mn, Cd, Cu, and Zn (Cantillo et al. 1976).

Seven cruises were carried out between
April and November 1974 at 36-day inter-

vals to coincide with ERTS ( Earth Resour.

Technol. Satellite) overpasses. Cruise dates

were 16-20 April, 6-9 May, 10-13 June, 16-

19 July, 21-24 August, 29 September-2 Oc-

tober, and 4-7 November. A grid of 25 sta-

tions (26 in September and November) was
occupied ( Fig. 1 ) . An additional cruise was
carried out in the period 26 February-3

March 1975; this cruise occupied a series of

64 stations over a larger area ( Fig. 2 )

.

Oxygen analyses were performed by the

Winkler titration ( Strickland and Parsons

1968). Percentage saturations of oxygen

were calculated from these values and the

salinity and temperature with the equations

of Weiss (1970).

Vertical sections of percentage satura-

tions of oxygen in the apex regions are

shown in Figs. 3-7 for cruises in April, June,

August, September, and November. In

April the water column was almost isother-

mal but was weakly stratified with lower
salinity water at the surface ( Hazelworth
et al. 1975a ) . The water column was almost

saturated or slightly supersaturated with

oxygen, although lower saturations occurred

consistently in the lower layer (Fig. 3). By
June the waters were stratified. Although

near-surface waters were saturated or super-

saturated with oxygen, the oxygen satura-

tions in subthermocline waters had dropped,

falling below 80% near the bottom in ex-

tensive areas of the apex ( Fig. 4 ) . In August

(Fig. 5) with a well stratified water col-

umn, the area and depth of low oxygen wa-

ters were considerably extended, and satu-

ration values as low as 28% were observed.

By late September (Fig. 6) surface water

temperatures had fallen, and the stratifi-

cation was less well defined. The oxygen

saturation values, although still lower near

the bottom than at the surface, were not as

low as they had been during midsummer.
During the November cruise and for a num-
ber of days immediately before it, the

weather was mild, and it was unusually

calm and sunny in the New York area. The
water column had cooled, and the thermo-

cline had been partly destroyed by mixing.

In this unusual situation, oxygen saturation

values were variable and generally low

(Fig. 7). Low oxygen waters extended to

the surface. Rates of re-aeration would have

been slow due to the surface film integrity

that resulted from the extremely calm seas.

Lowest oxygen concentrations observed

in summer were about 2 mg/ liter. Investi-

gators from the Sandy Hook Laboratory ob-

served oxygen concentrations as low as 1

mg/ liter in waters within 1 m above the

sediment-water interface during 26 August-

6 September, immediately after our August

cruise (Thomas et al. 1976). They also con-
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20

firmed that large areas of the bight apex

had bottom water with low oxygen concen-

trations.

There is considerable evidence that oxy-

gen concentrations below about 4 mg/ liter

are responsible for changes in species com-

position and the abundance of marine or-

ganisms (Rheinheimer 1972; Vidaver 1972).

The effects of low oxygen concentrations in

the apex may therefore be responsible, at

least in part, for some of the reported deg-

radations in marine biological communities

(NMFS 1972; Pararas-Carayannis 1973).

Processes affecting oxygen concentrations

The low oxygen concentrations could be

due either to oxygen demand within the

apex or to inflows of low oxygen water.

Several considerations suggest that al-

though low oxygen waters may enter from

outside, this source is quantitatively less im-

portant in maintenance of low oxygen con-

centrations than oxygen demand within the

apex itself.

Water entering the apex must come as a

low salinity discharge from Lower New
York Bay or from the open shelf. Low salin-

ity water from Lower New York Bay was
thought to be responsible for some of the

low saturation water found in the open

waters of the apex (Home et al. 1971).

However, measurements of oxygen concen-

trations and percent saturation in the dis-

charge area itself do not support this view
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(J. E. Alexander and I. Duedall personal

communications; Figs. 3-7: stations 1, 2, 6,

and 26). Oxidizable material in the estua-

rine discharge exerts an oxygen demand and

influences dissolved oxygen concentrations.

Such oxygen demand takes place within the

apex itself and is discussed below.

Water entering the apex from the open

shelf does not have anomalously low oxy-

gen concentrations. Water below the ther-

mocline on the Atlantic shelf was essentially

saturated or slightly undersaturated with

oxygen in September 1969 (Corwin 1970).

Also, our data indicate that a substantial

fraction of the oxygen must be removed
from the water column within the bight

apex. The average oxygen concentration

and percent saturation for samples below

the thermocline can be calculated by aver-

aging all values for samples below 10 m.

The thermocline is generally between 10

and 20 m (Hazelworth et al. 1975c,t>). Av-

erages have been calculated for groups of

stations representing the dumpsite region

(stations 8, 12, 13, 14, and 18—Fig. 8)

and the outer edge of the apex through

which exchange of water with the open

shelf must take place (stations 10, 15, 20.

23, 24, and 25—Fig. 8—referred to as off-

shore control ) . Consistently throughout the

year oxygen saturations and concentrations

within the apex (dumpsite influenced re-

gion ) are lower than at the ocean boundary

(Figs. 9 and 10). Dissolved oxygen in wa-
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224 Waste sources and effects

ters at the ocean boundary of the apex is

near saturation throughout the year. There-

fore, the bulk of the oxygen depletion must

take place through oxygen-demanding pro-

cesses in the apex itself.

Waters with low percent saturation of

oxygen are consistently found in the deeper

portion of the Hudson Shelf Valley (station

23, Figs. 3-7). If all bottom water in the

apex were derived from northward flow in

the axis of the shelf valley, then the low

oxygen concentrations in the apex might be

due to influx of low oxygen water through

this section. However, the data from waters

outside the apex during June and Sep-

tember 1975 (unpublished data) suggest

that this is not the case. Low oxygen wa-

ters at station 23 are not found at stations

farther south in the shelf valley, except

within several meters of the^ bottom. Cur-

rent meter data from the Hudson Shelf

Valley axis indicate that, during summer,

mean flow near the seabed is slow and re-

versible, although net movement is nor-

mally southward (Lavelle et al. 1975). The
quantity of oxygen-poor water that could

be introduced to the apex by the slow mean
flow in the shelf valley axis is insufficient

to account for much of the oxygen depletion

in the apex, even if this flow were perma-

nently northward.

There are several sources of oxygen de-

mand in the apex: oxidation of sewage

sludge, organic material and sulfides in
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dredge spoils, organic matter introduced in

the estuarine discharge, acid wastes, and

organic matter produced by photosynthesis.

The chemical oxygen demand of acid wastes

is small ( Mueller et al. 1975). Potential oxy-

gen demands of the four significant sources

can be estimated. For this purpose, the apex

is assumed to be 2,400 km- in area, or the

region covered by our apex sampling grid

(Fig. 1). This area represents quite well

the area of the ocean where exchange with

the southwest flow of the open shelf is

somewhat restricted ( Charnell and Hansen

1974). Amounts of total organic carbon in-

put per day from the four sources are esti-

mated in Table 1 and oxygen demands in

Table 1. Approximate total organic carbon in-

puts to the apex (kg oxidizable C per day).

Sewage sludge dumping*
Dredge spoil dumping*
Primary' production?

Average
Summer

Estuarine input

Particulate*

Dissolved?

l.ixio5

5.4 Xl05

2.2x106
6.5x106

7.3xl04

— 1x106

•From Mueller et al. (1975).
t Calculated from Malone (1976). Productivity inter-

polated between stations and integrated over 2,400 km 2

apex.

t Average mean flow rate of estuarine discharge of Rari-

tan Bay 850 m'/s (Mueller et al. 1975). Total particulate

organic carbon 0.6 mg/liter (Hatcher unpublished data).

§ Assumes mean discharge of Raritan Bay 850 mVs
(Mueller et al. 1975) and about 10 mg/liter of dissolved

organic carbon (Alexander et al. 1974). Considerable un-
certainty exists as to the dissolved organic carbon estimate.
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20

Table 2. The major oxygen demand is from

decomposition of photosynthetically pro-

duced organic matter, especially in summer.
Ocean dumping is quantitatively less im-

portant. The river input may be quantita-

tively important. Analytical uncertainties of

dissolved organic carbon concentrations in

the river are such that the river input (Ta-

bles 1 and 2) is probably overestimated.

Four types of particulate organic matter

having similar densities and size ranges are

introduced to the apex through surface wa-

ters. Therefore, similar fractions of each

type of organic matter will be transported

vertically downward through the thermo-

cline in summer, except that some dredge

spoil and sewage sludge organics may be

entrained with the rapidly settling mineral

material.

Organic matter from sewage sludge,

dredge spoils, and the estuarine outflows is

Table 2. Total potential oxygen demand from
major sources in the apex (kg O; per day).

Sewage sludge dumping*
Dredge spoil dumping*
Primary production^

Average
Summer

River input+t

1.1X106

2.1X106

5.7x106
1.7x10"
~5x 106

* From COD data (Mueller et al. 1975).
t From organic carbon ( Table 1 ) and Redfield ratio of

carbon to oxygen (Redfield et al. 1963). Assumes complete
oxidation.

X Considerable uncertainty exists.
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40°N -
30'

BELOW 10 m

A DUMP SITE INFLUENCE
o OFF SHORE CONTROL
* OUTER SHELF

Fig. 8. Stations designated estuarine influenced,

dumpsite influenced, and offshore control, for

which average concentrations are calculated (see

text).

already partially oxidized. It will, therefore,

be more refractory and oxidize slower than

the organic matter produced by phytoplank-

ton in the apex.

Mean residence times of low density par-

ticles in the apex are estimated to be not

more than several weeks (Segar and Can-

tillo 1976). The proportion of organic mat-

ter introduced in dredge spoils or sewage

sludge which is oxidized during residence

in the apex will be lower than the propor-

tion of photosynthetically produced mate-

rial oxidized, assuming they have similar

mean residence times in the apex. The dom-
inance of the photosynthetic material over

other sources in oxygen uptake in the lower

40
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Fig. 9. Seasonal variation of average percent of

saturation of dissolved oxygen in the water column
below 10-m depth in the apex. ( Sec Figs. 2 and 8.

)

N D

Fig. 10. Seasonal variation of average dissolved

oxygen concentration in the water column below
10-m depth in the apex. ( See Figs. 2 and 8. N.B.

1 ml/liter — 1.43 mg/liter. The latter units are

used in the text.

)

layer of the apex is, therefore, probably un-

derestimated in Tables 1 and 2.

If the water were saturated, the total

quantity of dissolved oxygen below 10 m in

the apex in summer would be about 2xlOK

kg (-8 mg 2 /liter in 2.6xl0 13 liters of

water). Total oxygen demand of sewage

sludge, dredge spoils, and summer primary

production (-2xl0 7 kg 2 /d: Table 2) is

sufficient to deplete the dissolved oxygen

in this water layer in about 10 days. Some
oxygen demanding material will be trans-

ported out of the apex before being oxi-

dized, and, in the surface layer, some oxy-

gen will be replaced from the atmosphere

by photosynthesis. Additionally, much or-

ganic matter will be oxidized before being

transported below the thermocline. Ob-
served oxygen depletion ( average of about

50% saturation ) could be achieved if half

of the total oxygen demand (
— 1 x 10" kg Oo/

d) occurs below the thermocline and if the

residence time of water in the apex is about

1 week (Ketchum et al. 1951). As the mean
residence time calculated by Ketchum et al.

( 1951 )
probably underestimates the resi-

dence time of water below the thermocline

in summer, the total oxygen demand in the

lower layer required to produce the ob-

served depletion is probably <lxl0 7 kg

o L./d.

Decomposition of organic matter and
utilization of oxygen may take place either
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228 Waste sources and effects

in the sediments or in the water column.

Seabed oxygen consumption in the apex has

been determined, and both geographical

and temporal variations have been exam-

ined (Thomas et al. 1976). Total seabed

oxygen demand in the 2,400-km- area con-

sidered, during summer, estimated from

these data is about 1.1 xlO6 kg/d. This is

small compared to the oxygen demand in-

puts listed in Table 2. Therefore, most oxy-

gen utilization must occur in the water

column, perhaps concentrated in the eupho-

tic zone and near the seabed where sus-

pended sediment concentrations are highest

(Drake 1974). Rates of oxidation will be

high in the euphotic zone, as much of the

easily oxidized organic matter will be oxi-

dized before organic detritus is transported

below the thermocline. Rates of oxidation

will also be high near the bottom due to the

presence of resuspended sediments. Sedi-

ments utilize oxygen considerably faster

when resuspended ( Berg 1970).

Oxygen uptake rates of the waters in the

bight apex are not well defined. The only

available data appear to be those of Thomas
et al. (1976) who measured the oxygen

consumption of water samples taken in sum-

mer, close to the sediment-water interface

at a number of stations, coincident with sea-

bed oxygen consumption measurements.

The total oxygen demand of the water col-

umn below a depth of 10 m during summer
in the apex calculated from these data is
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Fig. 11. Dissolved nitrate and nitrite (n-g atoms N/liter) in the apex, 16-20 April 1974.
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Oxygen depletion 229

about 107 kg Oo/d—about ten times the

seabed oxygen consumption—but the esti-

mate is not good because the data are

sparse.

Total oxygen consumption in the apex

below a depth of 10 m, including seabed

and water column consumption, is esti-

mated to be about 10" kg 0_»/d. This is com-

parable to the total oxygen demand inputs

to the apex listed in Table 2.

Primary production and nutrients

Malone (1976) showed that mean pri-

mary production in the apex is 370 g C m~-
yr _1 ; Mandelli et al. (1970) found a mean
annual production of 420 g C m~- yr _1

within the region extending to 5 mi south of

Long Island. Primary productivity in wa-
ters outside the apex has been estimated by

Ryther and Yentsch ( 1958 ) te decrease

from 160 to 100 g C m~ 2 yr _1 going from

50 to 1,000 m deep. Therefore, the apex

productivity is high compared to offshore

values. Much of the excess production takes

place in midsummer when productivity far-

ther offshore is reduced because of nutrient

depletion.

Several factors influence the productivity

of oceanic phytoplankton. The availability

of light and of the micronutrients nitrogen

and phosphorus normally controls the pro-

ductivity in coastal waters (Harvey 1963).

In the New York Bight little is known about

the relative importance of these two factors.

20

x
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Q
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Fig. 12. Dissolved nitrate and nitrite (/ng atoms N/liter) in the apex, 10-13 June 1974.
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230 Waste sources and effects

Ryther and Dunstan ( 1971 ) concluded that

phytoplankton growth in the bight is nitro-

gen limited. They based this on the distri-

bution of dissolved inorganic nitrogen and
phosphorous in September 19.69 and on bio-

assay experiments with Skeletonema costa-

tum. From a study of productivity, light in-

tensity, and chlorophyll a, Malone (1976)

concluded that phytoplankton growth in

the apex is light limited. However, he quali-

fied this statement by noting that the low

dissolved inorganic nitrogen to phosphorus

ratios found in the bight could indicate that

nitrogen is a growth limiting factor in sum-

mer in the outer portion of the apex.

Dissolved inorganic nitrogen ( nitrate and

nitrite) distributions in the apex between

April and November 1974 are shown in

Figs. 11-15. Highest concentrations are al-

ways associated with the plume of waters

from Lower New York Bay. The plume
normally lies along the New Jersey coast.

The dissolved inorganic nitrogen concentra-

tions in the surface layer of the center and
outer part of the apex drop almost to zero

and remain low during summer (Fig. 16).

However, the dissolved inorganic nitrogen

in the estuarine discharge area ( stations 26,

1, 2, 6, 7, and 11: Fig. 1) remains higher

throughout the year, as it does in the water

below 10-m depth (Fig. 16).

Our dissolved inorganic nitrogen values

do not include ammonia which may consti-

tute the major fraction of inorganic nitrogen
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in the surface waters in summer when ni-

trate and nitrite are depleted ( Cooper

1933 ) . Ammonia originates primarily from

decomposition of organic matter in the sur-

face water, either by bacteria or zooplank-

ton feeding and excretion and is rapidly

reassimilated by phytoplankton. Ammonia
is added to the apex both from the estuarine

discharges and dumping of sewage sludge

and dredge spoils (Duedall et al. 1975).

However, phytoplankton generally exhibits

a marked preference for ammonia-nitrogen

over nitrate and nitrite ( Harvey 1963; Dug-
dale and Goering 1967). If the quantity of

ammonia supplied to the apex were suffi-

cient to support all of the primary produc-

tion in the apex, then the nitrate and nitrite

would not be depleted.

Malone (1976) reported ammonia con-

centrations in the bight apex from April to

August 1974. His data suggest that ammonia

may be the most significant fraction of dis-

solved inorganic nitrogen in the water col-

umn below the thermocline, particularly

where low oxygen concentrations occur dur-

ing midsummer. Ammonia is regenerated

from organic matter by bacterial decompo-

sition—the process which is also primarily

responsible for the reduction in oxygen con-

centrations.

Ammonia concentrations observed by

Malone (1976) in surface waters of the
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232 Waste sources and effects

bight apex during summer were generally

high only near the estuarine discharge. In

the rest of the apex, concentrations were
close to the analytical detection limit.

Dissolved inorganic phosphate distribu-

tions in June and August 1974 are shown
in Figs. 17 and 18 and the seasonal varia-

tion in Fig. 19. Although low phosphate

concentrations are observed in summer, they

remain above those normally associated

with growth limitation (Fuhs et al. 1972).

Like dissolved inorganic nitrogen, the high-

est phosphorus concentrations are found in

the discharge from Lower New York Bay,

while higher values are almost always found

in water below 10 m than are found in the

upper 10 m ( Fig. 19 )

.

The atom ratio of dissolved inorganic ni-

trogen to dissolved inorganic phosphorus in

open oceans is about 15:1, the same ratio

that is generally found in phytoplankton

cells (Redfield 1958). However, in areas of

restricted circulation and high biological

activity, this ratio can change. Usually it be-

comes lower because nitrogen is removed
from the surface layers more rapidly than

phosphorus due to its slower regeneration

from decomposing organic matter ( Ryther

and Dunstan 1971 ) . Very low values of this

ratio where phosphorus is more abundant

than nitrogen are found only in areas where
nitrogen is limiting for phytoplankton

growth. The variation in the ratio of dis-

solved inorganic nitrogen to dissolved inor-

LiJ
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Dissolved nitrate and nitrite (ng atoms N/liter) in the apex, 4-7 November 1974.
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N D J

1974 -1-1975—

Fig. 16. Seasonal variation of average dissolved

nitrate and nitrite, 10 m and above, and below 10-ni

depth in the apex for estuarine and dumpsite influ-

enced regions, offshore control, and winter average

for outer shelf region. (See Figs. 2 and 8.)

ganic phosphorus for surface waters in the

bight is shown in Fig. 20. The ratio does

not include ammonia-nitrogen and would
be higher with this included, particularly

in summer. However, Malone's ( 1976) data

indicate that the ratio with ammonia in-

cluded would be no more than two or three

times the summer values in Fig. 20. The
ratio, even corrected for ammonia, is ex-

tremely low throughout summer. Note that

the estuarine water consistently has higher

N:P ratios than the central apex (dumpsite

influenced), and the stations farthest off-

shore consistently have the lowest N:P ratio.

We interpret the data as follows. During
winter, productivity in the apex is light

limited. In spring, as light intensity in-

creases, productivity in and near the turbid

estuarine plume is light limited, while areas

outside sustain phytoplankton blooms, strip-

ping surface waters of nitrogen. When ni-

trogen becomes limiting in the outer area

of the apex, the total production of the apex

region is also limited by nitrogen, even

though the growth rate in the more turbid

inner apex remains light limited. All of the

nitrogen supplied to the surface layer of the

apex is consumed by phytoplankton growth

within the apex during this summer period.

Organic matter produced is partially re-

oxidized in the surface waters, releasing

some nitrogen for recycling. The remaining

organic matter is transported below the

thermocline and oxidized, becoming the

primary cause of the low oxygen values ob-

served in this water mass.

It is possible that some intense localized

phytoplankton blooms in the New York

Bight apex in spring and summer are caused

by mixing high-nutrient low-transparency

estuarine water with nutrient-depleted clear

ocean water. If the edge of the turbid es-

tuarine plume is sharp, as it often appears

to be from satellite images, then phyto-

plankton in a very restricted area at the

interface will have an adequate nutrient

supply and will not be light limited, due to

settling out of some estuarine-derived sus-

pended particles.

The sources of nitrogen input to surface

waters of the apex during the summer strat-

ified period include dumped waste mate-

rials, estuarine discharge, atmospheric fall-

out and washout, and mixing across the

thermocline. The last of these is likely to be

small. Water entering the apex from the

outer shelf during midsummer is depleted of

dissolved inorganic nitrogen ( Figs. 12, 13,

and 16 ) except for near-bottom waters. It is

difficult to estimate the amount of nitrogen

transported into the apex from the outer

shelf because the dynamical information

available is limited. However, if the differ-

ential between water entering the apex and

that leaving were 1 fxg atom N/ liter, the

flushing time were 7 days, and all of the

nitrogen thus supplied were brought into
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the surface layer and made available for

photosynthesis, then the rate of input would
be about lxlO5 kg N/d. This estimate is

probably too high, as the concentration

differential is less than 1 fig atom N/ liter

in surface waters moving in and out of the

apex in midsummer, and inhibition of ver-

tical mixing by the thermocline will prevent

much of the nitrogen introduced in the

deeper water from being made available for

photosynthesis. Therefore, the supply of ni-

trogen to the apex for photosynthesis from

the outer shelf is probably small compared

to the other sources whose inputs are esti-

mated in Table 3. In any event, nitrogen

from outside the apex would be supplied ir-

respective of man's presence and, therefore,

cannot account for the high productivity of

Table 3. Total nitrogen supplied to the apex
(kg N per day).

Sewage sludge dumping*
Dredge spoil dumping*
River input?

Atmospheric input*

1.7x10*
6.3x104
1.2x105

6.4x10**

•From Mueller et al. (1975); total Kjeldahl nitrogen.

t From Garside et al. (1976); summer value, winter is

1.6X10'.
X Considerable uncertainty.

the apex in comparison to other continental

shelf regions.

Table 3 gives estimates of nitrogen inputs

to the apex from dumping sewage sludge

and dredge spoils, from the atmosphere,

and from estuarine input. The river input

is the major contributor as suggested by the

10 20
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Fig. 17. Dissolved reactive phosphorus (fig atoms P/liter) in the apex, 10-13 June 1974.
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Fig. 18. Dissolved reactive phosphorus ( fj.g atoms P/liter) in the apex, 21-24 August 1974.

nitrogen distributions (Figs. 11-16). In fact,

the importance of the river input is prob-

ably underestimated in Table 3. The quan-

tities of nitrogen calculated for the dredge

spoils and sewage sludge are total Kjeldahl

nitrogen values. Much of the nitrogen is

organically bound ( Mueller et al. 1975) and

will nut be available tor phytoplankton

growth before being transported either out

of the apex or below the thermocline. Gar-

side et al. ( 1976) included most but per-

haps not all of the inorganic nitrogen which

is introduced to the river with sewage or

sewage treatment plant effluents in their

estimate of estuarine input. Other sources

of nitrogen to the rivers, although compara-

tively small, are not negligible. Mueller et

al. ( 1975) estimated estuarine input of total

Kjeldahl nitrogen plus nitrate and nitrite to

the apex to be 3.4xlOn kg N/d.

It is noteworthy that the atmospheric dust

and rain input of nitrogen to the bight apex

may be significant compared even to the

river input and that it consists almost en-

tirely of inorganic nitrogen which is readily

available to organisms. However, there is

considerable uncertainty about the accuracy

of the atmospheric input estimate.

If the only nitrogen supplied to the apex

euphotic zone were from the estuarine out-

flow ( 1.2xlO
r
' kg N/d), and no recycling of

the nitrogen in the surface waters took

place, the C:N ratio of the phytoplankton

produced in summer would be 63. Values of
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the C:N ratio this high are unknown, but

values as high as 20 have been observed in

nitrogen limited phytoplankton (Caperon
and Meyer 1972), while a ratio of 7 is con-

sidered normal (Redfield et al. 1963). The
estimate of Garside et al. ( 1976 ) for nitro-

gen input by the estuary is certainly too

small, and a substantial proportion of the

phytoplankton nitrogen will be regenerated

and reutilized within the surface layer be-

fore being transported below the thermo-

cline. Therefore, nitrogen from the estuary

is enough to sustain much of the phyto-

plankton production in the apex.

Consequences

The above conclusions have considerable

importance for decisions concerning the

necessary steps to reduce the deleterious ef-

fects of man's activities on the New York

Bight ecosystem. The NOAA-MESA Project

was designed specifically to aid the transfer

of scientific knowledge to the environmental

manager's decision-making process. There-

fore, it is relevant to review briefly the con-
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tent of this paper in terms of impending de-

cisions concerning the disposal of sewage

sludge generated in the New York-New
Jersey metropolitan area.

The Environmental Protection Agency
has declared its intent to consider halting

all dumping at the present sewage sludge

dumpsite in 1976 (EPA 1974). The dump-
site would be moved to a position about 65

nmi from the entrance to Lower New York

Bay. The extra distance that the sludge

would have to be transported translates into

a considerable additional expenditure by
local authorities.

Conclusions reached in this paper indi-

cate that the removal of the sewage sludge

and/or dredge spoil input to the water col-

umn in the New York Bight apex would

probably have little effect on the low oxy-

gen concentrations observed in the lower

water layer in summer. In fact, the decrease

in suspended solids and, therefore, turbidity
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might increase the productivity of the apex

during times when light limitation exists.

Thus, removing sewage sludge and/or

dredge spoil inputs could conceivably ex-

tend the period when very low oxygen con-

centrations occur, even though the directly

added oxygen demand would be reduced.

Low oxygen concentrations in the bight

apex are, however, not the only cause for

concern about ocean dumping in the New
York Bight apex. Toxic metals, organic com-
pounds, and pathogenic microorganisms are

introduced with the dumped material. Segar

and Cantillo ( 1976 ) demonstrated that stop-

ping sewage sludge dumping in the apex

would have little effect on trace metal con-

centrations within it, but that stopping

dredge spoil dumping might significantly

reduce these concentrations. Similarly, less

extensive studies by MESA personnel sug-

gest that sewage sludge dumping is prob-

ably not the major source of organic

contaminants such as pesticides and hydro-

carbons in the apex. In addition, no evi-

dence exists that pathogenic microorganisms

have been transferred from dumped mate-

rials to man by way of the oceans.

We conclude that the removal of the

sewage sludge dumpsite alone will have lit-

tle beneficial effect on the New York Bight

apex. Removal of both sewage sludge and
dredge spoil dumpsites would have only

marginal benefits. However, dumping these

materials at offshore alternate sites would
have potentially harmful effects on the bi-

ota living in a region of ocean not presently

as heavily impacted by man as is the apex.

In fact, the recommendation of the NOAA-
MESA Project is that, unless some as yet

unidentified critical impact of sewage
sludge in the New York Bight becomes
known, sewage sludge should continue to

be dumped at the present location until

EPA phases out ocean dumping entirely in

1981 (Wallace 1976). At the same time,

every effort should be made to expedite a

solution to the entire sewage treatment

problem.

Low oxygen concentrations are perhaps

the most critical environmental problem so

far identified in the bight apex. Any sig-

nificant increase in the nitrogen input to

the apex would further reduce the oxygen

concentrations. The apex is eutrophic. If

nitrogen input, particularly from the rivers,

were
v
to increase significantly, then it is

likely that anoxia would occur. Anoxia is

well known in fjords and lakes where the

oxygen demand input to bottom water lay-

ers is smaller than in the New York Bight

but where the flushing time is longer. If

anoxic conditions develop in the bight, they

would occur episodically. The balance of

oxygen demanding processes against flush-

ing of the apex with more oxygen-rich wa-

ters and oxygen resupply from the atmo-

sphere is controlled by weather conditions.

Fish kills, sulfide release to the atmosphere,

and beach contamination associated with

anoxia in fjords might well be in the future

for New York unless steps are taken to limit

nitrogen loading of the rivers. The principal

source of nitrogen to the rivers emptying to

the New York Bight is wastewater dis-

charge. Therefore, this problem is inti-

mately linked with the sewage sludge dis-

posal problem.

We believe that the possibility that anoxic

conditions in New York Bight waters may
be caused by nutrient loading, is of suffi-

cient concern that the problem of nutrient

removal from wastewater discharges, i.e.

better treatment of sewage rather than

deeper ocean disposal of sewage sludge,

should be examined closely by the New
York and New Jersey municipalities and the

appropriate agencies.

addendum ( 4 October 1976 ) : During May
and June 1976 unusual weather conditions

obtained in the New York Bight with winds

from the south and southwest during a 5-

week period. During this time upwelling of

cold nutrient-rich water probably occurred,

which added to the existing high produc-

tivity of Ceratium tripos. Ceratium had
been observed in unusually large numbers
along the mid-Atlantic coast during Feb-

ruary and succeeding months. At the end of

the onwelling period conditions were anoxic

and near anoxic in extensive areas of the

bight near the New Jersey shore, large

quantities of decomposing C. tripos were

observed in a mat close to the sediments,
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and fish and shellfish mortalities were re-

corded. The anoxic conditions have per-

sisted at least through September 1976. An
interim report ("Mortalities of fish and
shellfish associated with anoxic Bottom wa-
ter in the Middle Atlantic Bight" NOAA,
Middle Atlantic Coastal Fisheries Center.

Sandy Hook, N.J., September 1976) stated

A major environmental event that has affected

the sport and commercial fisheries along the

New Jersey shore occurred in New York Bight

this summer [1976]. The immediate impact in-

cludes fish and shellfish mortalities and unus-
ual fish distribution patterns and/or concentra-

tions. Long-term effects, including interruption

of spawning, mortalities of eggs and larvae,

and disruption of food chains may he as sig-

nificant to the resource as the actual numbers
of organisms killed.

This anoxic episode likely would have

been geographically smaller and less per-

sistent, and may in fact not have occurred,

had the problem of river nitrogen contami-

nation from sewage treatment plant efflu-

ents discussed here not existed to aggravate

natural conditions.
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Summary

The trace metal chemistry of the coastal waters of
New York and New Jersey in the vicinity of the Hudson-
Raritan river discharge has been studied as part of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

Marine Ecosystems Analysis (MESA) New York Bight pro-
ject. Sampling and analysis procedures which minimize
contamination and analysis time were developed for the

determination of several dissolved trace metals. The
geographical and short term temporal variations of
trace metal content appear to be large. However,
intensive sampling in a restricted geographical area
does reveal the existence of coherent cells of water
which contain anomalously high metal concentrations.
The geographical location of these cells suggests they
are caused by the river discharge influence and by the
sewage sludge or dredge spoil dumping. An appreciable
fraction of the metal present in the dissolved phase in

New York Bight is not determined by historically
preferred analytical techniques. The extreme vari-
ability of metal concentrations necessitates extensive
sampling programs if the processes affecting metal
introductions, transport, and removal are to be ad-
equately described. Shipboard instrumentation is under
development which will fulfill this requirement by

continuous real time horizontal profiling of trace
metal concentration from a moving vessel. This equip-
ment may ultimately be modified to perform continuous
unattended monitoring from a buoy or platform.

Introduction

Many metallic elements are known to be released to

the estuarine and coastal environment as contaminants
with the waste products of civilization. These same
metals are also present in the natural airborne and
waterborne products of continental weathering and
volcanism that reach the estuaries and oceans. Many of
these elements such as Hg and Pb are extremely toxic to

living organisms. Other elements such as Cd, Cu, Mn,

and Zr. are essential to the functioning of living
organisms but may be inhibitory or toxic if present in

high concentrations or in certain chemical forms.
Considerable effort has been directed in recent

years to the problem of assessing the impact of con-
taminant trace elements on estuarine and coastal
ecosystems. However, little has been learned concern-
ing the distribution, speciation and control mechanisms
of dissolved trace elements in coastal waters. Most of
the recent papers have been concerned with relatively
few analyses. Inevitably this has restricted
observations deduced from the data to generalizations
concerning the metal distribution over large geograph-
ical areas'" , observations of the long term (days and
months) temporal variation at a small number of loca-

solution of elements during transport by rivers to the
11-13ocean.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA) Marine Ecosystems Analysis (MESA) New York
Bight Project was recently initiated as a coordinated
multi disciplinary research program designed to enable
us to understand more about the impact of man's act-
ivities on the coastal ocean, particularly the coastal
waters adjacent to the New York Metropolitan area.
These waters receive large quantities of contaminants
from river discharge, atmospheric fallout, and ocean
dumping of sewage sludge, dredge spoil and chemical

wastes. One of the important questions concerning
man's impact on this region is the role of trace metals
in the substantial modifications of marine ecology that
have been observed during the past several decades.

15Carmody e_t a^. have shown that anomalously high trace
metal concentrations are found in the sediments of New
York Bight in areas where the benthic fauna is markedly
impoverished. This correlation suggests the possibility
of a cause and effect relationship. However, it is

precisely this type of cause and effect relationship
which cannot be proven without a detailed understanding
of the chemistry, biochemistry, and geochemistry of
contaminant elements in coastal ecosystems.

As the first stage in a comprehensive study of the
trace metal biogeochemistry of New York Bight our
initial efforts were aimed at the most difficult analy-
tical problem, the determination of the distribution
and speciation of dissolved trace metals. This problem
is important especially as metals in the dissolved
phase have a greater availability to organisms than
those in solid phases and are therefore potentially
more important.

Sampling and Analysis Techniques

Obtaining a contamination free sample of sea water
for trace metal analysis is not a trivial task.l^ Most
sampling systems, pumps and bottles, will contaminate
the sample with certain metals. In order to obtain
contamination free samples a new design of sampling
bottle, the "top drop" Niskin bottle, has been employ-
ed. Use of this bottle was shown to be superior to

other sampling methods. ° Sample collection with these
bottles was carried out on a rosette multi-sampler
which was mounted around, and about 0.5 m above, the

sensor head of an Inter Ocean CSTD system. This ar-

rangement served two purposes. As the sampling bottles
are not hung on a hydrowire or triggered by messenger
the potential contamination associated with this means
of operation-^ is eliminated. In addition, and perhaps
more important, the system permits samples to be taken
not at randomly selected or at standard depths, but at

depths carefully selected to obtain complete coverage
of the major water types, as indicated by parameters
read from the CSTD. The CSTD system is designed so

that any two of the parameters conductivity (salinity)

,

temperature, depth, pH, oxygen concentration, and
transmissivity can be plotted out against any other of

these parameters on an XYY' recorder, during lowering
of the rosette sampler. The remaining parameters may
also be monitored on a printed paper recorder. Al-

though this capability has not yet been fully utilized,
it should enable us to optimize sampling in order to

adequately describe the water column with the fewest
possible samples, particularly in deeper waters of the

outer continental shelf. Several NOAA ships currently
have '.lis capability, although most of the shipboard
systems consist of an interface of a rosette multi-
sampler with a standard STD, without the water quality
sensors of the Inter Ocean system. The analysis of sea

water samples for trace metal concentrations by tradit-

ional techniques is tedious, difficult, and error prone.

However, we have developed simple, direct analysis
techniques for total dissolved Fe, Mn , Cd , Cu, Zn , Cr

and Ni in sea water^ 7
. These methods do not require

any prechemistry to be performed on the sea water and
employ flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry

Copyright © 1976 by The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
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with a Perkin Elmer HGA 2100 heated graphite atomizer.

Several hundred samples a month may be analyzed for

these elements with a single atomic absorption spectro-
photometer. Even this analysis process will soon be

completely automated.

The collection and analysis procedure for dissolv-
ed trace metal determinations is simple^ The sea water
sample is filtered through an 0. 4 u Nuclepore filter and

collected in a precleaned 1 j linear polyethylene bottle
Filtration is carried out immediately on board ship by
coupling a low pressure inert gas supply to the top of

the Niskin "top drop" and a snap on fitting containing
the filter to the sampler drain cock. The sample is

not transferred to another container for filtering and

does not contact the open ship's atmosphere. This
procedure minimizes contamination. The filtered sea

water is acidified with 1 milliliter of concentrated
silica distilled HNO3 per liter of water and returned
to the laboratory. Analysis for the metals listed
above requires less than 5 milliliters of sample.

Larger samples are collected to minimize storage
bottle surface area to volume ratio, and to permit
parallel analyses by solvent extraction to be carried

out as required.

Dissolved Trace Metals in New York Bight

As a preliminary to a more detailed study of the

trace metal biogeochemistry of New York Bight a series
of cruises were carried out to establish the general
features of geographical and temporal variability of

dissolved metals in the water column. Seven cruises
were carried out within the apex of New York Bight over
the period April to November 1974 at approximately 26

day intervals to coincide with an ERTS (Earth Resources
Technology Satellite) overpass. On each cruise vert-
ical profiles of salinity, temperature, oxygen, pH,

nitrate, nitrite, phosphate, silicate, total suspended
load, particle size distribution, suspended total
organic carbon and nitrogen, suspended carbohydrates
and suspended proteins were obtained at 25 stations
(fig.* 1) from Niskin bottle collected samples, in

addition to the samples for dissolved trace metal
analyses. Continuous vertical profiles with the Inter

Ocean salinity, temperature, depth, oxygen, pH, and
transmissivity probe were obtained synchronously. The

Nuclepore filters from the filtration for trace metal
analysis have been retained and will ultimately be

analyzed to determine the inorganic composition of the

particulates.
A single additional cruise was carried out in

February-March 1975 on which the same analyses were
performed on samples collected from a series of 64

stations from an area of the New York Bight extending
out to the edge of the continental shelf, approximately
100 nautical miles offshore, and 70 miles south and
east-northeast of New York.

Although the data obtained from these cruises have
not yet been fully evaluated, a number of important
observations have been made which point the direction
in which future research and monitoring efforts should
be directed.

The geographical distribution of each of the
metals analyzed is very non-uniform. The sampling
density in the apex (stations approximately 2-5 nautical
miles apart) is marginal for observations of the detail
of this patchy distribution. Individual high or low
concentration values observed at one depth and one
station could possibly be due to sampling or analytical
error. However, it is believed that most if not all
such observations of anomalies are real, as in many
instances the validity of one high value is supported
by several other values at adjacent stations and depths
(figs. 2, 3) . It is apparent that even with the

relatively closely spaced sampling grid that we have
used, we have achieved only marginal resolution of the
major features of the trace metal distributions of the

40
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Figure 1. Station locations in the apex of New York
Bight. Transect designations refer to

vertical sections in Figure 3.

New York Bight. The New York Bight is an extremely
heterogeneous system with river discharge, sewage

sludge, dredge spoil and acid waste dumping all pro-
viding point sources for contaminant element input and

with a complex pattern of tidal and nontidal currents.
We might expect other coastal zones to exhibit less

heterogeneity. However, it is in just such situations

as the New York Bight that we have the greatest need

to understand not only the total impact of man on the

ecosystem but also the relative individual contribu-
tions of contaminant sources. Without such detailed
knowledge, cost and benefit effective environmental
management decisions such as location of dumpsites
cannot be made. The implication is clear that if we

are to understand the trace metal geochemistry in

areas such as the New York Bight Apex we must have the

ability to determine the size, the origin, and the

fate of masses of water with anomalous trace element
concentrations

.

Our present data clearly identify the Hudson-

Raritan river outflow as a major contributor of dissolv-

ed metals, particularly Mn, to the New York Bight

apex. However, mixing curves indicate that much of the

Mn and probably the other metals contributed by this

source may be lost from solution soon after introduc-
tion to the Bight. Dumping of either sewage sludge or

dredge spoil appears to be the source of appreciable
quantities of Zn and perhaps other metals. However,

metals released to solution from such sources are

almost certainly not conservative and are lost from

solution to active particle surfaces and to organisms.

A preliminary assessment of the temporal varia-

tions of trace metal concentrations in the Apex region

was made by occupying one station at both the begin-

ning and the end of each cruise and by comparing data
from consecutive cruises. Variability at any station

and depth is appreciable and often erratic. These

variations are presumably related to the small scale

geographical variability, and temporal variations of

the contaminant" chemical inputs to the system both by

the river and by dumping. However, even though the

station which was sampled twice on each cruise was

selected to be the most responsive to tidal and river

flow variations, repeated observations several days

apart usually fell close to each other when compared
to the differences in concentration observed between
stations located in different regions in the Apex. In
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Figure 2. Distribution of total dissolved zinc in

surface waters dm) of New York Bight
apex. August 21-24, 1974.

addition, when concentrations at several stations
and/or depths from different regions of the apex (e.g.

stations from near the Hudson-Raritan outflow, sta-
tions from near the dumpsites etc.,) are averaged,
clearly defined seasonal trends are observed. This
suggests that although more detailed synoptic sampling
is required to understand the trace metal biogeo-
chemistry in an area such as the New York Bight,

considerable information could be gained by collecting
time averaged samples or continuous data at about the

same number of stations as were occupied in the present
study. Time averaging of the samples over periods of
between one day and several weeks would probably be

necessary to smooth out the variability so that the

major geographical and seasonal distributions could be
observed. Such samples would probably best be collect-
ed from fixed platforms or buoys with automated equip-
ment.

Trace Metal Speciation

Trace metals in sea water may exist in a diver-
sity of chemical forms. These include simple cationic
and anionic species, inorganic complex ions, organic
complexes, metallo-organic compounds, inorganic and
organic colloids, and various macro solid phases.

Many of these chemical forms are such that they will
pass through a 0.4 m filter and so by convention will

be called "dissolved" even though they may not be
truly in solution. The various chemical forms will
have different properties with respect to their avail-
ability for uptake by organisms or sorbtion by other
particles. Unfortunately very little is known about
the nature of metal species in sea. water or the nature
of the influence of species on the biogeochemistry of

the elements.
Most analytical techniques historically used for

trace metals dissolved in sea water involve a separa-

tion step which requires that the element be in a

specific ionic form. Solvent extraction, ion and
ligand exchange, colorimetric procedures, and polar-
ographic analyses all ,require that the element be in

ionic form to be separated or detected. Only neutron
activation analysis determines the total metal in the

sample without prior separation and this technique can
be used for only a very small number of elements in

sea water. The various analytical techniques used
historically cal 1 r separations under different
conditions of .id temperature, and with complex-
ation reaction^ of different stability constants. As
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the various chemical forms of any element in sea water

may be critically affected by such parameters, each
different technique will determine different fractions

of the total element present. This could be one of

the major reasons why intercalibration trials18 and
literature data agree so poorly on the concentrations
of trace elements in sea water. Poor agreement would
result if significant fractions of the element in sea

water were in chemical forms not readily brought into
ionic form during normal analysis procedures.

The analysis technique that we have developed,
using flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry
directly on sea water, determines a value close to the

total trace metal concentration in the sample. Very
volatile metal-organic compounds may escape before
atomization and not be included in the analysis. In

addition, differences in vaporization and atomization
rate between chemical forms of the elements in the
sample that do not equilibrate with the standard spike
and those that do, might lead to an error. However,

both of these errors are certainly small and probably
negligible.

We have attempted to establish the fraction of
the various trace metals whose total concentrations we
have determined in New York Bight that are determin-
able by traditionally used procedures, by subjecting
some of these same samples to analysis by a much used
solvent extraction technique. The metals were extract-
ed with ammonium pyrollidine dithiocarbamate (APDC)

into methyl iso-butyl ketone (MIBK) 19
'

20
'

21 using
spiked samples to check the recovery of the procedure
and to act as standards. Analysis was carried out by

flameless atomic absorption spectrophotometry. Al-
though very few samples have yet been analyzed by this
method, it is already clear that a significant pro-
portion of the Fe and Cu that passes an 0.4 m filter
is not extractable, even though these samples were
stored at pH-1 before analysis, and recovery of spiked
additions was quantitative. In fact the extractable
percentage of total metal in some instances is very
small (<10%) and it appears that the percentage extract-
able generally decreases with distance from the region
of the Hudson-Raritan estuary discharge (Table 1). In

the river discharge the Fe and Cu can be extracted
almost quantitatively. The small percentage that is

extractable in the offshore samples is apparently not
related primarily to dumped materials, as several
samples from different open ocean areas which have
been analyzed by the two techniques show similar
results. Further research is required to define the
distribution of extractable and nonextractable frac-
tions of metals in the oceans and to investigate the

physico-chemical nature of the nonextractable material.
It is apparent from these observations that a

major fraction or fractions of some elements in sea
water may not be determined by traditional techniques.
The diversity of species of metals in sea water has

22 23been known for some time ' but appears to have
been largely ignored in recent years. It is likely
that different separation and determination methodolog"
ies even those based upon the same techniques but with
different analytical conditions, will not give the
same results for trace metal concentrations in sea
water. Therefore, it is imperative that monitoring
programs for trace metal concentrations in different
parts of the oceans be carried out using a single
standardized technique in order that data, may be
compared. Direct injection flameless atomic absorp-
tion is rapid, simple, and determines the total metal
present. Therefore, this may be the most appropriate
technique for monitoring, at least until we learn more
about the nature of the trace metal species in "solu-
tion" .

Table 1.

Percentage of total dissolved metal (direct infection
flameless atomic absorption) which is determinable
by solvent extraction (APDC/MIBK) atomic absorption
(Nov. 1973)

.

Station

Raritan Bay
6

8

12

1 3

22

25

Cu

110

1 01

I

11"

12(1

76

33

50

Fe

94

99

68

68

1H

6 5

55

Continuous Profiling or Monitoring

Carefully designed laboratory experiments under
simulated conditions may be performed to establish the

nature of the major biogeochemical reactions occuring
during processes such as estuarine mixing and waste
dumping. However, the conditions cannot duplicate
exactly those that are encountered in the environment
itself.

In order to study and understand the factors
controlling geographical and temporal variability of

trace metal concentrations in an area such as the New
York Bight where sporadic dumping and river discharge
occur, it is essential that sampling be carried out on

a much more intensive scale than ever previously
attempted for trace metal analysis. Because of the

cost and time involved in sampling and analyzing large
numbers of samples for trace metals, such a sampling

program cannot be carried out at present.
This apparent dilemma would be solved, if it were

possible to monitor the metal concentration of sea
water in real time during a sampling cruise. The

sampling plan could then be modified continuously to

optimize the observation of transient phenomena both by
minimizing the number of samples taken and by ensuring
the maximum possible synopticity of observation.
Currently under development in NOAA is a shipboard

sampling and analysis system which would at least
partially fulfill the necessary requirements. Water
will be continuously sampled from a vessel under-way
through a teflon hose attached to a towed fish. In-

itially this fish will travel only at a single depth
but eventually it may be designed to be depth con-
trollable, in order to obtain vertical profiles under-

way. . Water will be pumped on board the ship by a high

volume pump located on the ship itself. Subsampling of

the sea water stream will take place through take off

points in the teflon hose before the water has passed
through the pump. Subsampled water will be collected
in bottles and will also be passed into a four channel
Auto Analyzer for inorganic micro-nutrient analysis,
into a flow cell salinometer, and into a flameless
atomic absorption spectrophotometer through a series of

sampling valves. The flameless atomic absorption
spectrophotometer will not be operated in a true con-

tinuous mode but will perform one analysis every 1 to 3

minutes depending on the element of interest. Stand-
ardization of the instrument will be carried out by

spiking the sea water samples directly in the atomizer
at regular intervals by means of a separate injection
valve system. Initially only one element will be

determined at a time. However, later cevelopments
are possible with either additional spectrophotometers
or multi element analysis atomic spectroscopy systems
expected to become commercially available soon. It

is expected that with this shipboard system much can be

6-5
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learned about the nature of the chemical interactions

taking place in the coastal zone, particularly those

associated with transient events such as dumping.
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Trace metals in the New York Bight

Douglas A. Segar1 and Adriana Y. Cantillo

Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratories, NOAA, 15 Rickenbacker Causeway, Miami,

Florida 33149

Abstract

Large quantities of trace metals are introduced to the New York Bight apex from many
sources. Distributions of dissolved Mn, Fe, Cd, Cu, and Zn are extremely nonuniform in the

waters of the apex due to the many sources and complex reactions taking place. Estuarine dis-

charge and dredge spoil dumping are major sources, while sewage sludge and acid waste

dumping are minor sources for most elements studied. Much of the dissolved Cu and Fe
occurs in a chemical form that is not extractable by chelation/solvent extraction, even after

acidification. The quantity of this metal fraction increases with distance from the Hudson-
Raritan estuary. Loss from solution of some elements, notably Mn, occurs when estuarine

water mixes with oceanic water. Metals, particularly Zn, are released to solution during

ocean dumping of sewage sludge and other materials. Concentrations of dissolved metals

in the apex are higher than on the open shelf and higher in summer than in spring and fall.

This suggests that the apex flushes slower in summer, as inputs do not vary significantly

with season.

Budget calculations show that contaminant metals, exemplified by Cu and Zn, do not

accumulate in the apex but are rapidly removed either to the estuaries or the surrounding

shelf waters. Mean residence times of contaminant metals in the apex waters are less than

6 months, perhaps considerably less.

Many activities in the New York metro-

politan region produce significant quanti-

ties of waste products containing trace met-

als at concentrations above those normally

found in materials introduced to the en-

vironment naturally. Atmospheric dust and
rainfall, freshwater runoff from land, urban

and industrial liquid effluents, and solid

wastes dumped into the ocean all provide

unnaturally high levels of trace metals to

the ocean in the New York Bight. These in-

puts are concentrated in the apex region of

the bight ( Fig. 1 ) where most of the river

input takes place, where almost all of the

solid waste dumping is concentrated ( Muel-

ler et al. 1975), and where atmospheric dust

loads apparently are highest ( Duce et al.

1976).

Perhaps the first realization of the mag-
nitude of problems associated with metal

discharges to the ocean came with the di-

agnosis of organic mercury as the cause of

Minimata disease (Irukayama et al. 1961).

1 Present address: NOAA, Code C61, Rockville,

Maryland 20852.

AM. SOC. LIMNOL. OCEANOGR.
yj]_

The first studies of trace metal contamina-

tion of the New York Bight were reported

in 1970 (Gross 1970a,£>). Much remains to

be learned about the transport, reactions,

and ultimate fate of metals in the bight.

Here we describe the results of some of the

early stages of an investigation of trace

metal cycles in the apex.

Methods

The availability of data concerning the

concentrations of trace metals in New York

Bight sediments and some organisms (Gross

et al. 1971; NMFS 1972; Carmody et al.

1973) caused us to direct our initial sam-

pling and analysis toward trace metals in

dissolved and suspended particulate states.

Distributions of trace metals and the vari-

ability of these distributions with season

were investigated between April 1974 and

March 1975. On each cruise, continuous ver-

tical profiles of salinity, temperature, and

depth were obtained with an Inter Ocean
model 513-10 CSTD. The CSTD was inter-

faced with a General Oceanics model 1015

rosette multibottle array equipped with

SPEC. SYMP. 2
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172 Waste sources and effects

—
i 1 1 r

NEW YORK BIGHT

Fig. 1. New York Bight, showing apex area.

General Oceanics model 1070 10-liter top-

drop Niskin bottles. Water samples were

collected at the surface (1 m), at 10-m

intervals, and at about 2 m above the sedi-

ment-water interface. Each water sample

has been analyzed for salinity, dissolved

oxygen, pH, nitrate, nitrite, phosphate, sili-

cate, total suspended load, particle size dis-

tribution, suspended total organic carbon,

suspended total carbohydrates and total

proteins, and the dissolved trace metals Fe,

Mn, Cd, Cu, and Zn (Cantillo et al. 1976).

Some suspended sediment samples are cur-

rently being analyzed for mineralogy and

inorganic composition ( Betzer personal

communication )

.

Seven cruises were conducted at 36-day

intervals between April and November 1974

and occupied 25 or 26 stations in the bight

apex (Fig. 2). A single additional cruise in

February-March 1975 occupied a series of

64 stations ( Fig. 3 )

.

Samples for trace metal analyses were

drawn from the Niskin sampler and filtered

through a 0.4-/A Nuclepore membrane filter,

with great care being taken to minimize at-

mospheric contamination. Filtered samples

were collected in precleaned 1-liter linear

polyethylene bottles and acidified immedi-

ately with 1 ml/ liter of silica redistilled con-

centrated nitric acid. Samples from the first

cruise (16-20 April 1974) were not filtered.

Analyses for total Fe, Mn, Cu, Cd, and

Zn were performed with a Perkin Elmer 503

atomic absorption spectrophotometer by

direct injection of the sample into a Perkin

Elmer HGA 2100 heated graphite atomizer

(Segar and Cantillo 1976). Zn was deter-

mined only on cruises after July 1974. The

B
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SPOIL SEWAGE

III _/l2_J3*_ _I4 _ _ 15
C *~ ""% CELLAR

~~ "* C

DIRT
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D« • •*-

21 _ 22 _ _23_

19 20
,

ACID
24

-
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40°
20'

74°00'W 73°30'W

Fig. 2. Station locations in the apex. Designated

dumpsite locations and transect designation ( A'-A',

B'-B', etc.) for which vertical sections are plotted

in Figs. 4-7 and 12-28.

Fig. 3. Extended sampling area occupied 26

February-3 March 1975, showing station locations

and regimes: estuarine and dumpsite influenced,

offshore control, and outer shelf for which average

concentrations are calculated and shown in Figs.

30-34.
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Trace metals 173

analytical precision determined from mul-

tiple aliquots from the same sample storage

bottle was better than ±10% for concen-

trations of metals in excess of 10 times the

instrumental detection limit (ca. 0.3 ppb
for Fe, Mn, and Cu, and 0.01 ppb for Cd
and Zn). Generally only single samples

were taken from each Niskin sampler. Ran-

dom duplicates were obtained on several

cruises and analyzed. Overall precision of

the sampling and analysis was better than

±15'/r for concentrations in excess of ten

times the instrumental detection limit (Se-

gar and Cantillo 1975 )

.

Results and discussion

April 1974 data (unfiltered samples)—
Analyses of samples from the first cruise

( 16-20 April 1974 ) were performed without

filtering. Samples were acidified and al-

lowed to stand for several weeks and the

subsample for analysis was taken carefully

from the bottle without shaking. Our ana-

lytical technique does not discriminate be-

tween chemical or physical forms of the

element (Segar and Cantillo 1975), so these

analyses include all of the metal whether

dissolved or remaining in suspension. The

CO
rr
u

a.
IdQ

10 20 10

NAUTICAL MILES NAUTICAL MILES

Fig. 4. Total dissolved and particulate iron (fig/Wter) in the apex, 16-20 April 1974.

20
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174 Waste sources and effects

analysis includes the dissolved and weak
aeid-soluble metal, but excludes metal as-

sociated with coarse mineral fractions. The
distributions of total particulate plus dis-

solved Fe, Mn, Cu, and Cd for the April

1974 cruise are shown in Figs. 4-7. There

is considerable variation in metal concen-

tration between stations and with depth. Al-

though our sampling density is inadequate

to describe this variability, certain features

are clear. The lower salinity surface water

discharging from Lower New York Bay
(Fig. 8) contains high concentrations of

both Mn and Fe, but Cd and Cu concentra-

tions do not seem to be strongly influenced

by the estuarine discharge. Fe, but not Mn,
is also found in high concentrations in water

near the sediment-water interface over

much of the apex. The absence of this layer

in the rest of the apex may be a sampling

artifact since samples often could not be

taken near the sediment-water interface,

to

X
h-
Q_
UJ
Q

10 zc 10 20

NAUTICAL MILES NAUTICAL MILES

Fig. 5. Total dissolved and particulate manganese (/ig/liter) in the apex, 16-20 April 1974.
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Fig. 6. Total dissolved and particulate copper (/xg/liter) in the apex, 16-20 April 1974.

particularly during rough weather. This

layer of water with high Fe concentrations

may be the nepheloid layer containing high

concentrations of fine particles. Such par-

ticles, if representative of resuspended bot-

tom sediments, would contain considerably

higher concentrations of Fe than of Mn, Cd,

and Cu, and most of this Fe should be solu-

ble in weak acid ( Gross et al. 1971 )

.

Concentrations of Mn and Fe plotted

against salinity (Figs. 9 and 10) suggest

that total Fe concentrations are useful in

tracing water mass mixing. Iron added to

the New York Bight in low salinity river

discharge is mixed conservatively with the

high salinity-low Fe concentration water of

the open ocean. However, at high salinities

iron is also introduced to the water column

from the sediments. Hence, the complex

distribution of points in Fig. 9.

The plot of Mn against salinity does not

show any Mn input at high salinities and,

because of the curvature, suggests that Mn
injected by the low salinity discharge is not

conservative but is lost from the water col-

umn during mixing with the high salinity-
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176 Waste sources and effects

low \ln water. In Fig. 11, Fe concentrations

are plotted against those of Mn. The distri-

bution suggests a three end-member mixing
diagram with almost all of the points falling

on two straight lines representing two dis-

tinct Mn:Fe ratios. Two water masses, low

Mn-high Fe and high Mn-high Fe, are mix-

ing simultaneously with low Mn-low Fe
water. Points falling on the high Mn-Fe
ratio line are almost all surface or near-

surface samples, while those falling on the

low Mn-Fe ratio line are deeper samples.

The implication is that little mixing takes

place between the lower and upper layers

when the water column is stratified. In ad-

dition, the limited data available here sug-

gest that total Fe:Mn ratios or Fe:Mn ratios

in suspended particulates may serve as a

tracer for suspended sediment mixing.

Cu and Cd concentrations in the apex
during April (Figs. 6 and 7) seem to be
almost uniform except in a few isolated

areas. These high values could either repre-

sent poor data or reflect the inadequacy of

the sampling density in describing the small-

scale variations in concentration. The lat-

ter seems more probable (see below).

May-Novernber 1974 data (filtered sam-
ples)-—Six apex cruises followed the April

cruise (6-9 May, 10-13 June, 16-19 July,

21-24 August, 29 September-2 October, 4-7

November). The quantity of low salinity
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10 20 10

NAUTICAL MILES NAUTICAL MILES

Fig. 8. Salinity ( % ) in the apex, 16-20 April 1974.
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Fig. 10. Total dissolved and particulate iron in

the apex as a function of salinity, 16-20 April 1974.
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Fig. 11. Total dissolved and particulate iron in

the apex as a function of total dissolved and partic-

ulate manganese, 16-20 April 1974.

water discharging from Lower New York

Bay was less and average salinities through-

out the apex were always several parts per

thousand higher during this period than

during April (Hazelworth et al. 1975a,/;).

All samples collected on these later cruises

were filtered through 0.4-/A Nuclepore mem-
brane filters and acidified immediately after

they were brought aboard ship. Analyses

thus determine the total elemental concen-

tration in solution. Station 26 was occupied

only on the cruises in September and No-

vember, and Zn was determined only on

samples from these and the August cruise.

Distributions of total dissolved iron in

June, July, August, and September are

A
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Fig. 12. Total dissolved iron (/ng/liter) in the apex, 10-13 June 1974.
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Fig. 13. Total dissolved iron
(
/ug/liter ) in the apex, 16-19 July 1974.

shown in Figs. 12-15. The June distribution

suggests significant Fe inputs from the es-

tuary; during other months no such input

is apparent. Distributions are generally non-

uniform with higher concentration regions

of water often occurring either to the north

or south of the acid waste dumpsites (see

Fig. 2). Uniform concentrations tend to oc-

cur at a particular sampling depth over

large distances, despite relatively large

changes in concentration with depth. This

is particularly apparent in July (Fig. 13)

and suggests that little vertical mixing of

dissolved species takes place, at least across

the thermocline. High dissolved Fe con-

centrations were not generally found close

to the sediment-water interface. This con-

trasts with the April observations of total

acid-soluble iron discussed above and sup-

ports our hypothesis that the excess iron

near the bottom is particulate and occurs

in a nepheloid layer.

Total dissolved Mn distributions for the

June, July, August, and September cruises

are shown in Figs. 16-19. The Mn distribu-

tions are more consistent than those of Fe.

High Mn concentrations are always found

near the sediment-water interface. Some-
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180 Waste sources and effects

what higher concentrations are also gener-

ally observed in the surface water east of

the sewage sludge dumpsite and north of

the acid waste dumpsite. The excess Mn in

these surface waters may come from the

acid waste, which contains appreciable

quantities of Mn (Gross 1970/;) and prob-

ably disperses northward with the surface

drift (Charnelletal. 1975).

High dissolved Mn concentrations in the

bottom waters of the bight are probably

caused by loss of reduced Mn from anoxic

sediments. The Mn will be oxidized and

reprecipitated, but the oxidation process is

slow (Morgan 1971), particularly when dis-

solved oxygen concentrations are low (Se-

gar and Herberian 1976).

The Cu concentrations in June, July, and
September (Figs. 20-22) are rather uni-

form, ranging between about 2 and 4 ppb
over most of the apex. However, concen-
trations in the estuarine outflow and ap-

parently in cells of surface water north of

the acid waste dumpsite are usually some-

what higher than concentrations elsewhere

in the apex. The region north of the acid

waste dumpsite is where high Mn concen-

trations are also found. Cells of high Cu

to
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Fig. 15. Total dissolved iron (jug/liter) in the apex, 29 September-2 October 1974.

concentration are found in deeper waters

but generally not extending to the deepest

sample. They appear to be associated with

the regions where high Mn and low oxygen

concentrations are observed. Perhaps, they

are generated by biological decomposition

and associated Cu release or by oxidation of

sulfides in resuspended bottom sediments.

If the latter were the case, then the deepest

samples would show lower concentrations,

due either to scavenging by nepheloid layer

particles or to sulfide reprecipitation.

Cd concentrations in June, July, and Sep-

tember (Figs. 23-25) do not vary greatly

throughout the apex, although the estuarine

outflow and near-bottom samples tend to

have higher concentrations than waters else-

where in the apex. Areas of high Cd con-

centration water were observed, but no

obvious pattern can be delineated.

Zn concentrations in August, September,

and November (Figs. 26-28) are high com-

pared to reported values for other coastal

areas (Morris 1971; Windom et al. 1971;

Windom and Smith 1972; Butterworth et al.

1972; Abdullah et al. 1972; Steele et al. 1973;

Preston 1973). However, the lowest values

found in the outer stations in September
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182 Waste sources and effects

(Fig. 27) are within the range reported for

other regions.

Estuarine waters entering the apex have

Zn concentrations above background there.

Concentrations near the sediment-water in-

terface are often high, and discrete cells of

Zn-rich water are observed.

The most striking features of the Zn dis-

tributions are the high surface concentra-

tions at stations 23 and 24 in August ( Fig.

26) and the high concentrations at stations

12 and 13 in August (Fig. 26) and station

13 in September (Fig. 27). Station 13 is

located almost at the sewage sludge dump-
site, and high Zn concentrations there are

probably caused by release of Zn to solu-

tion during sewage sludge disposal. The
high concentrations at stations 23 and 24

in August are possibly due to releases of Zn

from acid wastes.

The highest zinc concentrations observed

were below levels known to be acutely toxic

to marine organisms. But the concentrations

are high enough and may be persistent

enough to cause concern about potential

chronic toxic effects (Connor 1972; Brown
and Ahsanullah 1971).

It is relevant at this point to consider the

validity of trace metal data showing cells

of water with anomalous concentration.
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Often the anomalous water is character-

ized hy only a single data point. In such

instances it is possible that analytical er-

ror is responsible for the anomaly. However,

we believe that our anomalous values are

genuine, with perhaps one or two excep-

tions. We have sampled the same stations

twice, several days apart, usually obtaining

good agreement between successive sam-

plings, even when observed concentrations

were anomalous compared to other areas.

In addition, the vertical and horizontal in-

tegrity and the repetition of the high Zn

concentration at station 13, a phenomenon

clearly explicable by known chemical pro-

cesses, convince us that such features else-

where are significant although less easily

explained.

Samples from the August cruise were ana-

lyzed for V and Ni after extraction with

ammonium pyrollidine dithiocarbamate into

methyl isobutyl ketone. Vanadium concen-

trations were generally below the detection

limit ( ca. 0.2 /xg/liter), while Ni concen-

trations ranged from about 0.5 to 7 fig/ liter.

Both metals occurred in higher concentra-

tions in the estuarine influenced region (V

ca. 3 /xg/liter) and were uniformly low
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Fig. 17. Total dissolved manganese (/Lig/liter) in the apex, 16-19 July 1974.
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184 Waste sources and effects

throughout the rest of the apex. In the outer

areas of the apex, concentrations of Ni in

surface waters (1-2 yug/ liter) were gener-

allv somewhat higher than in deeper water

(0.5-1 fi«/ liter).

Seasonal variations—To simplify the data

so that seasonal trends and geographical

variations might he more easily understood,

average metal concentrations for several

regimes were calculated. The average con-

centration, including all depths sampled,

was calculated for each cruise for four areas

(Fig. 29): estuarine influenced (stations 1.

2, 6. 7. and 11). dumpsite influenced (sta-

tions S, 12. 13, 14, and 18), offshore con-

trol (stations 10. 15, 20, 23, 24, and 25), and,

for our single expanded grid cruise (26

February-3 March 1975). outer shelf (Fig.

3). These averaged data are plotted for Fe,

Mn, Cu, Cd, and Zn in Figs. 30-34. Several

observations can he made.

1. Outer shelf stations had lower average

concentrations of each metal except Cd
than the apex in winter. In winter the outer

shelf stations had lower average Mn con-

centrations than the average concentrations

in the apex at any time of year.

2. Average surface layer Mn concentra-

tions in the estuarine influenced regions
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Fig. 19. Total dissolved manganese (/^g/liter) in the apex 29 September-2 October 1974.

were always higher than the average con-

centrations offshore where Mn was rather

uniform. This suggests that the estuary is a

major source of dissolved manganese. Mn
added from dumping must be precipitated

or remain in the suspended phase.

3. The estuary seems to be a significant

source of high Cd and Zn concentrations

only at certain times.

4. In no instance is the average concen-

tration of a metal in the dumpsite region

significantly higher than in the rest of the

apex, although the concentration of Zn in

the immediate vicinity of the sewage sludge

dumpsite is often anomalously high (Figs.

26-28).

5. Surface and lower layer ( below 10-m

depth ) average metal concentrations are

not significantly different except for Mn.
Average lower layer Mn concentrations in

the dumpsite region are significantly higher

than surface concentrations. The differen-

tial is caused by high near-bottom Mn con-

centrations in this region where oxygen
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186 Waste sources and effects

concentrations are low and reduced Mil is

probably diffusing from the sediments.

6. Concentrations of each metal in the

apex were lower during spring and fall than

during summer or midwinter. High sum-

mer concentrations are probably caused by

restricted circulation and the consequent

longer residence time and higher equilib-

rium concentration of contaminants during

this season. High concentrations in winter,

particularly in the deeper water, are prob-

ably caused by release of dissolved trace

metals from resuspended sediments, as the

winter cruise took place in the days imme-

diately following a storm.

7. Average Zn and Cd concentrations in

the bight are higher than reported in other

coastal waters. Cu, Fe, and Mn concentra-

tions are high but within the range re-

ported for contaminated coastal waters

(Morris 1971; Windom et al. 1971; Slowey

and Hood 1971; Butterworth et al. 1972;

Abdullah et al. 1972; Sundaraj and Krish-

namurthy 1972; Steele et al. 1973; Preston

1973; Sankaranarayanan and Reddy 1973).

High concentrations of the various metals

observed in the bight may be due either to

analytical methodology differences (our

method determines essentially total dis-
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20

solved metal ) or to the impact of man's con-

tamination or to both.

Some considerations on metal speciation

—A new analytical technique was used

which determines the total metal concen-

tration in the sample without regard to

chemical form (Segar and Cantillo 1975).

The results obtained were compared with

analyses performed by separating metals

from the salt matrix by chelation with

ammonium pyrollidine dithiocarbamatc

( APDC ) and extraction with methyl iso-

butyl ketone (MIBK). The extractive anal-

yses were carried out by standard additions

using a modification of the method of Krem-

ling and Petersen (1974). Excellent agree-

ment was found between methods for each

metal examined if analysis was carried out

on water samples from the estuarine dis-

charge region. However for Fe and Cu and

possibly Cd, Zn, and Mn in samples from

outside the estuarine influence, concentra-

tions found by the total analysis method
were much higher than those obtained by

the extraction method. The extraction of

standard additions was quantitative from

all samples regardless of origin.

Total Cu and extractable Cu are plotted

against one another for samples from the

August apex cruise in Fig. 35. Points lying
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1SS Waste sources and effects

between the two straight lines represent

agreement between the two values and

therefore 100rr extractability within the

estimated errors of the two analyses. Sam-

ples with quantitatively extractable Cn
were predominantly taken at the surface in

the area of estuarine influence, whereas

points lying progressively to the right of this

line (i.e. <100c r extractability) derive from

deeper samples or samples from progres-

sively farther offshore. Salinity variations

were relatively small in the apex during

this cruise, the lowest salinity sample being

about 2S'f(. No obvious relationship existed

between salinity and either total copper or

extractable copper concentrations.

Apparently in the open shelf waters of the

bight apex metals occur in a form that is not

present in the estuarine discharge and is

not extracted by APDC/MIBK even when
the sample has been acidified to pH 1 and
stored for several weeks before analysis.

The inextractable metal may be the fraction

released by oxidation of seawater samples

( Corcoran and Alexander 1964; Hood 1967;

Williams 1969; Slowey and Hood 1971),

and it may be organically associated. How-
ever, if it is organically associated metal, it

is surprising that it does not seem to be

present in the estuarine water which has a

high dissolved organic carbon concentration

( Alexander and Alexander in press )
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Metal budgets—Budgets for trace metals

in the bight can be made only imprecisely

because existing data are inadequate. We
lack adequate estimates tor most metal in-

puts and for the distribution of most trace

metals in the New York Bight ecosystem.

At this time, reasonable budget calculations

can be made for Cu and Zn.

The total quantity of Cu and Zn in the

apex, a region defined by our 26 station grid

( Fig. 2), with an area of 2,400 km- has been

estimated from data discussed above. The
quantity of these metals in the upper 1 cm
of the sediments of the apex has been cal-

culated from the data of Carmodv et al.

(1973) (Table 1). The amount of each

metal in the water column is comparable to

the amount in the upper 1 cm of sediment.

Only the upper few centimeters of sediment

are able to exchange elements with the wa-

ter column and the biota ( Duursma and

Gross 1971). As the deposition rates in the

bight are generally low (G. Freeland per-

Table 1. Total metal in the apex (tonnes).

Zn

Average water column* 212 1,500

Sediments (upper 1 cm) 410 855

* Dissolved metal only.
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Fig. 23. Total dissolved cadmium (^tg/liter) in the apex, 10-13 June 1974.
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190 Waste sources and effects

sonal communication), and as some equi-

librium exists between sediments and water,

this implies that an appreciable fraction of

Cu or Zn (and probably other elements)

added as dissolved contaminants to the

bight apex must stay in solution until either

taken up by organisms or physically trans-

ported out of the apex.

The total quantity of metal in the water

column, as calculated in Table 1, does not

include metal incorporated in suspended

particles. Some idea of the relative magni-

tudes of suspended and dissolved metals

can be obtained by comparing the concen-

trations in samples collected in the apex in

April, which were not filtered, and those

collected later in the year, which were. This

comparison is made by averaging all trace

metal analyses for the April cruise and aver-

aging all trace metal analyses for the six

subsequent apex cruises (Table 2). How-
ever, an accurate estimate of the total par-

ticulate metal cannot be made from Table

2 because the April hydrographic conditions

and, presumably, metal distributions were

different from those in the other sampling

periods. Also, the April analyses do not in-

clude any metal that might be present in

the acid-insoluble settleable fraction of the

suspended particulates. Nevertheless, from
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Fig. 24. Total dissolved cadmium (/xg/liter) in the apex, 16-19 July 1974.
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Fig. 25. Total dissolved cadmium (^g/liter) in the apex, 29 September-2 October 1974.

Table 2, and from total suspended load data

and preliminary analyses of concentrations

in suspended matter ( Betzer personal corn-

Table 2. Average metal concentration for al

stations ( ppb )

.

Fe
Mn
Cu
Cd
Zn

* Includes dissolved, phis acid-soluble particulate metal.

t Dissolved metal only.

Apr* May—Nov

82 12

17 8.0

4.2 4.5

0.42 0.82— 32

munication ), it seems that while Fe and Mn
may be present in significant quantities in

the suspended phase, Cu, Cd, and Zn will

be found predominantly in the dissolved

phase. Therefore, suspended Cu, Cd, and

Zn are present in only small quantities in

the bight apex, and the values in Table 1

underestimate the total metal contents of

the water column by at most a few percent.

Cu and Zn inputs to the apex from vari-

ous sources are estimated in Table 3. It is

apparent from these estimates that both

acid waste dumping and atmospheric input

of Cu are negligible, and of Zn are small,
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192 Waste sources and effects

Table 3.

per day).

Inputs of metals to the apex (tonnes

Cu Zn

Sewage sludge't 0.7 1.8

Dredge spoils* 6.3 7.3

Acid wastes* 0.05 0.2

Atmospheric inputt 0.02 0,1

River runoff

Mueller et al (1975) 6.2 17

River flow rate X concn 0.48 3

•From Mueller et al. (1975).
t From Mueller et al. (1975), sealed to 2,400 km 2

,

assuming uniform fallout.

compared to other sources. Dredge spoils

appear to be the dominant source for each
metal, although river inputs may be large

—

perhaps comparable to dredge spoil dump-
ing. Even if the low estimates are correct,

input of metals from sewage sludge is no
greater than that from the estuarine dis-

charge. Evidently caution must be exercised

in using concentrations or ratios of trace

metal concentrations to identify sewage
sludge in apex sediments ( Harris 1974 )

.

Differences between the two estimated

values of input from the rivers (Table 3)
are large. The estimates of Mueller et al.

( 1975) are almost certainly too high. Their

estimates are made by summing the dis-

charges of wastewater and industrial ef-

fluents to the lower parts of the Hudson-

Raritan-Passaic estuary and New York Bay,
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Fig. 27. Total dissolved zinc (/xg/liter) in the apex, 29 September-2 October 1974.

together with loads carried by these rivers

from their upper reaches. However, a large

fraction of the metal contaminants added to

the estuary will not be transported to the

bight but are probably deposited in the

estuary. The deposited material is trans-

ported to the bight as dredge spoils. If the

estuary has no net accumulation or deple-

tion of contaminants, then the input cal-

culated by Mueller et al. (1975) should be

equal to the sum of the actual estuarine

transport and the dredge spoil removal. If

the estuarine discharge calculated from the

mean river flow rates and metal concentra-

tions are added to the dredge spoil input,

the sum does approximate the Mueller et al.

(1975) estimate of input to the rivers.

The river input of metals, which is cal-

culated from the mean flow rate multiplied

by the average metal concentration in water

at the mouth of Lower New York Bay
(Table 3), is only a crude approximation.

Tidal exchange, neglected here, may create

a significant net transport of metals either

into or out of Lower New York Bay. Better

estimates cannot be made from existing

data. As long as metal concentrations in low

salinity discharges are consistently equal to
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Fig. 28. Total dissolved zinc ( ^ig/liter ) in the apex, 4-7 November 1974.

or higher than that in the high salinity re-

turn flow to the estuary, input estimates

calculated from mean river flow will be

minimum values. Limited data for Cu and

Zn concentrations in the estuarine discharge

( Alexander and Alexander in press) suggest

that this condition is fulfilled.

Input rates from the combined dredge

spoil and sewage sludge dumping (Table

3) are sufficient to provide the metals con-

tained in the upper 1 cm of sediments in the

apex ( Table 1 ) in as little as 94 days for Zn
and 59 days for Cu. Net sediment accumula-

tion rates in the New York Bight apex are

considerably smaller than this. In fact most

of the apex has been eroded slightly be-

tween 1936 and 1973 (G. Freeland personal

communication). Net accumulation oc-

curred only at the dredge spoil site, — lx
10* m:i in 37 years ( G. Freeland personal

communication), and is sufficient to ac-

count for only about half of the volume of

dredge spoils dumped during this period

(-2x10* m:!

). These data indicate that

much of the solid material dumped into the

apex is rapidly dispersed and transported
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74°00'W 73-30'W

Fig. 29. Stations designated estuarine influ-

enced, dumpsite influenced, and offshore control.

from it, presumably seaward and possibly

back to the estuaries.

Some idea of the rate of removal of con-

taminant metals from the apex can be ob-

tained by calculating maximum mean resi-

dence times for Cu and Zn in the apex from

the input data in Table 3 and the total
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Table 4. Calculated mean residence time

( days ) of Cu and Zn in the apex.

No net
sediment

accumulation

Accumulation
of 50% of

dredge spoils

in sediments

Max* Mint Max* Mint

Cu
Zn

28

118

16

56

48
165

21

65

* River input calculated from average concentration X
average flow rate.

t River input from Mueller et al. (1975).

metal content of the apex from Table 1.

Estimates of maximum residence times ( Ta-

ble 4) have been calculated by assuming

that there is no input of metals from the

seavvater entering the apex and that, first,

there is no net sedimentation in the apex

and, second, half of the dredge spoils ac-

cumulate in the sediments (G. Freeland
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24 August 1974. Solid lines represent approximate

error limits. Samples with values lying between

solid lines have =2 100% extractable copper. Sam-

ples to right of lines have <100% extractable

copper.
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personal communication) and there is no

net sedimentation otherwise. In each case

the extreme values of the estuarine input

rate from Table 3 have been used to estab-

lish separate estimates. The residence times

estimated by assuming zero inputs of met-

als from seawater entering the apex are

maximum values as seawater flushing the

apex does contain metals. Input rate esti-

mates of metals from the ocean are very

imprecise due to poor data concerning the

flushing rate of the apex and the concen-

trations of metals in seawater outside it. In-

puts from the ocean probably exceed those

from other sources by as much as a factor

of three and the true mean residence times

of Cu and Zn in the apex, will, therefore,

be as much as a factor of four smaller than

estimated in Table 4. In any event the true

mean residence times of Cu and Zn cannot

exceed 6 months and are probably 10-50

days.

Flushing time of apex waters has been

estimated from salt balance studies to be

about 1 week ( Ketchum et al. 1951 ) . There-

fore, it appears that contaminants as repre-

sented by Cu and Zn are removed from the

apex only a little slower than the water

column is flushed, and resuspension of sedi-

mentary contaminants and transport of par-

ticulate material out of the apex must con-

stitute a very efficient process.

addendum (4 October 1976): Since the

preparation of this paper there have been

three reports ( Contract Rep. D-75-4, D-

76-1, and D-76-7 of the Dredged Material

Res. Program, U.S. Army Waterways Exp.

Sta., Vicksburg, Miss. ) that in laboratory

experiments Mn and Cd but not Fe, Cu,

and Zn are released to solution during

dredged material dispersal and sedimenta-

tion in seawater. Re-examination of our data

shows that high concentrations of Mn
(Figs. 16-19) and Cd (Figs. 23-25), but

not Fe, Cu, or Zn, were generally observed

in near-bottom water at the station (No.

12) nearest to the designated dredge spoil

dumpsite. It is likely that the high concen-

trations of Mn and Cd at this and adjacent

stations are caused by the dumping of

dredged material.
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Abstract

The adhesion enhancing activity of macromo-
lecular material extracted from sea water sam-
ples taken in the Northeastern Caribbean Sea

has been examined. The extracted materials
were tested for their surface active properties
by determining their effect on the adhesion of

marine phytoplankton cells to glass. The test

materials were extracted from sea water samples
taken along the southwest coast of Puerto Rico,

at three offshore stations: (I) northwest of

the Jungfern Passage in the Virgin Island

Basin; (II) (Serial Station) 20 miles directly
south of the southwest coast of Puerto Rico;

and (III) in the Mona Passage, west of Puerto
Rico. Sampling at the offshore stations was
designed to examine three discrete water masses:

Caribbean Surface Water (CSW) , the Subtropical
Underwater (SUW) and the Subantarctic Inter-
mediate Water (SAIW) . The materials extracted
from the CSW and the SUW enhanced the adhesion
of the test cells to glass. The mixed layer of

the SAIW did not contain adhesion active
material. Adhesion enhancement activity was
found in the materials obtained from samples
taken at stations (I) and (II), but was not

found at station (III). If this material
comes from the source area of the SUW in the

Northwestern Atlantic, then these data suggest
that there may be a restriction in the Mona
Passage to the movement of this activity.

1. Introduction

The presence of dissolved organics in sea

water has attracted the attention of marine
investigators for many years. Phenomena such as

the foaming of sea water and the occurrence of

slicks at the air water interface have been
attributed to the presence of surface active ma-
terials in ambient sea water (Wilson and

Collier, 1972). A number of workers have sug-
gested that the surfactants associated with
slicks and foam are derived from marine organisms,
most specifically macro algae and phytoplankton
(Fogg, 1952; Hoyt, 1970; Thomas, 1971; Samuel and

Fogg, 1971). The precise ecological and physio-
logical "role of these materials has been a matter
of some speculation. It has been suggested that

algal exudates in some manner regulate or control

microbial interactions involving marine bacteria
(Berland, et al . , 1972; Nalewajko and Lean, 1972;

Belly, Tansey and Brock, 1973). Recently it has
been pointed out that exudates of planktonic al-
gae and marine bacteria contain a high molecular
weight organic material that affects the ad-

hesion of these micro-organisms to glass sur-
faces (Tosteson and Corpe, 1975). These sub-
stances are presumably "surface active" in that

they alter the nature of the surfaces of these
micro-organisms, thus promoting their adhesion.
This effect is evidenced by both an increase in

the adhesion of these cells to glass and their
aggregationto one another.

For the past several years we have been

studying the distribution of these materials in

the Northeastern Caribbean Sea. The "surface"

activity of these soluble macromolecules has been

assessed by determining their effects on the

adhesion of planktonic algal cells to glass
surfaces

.

2. Materials and Methods

The sea water samples examined in this study

were obtained from the following locations: at a

permanent hydrographic station (Serial Station)

approximately 20 miles south of Puerto Rico
(latitude 17°36'N, longitude 67°00'W) and at two

stations, one located immediately to the north-
west of the Jungfern Passage in the Virgin Island

Basin (17°48'N, 65°29'W), and the second located

west of Puerto Rico, in the Mona Passage
(18°07'N, 67°43'W).

Sea water samples taken offshore were col-

lected using Niskin Bottles (30 liter). The

depths at which the water samples were obtained
were corrected by comparing the salinity and

temperature of the sample to the salinity-tem-
perature profile for the station at the time of

sampling.
The water samples collected at the permanent

hydrographic station (Serial Station) were taken

at depths of from 10 to 631 meters. The vertical

sampling schedule was designed essentially to

examine three discrete water masses: (a) Carib-
bean Surface Water (0-70 meters depth) , (b) the

Subtropical Underwater (approximately 105-180

meters depth) , and (c) the Subantarctic Inter-

mediate Water (approximately 500-1000 meters

depth) . The water mass defined as the Subtropi-

cal Underwater moves into the Caribbean from the

OCEANS '76 13C-1 MTS-IEEE
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North Atlantic, while the Subantarctic Intermedi-
ate Water moves into this area from the South At-
lantic (Montgomery, 1938; Wust, 1964). These
water masses have been defined with respect to
their physical and inorganic chemical characteris-
tics (Froelich and Atwood , 1973). The Subtropi-
cal Underwater is characterized by a high
salinity core at a depth of approximately 150-180
meters. Efforts were made in this study to ob-
tain samples in the immediate area of this high
salinity core water. The samples taken north-
west of the lungfern Passage and in the Mona
Passage were obtained from a depth that corres-
ponded as near as possible with the location of

the core of the Subtropical Underwater determined
at the time of sampling.

The water samples taken offshore were stored
in large plastic bottles and refrigerated until
transferred to the laboratory. All water sam-
ples were filtered (millipore filters, pore size
0.45 micron) to remove the particulate matter.
The millipore filters were carefully rinsed and
soaked in distilled water for some hours prior
to their use. The high molecular weight ma-
terials in the filtered water samples were con-
centrated by the addition of dry Sephadex gel

(G-50) . This gel excludes molecules of approx-
imately 20,000 M.W. and higher. Thus as the

gel hydrates, the molecular species with
weights below 20,000 equilibrate between the gel
particle water and the surrounding (extra-par-
ticle) solution. The concentration of high
molecular weight materials excluded from the

gel water is increased in the solution not
taken up by the gel particles. Procedures of

this nature have been reported elsewhere
(Sirotkina, et al . , 1974). In the work reported
here the excluded high molecular weight ma-
terials were generally concentrated 8 to 32

times, depending on the original starting
volume of the sample (6-24 liters)

.

The salt was removed from the sample con-
taining the concentrated high molecular weight
materials using a 16 liter Cbed volume) Sepha-
dex column (K3 370 Pharmacia Fine Chemicals
Inc.) containing Sephadex G-25. The high molecu-
lar weight materials were eluted off the column
in the void volume with acetate buffer (pH=4.0).
Dialysis was employed to remove the salt from
these preparations. The salt free concentrate
was then freeze dried and the resulting powder
stored for experimentation. In a number of
cases the concentrated solution of high molecu-
lar weight materials was desalted directly by
dialysis against distilled water. The amounts
and activities of the materials obtained in this
fashion were found to be no different than those
desalted on the Sephadex column. A series of

"blank" solutio.is was passed through the entire
system employed here, Niskin Bottle, storage
container, millipore filters, Sephadex gels and
dialysis. Distilled water and artificial sea
water samples were employed in this study
(Kester, e t al . , 1967). The materials recovered
from these "blank" samples was stored for subse-
quent analysis.

The materials recovered from selected sam-
ples were chemically analyzed. The dissolved
organic carbon (DOC) was determined on wet samples

(Dohrman Envirotec) and the carbon contents of
dry material was assessed using a Carbon, Hydro-
gen and Nitrogen Analyzer (Hewlitt Packard). The
principal metal ions (Calcium, Magnesium and
Sodium) were determined with the Atomic Adsorp-
tion Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer) . The chloride
contents of the recovered materials was deter-
mined with the Cotlove Digital Chloridometer
(Buchler Instruments) . The organic and inorganic
IR spectra of the recovered materials were de-
termined using the Infra-red Spectrophotometer
(Perkin Elmer) . All samples were analyzed in
triplicate. The dissolved organic carbon con-
tents of the materials recovered from the "blank"
solutions processed in the system were also
determined

.

The powdered crude material obtained using
the procedures outlined above was further purified
by fractionation on hydroxy! apatite colums
(Bio-Gel HT,Bio-Rad Laboratories). Crude pow-
dered materials obtained from Caribbean Surface
Water and Subtropical Underwater from the Serial
Station were each dissolved in 28 ml of potassium
phosphate buffer (.01 M, ph=7) at concentrations
of 1 mg/ml. These solutions were fractionated on
a hydroxyl apatite column (bed vol. 28 ml), the
material being sequentially eluted from the
column with a series of six phosphate buffers,
varying in concentration from .01 to 0.5 M. The
six fractions obtained for each preparation were
thoroughly dialyzed against distilled water and
subsequentlyfreeze dried.

The micro-algal species used to evaluate the

surface adhesion activity of the extracted ma-
terials was the marine Chlorella vulgaris
(Beijerinck) . This alga, isolated from the sea
in the area of the University of Puerto Rico
Marine Laboratories is kept in continuous culture
in our laboratory. The effect of the test sub-
stances on the adhesion of these cells to glass
surfaces was assessed in the following experi-
mental system.j

-j

Suspensions of Chlorella (10 cells/ml) in

supplemented sea water media were exposed to

glass surfaces for periods of five hours in the

presence and absence of the substances to be
tested. Following this, the surfaces were care-
fully rinsedwith cell-free media. The rinsed
surface was then exposed to mild sonication and
the number of cells removed from the surface by
this procedure was determined. The cells not re-
moved by presonication washes, and only removed
by exposure to sonication, are regarded as being
"adhered" to the surface. This procedure has

been employed previously to study the adhesion of

these planktonic algal cells to glass surfaces
(Zaidi and Tosteson, 1972; Tosteson, Zaidi and

Hale, 1973; Tosteson and Corpe, 1975).

3. Results

The adhesion enhancement activities of the

high molecular weight materials extracted from a

total 180 liters of sea water samples were ex-

amined in this study. These water samples were
collected in November 1972, during April, May,

October and November of 1973, and October of

1974. The samples were processed and extracted

in batches of 6, 12 and 24 liters.
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The average number of Chlorella cells ad-
hering to the control glass surfaces was 21.14 X
10^ (N=67) . The standard deviation of this mean
value was 3.69 X 10^, or 17% of the mean value.

A value deviating from this mean number 3.5 X

Std. Dev. or + 60% of the mean control value

(p ^ .01) was regarded as being significantly
different from the control number of adherent
Chlorella cells.

The materials to be tested were included in

the cell suspension media at a concentration of

2 mg/ml. The activity of the test materials is

expressed in terms of the % increase (or de-
crease) in the number of cells adhering to the

glass surfaces in the presence of the test

materials, as compared to the number of adherent
cells in the control. A total of 187 duplicate
assays was performed on the extracted materials.

The results of the extraction and assay of

the materials obtained from the water samples
taken on five separate occasions at the Serial

Station are presented in Table 1. The amount of

TABLE 1

SERIAL STATION WATER SAMPLES

FIG.1

Sample Sample Extractable 3 Adhesion
Date Depth Material Activity^

meters) (mg/liter) (% increase)

(1) 27 Nov 72 10 14.4 45 (2)
c

48 170.4 105 (2)

94 31.8 6 (1)

138 1.8 245 (1)

178 25.6 159 (3)

271 41.6 96 (2)

631 1.9 58 (1)

(2) 6 Apr 73 53 243.0 150 (4)

149 74.0 313 (4)

(3) 12 Oct 73 136 45.2 116 (2)

159 49.8 418 (2)

181 32.6 152 (2)

(4) 7 Nov 73 177 14.1 145 (3)

(5) Oct 74 49 17.9 88 (2)

147 6.0 53 (2)

185 5.0 72 (2)

aExtractable-Blank=3.5 + 1.2 mg/liter (N=5)

.

^Adhesion Activity = 60% is significant

(p < .01).

^"-Duplicate samples tested.

material recovered from the "blank" samples pro-
cessed in the system, expressed in terms of the

original volume extracted was 3.5 1 1.2 mg/liter
(N=5) . A series of 18 adhesion assays was con-

ducted to determine if there was any adhesion
enhancement activity associated with this ma-
terial. The material recovered from these

"blank" samples did not have any adhesion en-

hancement activity. Each time that the station
was occupied the depth of the high salinity core

(the Subtropical Underwater) was determined.
Figure 1 illustrates the vertical distribution
of both the concentration and adhesion enhance-
ment activity of the materials extracted from
all the water samples taken at this station

-200 -100 100 200 jOO 400 500
DISTANCE FROM CORE(m«t«r«)

Figure 1. The vertical distribution of adhesion
enhancement activity and original concentra-
tion ofmacromolecular materials recovered
from the water samples taken at the Serial
Station. These parameters are graphed as

a function of the difference between the

depth at which the -sample was taken and the

depth of the high salinity core of the
Subtropical Underwater in the respective
sample set (see Table 1) . The concentra-
tions and activities of samples falling
within 10 meters depth of each other were
averaged. Adhesion activities greater than
60% indicate the relative depth at which
material was found that significantly en-
hanced the adhesion of the cells to glass

(p < .01).

(samples 1-5, Table 1). The depths of the sam-
ples are indicated in terms of their distance
from the high salinity core water. In Figure 1

the negative distances indicate samples taken at
depths in the water column above the high
salinity core, and the positive differences in-
dicate those taken below (deeper than) the core.

As can be seen in Figure 1 the concentration of

extractable high molecular weight material rises
to a peak value approximately 94 meters above
the core (in the mixed surface layer, at a depth
of approximately 50 meters) and diminishes as

one approaches the high salinity core of the

Subtropical Underwater. At depths below the

core the concentration remains of the same order

of magnitude until one reaches the deepest
sample, 473 meters below the core. This dif-
ference corresponds to a depth of 6'31 meters,
placing the sample in the upper layers of the

Antarctic Intermediate Water.
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The adhesion assay of the extracted materials
also illustrated in Figure 1, shows two peaks in

activity, one associated with the materials found
in the water 94 meters above the core and another
more broadly distributed peak, associated direct-
ly with the core water itself. This latter ac-
tivity, starting 19 meters above is still detect-
able 113 meters below the core water. Only mar-
ginal activity was found in the materials ob-
tained from the deepest sample examined in this
study (473 meters below the core, at a depth of

631 meters) . On an equivalent weight basis the

materials obtained from the high salinity core
water itself had an adhesion enhancement activity
of approximately twice that found in the mixed
surface layer.

The organic carbon contents of the materials
recovered from selected sea water samples are
given in Table 2. The figures presented in

TABLE 2

Sample Depth Total DOCa

Extractable (mg/1)

Material
(mg/1)

1 10 14.4 5.4

1 48 170.4 79.5

2 53 243.0 87.4

5 49 17.9 0.13
1 138-178 13.7 5.6

2 149 74.0 2.1

3 136-181 43.0 0.5

5 147-185 5.5 0.84

aDOC-Blank=0.1 ± 0.03 mg DOC/liter (N=4) .

"Sample numbers refer to Table 1.

Table 2 for the dissolved organic carbon were de-

termined in wet samples (DOC). These figures

for carbon contents are not significantly dif-

ferent from those obtained from the analysis us-

ing the CHN Analvzer. The carbon contents of the

materials recovered from the "blank" samples were
letermined using the CHN Analyzer. The results
of this analysis revealed that 0.1 Z 0.03mg
DOC/liter (N=4) of the carbon content of the sea

water samples was due to material contributed by
the extraction system.

The inorganic IR spectra indicated the pre-
sence in the recovered materials of silicate,
phospliatr (biphorphate) and sulfate (Nyquist and

Kngel , 197 1 ). Assuming that sulfate is the non-
netal portion of the inorganic material, other
than chloride, the mass of the crude material re-

covered can be accounted for. Thus in the case

of the water samples taken from the high salinity
core water at the Serial Station a bulk of the

crude material recovered is inorganic in nature.

The material recovered from samples taken in No-
vember 1972 and April 1973 from a depth of ap-

proximately 50 meters at the Serial Station, had

a higher fraction of organic material (Table 2)

.

The DOC contents of these samples was more than

10X higher than that found at a depth of 10 meters

at the same station.
Table 3 shows the results of the analysis of

TABLE 3

TRANSECT WATER SAMPLES
(November 7, 1973)

Station Sample
Location Depth

(meters)

Extractable 3

Material
(mg/liter)

Adhesion
Activity"

(% increase)

(I)

17°48'N
65°29'W

(ID d

17°36'N
67°00'W

(III)

18°07'N
67°43'W

169

177

177

20.0

14.1

13.7

108 (3)
c

145 (3)

29 (3)

aExtractable-Blank=3.5 + 1.2 mg/liter (N=5) .

"Adhesion Activity = 60% is significant

(p .01).

•-Duplicate samples tested
d Sample 4, Table 2.

the water samples taken on the transect, running
from the station northwest of the Jungfern Pas-
sage (I) , through the Serial Station (II) to the

station located in the Mona Passage (III) , to the
west of Puerto Rico. At each of these stations
the depth of the high salinity core water was de-
termined. The respective water samples taken at

these stations varied only slightly in their dis-
tances from the core. The concentration of ex-
tractable high molecular weight material in these
samples was of the same order of magnitude and
did not appear to vary significantly with respect
to their location. The adhesion enhancement
activity of these materials did vary with the
location at which the samples were taken. Thus

activity wasfound in both the samples taken in

the area of the Jungfern Passage (I) and at the

Serial Station (II) , but was not present in the

material recovered from the sample taken in the

Mona Passage (III)

.

Several of the crude adhesion active ma-
terials employed in this study were further puri-
fied using hydroxyl apatite columns. The results
of this study are illustrated in Figure 2. The
first eluant fraction was .01 M phosphate buffer.
Thus, material eluted off the column in this
fraction did not adsorb to the hydroxyl apatite
at this buffer concentration. The bulk of the

material in all three preparations came off in

the first fraction. The amounts of material found
in the subsequent fractions appeared to be below
the milligram range. The materials were dis-
solved in media directly from the freeze dry
flasks for subsequent use in the adhesion assay
system. As can be seen in Figure 2 the adhesion
enhancement activity in the materials obtained
from the high salinity core water at the Serial
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FIG.

2

FRACTION NUMBER

Figure 2. A comparison of the adhesion enhance-
ment activities of the fractions of material
eluted from hydroxyl apatite columns follow-
ing the adsorption of the crude extracts from
samples of Caribbean Surface Water (53 m) and
the Subtropical Underwater (149 m) obtained
at the Serial Station. Adhesion activities
greater than 60% indicate fractions in which
the material significantly enhanced the ad-
hesion of the cells to glass (p < .01).

station were eluted in fraction 5 (0.3 M phosphate
buffer) , whereas the activity found in the ma-
terial obtained from the mixed surface layer at

the Serial Station was eluted in both fractions 1

and 5. Thus, with this material dissolved in .01

M phosphate buffer, there appear to be two dis-
tinct adhesion enhancement activities; one that
does not adsorb on the hydroxyl apatite and one
that does. This latter material can only be
eluted from the column with .3 M phosphate buffer.

4. Discussion

The Nature of the Ex-
tracted Materials

The nature of the procedures employed to iso-
late the materials used in this study, Sephadex

G-50 and dialysis, suggests that these materials
are of relatively high molecular weight.

The materials extracted by these techniques
appear to be at least in part organic (Table 2)

.

Materials recovered from marine phytoplankton and
bacterial culture media, and sea water samples,
by these techniques have been found to contain
both carbohydrate and protein components (Toste-
son and Corpe , 1975). The fractionation of the
crude material on hydroxyl apatite in this study
indicates that the active material represents
generally a very small percentage ( < 1%) of the
crude material. The fact that the active
material adsorbs on hydroxyl apatite suggests
that it is an ascidic polymer, reacting in a

manner similar to glyco-proteins (Rolla, et al .

,

1969) . The adhesion enhancement activity re-
covered from the media of cultures of marine
phytoplankton and bacteria adsorb selectively on
hydroxyl apatite and is eluted at the same
phosphate concentration as the activity reported
here (Hale and Tosteson, 1975; Hale, 1975).
While it is not specifically demonstrated in the
work presented here, the evidence here and re-
ported elsewhere strongly suggests that the ad-
hesion enhancement activity is due to the pre-
sence of an organic component in the recovered
materials

.

The amounts of crude material extractable
from the sea water samples are high (Table 1)

.

The DOC found in the water samples taken at a

depth of approximately 50 meters at the Serial
Station in November 1972 and April 1973 are an

order of magnitude higher than that found in the

other samples, including samples taken from a

depth of 10 meters in the same water column
(Table 2) . Thus the reported range of concen-
trations of dissolved organic carbon in sea water
of between 0.3 and 3.0 mg/liter are considerably
below that found in the 50 meter water at the

Serial Station (Riley and Chester, 1971). Re-

ported values for organic carbon in highly pro-
ductive and/or polluted coastal waters might run

as high as 20 mg/liter.
The samples reported in this study were all

made in the same manner. On each sampling date

the sea water samples at different depths were
taken on the same hydro-cast. The 50 meter sam-
ples were taken in November 1972 and April 1973,

essentially nine months apart . High amounts of

crude material were recovered from both of these

samples, and both showed this unusual carbon con-
tent. We donot know the reason for the high
carbon content in the materials recovered from
these samples, however, to the east of the Serial
Station along the south coast of Puerto Rico

there are a number of petrochemical complexes
that might well contribute such materials through
the effluents which they do discharge into the

sea. Subsequent samples at this Station, taken

in October 1974, indicate that the amount of

crude material recovered at this time was signifi-
cantly less than that found in 1972 and 1973.

The carbon contents of these more recent samples
appear to be within the range of those normally
encountered in sea water. Thus the high DOC
found in the samples taken in November 1972 and

April 1973 appears to characterize those samples

taken at that time.
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The adhesion enhancement activity found in
the materials recovered from samples of the mixed
surface layer (50 m) at the Serial Station con-
tains a component that is not found in the high
salinity core water. This material does not ad-
sorb on hydroxyl apatite (Fig. 2). It is very
possible that this component is responsible for
the high DOC contents of the materials recovered
from these samples.

The Distribution of the Extracted
Materials and Their Activity

The vertical distribution of the original
concentration of the recovered materials shows a

maximum in the mixed surface layer (Fig. 1). The
concentration decreases by an order of magnitude
at the depth of the high salinity core and re-
mains roughly constant down to a depth of 270
meters. In the deepest sample examined (631

meters), the upper layers of the Subantarctic
Intermediate Water, the concentration of ex-
tractable material decreased another order of
magnitude, to a value of 1.9 mg/liter. There
does not appear to be any correlation between
the concentration of this material and the high
salinity core of the Subtropical Underwater.

The vertical distribution of the adhesion
enhancement activity associated with the ex-
tractable materials does not correlate with the

concentrations of material found at the respec-
tive depths. Thus there are two discrete ranges
of depth at which materials that have a pro-
nounced effect on the adhesion of the Chlorella
are found. In the mixed surface layer, at a

depth of approximately 50 meters (94 meters
above the high salinity core water) the material
has significant adhesion enhancement activity.
The second depth range at which this activity
is-present is correlated directly with the high
salinity core water of the Subtropical Under-
water. This activity, as distinct from that

associated with the mixed surface layer, is dis-
persed over a wider range of depths extending to

approximately 270 meters. The activity is not
found in the upper layers of the Subantarctic
Intermediate Water.

The nature of the activity associated with
the mixed surface layer at the Serial Station
appears to be different from the one associated
with the high salinity core water. The analyses
of the fractions eluted off the hydroxyl apatite
columns suggest that the material extracted from
the mixed surface layer contains two distinct
components that affect the adhesion of the

Chlorell a to glass surfaces. The materials ex-

tracted from the high salinity core water contain
only one of these components. Thus these ma-
terials in addition to being associated with
distinct water masses are also different with
respect to the nature of their activity.

The Transport of the

Extracted Materials

in the Jungfern Passage has been reported to be
1853 meters, well below the depth of the high
salinity core water (Stalcup, 1973). Thus this
passage would not control the entrance of the
materials associated with this water into the
Northern Caribbean Sea. On the other hand, the
sill depth in the Mona Passage, to the west of
Puerto Rico is only 410 meters (Stalcup and
Atwood, 1973). While this depth is still con-
siderably lower than the depth of the high
salinity core in the Northern Caribbean, the
data presented here suggest that the Mona
Passage might restrict the movement of the ad-
hesion enhancement activity associated with the

high salinity core water into this region. Thus
the adhesion activity associated with this water
is found inthe area of the Jungfern Passage and
the Serial Station, but is not found in the Mona
Passage. We do not have information concerning
the presence or absence of this activity in the

surface waters of the Sargasso Sea. However,
others have reported the presence of particulate
organic aggregates in these waters (Riley,
Wangersky and Van Hemert, 1964; Riley, Van
Hemert and Wangersky, 1965). The existence of

such aggregates, implying the presence of organic
chelators, and that they must be in equilibrium
with similar components dissolved in that water,
strongly suggests the presence of soluble ad-
hesion active substances.

The Significance of the Ad-
hesion Enhancement Activity

Surface active, adhesion enhancing organics
in the sea may be of considerable biogeographic
significance. The presence of this activity in

the high salinity core water of the Subtropical
Underwater of the Northern Caribbean may in

part explain the enhanced productivity observed
in the upwelling sea along the northern coast of

Venezuela (Diaz-Piferrer , 1967). The stimulatory
effect of organic chelators on primary produc-
tivity in other areas of upwelling has been
suggested (Barber and Ryther, 1969). The pre-

sence of organic surface active macromolecules
might be expected to promote both the formation

of organic aggregates as well as algal aggre-
gates, thus increasing the supply of readily

available food.

5. Footnote
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The authors wish to acknowledge Mr. B. R.
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.

The high salinity core water of the Subtropi-

cal Underwater moves into the Caribbean from the

Sargasso Sea (Montgomery, 1938; Wust, 1964;

Kinard, Atwood and Giese, ]974). The sill depth
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